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1                             Arbitration Place Virtual

2  --- Upon commencing on Wednesday, August 17, 2022,

3      at 10:03 a.m.

4  AFFIRMED:  DAN FRITSCHE

5  CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MS. PATERSON:

6 1                   Q.   Good morning, Mr.

7  Fritsche.  Your counsel was kind enough to help me

8  pronounce that just before we went on the record.

9  Am I getting it correct?

10                     A.   That's correct, yes.

11 2                   Q.   Okay.  Thank you.

12                     My name is Ashley Paterson.  I

13  am one of the counsel members on the defence team,

14  and I will be cross-examining you this morning.

15                     You swore an affidavit for use

16  in these proceedings on October 9th, 2020; is that

17  right?

18                     A.   Correct, yes.

19 3                   Q.   And you have that

20  affidavit in front of you today?

21                     A.   I do.  Yes.

22 4                   Q.   Do you have it

23  electronically or in a hard copy?

24                     A.   No, a hard copy.

25 5                   Q.   Okay.  And did you review
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1   it before attending this exam today?

2                      A.   Yes.  I reread it, yes.

3  6                   Q.   Do you have any

4   corrections to make to it since you swore it back

5   in 2020?

6                      A.   No, I don't.

7  7                   Q.   Are there any notes that

8   you've made on that affidavit?

9                      A.   No, not one.

10  8                   Q.   Okay.

11                      MS. PATERSON:  Counsel, can we

12   mark Mr. Fritsche's affidavit as the first

13   exhibit, please?

14                      MR. SAYCE:  Yes, that's fine.

15                           EXHIBIT NO. A:  Affidavit

16                           of Dan Fritsche, sworn

17                           October 9, 2020.

18                      BY MS. PATERSON:

19  9                   Q.   And Mr. Fritsche, do you

20   have any additional documents in front of you

21   today other than your affidavit?

22                      A.   No, that is -- I don't

23   know if you want me to show you, that is literally

24   it.

25 10                   Q.   I'm very happy to take
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1   your word for it.  Anything open on your computer

2   other than the Zoom link that you're using to

3   connect to the exam?

4                      A.   No.  No, you are full

5   screen.

6 11                   Q.   Lucky me.  And there's no

7   one else in the room with you, I take it?

8                      A.   Nope.  I've sent the kids

9   away.  It's just me in the house.

10 12                   Q.   Okay.  Very good, thank

11   you.  So that covers off the introductory things

12   that I wanted to get through.  There's just one

13   more thing that I'll note before we get started

14   into the substantive issues.

15                      I appreciate that there are

16   some particularly sensitive issues here.  And so

17   if you want to ever take a break, that is always

18   open to you.  You just let me know and we can

19   break for however long you need; okay?

20                      A.   Sure.

21 13                   Q.   You were born on July

22   13th, 1985; correct?

23                      A.   Yes.

24 14                   Q.   So you are currently 37

25   years old?
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1                      A.   That's correct.

2 15                   Q.   You were 16 when you

3   started playing in the Ontario Hockey League?

4                      A.   That is correct, yes.

5 16                   Q.   You played in the OHL

6   from 2001 to 2005?

7                      A.   Yes.

8 17                   Q.   Your first season in the

9   OHL was the 2001 to 2002 season with the Sarnia

10   Sting; correct?

11                      A.   Yes.

12 18                   Q.   But you injured your

13   shoulder during that season, so you didn't play

14   the full season; right?

15                      A.   Very quickly, yes.  I

16   played a very limited number of games, so that's

17   correct.

18 19                   Q.   Yes, I have that you

19   played 17 games with the Sting in that season.

20   Does that sound roughly accurate?

21                      A.   Yes, yes.

22 20                   Q.   Okay.  And I have that

23   your last game with the Sting in the 2001 to 2002

24   season was on November 16th, 2001.  So, like you

25   said, pretty quickly into the season.  Does that
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1   sound roughly accurate?

2                      A.   Yes.

3 21                   Q.   Okay.  And then you spent

4   the entirety of the next season, the 2002 to 2003

5   season, with the Sting?

6                      A.   Yes.

7 22                   Q.   And you were still

8   considered a rookie during that 2002 to 2003

9   season; correct?

10                      A.   Yes.

11 23                   Q.   So the abuse that you

12   discussed in your affidavit that you experienced

13   in Sarnia as a rookie, that took place in both the

14   2001 to 2002 season and the 2002 to 2003 season

15   because you were considered a rookie in both

16   seasons?

17                      A.   Yes, you broke up there

18   just at the end, but yeah, I did -- it did happen

19   both seasons I was there, yes.

20 24                   Q.   Okay.  Sorry, if I broke

21   up.

22                      PATERSON:  Let me just ask Ms.

23   Mak if she was able to get what my question or if

24   I need to repeat anything.

25                      THE REPORTER:  I got it.
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1                      MS. PATERSON:  Okay.

2                      BY MS. PATERSON:

3 25                   Q.   So let's just move on so

4   that I can get the chronology of your hockey

5   career to 2003 to 2004, that season for a moment.

6   You played on a number of teams and multiple

7   leagues in that season; right?

8                      A.   Yes.

9 26                   Q.   Okay.  And I do have your

10   Elite Prospects profile.  I can bring that up if

11   needed so just let me know, but I want to get the

12   rough chronology.  You played 19 games with the

13   Columbus Blue Jackets that season?

14                      A.   Correct, yes.

15 27                   Q.   And four games with --

16   sorry, were you saying something else?

17                      A.   Yeah, no -- I arrived at

18   Sarnia Sting.  I went to training camp.  I was

19   about to start the season and then I reported to

20   Columbus Blue Jackets training camp and made the

21   team from training camp, yes.

22 28                   Q.   Okay, understood.  So you

23   started that season, aside from training camp

24   then, with the Columbus Blue Jackets?

25                      A.   Correct, yes.
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1 29                   Q.   And you then played four

2   games with the Syracuse Crunch in the American

3   Hockey League?

4                      A.   At the end of the OHL

5   season.

6 30                   Q.   Okay.  So let me get

7   through these four because you might need to

8   correct me if I have the chronology wrong.  I also

9   have it in that season, you played 27 games with

10   the Sting?

11                      A.   Yes, so I don't have the

12   Prospects or anything, but -- so I played that

13   whole year, I reported to Sarnia, the OHL season,

14   and training camp starts earlier.  I went through

15   training camp with them.  I then reported to

16   Columbus.  I made the team with Columbus.

17                      I -- then after Columbus, I

18   was assigned to -- I made the USA World Juniors

19   team.  I reported to USA World Juniors.  I went

20   directly to Helsinki, Finland, played with the USA

21   World Juniors.  After that, I came back to Sarnia

22   and played with Sarnia.

23                      And then at the very end of

24   the year, due to the CSHL, and NHL, American

25   Hockey League rules, I had to finish the season
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1   with them.  And then after the season with Sarnia,

2   I reported to Syracuse and played for Syracuse.

3 31                   Q.   Got it.  Okay.  That was

4   very helpful.  I certainly had that out of order.

5   So I'm going to ask you similar questions about

6   the 2004 to 2005 season.

7                      A.   Okay.

8 32                   Q.   So let me tell you what I

9   have and then perhaps you can correct it and put

10   it in order.  In the 2004 to 2005 season, I have

11   you playing two games with the Sting, 28 games

12   with the London Knights, and seven games with the

13   US Men's National Junior team.

14                      Can you tell me the chronology

15   with respect to that if I have those teams

16   accurate?

17                      A.   Yes, that's correct.

18   Yeah, I went to Sarnia.  Yes, Sarnia, London, and

19   then World Juniors.  Yes.

20 33                   Q.   Okay.  So you started

21   that season with the Sting.  My understanding is

22   you got traded to London at the beginning of

23   January of 2005.  Does that sound accurate?

24                      A.   Yes.  So actually, it

25   would have been -- I'm sorry, it would have been
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1   the opposite.  It would have been Sarnia, USA

2   World Juniors, and then London.  Yes.

3 34                   Q.   Yes.  Okay, thank you.

4                      Have you reviewed any of the

5   affidavits that have been filed in this matter

6   other than your own?

7                      A.   I have not, no.

8 35                   Q.   You are familiar with

9   Daniel Carcillo, I take it?

10                      A.   Yes, of course.  He was

11   my teammate during Sarnia.

12 36                   Q.   Right.  You played your

13   rookie season with him on the Sting?

14                      A.   Not my true rookie

15   season.  This was my second year, yes.

16 37                   Q.   Right.  But the 2002 to

17   2003 season was your rookie season -- your second

18   rookie season, if I can put it that way --

19                      A.   I was still considered a

20   rookie because of the limited games I played for a

21   season.

22 38                   Q.   Right.  And in your

23   affidavit at paragraph five, you say that Daniel

24   Carcillo was your rookie teammate in the 2002 to

25   2003 season; correct?
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1                      MR. SAYCE:  Hold on a second

2   there, counsel.  I don't mean to be overly

3   technical, but if you're going to ask any

4   questions about the affidavit, I would ask that

5   you just put it up on your screen and share it

6   with him so that he can just follow along.

7                      MS. PATERSON:  Okay.  We will

8   get there.  This isn't meant to be a memory test.

9   I'm just trying to understand.

10                      BY MS. PATERSON:

11 39                   Q.   The rookie season that

12   you refer to as sharing with Mr. Carcillo was the

13   2002 to 2003 season; correct?

14                      A.   Yes.

15 40                   Q.   And you're aware that Mr.

16   Carcillo has spoken publicly about his experiences

17   of hazing while on the Sting?

18                      A.   Yes.

19 41                   Q.   You have also publicly

20   commented on your experiences of hazing on the

21   Sting; correct?

22                      A.   Yes.

23 42                   Q.   Okay.  So I want to take

24   you to an interview that you did with Ryan Pyette

25   of the London Free Press, and I'll share that on
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1   my screen.  Just give me a moment.

2                      MR. SAYCE:  Counsel, this is

3   the first that we've heard of this particular

4   article.  You didn't send it to us in advance.  I

5   think maybe it would be best if you e-mailed it to

6   us and then we can e-mail it to Mr. Fritsche, so

7   that everybody can read it and so we can figure

8   out what it is.

9                      Alternatively, you can give

10   everybody time to read it on your screen, but, you

11   know.  Is this the kind of thing -- is it a long

12   article?  Should we be looking to, you know,

13   adjourn for a minute and read the whole thing?

14                      MS. PATERSON:  I was planning,

15   Mr. Sayce, to bring it up on the share screen.  I

16   think it's just a few pages, so I don't think it

17   will be overly onerous for me to scroll through

18   and give Mr. Fritsche an opportunity and you all

19   an opportunity to review it.  So why don't I bring

20   it up and we can all take a look and go from

21   there?

22                      MR. SAYCE:  All right.  Sounds

23   good.  Thank you, counsel.

24                      MS. PATERSON:  Can everybody

25   see the London Free Press article that's entitled
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1   "London Memorial Cup champ says he'll join

2   junior-hockey lawsuit?"

3                      MR. SAYCE:  To be totally

4   honest, it's a bit blurry.  Is there a way you can

5   zoom in or make it bigger?

6                      MS. PATERSON:  Yes, so I can.

7   Let me give that a try.  This has been a bit of a

8   challenging article to get into PDF form because

9   it has ads that pop up as you go along.  Let me

10   zoom in to hopefully let you see.  I want to

11   scroll to make sure that you can see the text.

12                      Before I scroll through the

13   whole thing, can you look at that and tell me if

14   it's big enough for you to see?

15                      MR. SAYCE:  I can.  There's an

16   embedded video here.  Is that something we should

17   just leave for now?

18                      MS. PATERSON:  I think so.

19   That video is just a chronology of -- as it's

20   entitled, "Dan Fritsche's hockey journey."  I

21   don't intend to ask any questions about that

22   video.  I just intend to ask some questions about

23   the article itself.  So as long as you can read

24   it, I think we should be good and I can scroll

25   through it for everybody.
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1                      Can you see it okay?

2                      MR. SAYCE:  We can.

3                      Mr. Fritsche, can you read

4   that?

5                      THE WITNESS:  Yes, I can.

6   Yes.

7                      MR. SAYCE:  Okay.  So let's go

8   to the top and let's give it a read together.

9                      BY MS. PATERSON:

10 43                   Q.   Okay.  So Mr. Fritsche

11   and Mr. Sayce, I am at the top of the article and

12   I will just stay here and you tell me when to

13   scroll down.

14                      A.   Okay.  Yes, you can

15   scroll down.

16                      Okay, you can scroll down.

17                      Okay, go ahead.  Oh, can you

18   just scroll up a little bit please?

19 44                   Q.   Yes.

20                      A.   There you go.

21                      Okay, scroll down.

22                      Okay, scroll down.

23                      Okay.  Scroll down.  Thank

24   you.  Just scroll up a tiny bit.  There you go.

25                      Okay, scroll down.
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1                      Okay, you could scroll down.

2                      Okay, scroll down.

3                      Okay.  Scroll down, please.

4                      Okay.

5 45                   Q.   You're all done reading

6   that page?

7                      A.   I am, yes.

8 46                   Q.   Okay.  So I'll just keep

9   scrolling here.  It is the end of the article, but

10   I just want your counsel to see that the rest is

11   just kind of things that come up on these types of

12   news sources.  Wait for it to capture it all as

13   fairly as possible.  Okay, thank you for --

14                      MR. SAYCE:  Hold on one

15   second.  Sorry, counsel, can you go back down?

16   There's a comment there that I just want to have a

17   look at.  It could be problematic.

18                      MS. PATERSON:  This one?

19                      MR. SAYCE:  Yes, I just want

20   to -- just give me a second.

21                      Okay.  I mean that's just some

22   guy named "Randy."  I won't state his last name

23   because it's a rude word.

24                      That's fine.  Let's continue

25   on.
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1                      MS. PATERSON:  Thank you.

2                      BY MS. PATERSON:

3 47                   Q.   So I'm just scrolling

4   back to the top, Mr. Fritsche, and thanks for

5   taking the time to read that article.  I just have

6   a few questions about it.

7                      To start, do you recall

8   speaking to Mr. Pyette about the issues that are

9   raised in this article in June of 2020, I guess?

10                      A.   Yes, I do.

11 48                   Q.   Okay.  And this article

12   was published -- it's indicated there on the top

13   of the article -- on June 26th, 2020.  Does that

14   sound to be roughly accurate in terms of the time

15   at which you spoke to Mr. Pyette?

16                      A.   Yes, I guess.  I believe

17   so, yes.

18 49                   Q.   Had you seen this article

19   before today?

20                      A.   I don't recall if I've

21   seen it when it first came out.  I mean I do

22   recall talking to him and giving him all the

23   answers, so...

24 50                   Q.   Okay.  That's helpful.

25                      MS. PATERSON:  So counsel, can
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1   we mark the article as the next exhibit?

2                      MR. SAYCE:  Yes.

3                           EXHIBIT NO. B:  London

4                           Free Press article

5                           entitled "London Memorial

6                           Cup champ says he'll join

7                           junior-hockey lawsuit"

8                           dated June 26, 2020.

9                      MS. PATERSON:  Thank you.

10                      BY MS. PATERSON:

11 51                   Q.   So I'm just going to

12   scroll to the first paragraph of the article here,

13   which reads:

14                           "Fifteen years later, Dan

15                           Fritsche hopes long-time

16                           Sarnia Sting fans

17                           understand why he wanted

18                           to leave the city and the

19                           team." (As read)

20                      So I take it, Mr. Fritsche,

21   you had never communicated to Sarnia fans before

22   giving this interview that you left the city and

23   the team due to the hazing and abuse you

24   experienced there?

25   REF                MR. SAYCE:  Well, hold on a
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1   second there, counsel.  This is a statement not

2   made by Mr. Fritsche.  It's made by the

3   journalist.  It's, you know, I don't -- I think we

4   need to be careful.  It sounds like you're asking

5   him to adopt the view of the journalist here, so

6   I'm going to ask you to ask your question somewhat

7   differently.

8                      MS. PATERSON:  Sure.  I can do

9   that, counsel.

10                      BY MS. PATERSON:

11 52                   Q.   Mr. Fritsche, had you

12   ever communicated to Sarnia fans before this

13   article was published that you left the city and

14   the team due to hazing and abuse that you

15   experienced in Sarnia?

16   REF                MR. SAYCE:  Again, I don't

17   know if he's communicating to the fans that he

18   left the team because of hazing and abuse.  He was

19   traded, you know.

20                      So please ask your question in

21   a way that is fair to the witness and asks him,

22   you know, something that he is able to opine on

23   without any -- or not opine on but give evidence

24   on without any editorializing, please.

25                      MS. PATERSON:  Sure.  I'll
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1   rephrase my question and I'll take those two

2   comments, Mr. Sayce, as refusals.

3                      BY MS. PATERSON:

4 53                   Q.   Let's start here, Mr.

5   Fritsche.  In this sentence that the reporter has

6   written, it states:

7                           "Dan Fritsche hopes

8                           long-time Sarnia Sting

9                           fans finally understand

10                           why he wanted to leave

11                           the city and the team."

12                           (As read)

13                      So let me ask you this:  Was

14   there a time when you wanted to leave Sarnia and

15   the Sarnia Sting?

16   REF                MR. SAYCE:  Sorry, can I ask

17   you just to -- how is this -- I don't understand

18   how this is relevant to the certification

19   criteria.  I don't mean to be, you know -- you're

20   just cross-examining him on a statement made by a

21   journalist.  I don't understand how this is

22   relevant.

23                      Can you -- and I'm happy to

24   have this discussion off the record so that our

25   transcript isn't all cluttered up, but can you
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1   help me out here?

2                      MS. PATERSON:  Sure.  The

3   entire article pretty much is relevant to the

4   abuse and the hazing that Mr. Fritsche says to --

5   not only the reporter -- but also says in his

6   affidavit that he experienced in Sarnia.  Those

7   issues are at the centre of this litigation, so

8   I'm trying to understand exactly what Mr. Fritsche

9   experienced, why he wanted to leave the team, in

10   if in fact he did, but I've got to ask those

11   questions in order to understand that.

12                      But generally, I would think,

13   counsel, that asking questions about hazing and

14   abuse is squarely relevant to the issues in this

15   litigation and on the motion.

16                      MR. SAYCE:  I mean not

17   everything; right?  I mean this is a certification

18   motion.  We're talking about the proposed common

19   issues, so how -- you know, whether he wanted to

20   leave the team or not is not relevant to the

21   certification criteria.  It is perhaps relevant

22   to, you know -- again, it's his subjective

23   experience at the time.

24                      I'll let you -- this is not a

25   part of his affidavit.  This is not a part of his
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1   evidence.  I'll let you ask some questions about

2   it, but I'm just going to warn you that, you know,

3   cross-examining a witness on something a

4   journalist says, it is not the witness's words, it

5   is not the witness's views.  This is very

6   problematic.

7                      But if you want to ask him

8   about how he felt while he was on the Sarnia,

9   whether he liked being there, I suppose that is

10   tangentially relevant to -- but, of course, you

11   know, a little bit relevant or borderline

12   relevant, so I'll let you go there.  I just want

13   to keep away from what this journalist's

14   description of events and having the, you know,

15   that become Mr. Fritsche's evidence because that

16   is just not the case.

17                      MS. PATERSON:  Okay.  So I'm

18   going to come to a number of quotes that Mr.

19   Fritsche has in this article, but I'm trying to

20   take things chronologically.  So do I hear you

21   say, Mr. Sayce, that you're allowing the question

22   or are you refusing the question?

23   REF                MR. SAYCE:  No, I said I'm

24   just asking you to, you know, stick to the

25   affidavit.  Or, you know, if you want to put
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1   quotes to him, that's fair game.  But let's, you

2   know, I'm warning you that cross-examining him on

3   the things the journalist said, that is off-side.

4   But, you know, go ahead.  Ask the question.  I'll

5   refuse it if I need to, but, you know, I don't

6   think too much needs to turn on this right now.

7                      MS. PATERSON:  Okay.

8                      BY MS. PATERSON:

9 54                   Q.   So Mr. Fritsche, back to

10   you.  Was there a time when you were playing for

11   the Sarnia Sting that you wanted to leave the city

12   and the team?

13                      A.   Was there a time?  Yes,

14   there was a time.  Yes.

15 55                   Q.   And why did you want to

16   leave the team at that time?

17                      A.   Because I felt that I was

18   just -- just hoping to go somewhere that was a

19   little bit better compared to the abuse, the toxic

20   environment that I was up against.  And yeah.

21                      And, you know, as a

22   16-year-old kid, I didn't want to speak out

23   because of being ashamed, embarrassed, not

24   believed.  I just wanted to play hockey, you know.

25   So, you know, it's as simple as that.
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1 56                   Q.   Thank you.

2                      I'm going to go to the next

3   paragraph here.  I think it might give a little

4   bit more context to the first paragraph that I was

5   reading, and it's also a direct quote.  So in the

6   second paragraph that I've scrolled to here, Mr.

7   Fritsche, you are quoted saying:

8                           "'I know a lot of fans

9                           were pissed because I had

10                           requested a trade and was

11                           trying to get out of

12                           there,' the former NHL

13                           forward and ex-London

14                           Knights standout said."

15                           (As read)

16                      Start quote again:

17                           "'But it was just a

18                           terrible, toxic

19                           atmosphere and I couldn't

20                           really deal with it

21                           anymore.'" (As read)

22                      So that is a direct quote that

23   you gave to the reporter; is that correct?

24                      A.   Yes.

25 57                   Q.   And did talking to the
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1   reporter and knowing that this was going to be

2   published provide you with a sense of relief to

3   have a platform to tell fans about what you had

4   experienced in Sarnia?

5   REF                MR. SAYCE:  That question's

6   refused.

7                      MS. PATERSON:  On what basis?

8                      MR. SAYCE:  It's not relevant.

9                      BY MS. PATERSON:

10 58                   Q.   Okay.  Mr. Fritsche, I

11   want to take you the second paragraph appearing on

12   page 2.  And I'll just read that paragraph for

13   you:

14                           "When Fritsche was

15                           acquired by the Knights

16                           in the middle of 2004 to

17                           2005 OHL season, he was

18                           excited to be reunited

19                           with his best friend Drew

20                           Larman.  But he was also

21                           wary of playing again

22                           under London assistant

23                           Jeff Perry, the head

24                           coach with that notorious

25                           Sting group." (As read)
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1                      I'll just pause there, Mr.

2   Fritsche, to clarify something.  In your

3   affidavit -- and I'm happy to bring that up, I

4   just don't want to be flashing back and forth --

5   when you describe --

6                      A.   It's all right.  I have

7   it.

8 59                   Q.   Okay, great.  So at

9   paragraph eight when you describe the abuse you

10   experienced in Sarnia, you talk about a coach

11   whipping a player with his own belt.  That coach

12   was Jeff Perry; right?

13                      A.   Correct, yes.

14 60                   Q.   Okay.  So I take it it's

15   fair to say that Mr. Perry played a role in the

16   abuse that the rookies experienced in Sarnia?

17                      A.   He did, yes.

18 61                   Q.   And that made you

19   hesitant to go to London where he was at that

20   time, an assistant coach?

21                      A.   Yes, of course.  Yes.

22 62                   Q.   Okay.  So the next

23   paragraph in the article there which you should

24   still be able to see on your screen is a quote

25   from you.  And it says, quote:
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1                           "'The first thing I asked

2                           Drew was what's Jeff's

3                           role in this,' Fritsche

4                           recalled.  'Is he the

5                           same person?  Drew said

6                           he's just kind of there.

7                           He doesn't say or do

8                           anything and that was

9                           absolutely the case.

10                           That was kind of a

11                           relief.  The impact he

12                           had on me in London was

13                           very minimal." (As read)

14                      And in the next paragraph --

15                      MR. SAYCE:  Sorry, counsel,

16   just to -- there's no end quote.  Can you scroll

17   back above?

18                      MS. PATERSON:  Yes.

19                      MR. SAYCE:  There's no end

20   quote after the words "was very minimal."  I don't

21   know where that quote ends.  Do you see my

22   issue here?  I don't know if that's a quote or not

23   or if the entire thing is a quote.

24                      And then there's a new quote,

25   sort of a starting quote in the next paragraph.
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1   So it seems to me that it's unclear what Mr.

2   Fritsche is being quoted as saying and what is,

3   you know, I suppose paraphrased by the journalist.

4                      Do you see what I'm saying

5   here?

6                      MS. PATERSON:  I do.  I would

7   venture to say that that last sentence of the

8   paragraph that reads "the impact he had on me in

9   London was very minimal," which would likely be a

10   continuation of the quote because it sounds like

11   it's coming from Mr. Fritsche's mouth.

12                      But why don't you let me just

13   get through this, Mr. Sayce, and I can ask Mr.

14   Fritsche the questions that I have on this.  And

15   if you have any objections to that, we can deal

16   with them.  Is that okay?

17                      MR. SAYCE:  Sure.  As long as

18   you ask him if he recalls saying these things and

19   if these are indeed his quotes, then I think we

20   should be fine.

21                      MS. PATERSON:  Sure.

22                      BY MS. PATERSON:

23 63                   Q.   So let's just read these

24   two paragraphs together, Mr. Fritsche, so that I

25   can try to figure out what you said and what you
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1   didn't, if in fact you didn't say anything.  So

2   I'm starting with the paragraph that says, quote:

3                           "'The first thing I asked

4                           Drew was what's Jeff's

5                           role in this,' Fritsche

6                           recalled. 'Is he the same

7                           person?  Drew said he's

8                           just kind of there.  He

9                           doesn't say or do

10                           anything and that was

11                           absolutely the case.

12                           That was kind of a

13                           relief.  The impact he

14                           had on me in London was

15                           very minimal." (As read)

16                      There is no closed quote, but

17   I am moving onto the next paragraph that begins

18   with an open quote:

19                           "I think I did (feel

20                           uncomfortable) only in

21                           the very beginning

22                           because of our past

23                           history and him having a

24                           presence there.  He was a

25                           completely different
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1                           person there.  He just

2                           sat back and let

3                           Dale (Hunter) run the

4                           show.  I'm grateful for

5                           that." (As read)

6                      So Mr. Fritsche, are the

7   quotes here, if we can assume that there was a

8   closed quote after "was very minimal" in the first

9   paragraph that I read to you, are those your

10   quotes?

11                      A.   Yes, they are.

12 64                   Q.   So Mr. Perry did not

13   continue to engage in this sort of behaviour he

14   engaged while in Sarnia when you were in London

15   together; correct?

16                      MR. SAYCE:  Sorry, counsel,

17   are you speaking about the whipping with the belt

18   or are you speaking about other parts of his

19   affidavit?  You're speaking very broadly.

20                      MS. PATERSON:  I would like to

21   get the broad answer from the witness and then we

22   can get more specific if needed.  I'm asking if he

23   continued to engage in this sort of behaviour he

24   engaged in in Sarnia while you were in London

25   together.
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1                      BY MS. PATERSON:

2 65                   Q.   Is that the case, Mr.

3   Fritsche, or no?

4                      A.   Jeff Perry was nothing

5   but a figure head.  The bench in London.  He, in

6   my opinion, wasn't even an assistant coach.  One

7   of my 7-year-old kids could have done what he did.

8   He never talked to kids in London.  He never did

9   anything.  He was -- he was nothing but a buddy to

10   Dale Hunter who just sat there.  It was like two

11   people different coming from one place to another

12   place.

13                      In saying that, London was --

14   we'd had the best team in junior hockey.  It was

15   over 16 years ago and it's not easy just to go out

16   and -- there is no coaching.  We were that good.

17   There was no coaching we needed.  He just -- he

18   literally that -- that rest of the whole year, and

19   I don't think I even spoke a word to Jeff Perry in

20   London.

21 66                   Q.   Okay.  I do want to come

22   to this success of that team in a minute, but I

23   pick up on a few things that you were saying there

24   about Mr. Perry and the coaching staff generally.

25                      A.   Mm-hmm.
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1 67                   Q.   So Mr. Perry did not

2   participate in hazing and abuse in London then, I

3   take it; is that correct?

4                      A.   Not that I've witnessed,

5   no.  He was there a little bit before me.  I got

6   there in late January.  I didn't witness anything.

7 68                   Q.   Okay.  And Dale Hunter

8   was the head coach of the Knights when you were

9   playing there?

10                      A.   Sorry, you broke up just

11   a tiny bit.  Could you repeat that?

12 69                   Q.   Sure.  I said Dale Hunter

13   was the head coach of the Knights when you were

14   playing there?

15                      A.   Oh, yes.  Yes, he was.

16   Yes.

17 70                   Q.   And he was also the

18   President of the franchise and one of its owners

19   at that time?

20                      A.   Between him and Mark,

21   yes, I believe so.  Yes.

22 71                   Q.   Okay.  Mark was who I was

23   going to ask about next.  I have a few roles for

24   Mark at that time.  I believe Mark Hunter was the

25   general manager of the Knights when you were
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1   playing; is that right?

2                      A.   That's correct, yes.

3 72                   Q.   He was also the Vice

4   President of Hockey Operations and, as you

5   mentioned, one of the franchise owners when you

6   were playing there; is that right?

7                      A.   Yes.

8 73                   Q.   And I can take you there,

9   but you've read the article.  So you did explain

10   in the London Free Press article that the Hunters

11   did not allow hazing on the Knights; correct?

12                      MR. SAYCE:  Counsel, can you

13   take him to the quote, please?

14                      BY MS. PATERSON:

15 74                   Q.   Okay.  So I'm now at the

16   bottom of page 2 going onto page 3.  And I will

17   read from these paragraphs here starting with that

18   paragraph that's split over the two pages:

19   "Fritsche agreed" -- excuse me.  I've been

20   mispronouncing your name a few times, Mr.

21   Fritsche.

22                      A.   That's okay.

23 75                   Q.

24                           "Fritsche agreed his

25                           half-season in London
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1                           salvaged his junior

2                           hockey experience." (As

3                           read)

4                      Next paragraph, quote:

5                           "'It was fantastic,'" he

6                           said.  'I don't have one

7                           complaint about the

8                           Hunters or the program

9                           they run.  Dale and Mark

10                           are the coach and manager

11                           and fully involved and I

12                           do think that makes

13                           things easier.  They get

14                           to see day-to-day what

15                           happens and what's going

16                           on.  Problems like

17                           (hazing) always start

18                           from the top-down and

19                           with the Hunters being

20                           involved in every aspect,

21                           they weren't going to let

22                           anything like this

23                           happen.'" (As read)

24                      So the question I asked before

25   I read that, Mr. Fritsche, is:  The Hunters did
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1   not allow hazing on the Knights; correct?

2                      A.   I mean let me start by

3   saying Sarnia was a free-for-all penitentiary with

4   no guards in it.  You can do whatever you want.

5   It was -- the unimaginable, unthinkable stuff,

6   disgusting things that happened there.

7                      Did the Hunters let that

8   unimaginable stuff go on in their locker room?

9   No, they did not.  Did the Hunters and the London

10   Knights still let hazing go on?  The rookies were

11   still verbally abused and hazed to a certain

12   extent.  Nothing -- nothing ever will ever come

13   close to Sarnia.

14                      And in saying that, you know,

15   I came in in January; right?  I came in when

16   things were getting serious in the heat of

17   everything, and I can't talk for what happens at

18   the beginning of the year when, you know, things

19   actually tend to take place.  You know, the

20   playoffs were coming close and the heat of

21   everything was about to happen.

22                      So did the Londons run a

23   tighter ship?  Anybody ran a tighter ship than

24   Sarnia.  It was a disgusting free-for-all and --

25   but we're -- would I be mad about some of the
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1   things that happened to my kids in the London

2   locker room as far as verbal abuse and everything

3   else?  Yes, I would be, which again -- which is

4   why I'm on this phone call because I think that

5   it's important that we clean, you know, the game

6   up in its entirety, so...

7 76                   Q.   Okay.  Thank you for

8   that.  There were a few things that you said that

9   I just want to follow up on.

10                      A.   Sure.

11 77                   Q.   So obviously, you weren't

12   a rookie by the time that you went to London.  And

13   as you pointed out, you were later in the season;

14   right?  You came over in January.

15                      A.   Yes.

16 78                   Q.   So what I hear you saying

17   is that in terms of hazing in London, what you saw

18   was verbal abuse; is that fair to say?

19                      A.   Yes.  Yeah, fair to say,

20   yes.

21 79                   Q.   And I take it that you

22   didn't participate in any hazing while you were in

23   London?

24                      A.   No.  After my experiences

25   with Sarnia -- listen, I'm not an angel.  I would
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1   tease and have fun with the rookies all the time.

2   But even as an immature 17, 18, 19-year-old kid, I

3   would never put anybody through that.

4                      So hazing, I wouldn't say

5   "hazing."  Having fun with the rookies and teasing

6   the rookies, which is the clean part of having fun

7   with hockey, yes.

8 80                   Q.   Understood.  And you said

9   also a few minutes ago that the -- and correct me

10   if I have this wrong -- but you said that that

11   kind of stuff didn't take place in the locker room

12   in London.  So the teasing and having fun is

13   something that would take place --

14                      MR. SAYCE:  Counsel.

15                      MS. PATERSON:  -- outside of

16   the locker room -- just let me finish, counsel,

17   and then you can object.

18                      BY MS. PATERSON:

19 81                   Q.   It would take place

20   outside of the locker room?

21                      MR. SAYCE:  Sorry, I didn't

22   mean to interrupt you, counsel, so apologies for

23   that.  Either I didn't hear him say -- make any

24   distinction between inside or outside of the

25   locker room.
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1                      Do you want to go back to --

2   in any event, you can ask your question fresh.  I

3   just don't want you to put words into the

4   witness's mouth.

5                      MS. PATERSON:  Okay.  Well,

6   let's go back.

7                      BY MS. PATERSON:

8 82                   Q.   Mr. Fritsche, I thought I

9   heard you make a distinction about what the

10   Hunters allowed in their locker room versus -- I

11   guess some other place.  I'm not sure you

12   specified, but perhaps you can just explain that a

13   little bit more for me?

14                      A.   I mean, sure.  I mean I

15   only have two junior hockey teams to compare it

16   to; right?  One is London and one is Sarnia.

17                      And like I said before, in

18   London, nobody was getting strapped to a table and

19   getting whipped or putting in a laundry cart and

20   thrown against a wall or to the extent like that.

21                      Listen, the Sarnia in London,

22   there's no doubt there was two different ends of

23   the spectrum.

24                      But in -- in answering your

25   question, in and out of the locker room, I mean,
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1   yeah, it's just a phrase.  I would imagine -- I

2   mean most of the things all, you know, besides for

3   the bus as, you know, I guess some of the things

4   would happen, you know, in the locker room, the

5   bus.  That's where, you know, the abuse would take

6   place most commonly.

7 83                   Q.   In Sarnia; correct?

8                      A.   In Sarnia but in London

9   too.  It's verbal abuse.  Yeah.

10 84                   Q.   Okay.  So I don't mean to

11   belabour that.  Perhaps I had misunderstood

12   something that you said earlier about the locker

13   room in London.

14                      Okay.  I want to talk now

15   about January on with the London Knights.  You

16   have made reference to the fact that it was

17   obviously a very good team.  The team won the

18   Memorial Cup that year; correct?

19                      A.   That's correct, yes.

20 85                   Q.   All right.

21                      So while we still have the

22   article up, let's go to another quote from you

23   there.  Give me a second.

24                      Okay.  So I'm on the

25   second-last paragraph on page 3 of the PDF, and it
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1   starts with a quote from you.  I'll read the

2   paragraph, quote:

3                           "'I always tell people I

4                           just knew I would never

5                           experience that feeling

6                           again that I had with

7                           London,' he said.  'It

8                           was almost like we would

9                           go to the rink knowing we

10                           were going to win.  The

11                           NHL had its lockout and

12                           all eyes were on us and

13                           that's something you

14                           never forget.  We built a

15                           lot of good relationships

16                           and chemistry with a

17                           clean, toxic-free locker

18                           room, there was nothing

19                           stopping us.'" (As read)

20                      So I take it that quote there,

21   Mr. Fritsche, when you're referring to the

22   "toxic-free locker room," you were suggesting that

23   on teams where there's no abuse like in London,

24   those teams are more likely to be successful on

25   the ice?
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1   REF                MR. SAYCE:  Counsel, let's

2   just stop there.  Number one, he didn't say there

3   was no abuse on London.  He said there was abuse

4   on London.  So please stop trying to get him to

5   say there was no abuse.

6                      And secondly, you got to ask

7   him whether he said those things; right?  This is

8   just a newspaper article from the London Free

9   Press.  So if you want to ask him questions about

10   this quote, you're going to have to get on the

11   record that, yes, he remembers making those

12   statements and then, yes, he indeed made those

13   statements.  And then please move in that order.

14   So those are my requests of you.

15                      MS. PATERSON:  So counsel, I

16   disagree with you.  I mean I'm happy to do that.

17   I will.  But I just want to say for the purpose of

18   the record, I mean these are quotes.  The witness

19   has identified the article.  He has confirmed that

20   he gave this article, so I can't imagine why I

21   have to go through each quote and ask, but I will.

22                      BY MS. PATERSON:

23 86                   Q.   Mr. Fritsche, did you --

24                      MR. SAYCE:  I can explain why,

25   counsel --
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1                      BY MS. PATERSON:

2 87                   Q.   -- say the things --

3   REF                MR. SAYCE:  I mean I can

4   explain why if people were, you know.  This is not

5   an affidavit.  This is an article.  But sometimes,

6   people are misquoted.  Sometimes, people, you

7   know, journalists make mistakes.  This is hearsay;

8   right?

9                      So that's why, you know, if

10   you want to make it evidence, you're going to have

11   to ask him about it, get him to confirm that it

12   would be he recalls saying these things, and then

13   this is what he said, and that there's no misquote

14   issue, and et cetera, et cetera.  That's, you

15   know, that's our view.  So I don't want to talk

16   over your transcript here.  Why don't I let you

17   get to it?

18                      BY MS. PATERSON:

19 88                   Q.   Mr. Fritsche, did you say

20   the things to the reporter that you are quoted

21   having said in the paragraph that I read to you a

22   few minutes ago?

23                      A.   Yes.

24 89                   Q.   So when you refer to the

25   "toxic-free locker room" in the quote that I've
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1   read to you here, were you suggesting that on

2   teams that have toxic-free locker rooms, those

3   teams are more likely to be successful on the ice?

4                      A.   Of course.  I mean any

5   team with a toxic-free locker room gives you the

6   ability to have a more clear head and more clear

7   vision.

8                      But in saying that, you have

9   to understand this quote was not misquoted.  They

10   weren't misquoted, but it was -- it's quoted out

11   of context in a way; right?  Because like I said

12   before, if anybody could go into that locker room

13   in Sarnia and see what I came from and what Daniel

14   Carcillo came from and all these other people, you

15   know, anything -- like anything -- would have felt

16   toxic-free for us.

17                      So, you know, we could have

18   been messed around with our gear all day long and

19   been -- if that was it, if that was the hazing,

20   then that was toxic-free for us, you know, because

21   we had to incur and deal with so much stuff on a

22   daily basis.

23                      But to go back to your answer,

24   of course.  Anybody that truly has a toxic-free

25   locker room, there's no doubt about it.  You don't
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1   have to worry about veterans looking over your

2   shoulder and so forth.

3                      But this London team, I was

4   not a rookie.  I was a -- I was -- I had NHL games

5   under me already.  I was a well-established

6   veteran.

7                      And truthfully, with this

8   London team, I don't believe we had that many

9   rookies to begin with and the rookies that we had

10   didn't even play.  They were practice players.  So

11   there was not a whole lot of rookies that were

12   around and in the locker room with us on a

13   day-to-day basis to begin with.  We had such a

14   veteran team in London.  And that was very --

15   unlike Sarnia, we had a good handful of rookies,

16   you know.

17 90                   Q.   Understood.  I do not

18   mean to be suggesting that I'm not listening to

19   you or I'm not listening to the evidence that

20   you've given.  I know that you have said there was

21   verbal abuse in London.

22                      So let me just clarify what I

23   hear you saying, Mr. Fritsche.  I think that what

24   you are saying is that because of the severity and

25   intensity of what you experienced in Sarnia, the
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1   difference when you went to London seemed

2   pronounced because it was so bad in Sarnia; is

3   that fair to say?

4                      A.   To a certain extent, yes.

5   Yes, I -- would I want -- listen, if I -- again,

6   the reason I'm doing this right now is because I

7   have kids of my own that are very, very, very

8   skilled hockey players and I hope one day they

9   have the opportunity to do this.

10                      If I put my kids in the Sarnia

11   Sting locker room and occur what I occur, I'd be

12   put in jail for life, okay, as a father.

13                      If they went and played as

14   rookies for London, I would not be a very, very --

15   I would be a very, very pissed off father for some

16   of the things that they would have to endure and

17   would consider them playing somewhere else; okay?

18                      That -- those are the

19   spectrums I'm talking about, you know?

20 91                   Q.   Understood.

21                      So I just want to go to the

22   end of the article here before we move on from it.

23   And I'm going to read the last two paragraphs

24   here, some of which include quotes and some of

25   which doesn't.  So we'll deal with that, but let
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1   me just read the quotes first -- or sorry, the

2   paragraphs.  The last two paragraphs read:

3                           "Fritsche said there has

4                           never been an apology

5                           from anybody for the way

6                           he was treated in

7                           Sarnia." (As read)

8                      New paragraph, quote:

9                           "'I never got a phone

10                           call,' he said.  'But

11                           it's not about that.

12                           It's about cleaning this

13                           up so it never happens

14                           again.'" (As read)

15                      Did you say those three

16   sentences to the reporter that are quoted from you

17   in the last paragraph of the article?

18                      A.   Yes.

19 92                   Q.   Who would you expect an

20   apology from with respect to the way you were

21   treated in Sarnia?

22                      A.   I do need to say that

23   I -- I think it -- when this article did come out,

24   (audio distortion) reached out to me.  And --

25 93                   Q.   I'm sorry, Mr. Fritsche,
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1   I don't mean to interrupt you.  For me, you cut

2   out after you said "after this article came out"

3   and then there was a pause.  Do you mind just

4   starting again?

5                      A.   Yeah, yeah.  After this

6   article came out -- I'm sorry.  Let me start --

7   after Daniel Carcillo brought everything to light,

8   it might have been right around when this article

9   came out.  I wasn't sure if it's before or after.

10                      Terry Doran the general

11   manager reached out to me when he was a general

12   manager -- then, he's not now -- to apologize.

13                      Our fitness trainer from back

14   in the day -- his name was -- I'm drawing a

15   blank -- did reach out and apologize.  He said he

16   was, you know, unaware of everything going on.

17                      So I just wanted to put that

18   out there.  There was a couple of people that

19   reached out.  And I guess I'm unclear.  What do

20   you want me to comment on?

21 94                   Q.   So I now understand that

22   you received apologies from two people, Terry

23   Doran and your fitness trainer.

24                      What I was asking is:  Who

25   would you expect an apology from with respect to
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1   the abuse that you endured in Sarnia?

2                      A.   Okay.

3 95                   Q.   It could have been from

4   either of those two people or it could have been

5   from someone else.  I'm asking you to tell me.

6                      A.   Okay.  Well, like I said

7   in the article, I stand by that.  I don't -- I

8   would rather not name names.  I think the names

9   are out there.  I think there are -- people know

10   the names of the veterans that put us through

11   everything that they put us through.

12                      But obviously, the coaching

13   staff, you know, when you're dealing with

14   16-year-old kids, you know, the coaching staff has

15   to fall first, right, as they're in the locker

16   room.  They are right there.  Their office is in

17   the locker room.  They've witnessed everything

18   going on.  They were part of everything going on.

19   You know, that falls on them first.

20                      And then, you know, obviously,

21   management, ownership.  It's a leadership group.

22   You're in charge of not only developing hockey

23   players, but watching over kids.  And it's --

24   yeah, I believe it falls on them more so than the

25   veterans on that team that made the abuse.
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1 96                   Q.   Okay.  So you --

2                      MR. SAYCE:  Counsel, I don't

3   mean to interrupt you.  Just -- it's eleven.  I

4   need a bit of a break.

5                      Can we take a five-minute

6   break, or do you want to keep going for another

7   couple of minutes here?

8                      MS. PATERSON:  Yeah.  You know

9   what, Mr. Sayce?  I actually was going to take

10   about two more minutes before asking for a break

11   myself.  So can we just finish up this line of

12   questioning and then revisit?

13                      MR. SAYCE:  That's fine.

14                      MS. PATERSON:  Thank you.

15                      BY MS. PATERSON:

16 97                   Q.   Okay.  Mr. Fritsche, so

17   you had just talked about a number of people that

18   were in Sarnia when you were there.

19                      You talked about veterans.  I

20   appreciate you don't want to name names.  Coaching

21   staff, management, ownership, leadership.  Would

22   you expect an apology from any of those people on

23   that list?

24                      MR. SAYCE:  Counsel, this is

25   very strange.  Again, explain to me how this
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1   relates to the proposed common issues.  I don't

2   quite understand what a punitive class member's

3   view on apologies -- I mean this case is not

4   asking for an apology.  So can you help me out a

5   bit?

6                      MS. PATERSON:  Are you

7   refusing the question, Mr. Sayce?

8                      MR. SAYCE:  No, I'm just

9   asking --

10                      MS. PATERSON:  I appreciate

11   you want me to tell you the relevance.  I'd rather

12   not --

13                      MR. SAYCE:  Okay.  Then I'll

14   refuse it --

15                      MS. PATERSON:  Sorry, I'm not

16   finished my sentence.  I was going to say:  I'd

17   rather not attempt to connect each question to the

18   common issues that you've proposed.

19                      So I just need to know -- I

20   mean I'm not obligated to tell you what the

21   relevance of any given question is.  So either

22   you're refusing it and I can move on, or the

23   witness can answer the question.  So which is it?

24   REF                MR. SAYCE:  I'm refusing it

25   because I don't see the relevance.
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1                       BY MS. PATERSON:

2  98                   Q.   Are you aware, Mr.

3    Fritsche, of whether the players that hazed you in

4    Sarnia were punished for what they did to you?

5                       A.   No.  Nobody was punished.

6  99                   Q.   Do you think they should

7    have been?

8                       A.   I think they should have

9    been put in jail.

10                       MS. PATERSON:  Okay, I think

11    that's a good place to take a break if that's okay

12    with everybody.  I would propose to come back at

13    11:15 because I think if I have a little bit of

14    time to review my notes, we can wrap up relatively

15    quickly.

16                       MR. SAYCE:  Okay.  That's

17    great.  Thanks.  Let's go off the record.

18    --- Recess taken at 11:02 a.m.

19    --- Upon resuming at 11:18 a.m.

20                       BY MS. PATERSON:

21 100                   Q.   Thank you, Mr. Fritsche.

22    Subject to undertakings, advisements, refusals, I

23    have no further questions for you today.

24                       A.   Okay.

25                       MR. SAYCE:  I have a very
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1    minor issue on re-examination.

2    RE-EXAMINATION BY MR. SAYCE:

3 101                   Q.   With respect to Ms.

4    Paterson's questions about your time that you

5    split between the Canadian Hockey League, the

6    National Hockey League, and the American Hockey

7    League, do you remember those questions?

8                       A.   Do I remember?

9 102                   Q.   Yes.  Do you remember the

10    questions that Ms. Paterson asked you about how

11    you -- in certain years, you would jump from

12    league to league.  Do you remember that?

13                       A.   Yes, yes.

14 103                   Q.   And then I think you

15    referred to certain rules that apply where, you

16    know, pursuant to certain rules, you had to play

17    in a certain league.  Do you remember that?

18                       A.   Yes, I mean to my --

19    right now, it's just still the same rule as it was

20    back in the day where you cannot -- you have to

21    wait until your OHL season is fully complete and

22    then you're allowed to, as a drafted player,

23    you're allowed to go to the -- either play for

24    that minor league team -- in the American, I

25    believe.
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1 104                   Q.   And the minor league

2    team, you mean the American Hockey League is the

3    minor league system to the National Hockey League;

4    right?

5                       A.   That's correct, yes.

6 105                   Q.   Okay.  But you did play

7    at the beginning of a particular season for the

8    National Hockey League team, the Columbus Blue

9    Jackets, before you went to the World Juniors;

10    right?

11                       A.   That's correct, yes.

12 106                   Q.   Okay.  And then do you

13    remember if there are any rules or regulations

14    around the amount of time you could spend in the

15    National Hockey League?

16                       A.   No, I could spend all

17    year there.  But yeah, they -- they sent me to

18    World Juniors.  And after World Juniors, they sent

19    me back to the OHL.

20 107                   Q.   Okay.  And then you could

21    have been called back up from the OHL to the

22    National Hockey League.  It's just that you

23    finished your development season with the OHL; is

24    that how that worked?

25                       A.   Yes, I believe -- I
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1    believe they can call you back up from the OHL to

2    the NHL, but then you can't go from -- you can't

3    go play in the minor leagues just from the OHL.

4 108                   Q.   Right.  So you can't play

5    in the AHL, the American Hockey League --

6                       A.   Right.  In the American

7    Hockey League, yes.  Correct.

8 109                   Q.   All right.  Okay.  So I

9    guess the details of the rules don't really

10    matter, but this is all -- do you know -- there

11    are rules that apply to you that allow you to play

12    in particular leagues at particular times, the

13    details of which you may not be totally up to

14    speed on; right?

15                       A.   Yeah, I'm not totally up

16    to date.  But at the time of -- I was there, yeah,

17    I know that's a rule and I'm confident it's a

18    pretty similar way because any drafted draft pick

19    will.

20                       You know, a highly rated draft

21    pick, most clubs would like to get into their farm

22    system right away.  But the Canadian Hockey League

23    has a, you know, has a rule where their league

24    wouldn't be very successful if they logged that --

25    let's just say that -- because they're taking all
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1    the best players and going directly to the farm

2    system.

3 110                   Q.   Right.  Okay.  So there's

4    an agreement between the Canadian Hockey League,

5    the American Hockey League, and the National

6    Hockey League that sets out these rules on where

7    various drafted players can play; right?

8                       A.   Exactly.  Yes.

9 111                   Q.   Okay.  That's it.  Those

10    are my questions for clarification because you did

11    reference that, and I just wanted to make sure

12    that that's what you were talking about.  So

13    that's it on our end.  Thanks, everyone.

14    --- Whereupon the proceeding concluded

15        at 11:22 a.m.
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1                           Arbitration Place Virtual

2  --- Upon commencing on Friday, August 19, 2022 at

3      1:04 p.m.

4  AFFIRMED:  GARRETT TAYLOR

5  CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. EIZENGA:

6 1                   Q.   Thank you, Ms. Court

7  Reporter.  Mr. Taylor, we just met off the record,

8  but perhaps you could state your name for me for

9  the record.

10                     A.   This is Garrett Taylor.

11 2                   Q.   And you affirmed an

12  affidavit for use in these proceedings on November

13  the 23rd, 2020.  Do you recall that?

14                     A.   I do.

15 3                   Q.   Do you have your

16  affidavit in front of you now?

17                     A.   I do not, but I can get

18  it up there.

19 4                   Q.   It's not -- do you have

20  anything else up on your screen now other than if

21  you call up your affidavit?  Would that be the

22  only thing?

23                     A.   Yes, I can make it that

24  way.  Yes.

25 5                   Q.   Okay.  That would be
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1  best.  And do you have any other documents in

2  front of you?

3                     A.   No.

4 6                   Q.   Okay.  So just to review

5  where we are, you're going to call your affidavit

6  up.  That will probably be helpful, so that Mr.

7  Torgov doesn't have to share his screen too often.

8                     You're going to have your

9  affidavit in front of you, but no other documents;

10  correct?

11                     A.   Yes.

12 7                   Q.   Now did you review your

13  affidavit before attending on this

14  cross-examination today?

15                     A.   Not today.  I did it

16  yesterday.

17 8                   Q.   Okay, fair enough.  And

18  in preparing for this cross-examination, did you

19  discuss your affidavit with your counsel?

20                     A.   We did.

21 9                   Q.   Okay.  And when was that?

22  REF                MR. SAYCE:  Sorry, to

23  interrupt there, I know you know I'm going to say

24  this, Mr. Eizenga, but we're not going to pierce

25  the privilege that Mr. Taylor and I have.  So I'm
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1   just giving you a quick heads up there.  I'm sure

2   you expected me to say that.

3                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

4 10                   Q.   Well, that question

5   doesn't pierce the privilege and there's nothing

6   wrong with you preparing with your lawyer, Mr.

7   Taylor.

8                      MR. SAYCE:  Of course, I'm not

9   saying that you did, but if you go down the road,

10   I'm just saying we may squabble.  But go ahead,

11   sir.

12                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

13 11                   Q.   Now did you discuss your

14   affidavit with anybody else before your

15   cross-examination today?

16                      A.   Nope.

17 12                   Q.   And do you have any

18   changes you'd like to make to your affidavit?

19                      A.   Nope.

20 13                   Q.   Nothing you'd like to

21   qualify or correct at all?

22                      A.   No.

23 14                   Q.   So you're being proposed

24   as a Representative Plaintiff in this action.  You

25   understand that; correct?
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1                      A.   Yes.

2 15                   Q.   And of course, as a

3   Representative Plaintiff, this means you're one of

4   the named Plaintiffs on the actual statement of

5   claim.  You understand that; correct?

6                      A.   Correct.

7 16                   Q.   And the statement of

8   claim was originally issued on June the 18th,

9   2022; correct?

10                      MR. SAYCE:  Well, sir, just --

11   this isn't a memory test.  Maybe you want to take

12   him to the claim you're talking about.  The claim

13   has changed.  There's a new Plaintiff on the --

14                      MR. EIZENGA:  I'm going to ask

15   about that.  I'm going to ask about that too.  But

16   I can do that.  Let me start by asking the

17   question broadly and then we can go and show you

18   the claim.

19                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

20 17                   Q.   The issue is not really

21   the date, but you recall that the statement of

22   claim was issued back kind of mid-2020; correct?

23                      A.   Correct.

24 18                   Q.   And can I ask you this?

25   Did you review the claim before it was issued?
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1                      A.   Yes.

2 19                   Q.   The claim was amended

3   earlier this year -- again, the precise date

4   doesn't matter -- on April the 14th, 2022.  Do you

5   recall that?

6                      A.   Yes.

7 20                   Q.   And did you review the

8   amended claim before it was issued?

9                      A.   Yes.

10 21                   Q.   Okay.  And do you have a

11   recollection of any significant -- and again, it's

12   not a memory test, your counsel's right -- but any

13   significant changes between the two claims with

14   respect to the class that you're seeking to

15   represent?

16   REF                MR. SAYCE:  All right,

17   counsel, I'm going to -- well, you're asking him

18   to give a legal opinion on what a significant

19   change to a class definition is, so I'm going to

20   refuse that question.  I'm not going to say you

21   can't ask him about the case, but I don't think

22   that's really fair.

23                      THE WITNESS:  Yeah, my memory

24   is not too good.  Too many concussions from

25   playing in the WHL.
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1                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

2 22                   Q.   So let's -- you know, the

3   easiest way to do it might well be -- I mean I can

4   take you to both statements of claim, but what I'm

5   going to do is take you to the fresh as amended

6   statement of claim that was issued in April of

7   2022.  And you said you reviewed that statement of

8   claim before it was issued.

9                      A.   Yes.

10 23                   Q.   Okay.  So we're going

11   to -- Mr. Torgov is going to share his screen.

12   REF                MR. SAYCE:  And just to -- I

13   don't mean to interrupt the flow here, but this

14   isn't an examination for discovery and so we're

15   going to have to limit some of the

16   cross-examination questions on the legal aspects

17   of the statement of claim.

18                      I just wish to warn you

19   because we got into some trouble on this last time

20   with one of the other Representative Plaintiffs,

21   but go and ask your question, sir.

22                      MR. EIZENGA:  Well, so let's

23   be clear.  This is a Representative Plaintiff who

24   is suing a number of Defendants.  He needs to at

25   least understand the nature of the class he's
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1   seeking to represent.  I won't ask him for a legal

2   opinion but a question that has legal implications

3   is entirely appropriate.

4                      So I don't want to get into a

5   discussion like this where you decide that you're

6   going to object before you've even heard my

7   question.  So let's go to 1(s) --

8                      MR. SAYCE:  May I respond to

9   the --

10                      MR. EIZENGA:  -- which is in

11   the definitions.  Well, it's -- Mr. Sayce, you

12   know what's appropriate, so listen to my question

13   and then tell me if it's inappropriate.

14                      MR. SAYCE:  Sir, I wanted to

15   clarify.  I'm not pre-refusing the exam.  I just

16   wanted to advise you of, you know, some of the

17   issues we've had in the past.

18                      And I'm really trying to be

19   respectful of your cross, not to do anything else.

20   So go ahead.  And if you ask any inappropriate

21   questions, I'll refuse them.

22                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

23 24                   Q.   So you see at 1(s), it

24   says:

25                           "'Class' means all former
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1                           and current players who

2                           claim to have suffered

3                           the abuse while playing

4                           in the CHL league between

5                           May 8, 1975 and the

6                           present." (As read)

7                      Do you see that, Mr. Taylor?

8                      A.   Yes, I see it.

9 25                   Q.   Okay.  And do you recall

10   that this was a change from the previous "class"

11   definition in the original statement of claim?

12                      MR. SAYCE:  This is starting

13   to feel like a memory test.  I thought you were

14   going to take him to both "class" definitions,

15   sir.

16                      MR. EIZENGA:  I can.  If he

17   can't remember this, I will.

18                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

19 26                   Q.   Mr. Taylor, are you

20   remembering that this is a change or is this just

21   an issue of you not remembering?

22                      A.   No, I remember that.

23 27                   Q.   So you remember the

24   change?  And what was the -- and the change was --

25   go ahead.
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1                      A.   No, I was just going to

2   say it happened a while ago and I just vaguely

3   remember is all.

4 28                   Q.   Okay.  So why don't we do

5   this?  Why don't we go -- and Mr. Sayce, if you

6   decide you want me to take him to the original

7   claim, we can do that.

8                      MR. SAYCE:  Thank you, sir.

9                      MR. EIZENGA:  Okay.  I was

10   going to take him somewhere, I think, is even

11   easier, so let me try that first.  And then if you

12   still want me to take him to the original claim, I

13   will.  Why don't we go to the amended notice of

14   motion for certification?

15                      MR. SAYCE:  Well, are you

16   going to ask him if he's seen the amended notice

17   of motion for certification?

18                      MR. EIZENGA:  I am.

19                      MR. SAYCE:  Okay.

20                      MR. EIZENGA:  I want to get it

21   up here first, so...

22                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

23 29                   Q.   So can we go to the first

24   page, Mr. Taylor?

25                      A.   I'm having a...
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1 30                   Q.   You're getting vertigo

2   like I am by rolling through that.  Okay.

3                      A.   Well, I could.  I'm still

4   trying to find it, so I was just --

5 31                   Q.   Oh, no, sorry.  The

6   screen is being shared.

7                      A.   That's what I thought --

8 32                   Q.   So it should --

9                      A.   That's what I thought, so

10   that's what I was going to say after, but...

11   Okay, so I --

12 33                   Q.   Mr. Taylor, do you see

13   the --

14                      A.   Yes, I see it.

15 34                   Q.   Do you see the amended

16   statement of claim?  And you told me earlier that

17   you had reviewed the amended claim before it was

18   issued, so this would have been the document you

19   reviewed.  Do you recall reviewing this?

20                      A.   Yes, I do.  Yes, I do.

21 35                   Q.   And among other things

22   obviously, it adds a Representative Plaintiff, Mr.

23   Quirk; correct?

24                      A.   Yes.

25 36                   Q.   Okay.  So let's roll to
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1   what I believe will be 1(s).  Sorry, it won't be

2   1(s), Marshall.  This is the amended notice of

3   motion, so --

4                      MR. SAYCE:  Sorry, I'm a bit

5   confused.  You're showing -- you're kind of

6   jumping between documents here.  We're looking at

7   the amended notice of motion, but I think you want

8   to show him the amended statement of claim.  Is

9   that what's happening?

10                      MR. EIZENGA:  Well, no.  No,

11   Mr. Sayce, I really don't because I think when you

12   see "The motion is for (b)," this will be easier

13   for him, but you tell me.  I can take him back and

14   it'll be more of a memory test.

15                      But what I'm simply saying --

16   what I'm going to propose to the witness is that

17   the "class" definition changed between the

18   original claim and the fresh as amended claim.

19   And in this place, we actually see the strikeout.

20                      If you have a concern with

21   that, it would be a little more of a memory test,

22   but I can take him back to the original claim.  So

23   let's look at --

24                      MR. SAYCE:  Sorry, Mr.

25   Eizenga, I thought that's what you were doing.  I
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1   mean I certainly -- I don't have these documents

2   in front of me, so it may be helpful for everyone

3   to see what you're comparing from and to.  But if

4   you're saying that we don't need it because

5   there's a strikeout, then that's fine.  And I

6   don't understand where we're going with this, but

7   I'll let you reveal that.

8                      MR. EIZENGA:  So let me put it

9   this way.  There was a change -- there appears to

10   have been a change in the "class" definition

11   between the original "class" definition and from

12   the claim that was issued in June of 2022 and the

13   claim that was amended earlier this year in June

14   of 2020 and the claim that was amended earlier

15   this year in April of 2022.

16                      And rather than going to those

17   two documents, because the current fresh as

18   amended claim doesn't have any strikeouts in it,

19   this will make it clear to the witness what the

20   change is.

21                      And I'll let you read it as

22   well, Mr. Sayce.  If I'm being inaccurate, then we

23   can go back to the original claim:

24                           "The motion is for:  An

25                           order defining the class
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1                           as." (As read)

2                      And at (b), the "class" is:

3                           "All former and current

4                           players who claim to have

5                           suffered the abuse while

6                           playing in the CHL league

7                           between May 8, 1975 and

8                           the present." (As read)

9                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

10 37                   Q.   Do you see that, Mr.

11   Taylor?

12                      A.   Yes.

13 38                   Q.   So that the original

14   claim defined the "class" as the "player played in

15   the leagues" and it's changed now to the, I think,

16   a narrower claim to those who have "suffered the

17   abuse while playing in the CHL league."  Do you

18   see that?

19                      A.   Yes.

20 39                   Q.   And do you recall seeing

21   that when you said you reviewed the amended claim

22   before it was issued in April?  That aspect of the

23   change.

24                      A.   I can't remember if I

25   recognized the change back then.
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1 40                   Q.   Okay.

2                      A.   That's a while ago.

3 41                   Q.   That's fine.  So can you

4   tell me -- you've said in your affidavit -- let's

5   now close that down, Mr. Torgov.

6                      You said in your affidavit --

7   and I don't think we need to call it up since you

8   have it up on the screen -- but you said at

9   paragraph --

10                      A.   I don't have it up.

11 42                   Q.   You do have it up, or you

12   don't?

13                      A.   I don't.

14 43                   Q.   Your own affidavit?

15                      A.   That's correct.  I don't

16   have it up.

17 44                   Q.   Would it be easier if Mr.

18   Torgov did it?  Sorry, I thought when we started,

19   you'd said you were calling up your own affidavit.

20                      A.   I did, but I couldn't

21   find it.  I was --

22 45                   Q.   Oh.

23                      A.   Yeah.  I'm not a tech

24   guy.  So I had it.  I don't know where it went.

25   You know?
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1 46                   Q.   Well, we're not different

2   in that way.

3                      A.   Maybe someone else could

4   pull it up or I could keep finding it -- looking

5   for it.

6                      MR. SAYCE:  You know, I think

7   that, for my benefit too, if we put it up on the

8   screen share, it would be probably best.

9                      THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I like

10   that system better.

11                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

12 47                   Q.   Okay.  So this is your

13   affidavit, Mr. Taylor.

14                      Can we go to paragraph 29, Mr.

15   Torgov.

16                      Okay.  Mr. Taylor, at

17   paragraph 29, you simply outline what you

18   understand to be your responsibilities as a

19   Representative Plaintiff.  And can you just tell

20   me in your own words what you think your

21   responsibilities as a Representative Plaintiff is?

22                      MR. SAYCE:  Well, just give

23   Mr. Taylor an opportunity to read paragraph 29

24   first and then --

25                      MR. EIZENGA:  Sure.
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1                      MR. SAYCE:  Just because it's

2   kind of a long paragraph, so...

3                      THE WITNESS:  I mean I just

4   have it here that it -- it says, yeah, I have to

5   review and keep myself informed of all steps in

6   the litigation.  Just everything that it says

7   right here.  You want me to read this whole thing?

8                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

9 48                   Q.   No, you can read it and

10   then explain to me after you've finished reading

11   it in your own words what you see your main

12   responsibilities to be.

13                      MR. SAYCE:  Mr. Eizenga, these

14   aren't his words.  I don't mean to be any --

15                      MR. EIZENGA:  These are pretty

16   much the exact words that each of the

17   Representative Plaintiffs have articulated.  I

18   want to know what this witness thinks his main

19   responsibilities are.

20                      THE WITNESS:  Yeah, it's

21   everything written here that we're all looking at

22   is what my main responsibilities are.

23                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

24 49                   Q.   Okay.  And so at

25   paragraph 31, you say in the last sentence, you
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1   say you:

2                           "Expect to assist with

3                           communication with class

4                           members, including

5                           receiving their input

6                           about this litigation."

7                           (As read)

8                      Do you see that?

9                      A.   Yes, I'm looking at it.

10 50                   Q.   Okay.  And so I take it

11   you understand or you believe that one of your

12   responsibilities is that you should be available

13   to communicate with other members of the class?

14                      A.   Yes, that's what it

15   means.

16 51                   Q.   Right.  Now in your own

17   words, can you define the "class" you're seeking

18   to represent?  We looked at it.  I'll lead you a

19   little if it would be helpful, but do you

20   understand that you're, as Representative

21   Plaintiff here, seeking to represent a class of

22   players wherever they played in the CHL from 1975

23   to the present?

24                      A.   Yes.

25 52                   Q.   Okay.  All right.
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1                      You can take that down,

2   Marshall.

3                      You're currently --

4                      MR. TORGOV:  May I suggest,

5   Mr. Eizenga, that we mark these as exhibits?

6                      MR. EIZENGA:  Sorry?

7                      MR. TORGOV:  Do we want to

8   mark these as exhibits starting with the amended

9   --

10                      MR. EIZENGA:  Well, they're

11   already in the record, so we -- I know that we've

12   been doing that to make it easy.  We can go ahead

13   and do those, Marshall -- if that's okay, James.

14   I tend not to do it if something's already in the

15   record, but --

16                      MR. SAYCE:  I agree with you,

17   Mike, but I don't have a preference one way or the

18   other.

19                      I think that there was some

20   kind of strange disagreement at the beginning --

21   well, there had been all sorts of strange

22   disagreements over the past few months -- but I

23   think that whatever your preference -- it's your

24   cross-examination, Mr. Eizenga.  Whatever you

25   prefer.
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1                      MR. EIZENGA:  Okay.  Let's not

2   bother, Mr. Torgov.  These things -- or the things

3   that are already in the record, we won't worry

4   about it.

5                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

6 53                   Q.   So Mr. Taylor, you're 31

7   years old; correct?

8                      A.   Yes.

9 54                   Q.   And you were 17 when you

10   started playing in the Western Hockey League; is

11   that right?

12                      A.   Yes.

13 55                   Q.   And you played in the WHL

14   between 2008 and 2010; correct?

15                      A.   Yes.

16 56                   Q.   And so I think you played

17   for a total of two seasons.  That is the 2008-2009

18   season and then the 2009-2010 season or at least a

19   portion of each of those; correct?

20                      A.   Correct.

21 57                   Q.   I understand that the WHL

22   had a standard 72-game season that year; is that

23   correct?

24                      A.   That's correct.

25 58                   Q.   And during the 2008 to
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1   2009 season on the Lethbridge Hurricanes, you

2   played 45 games; is that correct?

3                      A.   Yes, I missed a lot of

4   games due to concussions that are documented and a

5   broken wrist and shoulder injuries and many more

6   injuries.

7 59                   Q.   So that means you didn't

8   play in the remaining 27 games.  Were you a

9   healthy scratch for any of those games?

10                      A.   Yes --

11 60                   Q.   Or --

12                      A.   But I was at everything,

13   every event.  Never missed anything.

14 61                   Q.   No, no, I get it.  I'm

15   saying you -- sometimes, you were a scratch

16   because of injuries and sometimes you were a

17   healthy scratch; correct?

18                      A.   Correct.

19 62                   Q.   And I think what you just

20   told me -- I was going to ask you a question about

21   it, but I think what you just told me is that you

22   did travel with the team for the games you did not

23   play in?

24                      A.   Oh, yeah.  Everyone does

25   in that league.  Oh, yeah.  It's every player with
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1   them 24/7.

2 63                   Q.   As long as you can do it?

3                      A.   Yeah --

4 64                   Q.   If you're not injured --

5                      A.   I mean I --

6 65                   Q.   If you're not too injured

7   to go.  I've got it.

8                      A.   Well, I mean -- no, I

9   broke my wrist and had a cast all the way up to

10   here, and my team made me miss school and go on

11   the two-week bus trip with them to Kelowna.

12 66                   Q.   Understood.  You played

13   two games with the Hurricanes during the 2009-2010

14   season?

15                      A.   Two regular season games

16   and then a pre-season game, yes.

17 67                   Q.   Right.  And that year,

18   you also played for the Canmore Eagles of the

19   Alberta Junior Hockey League; correct?

20                      A.   Correct.

21 68                   Q.   Our record is that you

22   played six games with the Eagles?

23                      A.   Yes.

24 69                   Q.   And then you were traded

25   to the Prince Albert Raiders from the Hurricanes
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1   that season; correct?

2                      A.   Correct.

3 70                   Q.   And you played 32 games

4   for the Raiders; is that right?

5                      A.   Correct.  I'd have to

6   pull up the Hockey DB, but yeah.

7 71                   Q.   And the reason it was

8   that small a number was that you were traded

9   partway through the year; correct?

10                      A.   That and then more

11   injuries and more healthy scratches.  More

12   documented concussions and --

13 72                   Q.   Understood.

14                      A.   Other serious injuries.

15 73                   Q.   So the 2009 to 2010

16   season, it was your last season in the WHL;

17   correct?

18                      A.   Yes.

19 74                   Q.   And you haven't played on

20   any other teams in the WHL --

21                      A.   No.

22 75                   Q.   Other than the ones we've

23   mentioned and you didn't play in --

24                      A.   Well, I mean I -- yeah, I

25   was drafted by Red Deer Rebels in the California
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1   draft and I went to their main camps and then I --

2   they had my rights and then they released me and I

3   went to a Calgary Hitmen camp and then Lethbridge

4   picked me up.

5 76                   Q.   Understood.  And you

6   didn't play with any teams in the OHL or the

7   QMJHL; correct?

8                      A.   No.  But after I got

9   released from Red Deer, I was trying to play in

10   the OHL for Windsor because they wanted me.  So

11   there's a process to get that done, but it didn't

12   work for me because every WHL team has to pass on

13   me and Lethbridge picked me up, so I had a little

14   connection with the OHL.  Plus, I have many

15   friends who play in the OHL and the Q.

16 77                   Q.   Right.

17                      A.   So I got the inside scoop

18   on everything.

19 78                   Q.   I mean that leads us to

20   in effect a question that I have out of your

21   affidavit.  Turn to paragraph 25 of your

22   affidavit.  Mr. Torgov will pull it up.

23                      Now this is where -- and you

24   describe with in some detail of your concerns

25   about your theory that -- admittedly negative
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1   experiences.

2                      You see in paragraph 25 where

3   you say in the first sentence:

4                           "Having played for two

5                           games and spoken with

6                           dozens of former WHL

7                           players, I cannot imagine

8                           how a WHL team could have

9                           a different culture from

10                           the ones I experienced."

11                           (As read)

12                      Correct?  Do you see that?

13                      A.   Yes, I see it.

14 79                   Q.   Okay.

15                      You can take that down, Mr.

16   Torgov.

17                      Did you review any of the

18   affidavits that were filed by the Defendants in

19   this case?

20                      A.   I've seen some, but it's

21   been a while.  I've seen some.

22 80                   Q.   Okay.  Do you recall

23   reviewing the affidavit of Kruise Reddick?

24                      A.   No, you'd have to -- no,

25   you'd have to give me some information about it,
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1   catch me up about it.

2 81                   Q.   Okay.  So we'll put it on

3   the screen for you.  Mr. Reddick played in the WHL

4   for the Tri-City Americans, according to his

5   affidavit, between 2006 and 2011.

6                      A.   Okay.

7 82                   Q.   So he overlapped with

8   you apparently --

9   --- (Overlapping speakers)

10 83                   Q.   So you see Mr. Reddick's

11   affidavit on the screen now?

12                      A.   Yes.

13 84                   Q.   Okay.  So can I take you

14   to paragraph 14 of his affidavit --

15                      MR. SAYCE:  Wait, wait, wait.

16   Hold a second, Mr. Eizenga.

17                      MR. EIZENGA:  Okay.

18                      MR. SAYCE:  Are you going to

19   let Mr. Taylor read Mr. Reddick's affidavit?  I

20   mean --

21                      MR. EIZENGA:  Sure.

22                      MR. SAYCE:  I'm not --

23                      MR. EIZENGA:  Why not -- I

24   mean I think the fairest --

25                      MR. SAYCE:  Sorry --
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1                      MR. EIZENGA:  Just let me --

2   if I can just finish, Mr. Sayce --

3                      MR. SAYCE:  Well, I hadn't

4   finished yet, but you can interrupt and then I'll

5   wait for you to finish --

6                      MR. EIZENGA:  Okay, I think

7   you were interrupting my question, so maybe I

8   interrupted you interrupting me.

9                      But anyway, what I was going

10   to say, Mr. Taylor, is there's a specific place in

11   the affidavit where he refers specifically to

12   yours.

13                      If you'd like to review his

14   entire affidavit before I ask you questions, I'm

15   happy to let you do that.  Otherwise, I can simply

16   take you to the places where he refers to your

17   affidavit, but --

18                      MR. SAYCE:  This is relevant

19   to the proposed common issues, Mr. Eizenga, this

20   exercise?

21                      MR. EIZENGA:  It is,

22   absolutely.

23                      MR. SAYCE:  I'll believe it

24   when I see it.  Let's just have Mr. Taylor read

25   Mr. Reddick's affidavit.  So what we are going to
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1   have to do, unfortunately --

2                      MR. EIZENGA:  Why don't we

3   just roll through it, Mr. Torgov, and let Mr. --

4                      MR. SAYCE:  I'm still

5   talking --

6                      MR. EIZENGA:  -- Taylor --

7   fortunately, Mr. Reddick starts at paragraph 14

8   with his thoughts on Mr. Taylor's affidavit.  So

9   if we can just read it all the way through it, if

10   that would be -- make you feel more comfortable.

11   And then --

12   REF                MR. SAYCE:  Well, I also --

13   sir, I also need to read the affidavit.  It's been

14   a while since I read it, you know.

15                      And where this gets more

16   complicated is that Mr. Reddick's been

17   cross-examined and he gave specific answers on

18   what is in this affidavit which relate to Mr.

19   Taylor's -- his evidence with respect to Mr.

20   Taylor.  And so this whole thing is a little

21   dicey.  It's kind of why it might be inappropriate

22   to cross-examine a Representative Plaintiff on a

23   Defendant's fact evidence.

24                      It just -- it gives me some

25   pause because he's only going to have part of the
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1   picture.  He won't see what Mr. Reddick said when

2   he was pressed on what he wrote.  Do you see my

3   issue?

4                      MR. EIZENGA:  I do, but he

5   didn't back up over any of the things he's going

6   to say here.  And to the extent that you have

7   concerns about that, you can address it in re-exam

8   or otherwise.  But I'm simply going to -- this is

9   in effect Mr. Reddick's direct exam.  And in a

10   normal course, Mr. Taylor would have heard this or

11   would be able to review this and comment on it, to

12   be fair to Mr. Taylor --

13                      MR. SAYCE:  Right, but --

14                      MR. EIZENGA:  So I want Mr.

15   Taylor to review this, and then I want you to see

16   if my question is appropriate.

17                      THE WITNESS:  All right.  I'm

18   all --

19                      MR. SAYCE:  So just a second,

20   Mr. Taylor.  Just a second.

21                      Just so you know, Mr. Eizenga,

22   this is not a trial.  This is a certification

23   motion, as you know.  I mean you've been doing

24   this a lot longer than me.  So I'm not going to

25   say no.  I'm going to let you ask questions.  This
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1   is, you know --

2                      MR. EIZENGA:  It goes, you'll

3   see --

4                      MR. SAYCE:  Sir, sir, I

5   just -- I don't mean to --

6   --- (Overlapping speakers)

7                      MR. SAYCE:  -- but I just want

8   to finish my sentences before being cut off.  I'm

9   going to let Mr. Taylor read this affidavit.  And

10   if you ask questions that are -- what I think are

11   irrelevant to the certification criteria or

12   inappropriate, I will refuse them at that point.

13   But let's just go through the affidavit and see

14   what happens.

15                      THE WITNESS:  All right --

16                      MR. EIZENGA:  The only thing

17   I'm going to just point out, Mr. Sayce, is on the

18   transcripts, so far you've talked about things

19   that have gone on in the past -- there's an awful

20   lot of conversation from you when you're defending

21   the witness.  I would just like you to wait until

22   you hear my question and then object.

23                      MR. SAYCE:  I mean if you want

24   to speak about counsel conduct, I suggest we do it

25   off the record, sir, but that's my preference.
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1   But let's read the affidavit --

2                      THE WITNESS:  I'm going to --

3                      MR. EIZENGA:  Well, Mr. Sayce,

4   this start -- I'll go off the record if you'd

5   like, but the beginning of this transcript, you

6   refer back to things that happened in the past, so

7   let's just try and do it this way.  I think it'll

8   be okay.

9                      MR. SAYCE:  I think so too.

10                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

11 85                   Q.   Tell me when you've

12   finished reading up through paragraph 14, Mr.

13   Taylor.

14                      A.   Well, I haven't been

15   reading because it's -- first of all, I can't

16   concentrate with you guys bickering.  How about

17   you read it to me if you want me to read it?  Just

18   start reading it off.  Read from 1 to 14.  I'm all

19   ears.

20                      MR. SAYCE:  Well --

21                      MR. EIZENGA:  I actually don't

22   have a problem with that if your counsel doesn't.

23                      MR. SAYCE:  Well,

24   unfortunately, Mr. Taylor, you're going to have to

25   read the whole affidavit, so let's just read it.
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1                      Why don't we go off the record

2   because I agree with you, this bickering is not

3   something the Court needs to read.  So can we go

4   off the record?

5                      MR. EIZENGA:  Sure.

6   --- (Off-record discussion)

7                      MR. EIZENGA:  Mr. Sayce has

8   told me off the record that he has an objection to

9   make.

10   REF                MR. SAYCE:  So I'm going to

11   let you ask questions on this affidavit, but I

12   want to note my -- essentially to state that it

13   may not be entirely fair, depending on what you

14   ask, given that this witness was cross-examined on

15   his affidavit and, at least in our view, a lot of

16   what he says here was placed into its context, a

17   much-needed context.

18                      So you're putting part of the

19   picture to the witness and I don't think that's

20   appropriate, but I'm going to let you ask your

21   questions anyway.

22                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

23 86                   Q.   So Mr. Taylor, if you

24   look at paragraph 15, Mr. Reddick says that the

25   hazing and abuse that you describe during your
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1   time with the Lethbridge Hurricanes did not happen

2   on the Americans.

3                      So will you agree with me that

4   because of the team that he played on, Mr. Reddick

5   had a vastly different experience than you did if

6   he is to be believed?

7                      A.   No.  There's no way.

8   There's no way.  There's no way because it's all

9   about the culture, and the culture is the same

10   from each team.  Each team.  Parties are the same.

11   Everyone talks the -- so I don't know.  This

12   guy's...

13 87                   Q.   Are you suggesting that

14   Mr. Reddick is not telling the truth?

15                      A.   Yes, I am.

16 88                   Q.   Okay.  So let me put it

17   to you this way.  You understand that Mr. Reddick

18   played for the Tri-City Americans for five years;

19   correct?

20                      A.   '06 to '11.

21 89                   Q.   Yes.  And is it fair to

22   say that in the same way that he's not in a

23   position to contradict your experiences, you're

24   not in a position to contradict his experiences;

25   correct?
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1                      MR. SAYCE:  He just did.

2   Sorry.

3                      THE WITNESS:  Well, I just

4   know how the culture is from...

5                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

6 90                   Q.   Well, let's be clear.

7   You never played on the Tri-City Americans;

8   correct, Mr. Taylor?

9                      A.   Correct.  I know people

10   who have though.

11 91                   Q.   You never were in the

12   dressing room for the Tri-City Americans; correct?

13                      A.   No way, dressing room, I

14   wasn't.

15 92                   Q.   You were never in the

16   Tri-City Americans' dressing room; correct?

17                      A.   No.

18 93                   Q.   And you would have to say

19   that he would be in a much better position to

20   speak to the conditions on that team while he was

21   there than you would be; correct?

22                      A.   Well, of course.

23 94                   Q.   So Mr. Taylor, let me

24   then take you to another issue that I'd like to

25   ask you about.
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1                      You said at paragraph 25 of

2   your affidavit that you've spoken with dozens of

3   players prior to swearing your affidavit.  Can I

4   ask you this:  Since you started this lawsuit,

5   have you spoken with any of your former teammates

6   on the Hurricanes?

7                      A.   Since I started it?  Just

8   one.  Just one.

9 95                   Q.   Okay.  Have you -- who

10   was that?  If you're comfortable sharing and I

11   don't need the name.

12                      A.   Well, I'm comfortable

13   sharing it, but I don't know if he is.

14 96                   Q.   Okay.  And did you speak

15   to him about the allegations you made in the

16   lawsuit about your experiences on the Hurricanes?

17                      A.   Say that one more time?

18 97                   Q.   Did you speak to him

19   about the allegations you made in the lawsuit

20   about your experience on the Hurricanes?

21                      A.   Yeah, yeah, we talked a

22   little bit about it.  Yeah.  A little bit.

23 98                   Q.   Okay.  I'm going to --

24   and I don't want you to -- you can take that down,

25   Mr. Torgov -- I don't want you to respond because
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1   I think your counsel's going to want to respond.

2                      But I am going to pull up an

3   article which on its face indicates that it was

4   published in the Lethbridge Herald after your

5   claim was issued.  It purports to be from June the

6   24th, 2020, and it's called "Former Hurricanes

7   respond to allegations."  So I'm going to call it

8   up and then I'm going to ask you a question and

9   pause.  And I think you should probably pause too.

10                      MR. SAYCE:  Thank you, Mr.

11   Eizenga.

12                      BY MR. EIZENGA:

13 99                   Q.   So Mr. Taylor, as a

14   courtesy, we sent a copy of this article to your

15   counsel a couple of days ago.  And you'll see that

16   it is called "Former Hurricanes respond to

17   allegations."

18                      So my first question is

19   this -- and I'm not asking you if your counsel

20   showed it to you but before that, like, not this

21   week -- but what I am asking is whether at any

22   time after June the 24th, 2022, you saw this

23   letter?

24                      MR. SAYCE:  Sorry, do you mean

25   June 24th, 2020?
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1                       MR. EIZENGA:  I do.  I'm

2    sorry.

3                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

4 100                   Q.   What I'm asking you is

5    whether at any time after June 24th, 2020, you saw

6    this letter.

7                       A.   Yes.

8 101                   Q.   Okay.  And where did you

9    see it?  Was it in the Lethbridge Herald?

10                       A.   I don't remember.  My mom

11    told me about it and showed me it.

12 102                   Q.   Okay.

13    REF                MR. SAYCE:  And just to stop

14    there, I mean -- so the witness has -- is

15    obviously aware of this, but I want you to know --

16    and you did send this to us beforehand and I do

17    appreciate that because with the other press

18    materials that have been put to the witnesses, the

19    podcasts or articles, were not sent to the witness

20    beforehand, so I appreciate you doing so on this

21    one, Mr. Eizenga.

22                       But I'd like to state that we

23    are not going to be allow this to be entered into

24    evidence.  I'm going to tell you why.  I want to

25    be very clear about why.  And there are a number
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1    of reasons.

2                       So the first is the very

3    obvious reason that this is a -- it purports to be

4    a letter to the editor of the Lethbridge Herald

5    newspaper which was published, it seems, by the

6    Lethbridge Herald by the newspaper after receiving

7    the letter.

8                       The first major problem with

9    it is that it makes it quadruple hearsay because

10    it says that a number of the former Hurricanes

11    have written this letter.  It says that they

12    signed it.

13                       But another problem is that a

14    lot of the 2008-2009 Hurricanes did not sign the

15    letter.  The letter doesn't speak to the events

16    from the 2009-2010 season.  It's unclear who wrote

17    the letter because it reads as if a lawyer wrote

18    it or a PR person.  We don't know why it was done

19    as a letter to the editor of the Lethbridge

20    Herald.  There's no signatures on this document.

21                       We don't know what the players

22    were told about this case because this letter was

23    reportedly sent and published only a couple of

24    days after the statement of claim was issued.  It

25    hadn't even been served yet, so it's unclear
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1    whether they saw the statement of claim.

2                       It's not relevant to the

3    common issues that predates Mr. Taylor's

4    affidavit.  It contains opinion.  It doesn't

5    respond to the lawsuit.  It's not relevant to the

6    lawsuit.  And perhaps most importantly, none of

7    these players swore any affidavits on this motion.

8                       So this is not evidence, but I

9    wanted to make that clear to you before you -- I

10    don't know if you intend to seek to enter it as an

11    exhibit, but we will resist and I think that

12    trying to get this evidence in this way, if that's

13    what you're doing, I would take issue with, but

14    I'm going to let you continue with your questions,

15    Mr. Eizenga.  Thank you.

16                       MR. EIZENGA:  Well, I guess

17    then I would say is that entire speech wasn't

18    really proper, particularly in that I haven't even

19    asked to enter it as an exhibit or enter it as

20    evidence.  It's public material.  Whether he's in

21    a position to authenticate it or not, it's

22    relevant and I can ask questions related to it.

23                       I haven't asked to enter it

24    into evidence as an exhibit, but I'm clearly

25    entitled to ask questions about it and to get his
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1    response.  So let me start with that.

2                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

3 103                   Q.   You've told me that you

4    thought -- Mr. Taylor, how many players would

5    normally be on the Lethbridge Hurricanes?

6                       MR. SAYCE:  That -- sorry,

7    there's a -- I don't really understand the

8    question.

9                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

10 104                   Q.   When you played for the

11    Lethbridge Hurricanes, how many players were on

12    the team?

13                       MR. SAYCE:  Like, from the --

14                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

15 105                   Q.   Was it about 25?

16                       A.   Yeah, I'd have to check

17    the full roster again.  Or someone would have to

18    pull it up.

19 106                   Q.   It could be as many as 30

20    or 45 because some people played only a few games;

21    correct?

22                       A.   Yeah, people come and go.

23    There's trades.  I mean I'd have to see the roster

24    and go through the games played and all that

25    stuff.
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1 107                   Q.   Right.

2                       Now the letter purports to be

3    authored by other players on the Hurricanes.  Do

4    you -- let's roll down, Mr. Torgov, and show Mr.

5    Taylor these names.

6                       I'm not sure if we addressed

7    this earlier, but do you recognize these names

8    here as people who played for the Hurricanes while

9    you were there?

10                       A.   Of course.

11 108                   Q.   And do you agree with me

12    that Brody Sutter was a rookie during the 2008

13    season?  Do you remember him and remember that he

14    was a rookie?

15                       A.   Yes, I remember him.

16 109                   Q.   Do you remember Derek

17    Ryckman?  Was Derek Ryckman a rookie during the

18    2008-2009 season with you?

19                       A.   Yes, I remember Derek.

20 110                   Q.   Do you remember Brandon

21    Brossoit, and was he a rookie during the 2008-2009

22    season?

23                       A.   Yeah, he only played like

24    one or two games and he wasn't really there for

25    anything.  He wasn't there at the rookie party.
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1    He was there for nothing.

2 111                   Q.   Okay.  And Brandon

3    Anderson, he was a rookie during the 2008-2009

4    season?

5                       A.   Yeah, that was the backup

6    goalie, but he wasn't there much either.

7 112                   Q.   Mike Tajdeh, he was a

8    rookie during the 2008-2009 season?

9                       A.   Yes.

10 113                   Q.   Okay.

11                       So what this letter appears to

12    be is a response to your allegations in the

13    statement of claim -- and there's no question

14    yet -- your allegations in the statement of claim.

15                       And my question for you is

16    whether once you saw this letter, you reached out

17    to any of these individuals to talk to them about

18    the allegations you had made?

19    REF                MR. SAYCE:  Mr. Eizenga, I'm

20    just going to stop you there.  I think we're

21    getting into some very strange territory here.

22                       First, you said that this is a

23    response to the statement of claim.  I don't think

24    it is.  So, you know, just be careful with some of

25    the editorializing, but you can ask -- I think you
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1    can ask the question in a different way, a less

2    offensive way --

3                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

4 114                   Q.   But the response to the

5    allegations that were made about the Lethbridge

6    Hurricanes; is that a fair way to say it, Mr.

7    Taylor?  I didn't ask the question, but --

8    REF                MR. SAYCE:  Mr. Eizenga, the

9    problem is that it's impossible to know what this

10    is in response to, you know.  It's -- I can't

11    examine any of these people.  I don't know what

12    they mean, what they saw, what they did.  This is

13    the problem with cross-examining somebody on

14    quadruple hearsay and trying to get evidence in

15    this way.  This is what's making me very

16    uncomfortable with a --

17                       MR. EIZENGA:  I'm not trying

18    to get this in as evidence.  Just wait until you

19    hear my question.  So let me just use the exact

20    form of words that the letter used:

21                            "Please consider the --"

22                            (As read)

23                       MR. SAYCE:  I hate to

24    interrupt you, but you just said "I don't want to

25    get it in as evidence" and now you're going to
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1    read from the letter.  That would be reading in --

2                       MR. EIZENGA:  Okay.  But

3    you're objecting to my paraphrase, so I'm going to

4    just say it this way:  It's a response to the

5    allegations against the Lethbridge Hurricanes.

6                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

7 115                   Q.   Mr. Taylor, my question

8    is this:  Given that you said in your affidavit,

9    as we spoke, that you understood that one of your

10    roles was to assist with communications with class

11    members, including receiving their input about

12    this litigation, when you saw this letter, did you

13    reach out to any of the people who purportedly

14    wrote it?

15                       A.   No.

16 116                   Q.   You would agree with me

17    that what they are describing, if it can be

18    believed, is a very different experience than what

19    you've described in your affidavit?

20    REF                MR. SAYCE:  Refused.

21                       THE WITNESS:  All right.

22    Well, I'm going to --

23                       MR. SAYCE:  Hold on.  Hold on,

24    Mr. Taylor.  We should probably take a break

25    actually.  Could we go off the record for a
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1    minute?

2                       MR. EIZENGA:  That's fine.

3    --- Recess taken at 2:00 p.m.

4    --- Upon resuming at 2:15 p.m.

5                       MR. SAYCE:  So just before we

6    get going, Mr. Eizenga, I want to make sure

7    because now that you've asked some questions about

8    this letter, which we've not concede as evidence,

9    it's a bit concerning because it is obviously --

10    well, it's -- I've stated my objections to the

11    letter.  Do you intend to mark this for

12    identification purposes?

13                       MR. EIZENGA:  Well, let's -- I

14    guess that's a question I have for you.  I mean

15    the fact is I think it would be helpful to have it

16    marked for identification purposes.  I'm not sure

17    whether at some point in the future the letter

18    will be more properly part of the record, but if

19    you're prepared to mark it for identification

20    purposes, then I would suggest that's what we do.

21                       MR. SAYCE:  Yes, so let's do

22    that.  And we can argue about whether the -- well,

23    the time has passed for improving the record, but

24    let's just get on with the examination, I think,

25    because Mr. Taylor, dealing with some back
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1    problems, we want to get him out of here as

2    quickly as we can.

3                       MR. EIZENGA:  Okay.

4                            EXHIBIT NO. 1:

5                            Lethbridge Herald article

6                            entitled "Former

7                            Hurricanes respond to

8                            allegations" dated June

9                            24, 2020.

10                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

11 117                   Q.   So I'll ask you a couple

12    of more questions about the letter and I'll begin.

13    I think you should pause after I ask them.

14                       Do you understand that the

15    author of the letter acknowledged that they can't

16    have known everything that was going on on the

17    team, but they say that they were treated with

18    professionalism and respect?

19    REF                MR. SAYCE:  Refused.

20                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

21 118                   Q.   And they also say that

22    the team culture developed by the coaching staff

23    in 2008 and 2009 was based on a work ethic and the

24    highest level of professionalism and that the team

25    became an extended family.  And I take it that
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1    that was very --

2    REF                MR. SAYCE:  Mr. Eizenga,

3    you're just reading the letter into the record.  I

4    don't know why you're doing that.  I'm going to

5    refuse any questions that relate to the letter

6    written by whomever it was written by.

7                       So why don't we just enter it

8    as an exhibit for identification purposes and move

9    on from there?

10                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

11 119                   Q.   Okay, Mr. Taylor, your

12    last involvement with the WHL was the 2009-2010

13    season; correct?

14                       A.   Yes.

15 120                   Q.   And that was about 12

16    years ago with the Raiders; correct?

17                       A.   Yes.

18 121                   Q.   You haven't had any

19    involvement with any teams in the OHL, WHL, or

20    QMJHL since that time; correct?

21                       A.   Nope.

22 122                   Q.   And apart from the one

23    conversation that you mentioned, you haven't had

24    conversations after this lawsuit was started with

25    other class members; is that correct?
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1                       MR. SAYCE:  I don't mean to be

2    difficult.  Can you break that up a bit?  I lost

3    you in the middle.

4                       MR. EIZENGA:  Sure.

5                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

6 123                   Q.   You mentioned earlier,

7    Mr. Taylor, that you had a conversation with one

8    of your former teammates.  I think you said you

9    didn't have a conversation with any of your other

10    teammates since the start of the lawsuit; correct?

11                       A.   Correct.

12 124                   Q.   And have you had

13    conversations with any other class members since

14    the start of the lawsuit?

15                       A.   Yes.

16 125                   Q.   Okay.  Can you tell me:

17    Were these the Representative Plaintiffs?

18                       MR. SAYCE:  Sorry, just to

19    stop you there, Mr. Eizenga.  You want to know

20    what class members he's had conversations with

21    since the commencement of the lawsuit?

22                       MR. EIZENGA:  No, I think I

23    said whether he's had any communications because

24    he said in his affidavit, he thought that one of

25    his roles was to assist with communication with
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1    class members.

2                       MR. SAYCE:  Sure.  Ask him if

3    he's talked to class members.  I don't think I'm

4    going to let you ask him who they were, but, you

5    know, because that could be --

6                       MR. EIZENGA:  I wasn't

7    intending to.

8                       MR. SAYCE:  Okay.

9                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

10 126                   Q.   Have you talked to class

11    members, Mr. Taylor?

12                       A.   Yes.

13 127                   Q.   Can you tell me about how

14    many you've talked to?

15                       A.   Nope.

16 128                   Q.   So veteran players in the

17    WHL roughly span ages 17 to 21; is that correct?

18                       A.   Say that again?

19 129                   Q.   The veteran players in

20    the WHL span the ages of 17 to 21 approximately;

21    correct?

22                       A.   Yeah, you're a veteran

23    after your first season.

24 130                   Q.   Right.  And I should pick

25    up one other tag-in from the past set of
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1    questions.  You haven't coached, trained, or

2    volunteered in any capacity in the WHL since you

3    left the league; correct?

4                       A.   Correct.

5 131                   Q.   And you haven't coached,

6    trained, or volunteered in any capacity with the

7    OHL or the QMJHL either; correct?

8                       A.   No, but I have trained

9    some CHL players on the ice.

10 132                   Q.   Okay.  And when was that?

11                       A.   This past two years.

12 133                   Q.   And about how many

13    players would you have trained on the ice?

14                       A.   Last week, I was skating

15    with a really good OHL player.  Oh, no, it'd be

16    hard to say.  A lot.

17 134                   Q.   And when you say "a lot,"

18    do you mean more than ten?

19                       A.   Oh, man, I'd have to --

20    I'd have to go through a list.  I'm not sure.

21    Quite a bit though.

22 135                   Q.   So let's go back.  The

23    veteran players in the WHL, you told me they span

24    the ages of 17 to 21, so the majority of the

25    veterans or legal adults then -- of course, you
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1    were 18 when you were a veteran on the Raiders;

2    correct?

3                       MR. SAYCE:  So I just want to

4    make sure.  Were you asking him about whether

5    people were legal adults, or is that just a

6    statement --

7                       MR. EIZENGA:  Actually, I

8    don't -- I might have inadvertently, but I don't

9    think he needs to answer that question.  That is a

10    legal conclusion that he doesn't need to answer,

11    so I did that inadvertently.

12                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

13 136                   Q.   You were 18 when you were

14    a veteran on the Raiders; correct?

15                       A.   Yes.

16 137                   Q.   And would you agree with

17    me that many veteran players, whether they were

18    hazed or not when they were rookies, are simply

19    not willing to engage in hazing when they become

20    veterans because they know it's wrong?

21                       A.   No, that doesn't happen.

22    No.  Everyone -- everyone does it.  Or else,

23    you're outcasted.

24 138                   Q.   So did you participate in

25    hazing the rookies when you became a veteran
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1    player?

2                       A.   Yeah, I would haze them.

3 139                   Q.   And do you think you

4    should have been held accountable for hazing the

5    rookie players?

6                       MR. SAYCE:  Sorry, what do you

7    mean by "held accountable?"

8                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

9 140                   Q.   Well, do you think there

10    should have been any sanctions against you for

11    hazing the rookie players?

12                       A.   Of course not because you

13    go in there at such a young age.  You go -- I was

14    there as a minor.  The only one who should be

15    accountable is the whole culture that these people

16    have created.  It's the culture in the CHL.

17    That's --

18 141                   Q.   I understand --

19                       MR. SAYCE:  Mr. Eizenga.  Mr.

20    Eizenga, he was speaking.

21                       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, don't cut

22    me off.  You're talking about kids that about --

23    can be 15.  Fifteen-year-olds can play in this

24    league.  And like you said, you can be up to 21.

25                       No, I don't think these young
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1    people who should be held accountable.  And I

2    think it's the adults who have created the culture

3    that should be accountable.

4                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

5 142                   Q.   So Mr. Taylor, do you

6    believe that a 21-year-old who hazes a 15-year-old

7    should not be held accountable?

8                       A.   No, he -- no, I think he

9    should.  I think he should, but we all know who

10    needs to be really held accountable -- 21 still --

11 143                   Q.   You --

12                       A.   Hold on.  I'm talking.

13 144                   Q.   No, no, I thought you

14    were finished.

15                       A.   You cut me off.  Now I

16    forgot my train of thought.

17                       No, the only ones who should

18    be held accountable is the adults who create this

19    disgusting culture and get rich off ages 15 to 21.

20    It's actually before that because they start

21    scouting and recruiting at like 12 to 13, so, you

22    know.

23 145                   Q.   Anything else?

24                       A.   It's a nice master plan.

25    No, not right now.
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1 146                   Q.   Okay.  But would you --

2    sorry?

3                       MR. SAYCE:  Mr. Eizenga, I

4    think that you --

5                       MR. EIZENGA:  I want to -- I

6    want to let you finish.  There's a pause there

7    and --

8                       MR. SAYCE:  I need to speak

9    now, Mr. Eizenga, because Mr. Taylor is an abuse

10    survivor and he has taken the time to be

11    cross-examined on his affidavit, and I would ask

12    that you treat the witness with a little more

13    respect.

14                       I don't know if what you're

15    doing is intentional or not, but I just remind you

16    that this is a very sensitive subject for Mr.

17    Taylor.  So please, let's try to be a little more

18    sensitive to what we're talking about right now.

19    Thank you.

20                       I'm not --

21                       MR. EIZENGA:  Mr. Sayce --

22                       MR. SAYCE:  I'm not --

23    --- (Overlapping speakers)

24                       MR. SAYCE:  -- a response from

25    you.  I'm just asking you to please, you know, to
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1    tone it down a bit.

2                       THE WITNESS:  Thank you,

3    James.

4    --- (Overlapping speakers)

5                       THE WITNESS:  Thank you,

6    James.

7                       MR. EIZENGA:  Go ahead, sorry.

8    Go ahead.  Like, I haven't asked a question, but

9    please talk, Mr. --

10                       THE WITNESS:  I was just going

11    to say thank you James because my time in the CHL

12    made me suicidal for a bit, and I know it made

13    other kids suicidal and other kids have even taken

14    their life because of their experience in the CHL.

15    So thanks for sticking up for me on that one.

16    What else you got?

17                       MR. EIZENGA:  Let's be clear,

18    Mr. Sayce.  I don't think I was being

19    disrespectful.  I think we had a problem with

20    knowing who was talking, but I'll be careful in my

21    last few questions to make sure you get to finish.

22                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

23 147                   Q.   I understand you have

24    points to make, Mr. Taylor.  What we were talking

25    about is not whether the adult should be held
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1    responsible.  I understand your position there,

2    but I think you agreed with me that the veterans

3    who hazed players should also be held responsible

4    for the harm they caused; correct?

5    REF                MR. SAYCE:  I think he's

6    already answered that, sir, but --

7                       THE WITNESS:  I know what

8    you're trying to get at, but -- because they're

9    adults.  I know what you're trying to get at, but

10    I mean, yeah, a little bit, but they need to go

11    after the real adults.  I mean they're 60,

12    70-year-olds in charge of this stuff,

13    50-year-olds.  We're really going to go after the

14    21-year-olds that --

15                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

16 148                   Q.   You're --

17                       A.   -- and the culture

18    that -- from like 15 and on; right?  I mean it's

19    easiest to brainwash at a young age, so whatever.

20 149                   Q.   You accepted there were

21    some veterans who did not engage in hazing the

22    rookies?

23                       A.   No, I never experienced

24    that.  Every veteran hazed the rookies.

25 150                   Q.   So that if you -- and
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1    those veterans would have been rookies the

2    previous year and then they became one the

3    previous years.  And so the people who were hazed

4    ended up becoming the hazers; is that correct?

5                       A.   That's how it works.

6    You're a rookie one year.  Next year, you're a

7    veteran.

8 151                   Q.   And those veterans

9    engaged in hazing of the rookies is what you said;

10    correct?

11                       A.   Yeah.  Yes --

12 152                   Q.   So you have in effect, I

13    guess you have victims and victimizers in the same

14    group that's --

15    REF                MR. SAYCE:  Sorry.  Sorry, Mr.

16    Eizenga, this is getting into -- you're

17    interrupting the witness.  You're asking the same

18    question over and over.  This is getting a little

19    funny.  So I'm just going to ask to not to cut the

20    witness off.

21                       Mr. Taylor, were you saying

22    something?

23                       THE WITNESS:  I was, but I

24    lost my train of thought, so whatever.

25                       MR. EIZENGA:  I don't think
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1    the pauses are evident and the editorial comments

2    are not appropriate either, Mr. Sayce.

3                       In any event, I think I'm

4    pretty much done.  I think we have established the

5    things I was hoping to establish.

6                       Let me just have 30 seconds

7    and then I'll tell you if I have any more

8    questions.

9                       MR. SAYCE:  Thank you, sir.

10    Let's go off the record.

11    --- Recess taken at 2:29 p.m.

12    --- Upon resuming at 2:34 p.m.

13                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

14 153                   Q.   So Mr. Taylor, what you

15    experienced and Mr. Sayce seemed to experience as

16    interruptions, I apologize for it.  I'm concerned

17    there might have been a delay or something because

18    many of the times, I really thought I wasn't or I

19    wasn't hearing you speaking, but I appreciate you

20    taking you the time and those are all of my

21    questions.

22                       MR. SAYCE:  Let's go off the

23    record for a minute.

24    --- Recess taken at 2:34 p.m.

25    --- Upon resuming at 2:40 p.m.
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1                       MR. SAYCE:  No questions on

2    re-examination.

3                       Thank you very much, Mr.

4    Eizenga.  Thank you very much, Mr. Taylor.  We're

5    done.

6    --- Whereupon the proceeding concluded at 

7        2:40 p.m.
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                                           Defendants

       CROSS-EXAMINATION OF SHELDON KENNEDY
              pursuant to Rule 3903
        held via Arbitration Place Virtual
    on Thursday, August 25, 2022, at 10:04 a.m.
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1                             Arbitration Place Virtual

2  --- Upon commencing on Thursday, August 25th, 2022,

3      at 10:04 a.m.

4  SHELDON KENNEDY; AFFIRMED

5  CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. SAYCE:

6 1                   Q.   Good morning,

7  Mr. Kennedy.

8                     A.   Good morning.

9 2                   Q.   You have been summonsed

10  pursuant to an interprovincial summons issued by

11  the Ontario Superior Court and subsequently by the

12  Alberta court, and you were served with that

13  summons and you are now attending to be examined

14  on a motion which -- a certification motion here

15  today.  Is that your understanding of what's

16  happening today?

17                     A.   Yes, it is.

18 3                   Q.   Okay.  So thank you for

19  setting up the time.  I know everybody has been

20  very busy this summer and taking the time out of

21  your busy schedule is very much appreciated here.

22                     Are you at home right now?

23                     A.   I am at my home office in

24  Calgary, Alberta.

25 4                   Q.   In Calgary.  So it's
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1  8 a.m. or 8:06 a.m.; right?

2                     A.   That's correct.

3 5                   Q.   So 10 a.m. in Toronto.

4  What I'll say is we will take breaks throughout

5  this process, so if you need to get a glass of

6  water, take a break to walk around we can do that

7  every hour or so; just go off the record, take

8  five minutes.  I think you know that you can't

9  discuss your evidence with your counsel during

10  those breaks but otherwise -- I think it's just --

11  one of the nice things about doing those

12  examinations over Zoom.

13                     A.   Well, there's nice things

14  about it?  Sorry.

15 6                   Q.   It may be the only nice

16  thing.

17                     A.   Okay.  Good.

18 7                   Q.   I mean, if you were in

19  person you would have to fly -- we would be in a

20  tower somewhere on Bay Street eating stale sushi,

21  you know, on breaks.  This is better.

22                     A.   Good.

23 8                   Q.   So I'm going to start out

24  by asking you a few questions about your

25  background.
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1                      A.   Sure.

2  9                   Q.   So I understand that you

3   played in the Western Hockey League in the 1980s,

4   yes?

5                      A.   Yes.

6 10                   Q.   And you played for two

7   teams?

8                      A.   Yes.

9 11                   Q.   And those two teams were

10   which teams?

11                      A.   Moose Jaw Warriors and

12   the Swift Current Broncos.

13 12                   Q.   What was the period of

14   time you played in the Western Hockey League?

15                      A.   I was with the Moose Jaw

16   Warriors 1984.  I played a few games as a

17   15-year-old, and then I played with the Swift

18   Current Broncos from 1986 to 1989 through the ages

19   of 17 through 19.

20 13                   Q.   And then after that you

21   were drafted into the National Hockey League,

22   correct?

23                      A.   Correct.

24 14                   Q.   And you played quite a

25   few seasons on various teams in the National
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1   Hockey League, correct?

2                      A.   Correct.

3 15                   Q.   Probably safe to say you

4   had a longer than average career in the National

5   Hockey League?

6                      A.   Yeah, I'd probably say

7   average but -- I don't know what the average is,

8   but I played just short of 400 games but I was on

9   a team roster for over 500.

10 16                   Q.   After your retirement

11   from hockey in the NHL you subsequently begin a

12   career in what I'll call anti-abuse, anti-hazing

13   support.  That's what I'm calling it.  Would you

14   call your area of professional expertise something

15   different than that?

16                      A.   Well, I don't know.  I

17   would probably call it a subject matter expert or

18   expert through experience, and an advocate, right,

19   advocate on behalf of the issues.  I'm not sure if

20   I ever made a decision to say this is what I

21   wanted to do, but society as a whole and different

22   organizations have wanted me to work with them

23   alongside them to bring my perspective on these

24   issues, on how we can get better, over the last

25   26 years.
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1 17                   Q.   So you've been doing this

2   for 26 years?

3                      A.   That's correct.

4 18                   Q.   And currently you perform

5   this service that you've just described through

6   the Respect in Sport Group?

7                      A.   Yeah.  When we -- when I

8   first disclosed my story I roller bladed across

9   this country and we raised over $2 million in

10   loonies and toonies and we donated that to the

11   Canadian Red Cross who at the time was the only

12   prevention -- abuse prevention service that we

13   had.  The Red Cross subsequently helped write the

14   Hockey Canada Speak Out program which I helped

15   consult at the time, and what we learned over the

16   years of doing that work was that a lot of times

17   when you are face to face delivering this message

18   it becomes inconsistent across this country trying

19   to reach every organization, so that's why we

20   decided to put it online and that's when we formed

21   in 2004 Respect Group.

22 19                   Q.   The Respect Group you

23   formed in 2004, what is your title with that?

24                      A.   Co-founder.  It was

25   myself and my business partner that started that
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1   in 2004.

2 20                   Q.   And since 2004 is it safe

3   to say that you've been directly involved with the

4   programming that the Respect in Sport Group

5   provide?

6                      A.   Yeah, we've been directly

7   involved and we -- I would say that we reach out

8   to subject matter experts, doctors and so forth,

9   that have the research and the background and the

10   qualifications to be experts in this space, and I

11   think that our job and what our role was to -- was

12   to break that research down to the lowest common

13   denominator and find the proper language that can

14   be delivered to the grassroots and to society as a

15   whole as your baseline foundational theoretical

16   training and knowledge around these issues.

17 21                   Q.   And you've been doing

18   that for decades now, yes?

19                      A.   Since 2004, yes.

20 22                   Q.   You're familiar with the

21   programming that the Respect in Sport Group uses,

22   provides to various organizations?

23                      A.   Very much so, yes.  And

24   we're not just -- we don't just educate 70-plus

25   sport organizations where it's mandatory for every
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1   coach across the country, but we have contracts

2   with many provinces across the country for

3   education to educate all teachers, school bus

4   drivers, any adult in the school setting.  Also

5   created a workplace program.  We've got clients

6   such as Miller Thomson law firm, the whole

7   government of Alberta, Saskatchewan, et cetera, et

8   cetera, so we've trained over 1.8 million

9   Canadians on our platform.

10 23                   Q.   So it's not just sport,

11   it's respect in general?

12                      A.   Respect -- yeah, on the

13   issues -- all the issues of -- we call it bad

14   behaviour:  Bullying, abuse, harassment,

15   discrimination of all forms.  And I've provided --

16   I can provide different research papers.  We have

17   a research paper from the Journal of Sports

18   Sciences examining the impact of the Respect In

19   Sport parents program from Katherine Tamminen,

20   Gretchen Kerr and Peter Donnelly out of U of T,

21   University of Toronto.  We've got many researches,

22   independent research thesises (sic) and reports

23   and studies that have been done on the program

24   that we can provide you to show its effectiveness

25   when implemented.
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1 24                   Q.   Thank you, sir.  I think

2   that the key word there is, you know, the

3   implementation is an important piece of that,

4   correct?

5                      A.   Implementation has always

6   been critical to us.  We find that the best way to

7   educate in this space, it's got to be mandatory.

8   Either this is important in your organization or

9   it's not.  And so we've built our platform in a

10   way that can be a tool for an organization to make

11   sure that everybody in that organization has gone

12   through this training and we record that, date --

13   you know, we've got a database, we've got a 24/7

14   call centre to make sure that people can reach

15   deadlines and so forth.  So it was built for the

16   purpose of mandatory training.

17 25                   Q.   And you provide the

18   support as well?

19                      A.   We do.  Not -- not

20   counselling support.  Technical support.

21 26                   Q.   Yes.  I'm going to ask

22   you for a CV, a curriculum vitae, if you have one,

23   that's reasonably fresh.  I would ask your counsel

24   for an undertaking to provide that.

25   Is that okay, Mr. Melfi?
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1   U/T                MR. MELFI:  Yes, we will

2   provide that to you.

3                      BY MR. SAYCE:

4 27                   Q.   Thank you.

5                      The Respect in Sport Group

6   works with the Canadian Hockey League and/or the

7   member leagues of the Canadian Hockey League,

8   correct?

9                      A.   Yes, we have, yes.

10 28                   Q.   And my understanding is

11   that the Respect in Sport Group has, well,

12   provided the type of programming that you've

13   described -- let's do it in order -- in the

14   Western Hockey League, correct?

15                      A.   Yes.

16 29                   Q.   And do you know for how

17   long?

18                      A.   Geez, we implemented -- I

19   can get the exact date for you, I don't know off

20   the top of my head.  But I have the numbers, I

21   have exactly who we've trained in each league in

22   front of me.  I do not have the dates in front of

23   me that we implemented in there.

24 30                   Q.   Do you know approximately

25   how long?
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1                      A.   I would say -- I would

2   say that would be three years ago.  No, I lost

3   time here in COVID.  I would say four years ago.

4 31                   Q.   COVID and time are

5   strange bedfellows, that's for sure.

6                      A.   Yeah.

7 32                   Q.   So that would be about

8   two years before COVID that you started working

9   with the Western --

10                      A.   I would say that.  That

11   we actually started training the admins, the

12   billets, the coaches, the officials and other

13   people in that league, yes.

14 33                   Q.   Okay.  So '18 or so?

15                      A.   Yeah.

16 34                   Q.   And in '18 were you

17   training the players?

18                      A.   We were not.  It wasn't

19   until last hockey season was the first time that

20   we trained any player, and that was in the Western

21   Hockey League.  They trained every player in the

22   Western Hockey League last year, the last year's

23   hockey season.  That was the only players that

24   we've ever trained in any of the three leagues.

25 35                   Q.   Who did you train in the
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1   Western Hockey League from 2018 until last season?

2                      A.   Well, since we started to

3   currently we've trained 97 admin in the activity

4   leader program.  So the activity leader program,

5   there is two different programs.  The activity

6   leader program has been built for coaches, but

7   also it's more adult to child interaction, adult

8   to teenager interaction.

9                      We also have implemented the

10   workplace program in the Western league, and that

11   was the program that we used with the CHL was the

12   workplace program.  There's two different.  And

13   that's adult to adult interaction.

14                      So in the Western Hockey

15   League the activity leader program, which was used

16   to train players, we also trained 97 admin,

17   1,130 billets, 344 coaches, 125 officials,

18   226 would be other, so it could be office staff or

19   others that are with the team, and a total of 619

20   players.  And that would have been as of last

21   year.  So -- and in the workplace we trained

22   82 admin, 18 billets, 18 coaches, 72 other, and

23   20 players on the workplace program.

24 36                   Q.   And those numbers are

25   cumulative over the past four years, yes?
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1                      A.   Yes.

2 37                   Q.   And so just getting back

3   to the 2018 to last season period when you were

4   training the -- let's just call them the GMs,

5   coaches, staff and billets but not the players,

6   what did that look like?  Was that -- how did that

7   training get rolled out?

8                      A.   It got rolled out -- it

9   got rolled out with a link from the league, like

10   the Western league or the Ontario league or the

11   Quebec league, and they would take the program,

12   self-administer the program, and all their answers

13   and the questions.  And they would have a

14   pre-survey and post-survey going into the program,

15   and all that data would be updated to our database

16   and so we knew who took it, we knew how they

17   answered the questions, and we would provide that

18   data to the Western Hockey League.

19                      Now, there was an effort and a

20   workplace program from the CHL level to train all

21   billets and admin at a CHL level across all three

22   leagues consistently, and that did happen and I

23   have the numbers for that too.

24 38                   Q.   So CHL took on the billet

25   training?
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1                      A.   Well, yes, I mean,

2   throughout all the three leagues.  Trying to find

3   the numbers, I had them here somewhere.

4 39                   Q.   I think it's --

5                      A.   I have all the numbers, I

6   just don't have the exact date when we started it.

7   But the CHL rolled it out to all three leagues and

8   that's how it originally went out.  We piloted it

9   in the Western Hockey League, then the Ontario and

10   Quebec league as through the CHL.

11 40                   Q.   Okay.

12                      A.   And with that total, the

13   CHL totals that they have trained to date on that

14   program, on the activity leader program, is

15   3,463 people.  And in the workplace it's 210.

16 41                   Q.   Okay.  Now, with respect

17   to the way it was rolled out, is it safe to say

18   your organization provides a link to the Western

19   Hockey League or the Ontario Hockey League or

20   whoever is being trained, and they self-administer

21   I think you said.  Is that the word you used?

22                      A.   Yes.

23 42                   Q.   So the manner in which --

24                      A.   We build the program.  So

25   we would build the program for the CHL.  It would
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1   look like the CHL's program or the Western Hockey

2   League's program.  We would encompass all of their

3   policies and procedures, all their other programs

4   in the links and handouts that they would have in

5   that program.  So it would look like their

6   program, it would like look the CHL's program.

7   And it would look like the Western Hockey League's

8   program, et cetera.  And that's how we work with

9   every organization is we embed their policies,

10   their procedures, their current programming that

11   they have in place on those programs.

12 43                   Q.   But the exact manner, you

13   know, whether they get everybody into a room for

14   presentation or whether they --

15                      A.   No, a link goes out to --

16   they would send access for anybody that they

17   wanted to take that program to take it, and they

18   would usually give a date on when it needed to be

19   done by and we can monitor who has done and who

20   has not done via the database.

21 44                   Q.   So they watch a video

22   online?

23                      A.   It's not a video.  It's

24   all animation.  And yeah, so it's all animation.

25   And it's -- it's sequential unlock.  You can't
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1   move forward unless you answer the right question.

2   If you don't answer the right question we take you

3   back and explain why it's not correct.  And you

4   have to be able to answer the right correct -- the

5   correct -- you have to have the correct answer

6   before you can move on through the program.

7 45                   Q.   Okay.  And with respect

8   to the -- is that generally done at the beginning

9   of the season?  Is that how it's rolled out?

10                      A.   They roll it out usually

11   at the start of the season, is my understanding of

12   when each team does all their training is at the

13   start of the season.

14 46                   Q.   There's no sort of

15   rolling or subsequent programming from your

16   organization as the season goes on?

17                      A.   Not from our

18   organization, no.  We have stuck to the

19   foundational training.  We are in the process of

20   creating something that will be more of a

21   conversational type of tool, but that has not

22   existed yet from our organization.

23 47                   Q.   Okay.  And so I think I

24   understand when the WHL rolled it out from 2018,

25   and I think you described how the CHL was involved
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1   in that rollout.  When did the OHL start engaging

2   in this programming?

3                      A.   Well, the Q and the O and

4   the Western league -- when the CHL came out with

5   their umbrella programming is when the Q and the O

6   trained all their billets, and that would have

7   been I would say in and around that year of 2018.

8   And so they trained -- the OHL trained 478 people:

9   15 admins, 242 billets, 180 coaches and 41 other.

10 48                   Q.   Are the --

11                      A.   And have not trained any

12   on the workplace.  Neither has the Q.

13 49                   Q.   Okay.  So the difference

14   is that WHL has engaged in the workplace -- what

15   you call the workplace programming, but the OHL

16   and the QMJHL have not?

17                      A.   Correct.  And as of last

18   year the Western league trained all of its players

19   and actually created a players -- a respect

20   champion for each team, which is basically

21   conversation.  So in other words, there's mandated

22   three times a year that they actually have to talk

23   about these issues and communicate as a group,

24   which is not happening that I know of in the other

25   three leagues.  And as far I can speak on our
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1   program, the Western Hockey League is the only

2   league that has trained players on our program.

3 50                   Q.   So OHL, QMJHL no player

4   training, but WHL commenced player training at the

5   beginning of last season -- by last season, do you

6   mean September 2021?

7                      A.   Correct, yes.  And they

8   have also put through 210 people in their

9   workplace program, so all your front office staff.

10 51                   Q.   And O and Q have not done

11   the front off staff yet?

12                      A.   The O has not and the Q

13   has not.

14 52                   Q.   Now, you and

15   Mr. Thériault and Ms. Sauvageau were appointed as

16   an independent panel of experts in or around the

17   summer of 2020 by the Canadian Hockey League; is

18   that correct?

19                      A.   That's correct, yes.

20 53                   Q.   You -- and I'm going to

21   refer to the three of you as "the panel."  Okay?

22                      A.   Yes.

23 54                   Q.   And I believe that Mr.

24   Mr. Thériault, who is the former premier of New

25   Brunswick, was appointed as the chair of the
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1   panel, yes?

2                      A.   Correct.

3 55                   Q.   And you and Ms. Sauvageau

4   were and are, I suppose, co-panelists.  Is that a

5   fair description of your title?

6                      A.   Yep.

7 56                   Q.   We'll get into the work

8   that you did, the panel did, but you created I'll

9   call it a work product.  It's kind of a lawyerly

10   term.  But you created a report; is that right?

11                      A.   Correct, yes.

12 57                   Q.   And this report is the

13   work of the three of you, the panel, yes?

14                      A.   Correct.

15 58                   Q.   So I'm going to pull this

16   report up on our screen so we can share it with

17   you just so we're talking about the same report.

18                      A.   Okay.

19 59                   Q.   This is on my screen a

20   document which the title page of it has the words

21   "The Impact is Real -- Action is Needed."  And

22   it's dated October 31st, 2020.  Do you see that

23   document?

24                      A.   I do.

25 60                   Q.   So is that the front page
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1   of your report that the panel created?

2                      A.   Yes, it is.

3 61                   Q.   So we're going to scroll

4   through the report here, not too quickly, but just

5   so you can see what it is that we're talking

6   about.  There's a table of contents there, there

7   is 10 sections, and we'll scroll through the first

8   few pages.  This is the executive summary here.

9   Is this your report?

10                      A.   It is, yes.

11                      MR. SAYCE:  So Mr. Melfi, I

12   would like to mark the -- what I'll call the IRP

13   panel report as an exhibit.

14                      MR. MELFI:  I have no issue

15   with that, and I think we'll mark that as

16   Exhibit 1 to the examination.  Is that fair?

17                      MR. SAYCE:  If there's

18   anything we need to mark for identification the

19   purposes maybe we'll use numbers, and for marking

20   it as an exhibit I think we'll use letters if

21   that's okay, just because that's what we've been

22   doing for the rest of the examination.

23                      MR. MELFI:  That's fine.  So

24   we would have -- Exhibit A would be the

25   IRP report.
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1                      MR. SAYCE:  Got it.

2                      EXHIBIT A:  IRP Report;

3                      6547063

4                      BY MR. SAYCE:

5 62                   Q.   I know that this might

6   seem like a silly question, but you've read this

7   report, yes?

8                      A.   Yes, I have.

9 63                   Q.   And have you read it

10   recently?

11                      A.   Yes, I have.

12 64                   Q.   Did you read it over the

13   past few days?

14                      A.   This morning.

15 65                   Q.   Okay.  And so is there

16   anything in this report that you disagree with, or

17   is there anything in here that's not I would say

18   attributable to the work that you did?

19                      A.   No.

20 66                   Q.   There is nothing you

21   would like to correct?

22                      A.   No.  It was a mutually

23   agreed upon report by all three of us.

24 67                   Q.   I believe that you

25   actually hired a professional writer to assist in
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1   the drafting of the report, yes?

2                      A.   Yes, we did.

3 68                   Q.   And what was that

4   person's name?

5                      A.   Jennifer Roedding.  And I

6   can provide through Alex, Mr. Melfi, that -- her

7   CV.

8   U/T                MR. SAYCE:  Thank you, that

9   would be fine.  I'll ask for that undertaking.

10                      MR. MELFI:  That's fine.  And

11   I think -- just for the record I think Roedding is

12   spelled R-O-E-D-D-I-N-G, I believe.

13                      BY MR. SAYCE:

14 69                   Q.   And just so I understand

15   here, Ms. Roedding was someone who was hired and

16   paid by the Canadian Hockey League, right?

17                      A.   Yes, we asked the --

18   Mr. MacKenzie, Camille did, asked Mr. MacKenzie

19   that we needed somebody to professionally write

20   this report with our direction and so that's how

21   we hired her.

22 70                   Q.   I mean, the professional

23   writer put pen to paper but you told her what to

24   write?

25                      A.   Oh, yeah, yeah.  We
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1   were -- she knew -- the three of us -- I mean, the

2   three of us sat with Jennifer and we went through

3   every line, and I don't know how many drafts she

4   wrote for us, but we provided all of the

5   information and signed off on it.  She -- all

6   three of us signed off on the final report, the

7   final writing.

8 71                   Q.   So none of the contents

9   of the report reflect Ms. Roedding's views or

10   opinions or anything like that?

11                      A.   Not at all.

12 72                   Q.   So is it fair to say that

13   your report states that there is a problem in the

14   Canadian Hockey League with respect to off-ice

15   misconduct?

16                      A.   Can you repeat that,

17   please.

18 73                   Q.   Is it fair to say that

19   there is a problem in the Canadian Hockey League

20   with respect to off-ice misconduct?

21                      A.   Yes.

22 74                   Q.   Okay.  And what would

23   include -- what is included in the term "off-ice

24   misconduct"?

25                      A.   Well, I mean, we looked
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1   at all the issues that encompassed all forms of

2   bullying, abuse, harassment and discrimination.

3 75                   Q.   Is it fair to say that

4   your report states that this problem is systematic

5   in nature?

6                      A.   Yes, it does.

7 76                   Q.   And that is your view?

8                      A.   That's our view as the

9   three -- as Camille and Danièle and myself as the

10   panel members.

11 77                   Q.   And your individual view,

12   this might seem a little picky and I apologize,

13   but you're a panel member, you also hold that view

14   independently, yes?

15                      A.   I do.

16 78                   Q.   I believe that your

17   report states that there are cultural problems in

18   the Canadian Hockey League as well?

19                      A.   Yes, it does.

20 79                   Q.   And that these problems

21   that you describe, you formed these views through

22   the work that you did in the independent panel

23   process.  Is that fair to say?

24                      A.   That's correct.

25 80                   Q.   You saw what you saw, you
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1   talked to who you talked to, you engaged in a

2   survey, and that informed your view?

3                      A.   Exactly, yes.

4 81                   Q.   When you played in the

5   Western Hockey League in the 1980s was there a

6   culture problem at that time?

7                      A.   Yeah.  I mean, it's the

8   same -- it was the same type of problem that we

9   learned about through the process of putting the

10   report together.  It was a fear of speaking out.

11   And the hierarchical structure and, you know, that

12   to me was the consistent piece that was -- from

13   the time that I played that was still there when

14   we did this report in 2020.

15 82                   Q.   So it's fair to describe

16   the culture that you saw through the IRP process

17   as being a continuation of the culture that you

18   experienced in the 1980s?

19                      A.   Through the culture that

20   was there and present and that was there in the

21   '80s when I played I feel, and we felt, what we

22   learned through the process was still there, and

23   that's the culture of silence and fear to speak

24   out, to speak out and have a voice.

25 83                   Q.   Would part of that
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1   culture be off-ice misconduct that you describe as

2   well?

3                      A.   Yes, it is.

4 84                   Q.   You were originally

5   retained in the summer of 2020?

6                      A.   Correct.

7 85                   Q.   And who reached out to

8   you?

9                      A.   Dan MacKenzie.

10 86                   Q.   Mr. MacKenzie -- were you

11   the first person he reached out to -- or do you

12   know?  I mean, did he tell you I've retained two

13   other panelists or was he -- how did that work?

14                      A.   He reached out and asked

15   if I would be willing to be part of this.  I

16   didn't know who the other panelists were at the

17   time when he first reached out to me.  I think he

18   said that they were working on the chair, somebody

19   to chair it, but he basically just asked if I

20   would be willing to participate and help and be a

21   part of it.

22 87                   Q.   And you didn't hesitate.

23   I mean, this is right up your alley, right?

24                      A.   Well, I asked him if I

25   could take 24 hours and discuss it with my family.
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1   And we have a young child and I just wanted to

2   make sure I had enough time in my schedule to be

3   able to put the effort into this that I knew

4   needed -- it needed to have.  And so I just asked

5   him for some time, and I got back to him and said

6   yes, I would be happy to give my time to do this.

7 88                   Q.   I know what that's like,

8   trying to find the time in between various family

9   responsibilities with young children.

10                      So you were paid to -- for

11   your time, for your work, and to prepare this

12   report, yes?

13                      A.   Yes, we were.

14 89                   Q.   The Canadian Hockey

15   League paid you?

16                      A.   Correct.

17 90                   Q.   At the time you were

18   retained this class proceeding had already been

19   commenced, correct?

20                      A.   I believe so, yes.

21 91                   Q.   But you were not being

22   retained to provide evidence as an expert in this

23   class proceeding, were you?

24                      A.   No.

25 92                   Q.   And that was never your
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1   understanding, right?

2                      A.   Never.

3 93                   Q.   The purpose of the report

4   was to assist the Canadian Hockey League in

5   determining whether there was a problem, yes?

6                      A.   Yeah.  I mean, when I

7   look at the terms of reference, it was to look at

8   everything that was -- in the whole league and

9   understand what they're doing, and to give

10   recommendations on how they might be able to be

11   better.  And that was our job, and that's the way

12   we took it and that's what we did.

13 94                   Q.   Now, some other process

14   questions here, and I'll go into the documents

15   that you've provided which outline these steps.

16   If you want me to do any of that as we go, because

17   I'm not trying to trick you here, I'm just sort of

18   trying to provide a timeline.

19                      A.   Sure.

20 95                   Q.   Generally what happened

21   with the process.  And at the end of the

22   examination I plan to go through what you've

23   provided us and enter those documents as exhibits

24   after you confirm that they are what they are.

25                      But my understanding is that
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1   the review was limited to the previous few years

2   of policies, right?

3                      A.   That's correct.  We

4   weren't allowed to go back, and it was discussed

5   in -- I'm not sure exactly but it is in the

6   documents -- it was discussed with the

7   commissioners when we -- and Dan and Camille about

8   the amount of time that we were allowed to go

9   back, and it was basically -- we went back four

10   years.  And I think it was four years because

11   that's when their policies at that time had been

12   updated, was four years previous to this, and --

13   so that's where they wanted to go back to.

14                      So any work we did, any

15   policies we had were at that time the most current

16   policies, procedures, programs.  The Leger survey

17   only went back four years, et cetera.

18 96                   Q.   Would you have liked to

19   have gone back further?  Did the panel ask to go

20   back further?

21                      A.   The panel did ask to go

22   further.  We thought we needed to go back further

23   to be able to -- be able to tell -- you know, be

24   able to understand and put together I think the

25   best report possible in this space we needed to
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1   look at the history.  But we did put together what

2   we thought was the best we could with what we had,

3   and that was four years of evidence and

4   programming.

5 97                   Q.   So you asked to go back

6   further, the CHL said no, and then you did your

7   best with what you were given?

8                      A.   That's right.

9 98                   Q.   And the policies,

10   procedures, et cetera, that you were given to

11   review, those are provided to you by the Canadian

12   Hockey League.  I guess Dan MacKenzie was the

13   person that you were communicating with the most,

14   right?

15                      A.   Yeah.  Dan MacKenzie

16   communicated through Camille Thériault.  So Cami

17   did all the communication with Dan.  Once we

18   started on the report the only communication I had

19   with Dan was when he asked me to go onto the

20   panel.  The rest was all through Camille.  So yes,

21   we were provided all the policies, procedures, the

22   programs, I can give you a list of stuff that we

23   provided -- that we were provided from all three

24   leagues through Camille from Dan MacKenzie.

25 99                   Q.   And I think that you've
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1    provided the policies that you were given in the

2    package of materials that you served on us and

3    counsel for the defendants, yes?

4                       A.   Correct.

5 100                   Q.   So that's a complete --

6    that's the complete universe of what you were

7    given by the Canadian Hockey League, correct?

8                       A.   Correct.

9 101                   Q.   We'll get to those at the

10    end of the examination just so that the Court

11    understands what you were given.

12                       And your understanding is that

13    those were the policies in place at the time you

14    did your work; those are the operative policies,

15    yes?

16                       A.   Correct.

17 102                   Q.   Were you ever given any

18    of the league constitutions?  I mean, it's not in

19    the package that you gave us.

20                       A.   If it's not in the

21    package then we did not receive that.

22 103                   Q.   So my understanding is

23    that the panel had various meetings with the

24    commissioners; is that right?

25                       A.   Yes, we met with each
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1    commissioner, with their legal advisor.  Mr. David

2    Bayne is their legal representative.  But they

3    presented their whole -- they presented all of

4    their policies, procedures, and all their

5    education programs to us, to the panel.  And we

6    were allowed to ask questions, and we did, and

7    that happened from all three leagues, all the Q,

8    the O and the W.

9 104                   Q.   They all had the same

10    counsel, it was I think Mr. -- is it Payne?

11                       A.   Bayne, B-A-Y-N-E.

12 105                   Q.   So Mr. Bayne was present,

13    he was counsel for all of the -- the CHL, let's

14    just say the CHL including the Q, the W and the L?

15                       A.   Correct.

16 106                   Q.   We'll go through the

17    minutes of those meetings or the transcripts of

18    those meetings in a minute, but is it fair to say

19    that you were provided these policies and then the

20    commissioners presented to you, meaning the panel,

21    how these policies work?

22                       A.   Correct.  And we were

23    able to ask questions to all the commissioners

24    about everything, all the material that they

25    presented.  They walked through all their
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1    procedures, they walked through all their

2    policies, they walked through all their education

3    programs that they had in the league, and they

4    presented that to us, each individual league, and

5    then we, as the panel, asked questions to them

6    about the operations of them, how they worked, et

7    cetera.

8 107                   Q.   So your understanding of

9    how these policies work was informed by how the

10    commissioners described that to you?

11                       A.   Yeah.  I mean, obviously

12    we read the policies and we discussed the policies

13    and we --

14                       (Speaker overlap)

15                       A.   -- policies as panel

16    members, but we had the commissioners of each

17    league, who we thought were the keepers of the

18    policies, they were the ultimate individuals to

19    provide those to us to give us the knowledge, the

20    understanding of how they work in their league,

21    why they work, why they are put in place and what

22    they are made -- what they are meant to

23    accomplish.

24 108                   Q.   Right.  They are the ones

25    who are, as you say, the keeper of the policies,
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1    so when they walk you through them they are

2    probably the best people to explain how they work,

3    right?

4                       A.   Yeah.  Well, they had

5    their legal there too, so it wasn't just who did a

6    lot of talking, as you will see in the minutes.

7 109                   Q.   Right.  So they would

8    talk and then sometimes their counsel would talk?

9                       A.   Correct.

10 110                   Q.   I'm going to ask you some

11    questions about the survey that was commissioned

12    by Leger.  And so the three of you, the panel,

13    decided that a survey would be helpful in

14    determining -- getting down a layer onto the

15    player, the family, the billet, the GM, the

16    various on-the-ground layers, and it would help

17    you determine the extent of these off-ice

18    misconduct problems.  Is that fair to say?

19                       A.   Yeah.  We felt the best

20    way to reach as many people we could, given the

21    circumstances of COVID but also being able to

22    reach all these people in a timely manner -- I

23    mean, our timeline to finish the report was tight

24    so we felt that a Leger survey would give us the

25    best amount of knowledge and evidence that we
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1    needed given the circumstances that surrounded us.

2 111                   Q.   Why was that timeline so

3    tight?

4                       A.   They wanted the report

5    done by the end of September.  I'm not sure why

6    but that was the timeline that they wanted it

7    done.  I believe it was the end of November.  We

8    had it pushed out I believe it was another three

9    weeks to make sure we could get it done.

10 112                   Q.   So the questions that

11    were ultimately rolled out in the Leger survey,

12    were they written by the panel?

13                       A.   They were not.  So we

14    engaged Leger.  Danièle Sauvageau was the lead on

15    that.  And they worked -- Leger has their own

16    lawyer that they have on staff that works with the

17    organization to build the survey for the purposes

18    that -- obviously we would give guidance of what

19    we were trying to accomplish with the survey, but

20    their lawyer -- and I know that there was

21    discussion, we didn't ask certain questions

22    because it would conflict with the class action.

23    So it was limited in a way around certain

24    questions around sexual abuse and physical abuse

25    because they didn't want any conflict with the
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1    class action that was I guess obviously in play.

2 113                   Q.   So just so I understand,

3    the survey did not ask the players or the families

4    about sexual abuse, physical abuse because they

5    were concerned that -- or because -- was it CHL

6    hockey league or Leger was concerned that would

7    impact the class action?

8                       A.   Well, I think that would

9    have been a conversation with -- that would have

10    been CHL's concern.

11 114                   Q.   So the survey was limited

12    by the Canadian Hockey League, the contents or the

13    questions that were asked?  Yes?

14                       A.   Yes.

15 115                   Q.   And would you have liked

16    to have asked those questions?

17                       A.   I think that the

18    survey -- I think that we needed to ask those

19    questions, yes.

20 116                   Q.   But you dealt with the

21    circumstances that you were given and you asked

22    the questions that you were allowed to put to the

23    players, right?

24                       A.   Correct.

25 117                   Q.   Because you wanted to do
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1    your job as well as you could in the

2    circumstances?

3                       A.   Correct.

4 118                   Q.   The panel also had its

5    own counsel with respect to the survey questions I

6    guess in terms of assisting with the preparation

7    of those questions or determining whether the

8    correct questions were asked; is that right?  Was

9    there a counsel from New Brunswick?

10                       A.   Yes.  Camille had the

11    lead on that, that helped us put together and work

12    with Leger and the CHL to actually come up with

13    the best -- the I guess agreeable questions that

14    we would send out to all three leagues.

15 119                   Q.   And then -- so the survey

16    went out and then the numbers came back, yes?

17                       A.   Correct.

18 120                   Q.   And is it fair to say

19    that the data that came back from Leger informed

20    your writing, your recommendations and your

21    findings in the report?

22                       A.   The Leger survey had a --

23    played an important role in confirming the

24    evidence that we had already debated before the

25    survey came back.  It basically legitimized what
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1    we were hearing and the conversations that we had

2    and the interviews that we had prior to that

3    survey being presented to us.

4 121                   Q.   So it reinforced an

5    opinion you already had or a view you already

6    held?

7                       A.   It aligned with the

8    information that we gathered as a panel because

9    the survey, we were waiting on the survey.  That's

10    why we needed the extension.  So it aligned with

11    the work that we've already done as the panel.

12 122                   Q.   Is it fair to say that

13    you focused more on -- you were more interested in

14    the numbers, the data in that report, rather than

15    whatever synthesis or whatever conclusions that

16    the Leger people drew?  You independently drew

17    your conclusion.  Is that fair to say?

18                       A.   Yes.

19                       MR. SAYCE:  Let's just go off

20    the record for a minute.

21                       (DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD)

22    --- Recess taken at 10:55 a.m.

23    --- Upon resuming at 11:03 a.m.

24                       BY MR. SAYCE:

25 123                   Q.   Mr. Kennedy?
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1                       A.   Yes.

2 124                   Q.   You worked with various

3    subject matter experts in preparing the report.

4    Is that fair to say?

5                       A.   Yes, we did.

6 125                   Q.   And given your

7    background, is it fair to say that many of them

8    were introduced by you?

9                       A.   Yes.

10 126                   Q.   And you had already

11    worked with them in the past?

12                       A.   I had either worked with

13    them or I knew that they worked in the field and I

14    had some sort of contact with them, yes.  But I

15    knew that they were an expert in certain areas

16    that we wanted to learn more about.

17 127                   Q.   And is it safe to say

18    that you were providing this report for the

19    Canadian Hockey League so you wanted the Canadian

20    Hockey League to understand that you had done your

21    homework, so to speak, you had retained a roster

22    of experts who could bolster the opinions that the

23    three of you held.  Is that fair to say?

24                       A.   Well, I think, you know,

25    I don't feel I came in with a particular opinion.
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1    I think one of the -- I remember clearly the

2    conversation that the three of us had, one of our

3    very first conversations, and it was continuous

4    throughout the whole -- it was kind of our

5    grounding place, but we came in with the mindset

6    of understanding the truth and presenting a move

7    forward plan for the league.

8                       I mean, we did not come into

9    this with the mindset of let's ruin hockey.  Our

10    goal was let's do the best we can to help hockey

11    move forward, and we felt and we kept coming back

12    to the place that there's no way we can move

13    forward unless we know exactly where we are.  And

14    that is why I brought in and I had recommended to

15    the group, who agreed upon it, certain individuals

16    that brought in the expert knowledge who have

17    spoken in front of international medical

18    associations and so forth.

19                       But I think one of the lacking

20    areas of this work is about understanding the

21    impact of these types of behaviours on

22    individuals, and we really felt that we needed to

23    understand and make -- bring an importance and a

24    level of knowledge around the impact.  There's

25    enough science and evidence that allows us to make
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1    the invisible visible.  And I think we needed to

2    bring the seriousness of what we're really talking

3    about here, right.  What are we talking about.

4    And what we're talking about is we are talking

5    about people being hurt because of these types of

6    behaviours in a significant manner.

7 128                   Q.   You were trying to get

8    the importance, the gravity of these impacts

9    across to the Canadian Hockey League and the

10    people in charge?

11                       A.   Yes, and I think that --

12    what we know is that these issues and culture does

13    not change in policies and procedures.  These

14    issues need to be embedded in every aspect of the

15    game, of the league, and has to be of the utmost

16    importance.  It can't be something that is touched

17    upon.

18                       And one of the things that was

19    concerning to us was it kind of showed the level

20    of importance.  When we went to look visibly on

21    the leagues' websites to see if we could find

22    policies and procedures they were nowhere to be

23    found.  We had to dig deep to find them on the

24    Quebec Major Junior Hockey League's website, but

25    we couldn't find them anywhere.
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1                       And to me and what I've

2    learned over the years is that this is about

3    leadership.  These issues fall squarely on

4    leadership shoulders and they have to be led by

5    leadership.  And if they are positioned as being

6    critically important to being a hockey player and

7    to being the development league that the CHL says

8    they are the world's -- the best development

9    league in the world, to me this is a part of

10    development and that's where it fits.  It does not

11    fit only in policies and procedures.  And that's

12    why we felt that we needed to identify and teach

13    and educate the people involved in our report

14    about the impact, what is the impact when we do

15    not do all of this.

16 129                   Q.   And who is the leadership

17    at the CHL?  Who in your mind is that leadership?

18    Who are you telling that you need to lead?

19                       A.   Well, that's the board of

20    governors and the president and the governance of

21    each league, or commissioners of each league.

22 130                   Q.   The commissioners of each

23    league and the governors.  So I suppose what

24    you're saying is that you are concerned about the

25    level of buy-in from the leadership in the league
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1    with respect to the importance of these issues and

2    how to actually address these issues.  Is that

3    fair to say?

4                       A.   You know, it's tough

5    because -- I don't know if it's only James about

6    the buy-in, because if I look at systemic, and I

7    understand the term systemic, it's a systemic

8    problem affects the whole of an organization or

9    place.

10                       I feel and we felt as a group,

11    that the leadership group that -- which I just

12    explained what I think is and what we think is the

13    leadership group, felt and feel like they were

14    doing everything that they could in this space.

15                       And I think that what we've

16    learned is that that comes with the systemic

17    nature of the culture within hockey, right, within

18    the CHL, is that there's this belief and this

19    sense that we've got this covered.  And I think

20    what we found is that that's not the case, and it

21    takes a concerted effort, an ongoing effort to be

22    able to shift culture, whether it be in a hockey

23    organization or outside a hockey organization, and

24    I think that's what we found.

25                       And I feel that when the Leger
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1    survey came back I felt that there was a level of

2    confidence that was coming from the CHL that this

3    survey was going to come back positive and it, in

4    my opinion, didn't.  And I think the numbers speak

5    for itself.  And I feel that that's kind of where

6    we are.

7                       So to say that, you know, do I

8    think the leadership wasn't brought in trying to

9    do the right thing, I'm not sure about that.  I

10    can't answer that 100 percent either way.  But I

11    do feel that -- I do feel that they felt that they

12    had these issues covered.

13 131                   Q.   But they didn't?

14                       A.   But we -- I mean, the

15    Leger survey speaks for itself.

16 132                   Q.   As well as your opinion

17    separate from the Leger survey too, right?

18                       A.   Correct.

19 133                   Q.   So once you finalized

20    this report I understand that you presented the

21    report to the commissioners or to the teams or to

22    someone.  Did that happen?

23                       A.   Yes.  We presented it

24    to -- Camille sent it to Dan MacKenzie, and then

25    we didn't want it to go to everybody so we wanted
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1    to present to the board of governors.  So we

2    presented -- we -- the panel presented the report

3    to the board of governors of the Canadian Hockey

4    League.

5 134                   Q.   Okay.  And how many

6    people were there?

7                       A.   Oh, I don't know exactly

8    off the top of my head.  I would say 25 maybe.

9 135                   Q.   Were the commissioners

10    there?

11                       A.   Yes, they were.

12 136                   Q.   Was Mr. MacKenzie there?

13                       A.   Yes, he was.

14 137                   Q.   So give or take 20

15    some-odd governors plus the commissioners?

16                       A.   Correct.

17 138                   Q.   And do you know when this

18    presentation happened?

19                       A.   Yes.  November 5th, 2020.

20 139                   Q.   The report is dated

21    October 31st, and so a couple days passed and then

22    you sent it to Mr. MacKenzie?

23                       A.   November 5th is when

24    we -- I have November 5th, 2020 is when the final

25    presentation to the commissioners was.
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1 140                   Q.   Did you dispute the

2    report to everybody who was watching your

3    presentation or do you know how it was

4    distributed?

5                       A.   We gave a copy of the

6    report to Mr. MacKenzie and that went through

7    Camille, our chair.

8 141                   Q.   So Mr. MacKenzie had the

9    report on November -- I think it's in the package.

10                       A.   October 31st.  I mean, it

11    will be in the package.

12 142                   Q.   Okay.  And then so a few

13    days later you presented your findings.  Did you

14    do that over Zoom?

15                       A.   We did.

16 143                   Q.   You had a lot of squares

17    up on your screen sort of similar to how you have

18    right now on your screen?

19                       A.   Correct.

20 144                   Q.   And when you presented

21    your findings what was the response?

22                       A.   It was quiet, and I

23    think -- I think there was a little bit of -- I

24    think there was a little bit of shock, because we

25    also had the person from the Leger group present
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1    the Leger survey as well.  So parts of the -- did

2    the overview when we presented our report, but as

3    it was the panel presenting our report, we also

4    had the individual from the Leger survey present

5    the results from that survey as well.

6                       And I feel that, again going

7    back to what I was talking about earlier, I feel

8    that the numbers were a bit surprising.

9 145                   Q.   Because the Canadian

10    Hockey League thought they had the issue under

11    control?

12                       A.   I feel that and we felt

13    that -- I mean, my sense of it -- obviously we

14    don't have the hard data on exactly how they are

15    feeling, but I mean what I took away from that is

16    I feel that there was a confidence that they had

17    done a lot of work over the past few years in this

18    space.  And I'm not condoning the fact that they

19    didn't.  You know, there's lots of programs in

20    place.  We've got a list of all kinds of stuff

21    that they're doing for around player safety, but I

22    think that it highlighted the fact that there's

23    still a cultural problem, a systemic problem in

24    the league.

25 146                   Q.   Did anybody ask you any
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1    questions about the findings at that Zoom

2    presentation or was it really just you talking and

3    them listening?

4                       A.   Us talking and them

5    listening.

6 147                   Q.   After that presentation

7    to the 25 or so folks who were in the leadership,

8    tell me what happened next.  So it's

9    November 2020, you finished your report, you sent

10    it to Mr. MacKenzie, you presented your report.

11    Then what?

12                       A.   Nothing.  Basically

13    nothing happened.  I mean, we didn't hear from --

14    we had to keep --  or I didn't keep -- Camille

15    Thériault, our chair, would keep reaching out to

16    see where things were at.  We didn't hear

17    anything.  We didn't get -- nobody asked us,

18    nobody asked us -- there was no further questions

19    on the report.  I haven't heard back from anybody

20    from the CHL after that presentation on the

21    report.

22 148                   Q.   Right.  You still work on

23    the Respect in Sport stuff with the CHL, but with

24    respect to the IRP work it's been radio silence

25    since November 2020?
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1                       A.   Correct.

2 149                   Q.   No one reached out to

3    clarify anything?

4                       A.   No.

5 150                   Q.   No one has reached out to

6    determine next steps?

7                       A.   No.

8 151                   Q.   No one has reached out to

9    ask you how they might improve certain policies?

10                       A.   No.

11 152                   Q.   I believe you e-mailed,

12    you independently e-mailed Mr. MacKenzie.  It's in

13    the pack and I'll mark it as an exhibit later.

14    But do you recall sending him a note saying I'm

15    available if you have any questions?

16                       A.   Yes.

17 153                   Q.   And he responded, he said

18    I'm going to digest the report, I'll get back to

19    you?

20                       A.   Yes.

21 154                   Q.   And he never got back to

22    you?

23                       A.   No.

24 155                   Q.   So there's a period of

25    time, which is about a year after you present your
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1    report, that goes by and then there is some

2    discussion with Mr. MacKenzie over e-mail again at

3    the end of 2021.  Do you know what I'm talking

4    about?

5                       A.   I can find it.  Do you

6    know which exhibit it's in, or which tab?

7 156                   Q.   I'll take you to it.  I

8    actually don't want to ask you about that yet.  I

9    want to ask you about what happened with the panel

10    in the interim period.  So fall turns to winter,

11    winter turns to spring, spring turns to summer,

12    summer turns to fall.  Did you, Mr.  Thériault or

13    Ms. Sauvageau, have any discussions during that

14    period about what the heck is going on?

15                       A.   Yes, we did.  I mean, we

16    were confused, we were disappointed I think.  We

17    were wondering what was happening.  We usually --

18    I've been part of writing different documents and

19    usually there's follow-up questions that come, and

20    if you haven't hit the mark in a certain area or

21    they ask you to go further or they question why

22    did you, why this or why that, I mean, usually

23    that came, but that was not there.

24                       So I think the three of us

25    just -- we were kind of just asking -- we were
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1    wondering what was going on basically.

2 157                   Q.   Was it --

3                       A.   I mean, everything that

4    was given, everything that was given and happening

5    in the media with Hockey Canada and everything

6    else, I mean, we felt that the report was

7    relevant.

8 158                   Q.   And so was it your

9    expectation that that report would be made public?

10                       A.   Yes.

11 159                   Q.   Was that always your

12    expectation?

13                       A.   Yes, it was.

14 160                   Q.   And so when the report

15    was not made public was that cause for concern for

16    you?

17                       A.   Yeah, I mean it was -- it

18    didn't make sense I guess.  It didn't make sense

19    what was going on.  Like, you know, it was COVID

20    and then it was the start of the year and then the

21    resources were thin and then -- I can't remember

22    the whole trail of e-mails, they are in our

23    documents, but it was disappointing I guess would

24    be the right word.

25 161                   Q.   When you say it was
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1    COVID, it was --

2                       A.   Those were e-mails --

3    those were e-mails that Camille Thériault would

4    receive from Dan about why this report wasn't

5    coming out.  It was made public I think what, a

6    year and a half later.

7 162                   Q.   In January of 2022?

8                       A.   Right.

9 163                   Q.   So you were told that it

10    couldn't be made public because of COVID-19?

11                       A.   Yeah, I think it was just

12    COVID, of the league not running and there was no

13    hockey going on, which there was a lot of crazy

14    going on at the time with COVID obviously, but I

15    think they're probably best to ask Camille those

16    questions on exactly his communication with Dan on

17    why the report wasn't brought out.

18 164                   Q.   We will.  But the purpose

19    of the report was to help the CHL understand if

20    they had a player safety problem, right?  That was

21    part of the point of the report, right?

22                       A.   That was part of the

23    report.

24 165                   Q.   So were you concerned

25    that the CHL was -- well, let's put it this way.
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1    Do you feel that you had provided information to

2    the Canadian Hockey League with respect to there

3    being a player safety problem?

4                       A.   Yes.

5 166                   Q.   And were you concerned

6    when they did not appear to be acting on what you

7    had shown to them?

8                       A.   Yes.

9 167                   Q.   So during that period you

10    would have -- did you have calls with Mr.

11    Thériault and Ms. Sauvageau, and by that period, I

12    mean November 2020 to November 2021, would you

13    check in with one another every once in a while?

14                       A.   Periodically, yes.

15 168                   Q.   And were these

16    discussions pretty much the same?

17                       A.   Yes.

18 169                   Q.   You would exchange --

19                       A.   We were wondering -- we

20    just -- we were confused.  We didn't know why this

21    report wasn't -- I guess our concern was why we

22    hadn't heard anything.  It was just radio silence.

23    So -- and the delay and so forth.  So that was

24    usually our conversation.

25 170                   Q.   Pretty much a groundhog
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1    day conversation every couple of months where you

2    would say nothing's changed and you would express

3    frustration to one another?

4                       A.   Yes.

5 171                   Q.   And are you aware the

6    Canadian Hockey League commissioned a separate

7    report from somebody named Rachel Turnpenney?

8                       A.   Yes.

9 172                   Q.   Were you made aware that

10    the Canadian Hockey League was going to do that?

11                       A.   No.

12 173                   Q.   Did the Canadian Hockey

13    League seek your input with respect to that

14    Turnpenney report?

15                       A.   No.

16 174                   Q.   So it was a complete

17    surprise to you when you saw that on the website

18    in January 2022?

19                       A.   Correct.

20 175                   Q.   So we're going to go

21    through the package of documents that you provided

22    to us -- or your counsel provided to us, sorry --

23    and these documents were provided in response to

24    the summons that was served on you, correct?

25                       A.   Correct.
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1 176                   Q.   I'll pull it up on the

2    screen.  So the first page of this package that

3    was sent to us, it just says "Index Documents."

4    Do you recognize that?

5                       A.   Yes, I do.

6 177                   Q.   Okay.  And this is a

7    508-page document which contains number of tabs.

8    I believe there are 63 tabs total.

9                       A.   Correct.

10 178                   Q.   And I believe this is the

11    entire universe of documents which you, Mr.

12    Thériault and Ms. Sauvageau have in your

13    possession which relate to your work in the

14    independent panel report; is that correct?

15                       A.   Yes, it is.

16                       MR. SAYCE:  I think that --

17    maybe we'll go off the record so I can discuss

18    with counsel -- well, Mr. Melfi and Mr. Eizenga

19    the best way to do this.  Is that okay?  Okay.  So

20    let's go off the record.

21                       (DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD)

22                       BY MR. SAYCE:

23 179                   Q.   We just had a discussion

24    off the record.  We will go through the documents

25    that Mr. MacKenzie is able to authenticate and
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1    speak to.  One by one we'll enter those as

2    exhibits.  I think Mr. Eizenga wants to say

3    something.  I'll let him say it.  No?  Okay.  So

4    let's just get on with it then.

5                       So let's just pull up the

6    document package.  So the first three documents

7    are the agreements between the independent review

8    panel and the Canadian Hockey League for each of

9    the three panelists.  Those are already in

10    evidence so I don't think that we need to enter

11    those again.

12                       Let's move forward to tab 9.

13    This is a series of e-mails between

14    Mr. Thériault, Ms. Sauvageau, Mr. MacKenzie, Ms.

15    Gordon and you with respect -- from July 2020, and

16    it sort of sets out some of the initial e-mails

17    that you have with respect to your retainer; is

18    that right?

19                       A.   Yes.

20 180                   Q.   Do you recognize that?

21                       A.   Yes.

22                       MR. SAYCE:  So we'll enter

23    that as Exhibit B.

24                       EXHIBIT B:   Tab 9 - series

25                       of e-mails, 6547280
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1                       BY MR. SAYCE:

2 181                   Q.   So let's move to your

3    tab 11.  Tab 11, Dan MacKenzie contains a series

4    of e-mails between Mr. Kennedy and the panel

5    including you, Mr. Kennedy, that show the policies

6    being e-mailed to you or reflecting that the

7    policies will be e-mailed to you; correct?

8                       A.   Yes.

9 182                   Q.   You recognize that

10    e-mail?

11                       A.   Yes.

12                       MR. SAYCE:  So we'll enter

13    that as Exhibit C.

14                       EXHIBIT C:  Tab 11 - series

15                       of e-mails; 6547282.

16                       BY MR. SAYCE:

17 183                   Q.   Tab 13.  This is an

18    e-mail chain between Mr. Thériault, Mr. MacKenzie

19    in one of the e-mails, but also other e-mails in

20    this chain are between you and the other

21    panelists, you know, again getting the process up

22    and running in July of 2020.  Do you recognize

23    that e-mail?

24                       A.   Yes.

25                       MR. SAYCE:  So that is
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1    Exhibit D.

2                       EXHIBIT D:  Tab 13 - chain

3                       of e-mails; 6547284.

4                       BY MR. SAYCE:

5 184                   Q.   So we'll jump forward to

6    tab 17.  This is an e-mail from August 2020

7    between Dan MacKenzie, Robert Bayne, counsel for

8    the CHL, Mr. Thériault, you and Ms. Sauvageau,

9    which is a follow-up to the independent review

10    panel meeting.  Do you recognize that e-mail?

11                       A.   Yes.

12 185                   Q.   And the others in the

13    chain too?

14                       A.   Yes.

15                       MR. SAYCE:  So we'll enter as

16    Exhibit E.

17                       EXHIBIT E:  Tab 17 - e-mails;

18                       6547286

19                       BY MR. SAYCE:

20 186                   Q.   Let's go forward to

21    tab 20.  These are more e-mails that you are on

22    which are between panelists talking about hiring

23    of the writer and various other things.  Do you

24    recognize these e-mails?

25                       A.   Yes.
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1                       MR. SAYCE:  So that will be

2    Exhibit F.

3                       EXHIBIT F:  Tab 20 - e-mails;

4                       6547291

5                       BY MR. SAYCE:

6 187                   Q.   Tab 24.  This is a series

7    of e-mails between Mr. MacKenzie, you and the

8    other panelists from November 2021.  Do you see

9    these?

10                       A.   Yes.

11 188                   Q.   And you recognize this

12    series of e-mails?

13                       A.   Yes.

14                       MR. SAYCE:  We will mark that

15    as Exhibit G.

16                       EXHIBIT G:  Tab 24 - series

17                       of e-mails; 6547294

18                       BY MR. SAYCE:

19 189                   Q.   I actually have a

20    particular question about this -- what is

21    described in these e-mails.  There's an e-mail

22    from Camille that says:

23                       "Sheldon and Danièle.  Dan

24                       called last night

25                       uncomfortable about my e-mail,
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1                       worried that I would go

2                       public.  Three takeaways from

3                       the call.  1, says they are

4                       trying to implement some sort

5                       of recommendations but going

6                       slow pace.  2, worried about

7                       litigation.  And 3, when I

8                       told him that I thought it was

9                       not going public because some

10                       owners and coaches were

11                       fighting it to protect

12                       themselves and not their

13                       players he did not say no.

14                       For me one word keeps coming

15                       back, SYSTEMIC.  Have a good

16                       day."

17                       And "systemic" is in capitals.

18                       A.   Sorry, you cut out,

19    James.

20 190                   Q.   I'm here.  So just to

21    repeat myself, the end of number 3 in his e-mail,

22    Camille's e-mail, says "for me one word keeps

23    coming back," and all caps it says "SYSTEMIC".  Do

24    you recall receiving this e-mail?

25                       A.   Yes.
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1 191                   Q.   Did you have any

2    conversations with the other panelists or with

3    Camille around this time?

4                       A.   That was not -- I think

5    after Camille and Dan had their communication.  I

6    think probably Camille was -- I'm not sure what

7    was going on, but I'm sure there was probably a

8    story of some sort of -- that made him send that

9    e-mail.  I'm not sure.

10 192                   Q.   So you didn't have a

11    separate conversation with him around that time?

12                       A.   No.

13 193                   Q.   Did you have any

14    conversations with Camille or Danièle after

15    November, in December or January, so before the

16    report came out but after these e-mails were sent?

17                       A.   Pardon me?  Sorry, you

18    were cutting out.

19 194                   Q.   Did you have any

20    conversations with the other panelists after these

21    e-mails were sent on November 3, 2021, but before

22    the report was made public in January 20, 2020?

23    Were there any discussions that you have?

24                       A.   We had discussed as a

25    group, yes.  We had talked, as we discussed
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1    earlier today, that we had chatted on numerous

2    occasions about our concerns of why the report

3    hadn't been made public and what the delay was.

4 195                   Q.   So is it fair to say that

5    these concerns that Camille is outlining, did you

6    also have those concerns?

7                       A.   Well, I mean, I think

8    that was Camille's conversation with Dan.  So I

9    think he was relaying to us his conversation,

10    right, so I'm sure there was some sort of concern

11    about the class action that was there.  I'm sure

12    that was present.  I'm not -- I don't know

13    specific, James.

14 196                   Q.   That's fair.  If you move

15    forward to tab 28.  This is e-mail from

16    Mr. MacKenzie to the panel, including you, dated

17    January 21, 2022 at 3 p.m.  Do you see that?

18                       A.   Yes.

19 197                   Q.   Do you recognize this

20    document?

21                       A.   Yes, I do.

22                       MR. SAYCE:  So we will enter

23    this as Exhibit H.

24                       EXHIBIT H:  Tab 28 - e-mail;

25                       6547296.
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1                       BY MR. SAYCE:

2 198                   Q.   This is -- all of these

3    exhibits I've taken you through, all these

4    e-mails, these are true copies of e-mails you

5    received, right?

6                       A.   Correct.

7 199                   Q.   So he says "it was good

8    to speak to each of you yesterday," speaking about

9    Thursday, January 20th, right?

10                       A.   Later today.  That's

11    Friday, January 21st is what I have.

12 200                   Q.   Yeah.  But the first line

13    it says "it was good to speak to each of you

14    yesterday"?

15                       A.   Oh, I see yes.  Yes, yes.

16 201                   Q.   Do you remember having

17    that call with Mr. MacKenzie?

18                       A.   Yes, I do.

19 202                   Q.   What did he tell you on

20    that call?

21                       A.   It was just to the point.

22    They have decided to release the report.  They are

23    going to put it out in its entirety and make sure

24    if there's any media requests to go to

25    CWilkins@CHL.ca.
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1 203                   Q.   So he told you not to

2    speak to the press, correct?

3                       A.   That's right.

4 204                   Q.   Did he refer the

5    confidentiality clause that you had in your

6    agreement?

7                       A.   I'm not sure exactly if

8    he did on that phone call.

9 205                   Q.   But at the time you

10    understood that you were not allowed to talk to

11    the press because there was a confidentiality

12    clause in your agreement with the Canadian Hockey

13    League that stated that you needed to keep

14    everything confidential, right?

15                       A.   Correct.

16 206                   Q.   Did he tell you there was

17    going to be another report from someone else

18    released at the same time?

19                       A.   No.

20 207                   Q.   Could we go to tab 29.

21    If you scroll down to the beginning of the e-mail

22    chain, this is an e-mail chain between

23    Mr. MacKenzie, you and Ms. Sauvageau as well as

24    Mr. Thériault.  And it says -- it's from Friday,

25    March 4th, 2022.  Do you see that?
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1                       A.   Yes.

2 208                   Q.   And it says:

3                       "Dan, sorry for the delay on

4                       your February 9, 2022 e-mail.

5                       The IRC met last Monday to

6                       discuss the issue.  During the

7                       meeting we found out that you

8                       already lifted that agreement.

9                       We understand that this was

10                       your prerogative to do but we

11                       are a little surprised that we

12                       were not made aware of this,

13                       so a few questions.  1, when

14                       was this done.  2, can we have

15                       a copy of this release.  3,

16                       also wondering what your

17                       thought process was for the

18                       last year, we were allowed to

19                       talk to anyone.  Wondering if

20                       you were would be willing to

21                       clarify.  Thanking you in

22                       advance."

23                       Right?

24                       Then there's a response from

25    Mr. MacKenzie where he states to you that the CHL
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1    wanted to maintain confidentiality over the IRP

2    report and the panelists' work until it was ready

3    to release the report publically which, as you

4    know, it did in late January.  And then it speaks

5    to a motion for an order to -- for the summons

6    that we issued and that's the reason you are

7    providing today.

8                       And then it says:

9                       "Before the motion class

10                       counsel asked whether there

11                       were any confidentiality

12                       obligations of the panelists."

13                       And then it says:

14                       "At the motion the judge asked

15                       the same thing."

16                       It says:

17                       "We instructed our counsel to

18                       advise the class counsel and

19                       the Court that the CHL was not

20                       going to enforce the

21                       confidentiality obligations

22                       for these examinations, in

23                       part because the CHL wants its

24                       lawyers to examine the

25                       panelists for the motion as
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1                       well.  You should have an

2                       e-mail from the CHL's defence

3                       counsel Bennett Jones."

4                       And then it says:

5                       "To be clear, the CHL is not

6                       objecting to you and the other

7                       panelists being examined by

8                       either class counsel or the

9                       CHL's lawyers about the IRP

10                       report for the purposes of the

11                       class action.  The CHL isn't

12                       waiving the confidentiality

13                       obligations otherwise, and in

14                       our view, the panelists remain

15                       bound by the obligation

16                       speaking to any other third

17                       parties including the media."

18                       Do you see that?

19                       A.   Yes.

20 209                   Q.   So it was your

21    understanding that what Dan told you and what you

22    understood was that there was a partial waiver of

23    the confidentiality clause?

24                       A.   Yes.

25 210                   Q.   And that was limited to
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1    just this cross-examination?

2                       A.   Yes.

3 211                   Q.   Did they provide you with

4    any documentation to verify that it was only a

5    partial waiver?

6                       A.   Hello?

7 212                   Q.   Did you hear that last

8    question?

9                       A.   I did not.

10 213                   Q.   Did they provide you with

11    any documentation to confirm it was only a partial

12    waiver?

13                       A.   No.

14 214                   Q.   So you took Mr. MacKenzie

15    at his word that what is happening here is a

16    partial waiver and that you still can't speak to

17    anyone about the independent panel report, right?

18                       A.   Correct.

19 215                   Q.   We haven't marked this

20    exchange yet.  Do you recognize this e-mail

21    exchange?

22                       A.   Yes.

23 216                   Q.   And you received it?

24                       A.   Yes.

25 217                   Q.   It's a true copy of
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1    your -- this e-mail exchange?

2                       A.   Yes.

3                       MR. SAYCE:  So we will enter

4    this as Exhibit I.

5                       EXHIBIT I:  Tab 29 - e-mail

6                       exchange; 6547298

7                       BY MR. SAYCE:

8 218                   Q.   So if we move forward to

9    tab 32.  This is -- I think we talked about this

10    already, but you separately reached out on

11    November 5th to Dan MacKenzie in an e-mail and the

12    subject matter is "thank you."  It says:

13                       "Dan, just a note to say thank

14                       you for putting your trust in

15                       myself and the others for this

16                       project.  I want you to know

17                       that I will make myself

18                       available for any further

19                       questions or dialogue may be

20                       needed.  Stay well.  Sheldon."

21                       Do you see that?

22                       A.   Yes.

23 219                   Q.   And Dan MacKenzie

24    responds the same evening -- there's some time

25    zone differences here obviously, but he responds
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1    quite quickly.  He says:

2                       "Thanks, Sheldon.  I'm just

3                       beginning to dig into the

4                       report and digest it tonight.

5                       I will let you know if I have

6                       questions.  Cheers.  D."

7                       Do you see that?

8                       A.   Yes.

9 220                   Q.   So that was the end of

10    your communication with Mr. MacKenzie.  He never

11    had questions, he didn't want any dialogue -- or

12    there was no dialogue is what I'm asking?

13                       A.   There wasn't.

14                       MR. SAYCE:  So we'll enter

15    this as Exhibit J.

16                       EXHIBIT J:  Tab 32 - e-mails;

17                       6547299

18                       BY MR. SAYCE:

19 221                   Q.   Let's go to tab 33.

20    These are independent -- it's a document titled

21    "CHL Independent Review Panel Minutes of a Meeting

22    Held By Video Conference on August 10th, 2020."

23                       And it says present Camille H.

24    Thériault chair, Mr. Sheldon Kennedy, Ms. Danièle

25    Sauvageau, and Ms. Simonne Godin, executive
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1    assistant to chair.

2                       A.   Yes.

3 222                   Q.   Who is Ms. Godin?

4                       A.   She was our executive

5    assistant to Camille.  So she was hired -- and

6    Camille clarified that through Dan at the start I

7    guess when he was going to be chair -- to take

8    minutes of every meeting, record.  And so she was

9    the -- she's been Camille's -- she's worked with

10    Camille for many years and so he felt comfortable

11    if he took the chair position that she would help

12    take notes and minutes and everything.

13 223                   Q.   And does she work?  Does

14    she have a job?

15                       A.   Well, I think -- well,

16    yeah, she worked as executive assistant with

17    Camille when he was in charge of the credit unions

18    in Atlantic Canada.  And she's -- yeah, that was

19    her job so (skipped audio) decided when he

20    accepted the board chair position.

21 224                   Q.   I can ask Mr. Thériault

22    more about her background.  But she was present

23    for all --

24                       A.   Every meeting.

25 225                   Q.   Every single meeting?
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1                       A.   Yeah.  She took notes and

2    we recorded every meeting.

3 226                   Q.   So I'll ask you this in a

4    moment about some of the minutes, but some of

5    the -- well, these are minutes, right.

6                       A.   Yeah.

7 227                   Q.   So she was there, she

8    took notes, and she prepared the minutes?

9                       A.   Correct.

10 228                   Q.   And would she circulate

11    the minutes after the meetings?

12                       A.   Yes.

13 229                   Q.   And then would you

14    approve the minutes?

15                       A.   Yes.

16 230                   Q.   And would the same -- if

17    there was a transcript would the same thing happen

18    with the transcript?  Were those sent around?

19                       A.   Yes.

20 231                   Q.   And you would approve

21    them?

22                       A.   Yes.

23 232                   Q.   So these are minutes of a

24    meeting held on August 10th.  This is one where

25    it's just the four of you.  And these would take
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1    place over Zoom?

2                       A.   Yes.

3 233                   Q.   You've reviewed these

4    minutes since and these are -- this is a true copy

5    of the minutes and they reflect your recollection

6    of what was discussed at that meeting?

7                       A.   Correct.

8                       MR. SAYCE:  So let's enter

9    that as Exhibit K.

10                       EXHIBIT K:  Tab 33 - Minutes

11                       of Aug 10, 2020 Meeting;

12                       6547302.

13                       BY MR. SAYCE:

14 234                   Q.   Then there's tab 34.

15    This is document called "CHL Independent Review

16    Panel CHL Presentation August 17, 2020."  And it

17    states who is attending.  It's Robert Bayne, which

18    is the CHL attorney; David Branch, commissioner

19    OHL; Dan MacKenzie, president CHL; Gilles

20    Courteau, commissioner of the LHJMQ, which is the

21    French acronym for Quebec Major Junior Hockey

22    League; and Ron Robison, commissioner WHL.  Do you

23    see that?

24                       A.   Yes.

25 235                   Q.   And Ms. Godin was at this
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1    meeting as well; she just didn't list herself,

2    right?

3                       A.   Yes.

4 236                   Q.   And so this is -- similar

5    to the last document, these are notes that

6    Ms. Godin prepared as -- you know,

7    contemporaneously with the meeting?

8                       A.   Yes.

9 237                   Q.   If you could scroll down.

10    All of those attendees were present for the entire

11    meeting, yes?

12                       A.   Yes.

13 238                   Q.   And everybody took part

14    in that meeting?

15                       A.   Yes.

16 239                   Q.   So if you can scroll down

17    to page 140 on our PDF.  Scroll up a bit.  So this

18    is a section of this document called Q and A

19    period with David Branch.  Do you see that?

20                       A.   Yes.

21                       MR. SAYCE:  I should mark this

22    entire document as Exhibit L as in Larry.

23                       EXHIBIT L:  Tab 34 - Minutes

24                       of Aug 17, 2020 Meeting;

25                       6547304
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1                       BY MR. SAYCE:

2 240                   Q.   You recognize this

3    document?

4                       A.   Yes.

5 241                   Q.   You've reviewed the

6    document?

7                       A.   Yes.

8 242                   Q.   And it's an accurate

9    reflection of your recollection of what was

10    discussed?

11                       A.   Yes.

12 243                   Q.   So if we scroll down here

13    a bit there's a bolded section here.  Do you know

14    who bolded this section?

15                       A.   Simonne.  All of our

16    meetings were recorded and then she translated the

17    recordings.

18 244                   Q.   Okay.  I think you mean

19    transcribed, right?

20                       A.   Transcribed, yeah.

21 245                   Q.   These meetings were in

22    English, correct?

23                       A.   Correct.

24 246                   Q.   So the bolded section

25    says -- and is this David Branch speaking?
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1                       A.   Yes.

2 247                   Q.   It says:

3                       "And what I see is that the

4                       issue of hazing/initiation,

5                       that I think is the other

6                       test.  When does initiation go

7                       over to hazing, et cetera, et

8                       cetera.  But I almost see that

9                       as being systemic, and one of

10                       the reasons behind that is

11                       that I know when I have sat

12                       down with players, when having

13                       a discussion to investigate,

14                       review allegations it is

15                       amazing the number times I

16                       have a young guy say oh,

17                       Mr. Branch, that was nothing.

18                       You should have seen what I

19                       had to do when I played

20                       junior B or midget, et cetera,

21                       et cetera.  And I say that not

22                       to deflect.  Not at all.  But

23                       I just think that we have work

24                       to do still in the whole

25                       system to try to eradicate
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1                       hazing, et cetera.  It is a

2                       broad item I believe.  It is

3                       occurring in today's

4                       environment.  And it begs the

5                       question you just raised why

6                       is hazing going on.  Why does

7                       happen.  Some of I believe is

8                       because the coach says when I

9                       played I had to go through it

10                       and that type of thing.  And

11                       then players who are the

12                       leader of team say hey, we're

13                       going to have a rookie party

14                       here.  I know it's against the

15                       leagues rules but I had to go

16                       through it.  And to me it is

17                       the challenging part that we

18                       all face here, do I think that

19                       it is still as bad as it was

20                       10 years or 15 years ago, no.

21                       Do I believe it is still

22                       happening today, yes.  And

23                       like I said, I'm still not

24                       comfortable as to how you

25                       define hazing versus
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1                       initiation because I look at

2                       the number of organizations

3                       and clubs that have

4                       initiations and that seems to

5                       be just fine and I'm sure it

6                       is.  But we reached with our

7                       teams to say no, no initiation

8                       let's move it all entirely."

9                       And he goes on there.  Do you

10    remember Mr. Branch saying this?

11                       A.   Yes.

12 248                   Q.   So he said this?

13                       A.   Yes, he did.

14 249                   Q.   And Mr. Robison was

15    present when Mr. Branch said this?

16                       A.   Yes, and so was their

17    attorney, David Bayne and Dan MacKenzie and Gilles

18    Courteau.

19 250                   Q.   And Mr. Branch was the

20    president of the Canadian Hockey League for many

21    decades, right?

22                       A.   Yes, he was.

23 251                   Q.   And he has been the

24    commissioner of the Ontario Hockey League since

25    the 1970s, right?
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1                       A.   Correct.

2 252                   Q.   So when he said this --

3    you know, him saying this as a person who has such

4    a significant involvement in the running of the

5    league for so long, this had significant weight,

6    right?

7                       A.   Well, it had significant

8    weight and I think it was finally acknowledged the

9    way it needed to be acknowledged.

10 253                   Q.   So you applaud Mr. Branch

11    for finally acknowledging there is a systemic

12    problem with hazing and abuse in the Canadian

13    Hockey League, right?

14                       A.   Yes, I do.  I applaud him

15    for his honesty in addressing this and

16    understanding it because I'm -- I don't feel that

17    you can start rebuilding or moving in a different

18    direction until you recognize where you are, and

19    to me I think he acknowledged that in this

20    comment.

21 254                   Q.   And you understood him to

22    be saying there is a systemic problem with hazing

23    and abuse in the Canadian Hockey League?

24                       A.   Yes, and it still exists.

25    It might be a bit better but it still exists.
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1 255                   Q.   And did the other

2    panelists take that away from his statements as

3    well?

4                       A.   I'm not sure.

5 256                   Q.   But this statement did

6    find its way into your report, correct?

7                       A.   Well, I mean, the word

8    "systemic" did, yes.

9 257                   Q.   I don't think you named

10    Mr. Branch by name, but you said -- a member

11    acknowledged --

12                       A.   Right.

13 258                   Q.   -- this is a problem.

14    And so at that meeting there were various --

15    sometimes it just says Q, A because there's

16    question and answer aspects of this meeting,

17    right?

18                       A.   Correct.

19 259                   Q.   And it says there that

20    Chair Thériault opened the meeting.  We're on the

21    first page of this.  I just want to make sure you

22    were all present, all panelists and Ms. Godin were

23    present?

24                       A.   Yes, we were.

25 260                   Q.   When it says Q it's the
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1    panelists asking the questions?

2                       A.   Yes.

3 261                   Q.   And A is whoever is

4    presenting the policies of the respective leagues

5    answering the questions?

6                       A.   Correct.

7                       MR. SAYCE:  That's already

8    been entered.

9                       Let's just go off the record

10    for a moment because it is now 11:57 and it might

11    be a good time to take another break.

12                       (DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD)

13    --- Recess taken at 11:58 a.m.

14    --- Upon resuming at 12:08 p.m.

15                       BY MR. SAYCE:

16 262                   Q.   So we're going to go back

17    to another piece of Exhibit L.  Now, this is at

18    page 149 of the PDF package that your counsel

19    provided to us and it's from the same meeting I

20    believe -- sorry, I misspoke.  It's a subsequent

21    meeting.

22                       We'll scroll up so you can see

23    what it is that we're talking about.  It's behind

24    the same tab but it is a meeting on August 24th,

25    2020.  Do you see that?
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1                       A.   Yes.

2 263                   Q.   And this is a transcript

3    for minutes of a meeting that the panel attended,

4    yes?

5                       A.   Yes.

6 264                   Q.   As well as Ms. Godin?

7                       A.   Yes.

8 265                   Q.   And on top of those four

9    people, Mr. Bayne, Mr. MacKenzie and Mr. Robison,

10    who is the commissioner of the Western Hockey

11    League, were attending, yes?

12                       A.   Yes.

13 266                   Q.   And so this, similarly to

14    the first set of minutes or transcripts behind

15    this tab, you remember this meeting, yes?

16                       A.   Yes, I do.

17 267                   Q.   And you reviewed this

18    transcript?  After it was prepared it was

19    circulated to you?

20                       A.   Yes.

21 268                   Q.   And you confirmed that

22    it's accurate?

23                       A.   Yes.

24 269                   Q.   And you confirm that you

25    remember -- today you remember what was discussed
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1    at this meeting?

2                       A.   Yes.

3 270                   Q.   So we'll scroll down a

4    bit.  There's a heading here that says "question

5    to Dan."  Do you know who is asking this question,

6    "one of the things I've been struggling with".  Is

7    that Camille?

8                       A.   I think that is -- I

9    think that's either Camille or Danièle.  I'm not

10    sure which one.

11 271                   Q.   But it wasn't you?

12                       A.   It was not me, no.

13 272                   Q.   And you remember Dan

14    answering this question, Dan MacKenzie?

15                       A.   Just give me one second.

16    I'm just going to read.

17 273                   Q.   I'll read it out so it's

18    on the record here.  So the question to Dan is:

19                       "One of the things I've been

20                       struggling with since reading

21                       the information about the

22                       league and hearing the

23                       presentations that you have

24                       made, I am really trying to

25                       define the word independence,
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1                       because, I mean, it is nice

2                       that the owners tell you what

3                       to say and it is nice that

4                       there are independent arms,

5                       but yes, they are all being

6                       paid, the teams, the leagues.

7                       I'm just wondering has the

8                       league ever considered

9                       contracting out to get totally

10                       out of this, give it to an

11                       independent agency or an

12                       independent group that would

13                       be totally arm's length,

14                       totally independent, to do

15                       that type of work for the

16                       teams and the league."

17                       And the answer -- and I

18    believe this is Dan answering; am I correct?

19                       A.   Yes.

20 274                   Q.   Dan MacKenzie.

21                       "If you are talking on the CHL

22                       level we have it.  And I know

23                       too that I'm fairly new in

24                       this role, but even in the

25                       establishment of this
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1                       full-time CHL president that

2                       would look at these kinds of

3                       issues and these kinds

4                       mechanisms and the structures,

5                       to this point these kind of

6                       issues have been dealt with at

7                       the individual leagues level.

8                       There has not been a really

9                       strong administrative at the

10                       CHL so we have not looked at

11                       it, but I do believe that as

12                       the organization's independent

13                       review panel I think that may

14                       be the kind of recommendation

15                       we would consider going

16                       forward.  But it is not

17                       something we have looked at,

18                       not for a lack or not wanting

19                       to, just structurally we're

20                       not been set up that way."

21                       Do you remember that

22    discussion happening and Dan saying that?

23                       A.   Yes.  And after reading

24    this question I believe I asked that question.

25 275                   Q.   Okay.  You asked the
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1    question.

2                       A.   Yeah.

3 276                   Q.   What did you take

4    Mr. MacKenzie to be saying to you in your own

5    words?

6                       A.   Well, what I took was --

7    I mean, we -- basically we were -- we kept coming

8    back to the point of we needed consistency across

9    all three leagues and the only governing body to

10    do that was the CHL.  So we wanted to ask a

11    question to see if this was even possible, and if

12    we were, you know, to go down this road was that

13    something that the CHL thought would be okay.

14                       And from what I took from that

15    was/is yes, right?  We want to be able to explore

16    all avenues to get better in this space is what I

17    got from what Dan was saying.  And, you know, I

18    mean I think structurally they think they can't do

19    it, but I think structurally they can do it

20    because that's how the respect in the workplace

21    that was set up, was through the CHL to all three

22    leagues, and that was back I think 2016 instead of

23    2018 that I talked about a long time ago.

24 277                   Q.   So we'll get to this

25    later, but Mr. MacKenzie swore an affidavit where
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1    he outlined the Canadian Hockey League's

2    criticisms of your independent panel report,

3    right?

4                       A.   Yes, he has, yes.

5 278                   Q.   And have you reviewed

6    that affidavit?

7                       A.   Yes.

8 279                   Q.   And so we'll get to it,

9    but I think one of his criticisms was that you had

10    been mistaken because the CHL cannot do -- cannot

11    have an independent agency or an independent group

12    that would assist with the types of issues that

13    you outlined in your report.  Do you remember that

14    part of his affidavit?

15                       A.   Yes.

16 280                   Q.   So do you think that in

17    this statement of Mr. MacKenzie is he saying -- is

18    he inviting you to recommend that an independent

19    or a CHL-level structure be set up there?

20                       A.   That's what I took from

21    it.  You know, that's what I took from the way he

22    answered that question.

23 281                   Q.   So is it fair to say you

24    were surprised when he swore an affidavit saying

25    that it couldn't be done?
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1                       A.   Yes, I was.

2 282                   Q.   So we'll get to that in a

3    bit.

4                       Now, let's go to tab 35.  This

5    is a presentation by Dr. Gretchen Kerr.  This is

6    again, just like the other documents, a

7    transcription of that meeting on August 26th?

8    Yes?

9                       A.   Yes.

10 283                   Q.   And you remember this

11    meeting?

12                       A.   Yes.

13 284                   Q.   This is an accurate

14    reflection of what was discussed?

15                       A.   Yes.

16 285                   Q.   Ms. Godin made this?

17                       A.   She did.

18                       MR. SAYCE:  So for the rest of

19    my -- so I'll mark this as Exhibit M as in Mark.

20                       EXHIBIT M:  Tab 35 - Gretchen

21                       Kerr Presentation August 26,

22                       2020; 6547309

23                       BY MR. SAYCE:

24 286                   Q.   I'm going to ask you the

25    same questions over and over.  I'm going to say
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1    did Ms. Godin prepare this, did you review this,

2    does it accurately reflect your recollection of

3    what was discussed at the time and do you remember

4    these discussions taking place.  So I'm going to

5    ask them over and over.  It's going to be a bit --

6    (garbled audio), but I will do that bit; I will

7    mark them as exhibits.

8                       The answer to all of those

9    questions is yes, right?  This was Ms. Godin, she

10    was there, you were there, and you remember it the

11    way this document -- the discussion -- you

12    remember the discussion as this document set out,

13    yes?

14                       A.   Yes.

15 287                   Q.   So that's Exhibit M.

16    Let's go to tab 36.  This is a presentation by

17    Dr. Sarah MacDonald.  You were there?

18                       A.   Yes, I was.

19 288                   Q.   The other panelists were

20    there?

21                       A.   Yes.

22 289                   Q.   Ms. Godin was there?

23                       A.   Yes.

24 290                   Q.   Prepared this transcript?

25                       A.   Yes.
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1 291                   Q.   She circulated it to you

2    so that you could confirm it was accurate?

3                       A.   Yes.

4 292                   Q.   And it's still accurate

5    according to your recollection today?

6                       A.   Yes.

7                       MR. SAYCE:  So this is -- I'm

8    going to mark it as Exhibit N as in Nicholas.

9                       EXHIBIT N:  Tab 36 - Sarah

10                       MacDonald Presentation August

11                       31, 2020; 6547314

12                       BY MR. SAYCE:

13 293                   Q.   Let's go to tab 38.  Same

14    questions with respect to Jeff Jackson.  This is

15    presentation on September 2nd, 2020.

16                       A.   Yes.

17 294                   Q.   You were there?

18                       A.   Yes.

19 295                   Q.   The other panelists were

20    there?

21                       A.   Yes.

22 296                   Q.   Ms. Godin was there?

23                       A.   Yes.

24 297                   Q.   She recorded this

25    discussion?
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1                       A.   Yes.

2 298                   Q.   She shared the discussion

3    with you?

4                       A.   Yes.

5 299                   Q.   The transcript that is?

6                       A.   Yes.

7 300                   Q.   You confirmed it was

8    accurate?

9                       A.   Yes.

10 301                   Q.   And it is accurate as you

11    have reviewed it today?

12                       A.   Yes.

13                       MR. SAYCE:  I'm going to mark

14    that as Exhibit O.

15                       EXHIBIT O:  Tab 38 -

16                       Discussion with Jeff Jackson

17                       September 2, 2020; 6547319

18                       BY MR. SAYCE:

19 302                   Q.   Tab 39.  This is

20    Dr. Todd, and MM (ph) Oliver David and Evan Rand.

21    And I believe you are presenting these experts at

22    the beginning of this document, right?

23                       A.   Yes.

24 303                   Q.   You were present at this

25    meeting?
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1                       A.   Yes.

2 304                   Q.   And the other panelists

3    were?

4                       A.   Yes.

5 305                   Q.   And Ms. Godin was?

6                       A.   Yes.

7 306                   Q.   Ms. Godin recorded this

8    discussion?

9                       A.   Yes.

10 307                   Q.   She circulated this

11    transcript to you after the discussion?

12                       A.   Yes.

13 308                   Q.   You confirmed it was

14    correct?

15                       A.   Yes.

16 309                   Q.   And today you recall this

17    discussion as having taken place and you recall

18    what is reflected in this transcript as being

19    correct?

20                       A.   Yes.

21                       MR. SAYCE:  So we will mark it

22    as Exhibit P.

23                       EXHIBIT P:  Tab 39 -

24                       Presentation by Todd, David

25                       and Rand September 7, 2020;
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1                       6547323

2                       MR. SAYCE:  Tab 40,

3    presentation by Mr. Bruno Gervais on

4    September 9th, 2020.

5                       Counsel, are you okay if I

6    just say all the same questions?  Can you confirm

7    that all of the same questions that I just asked

8    with respect to the previous exhibits are still

9    correct with respect to this exhibit.  Can I do it

10    that way?

11                       MR. EIZENGA:  No issue with

12    me.

13                       BY MR. SAYCE:

14 310                   Q.   Mr. Kennedy, same set of

15    questions.  Can you confirm the answer to all of

16    them is yes?

17                       A.   Yes.

18                       MR. SAYCE:  Exhibit Q.

19                       EXHIBIT Q:  Tab 40 -

20                       Presentation by Bruno Gervais

21                       September 9, 2020; 6547326

22                       BY MR. SAYCE:

23 311                   Q.   41.  Presentation by

24    Mr. Peter Soberlak on September 14, 2020.  Same

25    set of questions, is the answer yes to all of
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1    those, Mr. Kennedy?

2                       A.   Yes.

3                       MR. SAYCE:  Exhibit R.

4                       EXHIBIT R:  Tab 41 -

5                       Presentation by Peter Soberlak

6                       September 14, 2020; 6547327

7                       BY MR. SAYCE:

8 312                   Q.   Tab 42.  Scott McLean,

9    presentation by Dr. Scott McLean.  Same questions,

10    Mr. Kennedy, is the answer yes to all of them?

11                       A.   Yes.

12                       MR. SAYCE:  Going to mark it

13    as Exhibit S.

14                       EXHIBIT S:  Tab 42 -

15                       Presentation by Scott McLean

16                       September 21, 2020; 6547334.

17                       BY MR. SAYCE:

18 313                   Q.   Number 43.  So this is

19    tab 43.  This is not -- this document is called

20    "Trauma in the Brain."  Do you know where this

21    document came from?

22                       A.   That came from

23    Dr. McLean.

24 314                   Q.   This is a handout that

25    Dr. McLean gave to you?
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1                       A.   Yes.

2 315                   Q.   And so all the panelists

3    received this?

4                       A.   Yes.

5                       MR. SAYCE:  So I will mark

6    this as Exhibit T.

7                       EXHIBIT T:  Tab 43 - Handout

8                       from Dr. McLean.

9                       BY MR. SAYCE:

10 316                   Q.   Tab 44.  These are more

11    minutes that you were present at.  This is meeting

12    held by video conference on September 21st.  This

13    says that Ms. Sauvageau was actually not present

14    at this meeting but you and Mr. Kennedy -- sorry,

15    you and Mr. Thériault was present as was

16    Ms. Godin?

17                       A.   Yes.

18 317                   Q.   This is -- the

19    presentation by Dr. Scott McLean?

20                       A.   Yes.

21 318                   Q.   I'm back on tab 42.  Is

22    this the same meeting, the one at tab 44, as the

23    one at tab 42 is?

24                       A.   Well, I think this -- it

25    would be the same meeting, yes.  We only
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1    interviewed Dr. McLean -- he presented to us once

2    and we asked questions once with him.

3 319                   Q.   So one is a set of

4    minutes and the other is a transcription of a

5    meeting, yes?

6                       A.   That's right.

7 320                   Q.   So the same set of

8    questions with respect to tab 44?

9                       A.   Yes.

10                       MR. SAYCE:  Yes to all.  Okay.

11    So let's mark that as Exhibit Q.

12                       EXHIBIT U:  Tab 44 - Minutes

13                       of Sept 21, 2020 Meeting;

14                       6547336

15                       BY MR. SAYCE:

16 321                   Q.   Tab 45.  This is a

17    meeting between the panel and Ms. Godin on

18    September 23rd.  Do you remember this meeting?

19                       A.   Yes.

20 322                   Q.   Same set of questions?

21                       A.   Yes.

22 323                   Q.   Yes to all?

23                       A.   Yes.

24                       MR. SAYCE:  Let's mark this as

25    Exhibit V as in Victor.
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1                       EXHIBIT V:  Tab 45 - Minutes

2                       of Sept 23, 2020 Meeting;

3                       6547339

4                       BY MR. SAYCE:

5 324                   Q.   Tab 46.  Meeting of the

6    panel on September 30th, same set of questions?

7                       A.   Yes.

8                       MR. SAYCE:  Mark it as

9    Exhibit W.

10                       EXHIBIT W:  Tab 46 - Minutes

11                       of Sept 30, 2020 Meeting;

12                       6547341

13                       BY MR. SAYCE:

14 325                   Q.   Tab 47.  Meeting with

15    Mr. Tom Renney and Todd Jackson from Hockey

16    Canada.  Same set of questions?

17                       A.   Yes.

18 326                   Q.   Yes to all?

19                       A.   Yes.

20                       MR. SAYCE:  Tab X -- Exhibit

21    X, marking it.

22                       EXHIBIT X:  Tab 47 - Renney

23                       and Jackson Meeting Oct 5,

24                       2020; 6547342

25                       BY MR. SAYCE:
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1 327                   Q.   Tab 48.  This is a

2    meeting with Sport Manitoba executives Jeff

3    Hnatiuk and Janet McMahon?

4                       A.   Yes.

5 328                   Q.   Yes?

6                       A.   Yes.

7                       MR. SAYCE:  Enter as Exhibit

8    Y.

9                       EXHIBIT Y:  Tab 48 - Sports

10                       Manitoba, Hnatiuk and McMahon

11                       Meeting dated Oct 5, 2020;

12                       6547345.

13                       BY MR. SAYCE:

14 329                   Q.   49.  This is just a

15    meeting of only the panel and -- well, it's a --

16    is it meeting with or about Ms. Jennifer Roedding?

17                       A.   It was final report

18    discussion with Jennifer Roedding.

19 330                   Q.   So she was present there

20    too?

21                       A.   Yes.

22 331                   Q.   So the panel and

23    Ms. Roedding and Ms. Godin --

24                       A.   Oh, no, she wouldn't have

25    been.  I think this was about discussing --
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1 332                   Q.   Maybe you should just

2    give it a quick read here.

3                       A.   Ms. Jennifer Roedding has

4    more than 20 years of experience, so I think we

5    were discussing as a panel on this meeting.

6 333                   Q.   It says Ms. Roedding

7    confirmed that this kind of work is pretty much

8    what she does every day and she's also used to

9    work with deadlines and pressure.  She's aware of

10    the time of the essence.  Management of deadlines

11    is required.  And then it says here that Mr.

12    Thériault is talking about the consultant being

13    hired for the report to be given access to --

14    information gathered.  Can you hear me?

15                       MR. MELFI:  Sorry, I don't

16    want to jump in, but just to speed things along,

17    if you go down to the second page it does say that

18    Ms. Roedding left the meeting at 1:50 p.m.

19                       THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  She was

20    there for a bit.

21                       BY MR. SAYCE:

22 334                   Q.   So at the meeting you

23    were talking with her and then also about her?

24                       A.   Right.

25 335                   Q.   So we know who was
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1    present and the same set of questions with respect

2    to authenticating and entering the document?

3                       A.   Yes.

4                       MR. SAYCE:  So let's mark that

5    as Exhibit Z.

6                       EXHIBIT Z:  Tab 49 - Minutes

7                       of Oct 7, 2020 Meeting;

8                       6547348

9                       BY MR. SAYCE:

10 336                   Q.   Tab 51.  Fortunately

11    we're almost at the end of this part of the

12    cross-examination.  This is a list of experts that

13    took part, right?

14                       A.   Yes.

15 337                   Q.   And you've looked at

16    this.  This is accurate?

17                       A.   Yes, it is.

18                       MR. SAYCE:  We can enter this

19    as Exhibit AA.

20                       EXHIBIT AA:  Tab 51 - List of

21                       Experts; 6547351

22                       BY MR. SAYCE:

23 338                   Q.   Number 52 here.  This is

24    a list of the interviewees.  Is this accurate?

25                       A.   Yes.
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1                       MR. SAYCE:  Let's enter it as

2    Exhibit BB.

3                       EXHIBIT BB:  Tab 52 - List of

4                       Interviewees; 6547352

5                       BY MR. SAYCE:

6 339                   Q.   Tab 53.  This is a very

7    long list.  Is this just a list -- and you've

8    redacted this yourselves, or maybe your counsel

9    has redacted it, so that we don't know the e-mail

10    addresses or phone numbers of all of the people

11    listed in this document; is that right?

12                       A.   Yes, I think that was the

13    list of people for the Leger survey.

14 340                   Q.   Right.  So these are the

15    players, parents --

16                       (Speaker overlap)

17 341                   Q.   There's large number of

18    names in here.

19                       A.   Yes.

20 342                   Q.   And this isn't all people

21    who responded, this is just people who were

22    e-mailed?

23                       A.   Correct.

24                       MR. SAYCE:  So we will enter

25    this as Exhibit CC.
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1                       EXHIBIT CC:  Tab 54 - Talk

2                       Today Program Manual January

3                       20, 2016; 6547354

4                       BY MR. SAYCE:

5 343                   Q.   And then --

6                       MR. EIZENGA:  This is one of

7    the issues -- I don't want to interrupt you but --

8    that we talked about off the record that we should

9    have a conversation about.  Obviously we don't

10    have a problem with going to the court, but I

11    think Mr. Melfi and consulting with his clients

12    and you we should decide how we're going to

13    protect the confidentiality of these so it's an

14    individual.  And other materials in there.  I'm

15    not putting any particular position on the record

16    now, just flagging that this was one of the

17    reasons we had a little bit of concern.

18                       MR. SAYCE:  I understand.  So

19    maybe what we'll do is we'll hold off on entering

20    it as an exhibit right now.  We can I guess agree

21    that maybe we'll enter it after the fact on

22    agreement or we'll redact the names or something.

23                       MR. EIZENGA:  There may be

24    other things too.  I think when you had your

25    hearing I wasn't at it, but was Mr. Agarwal, he
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1    then was (skipped audio).

2                       Okay.  Thanks, Nina.

3                       So what I was simply about to

4    say is my understanding was, and I don't know that

5    I saw this in the endorsement, that he may have

6    been open to a sealing order.  I'm not foreclosing

7    any option that would be acceptable to you and to

8    Mr. Melfi's client.

9                       MR. SAYCE:  Right.  I mean, so

10    you're talking about when Mr. Agarwal was trying

11    to serve the affidavit of Mr. MacKenzie, which

12    we'll get to shortly.  No, sorry, that was a

13    subsequent affidavit of Mr. MacKenzie.  There's

14    quite a few of them.  But there was the one

15    where -- Justice Perell invited your office to

16    bring a confidentiality order or a sealing order

17    with respect to the constitution of the Canadian

18    Hockey League I think, and then that motion wasn't

19    (ph) brought.  So this sounds like --

20                       MR. EIZENGA:  I may be

21    confused.  I thought it had something to do with

22    these issues when you brought the motion to

23    effectively pre-start the certification hearing.

24    But we can deal with that later.  I'm simply

25    saying I'm not opposed to any proposal that we
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1    could work out to make sure that the panelists are

2    comfortable and that anybody's privacy or

3    confidentiality is protected if we agree that

4    that's appropriate.

5                       MR. SAYCE:  I am happy to work

6    with you, Mr. Eizenga.  Just so you know, the

7    Canadian Hockey League waived all confidentiality,

8    they didn't limit it -- I know you weren't present

9    at that motion, but that was the position the

10    Canadian Hockey League took.  So it's kind hard to

11    put that toothpaste back in the tube.  But I don't

12    want to fight with you about it because the names

13    of the people who were e-mailed may not matter, so

14    let's just deal with that later.

15                       MR. EIZENGA:  Well, just to be

16    clear, I don't have a problem with Justice Perell

17    seeing everything.  The question becomes what is

18    appropriate, even for the sensibilities of the

19    panelists.  So I'm content to take somebody else's

20    view on this, but I think we should just keep our

21    wits about it is all I'm saying.

22                       MR. SAYCE:  I hear you.  Let's

23    try to work together on this one.  To me I would

24    assume that this work has already been done on the

25    panelists' side and Mr. Melfi has already
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1    considered what -- and the panelists probably

2    already considered what needs to be redacted, so

3    let's -- but happy to chat later when we're not on

4    the record.

5                       BY MR. SAYCE:

6 344                   Q.   So going to tab -- well,

7    you know, the easiest way to do this, because

8    tabs 54 to 63 are just the policies that were

9    provided to the panel, I believe, so why don't we

10    go back up to the table of contents, to tab 1.

11    And if you'll look down tab 54 to 63, Mr. Kennedy,

12    you'll see that at tab 54 there is a Talk Today

13    Program Manual Canadian Mental Health Association

14    dated January 20, 2016?

15                       A.   Yes.

16 345                   Q.   Tab 55 is the OHL health

17    and welfare policies and procedures?

18                       A.   Yes.

19 346                   Q.   Tab 56 is the Ontario

20    Hockey League harassment, abuse, diversity policy?

21                       A.   Yes.

22 347                   Q.   Tab 57 the Ontario Hockey

23    League Players First presentation slide deck?

24                       A.   Yes.

25 348                   Q.   Tab 58 is the Quebec
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1    Major Junior Hockey League player support

2    presentation?

3                       A.   Yes.

4 349                   Q.   Tab 59 is the Quebec

5    Major Junior Hockey League player support

6    presentation slide deck?  Yes?

7                       A.   Yes.

8 350                   Q.   Tab 60 is the Respect in

9    Sport coach/activity leader program?

10                       A.   Yes.

11 351                   Q.   Tab 61 is the WHL players

12    first support services?

13                       A.   Yes.

14 352                   Q.   Tab 62 is Western Hockey

15    League regulations and policies?

16                       A.   Yes.

17 353                   Q.   Tab 53 is Western Hockey

18    League respect in hockey program 2020-21?

19                       A.   Correct.

20 354                   Q.   Behind each of those tabs

21    is the copy that was provided to you by

22    Mr. MacKenzie, yes?

23                       A.   Yes.

24 355                   Q.   And this is the total of

25    the policies that were provided to you?
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1                       A.   Yes.

2                       MR. SAYCE:  So why don't we

3    just mark each of those as a separate exhibit.

4    Those would be Exhibits -- we didn't mark the one

5    before because of the confidentiality requirements

6    or issues.  We'll deal with that next.  Or sorry,

7    off the record.

8                       So tab 55 in this binder will

9    be Exhibit CC -- pardon me.  Tab 54 in this binder

10    will be CC.

11                       EXHIBIT CC:  Tab 54 - Talk

12                       Today Program Manual January

13                       20, 2016; 6547354

14                       MR. SAYCE:  Exhibit 55 will be

15    DD.

16                       EXHIBIT DD:  Tab 55 - Health

17                       and Welfare Policies and

18                       Procedures; 6547355.

19                       MR. SAYCE:  Exhibit 56 will be

20    EE.

21                       EXHIBIT EE:  Tab 56 - OHL

22                       Harassment and Abuse,

23                       Diversity Policy; 6547357.

24                       MR. SAYCE:  57 will be FF.

25                       EXHIBIT FF:  Tab 57 - Players
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1                       First; 6547359.

2                       MR. SAYCE:  Exhibit 58 will be

3    GG.

4                       EXHIBIT GG:  Tab 58 - Player

5                       Support Program Presentation

6                       (PSP); 6547362.

7                       MR. SAYCE:  59 will be HH.

8                       EXHIBIT HH:  Tab 59 - QMJHL

9                       Player Support Program (PSP);

10                       6547364.

11                       MR. SAYCE:  60 will II.

12                       EXHIBIT II:  Tab 60 - Respect

13                       in Sport Coach, Activity

14                       leader Program; 6547369.

15                       MR. SAYCE:  Exhibit 61 will be

16    JJ.

17                       EXHIBIT JJ:  Tab 61 - WHL

18                       Players First Support

19                       Services; 6547373.

20                       MR. SAYCE:  62 will be KK.

21                       EXHIBIT KK:  Tab 62 - WHL

22                       Regulations and Policies;

23                       6547377.

24                       MR. SAYCE:  And 63 will be

25    Exhibit LL.
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1                       EXHIBIT LL:  Tab 63 - WHL

2                       Respect in Hockey Program

3                       2020-2021; 6547384.

4                       MR. SAYCE:  Is all of that

5    okay with you, Mr. Melfi?

6                       MR. MELFI:  Yes, thank you.

7                       BY MR. SAYCE:

8 356                   Q.   All right.  We're through

9    that portion of the cross-examination.

10                       Now, I believe earlier you

11    told me that, Mr. Kennedy, you had seen

12    Mr. MacKenzie's affidavit where he responded to

13    the independent panel report, yes.

14                       A.   Yes.

15 357                   Q.   Where did you obtain that

16    affidavit?

17                       A.   I'm not sure how I got

18    that affidavit.  I think it might be from

19    Mr. Melfi.

20 358                   Q.   So one of the other

21    panelists might obtained it or --

22                       A.   Yes.

23 359                   Q.   So I'm going to pull that

24    affidavit up so you can see it on the screen and

25    just make sure that it's something that you are
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1    familiar with.  We have here the supplementary

2    affidavit of Dan MacKenzie sworn March 4, 2022.

3    Do you see that?

4                       A.   Yes.

5 360                   Q.   So we're going to scroll

6    through it a little bit so you can see the first

7    few paragraphs.  Just let us know if you want us

8    to speed up or scroll down the scrolling.  What

9    I'm asking here is for you to read enough of this

10    affidavit so you can say that yes, this is the

11    affidavit that you have read which is in response

12    to your IRP report.

13                       A.   Yes, this is the

14    affidavit that I've read.

15                       MR. SAYCE:  So we will mark

16    this as Exhibit MM.

17                       EXHIBIT MM:  Supplementary

18                       Affidavit of Dan MacKenzie,

19                       sworn March 4 2022; 6547414

20                       BY MR. SAYCE:

21 361                   Q.   So do you have a copy of

22    your report handy?

23                       A.   Yes, I do.

24 362                   Q.   I'm going to toggle

25    between your report and what some of what
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1    Mr. MacKenzie's criticisms of your report are.

2    Now, you see at paragraph 4?

3                       A.   Yeah.

4 363                   Q.   Mr. MacKenzie says:

5                       "In those areas that were not

6                       already addressed by the

7                       member leagues, they are

8                       committed to considering

9                       future changes that will

10                       assist in the protection of

11                       players from off-ice

12                       misconduct.  That said, I

13                       believe the IRP report has

14                       several limitations that made

15                       it difficult to determine the

16                       appropriate next steps for the

17                       member leagues.  For this

18                       reason this CHL did not

19                       release the IRP report until

20                       it had examined the evidence

21                       relied on by the IRP in coming

22                       to its findings and

23                       recommendations and had

24                       explored whether the

25                       recommendations were indeed
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1                       (garbled audio) member league

2                       level."  (As read)

3                       Do you know what Mr. MacKenzie

4    means by the evidence that the IRP relied on?

5                       A.   Well, my understanding is

6    that it's all the evidence that we gathered

7    through the process of putting the report

8    together.

9 364                   Q.   And did Mr. MacKenzie ask

10    you for that evidence?

11                       A.   No, he did not.

12 365                   Q.   So when he says it did

13    not release the report until it had examined the

14    evidence relied on by the IRP, he's incorrect

15    because he hadn't examined the evidence that you

16    relied on in your opinion?

17                       A.   I don't believe that --

18    unless Camille sent all of the information to Dan

19    MacKenzie, I'm not sure if he had it all or not,

20    but I know that I didn't.

21 366                   Q.   At paragraph 5 he says:

22                       "While the IRP had access to

23                       the member leagues' written

24                       policies, practices, and

25                       programs and could interview
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1                       stakeholders.  I am advised by

2                       the member leagues'

3                       commissioners that the IRP did

4                       not engage them or their staff

5                       in discussions about the

6                       details of the policies,

7                       programs and procedures."

8                       Do you see that part?

9                       A.   Yes?

10 367                   Q.   At paragraph 5?

11                       A.   Yes.

12 368                   Q.   Well, you did speak with

13    the commissioners and Mr. MacKenzie was there,

14    right?

15                       A.   Yes.

16 369                   Q.   And so this statement --

17    can you explain or do you have any views on how

18    this statement -- what he means?  I mean, do you

19    believe this is a correct statement?

20                       A.   No, I don't believe it's

21    a correct statement.  I feel that we had lengthy

22    interviews.  We were presented by each

23    commissioner of each league, the OHL, the Quebec

24    Major Junior league and the Western league, by the

25    commissioners, we were presented all of their
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1    policies, all their procedures, all of their

2    programs that they had put in place, and we were

3    able to ask questions as a panel to each one of

4    them to better understand how they worked inside

5    that league.

6 370                   Q.   And then he says "as a

7    result" -- you know, he goes through the

8    13 recommendations.  He says that various

9    recommendations were in fact already addressed,

10    meaning that -- and we'll go through the

11    recommendations.  But he says that because you

12    hadn't talked to the commissioners you missed the

13    policies that were already in place.  Is that what

14    he's saying?

15                       A.   That's the way I read it,

16    yes.

17 371                   Q.   So -- and you disagree

18    with that, right?

19                       A.   Yes, I do.

20 372                   Q.   So recommendation 1, and

21    this is on page 7 of your report.  I don't know if

22    you want to flip it up on your side.  We have it

23    up on the screen too.  It says that:

24                       "The CHL must act to change

25                       the culture through
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1                       comprehensive strategies that

2                       go beyond policies and

3                       procedures."

4                       But he says that that

5    recommendation was already in place through

6    policies, programs and procedures.  How do you

7    describe what Mr. MacKenzie is saying there?

8                       A.   Well, I think that they

9    feel that they had it in place with the programs

10    that they had in place, but what we're saying is

11    that it needs to go beyond just a brief education

12    session at the start of the season.

13 373                   Q.   So you say you need to go

14    beyond policies and procedures.  He says "we have

15    policies and procedures."  There appears to be a

16    disconnect there, right?

17                       A.   Yes.

18 374                   Q.   And in this

19    recommendation you talk about those in a position

20    of authority setting the example clearly

21    demonstrating that it is not only acceptable to

22    speak up and acknowledge issues, but it is

23    imperative for player safety.  Again, there's a

24    disconnect here because you're not talking about

25    the written policy, you're talking about acting a
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1    particular way, people in leadership positions,

2    people in positions of authority setting examples.

3    Again there's a disconnect here?

4                       A.   Well, yes, and I think

5    that this is not just about policies and

6    procedures.  It's about -- it's about priority is

7    what we were talking about.  And one of the things

8    that we were very disgruntled by was the fact that

9    we couldn't find any of the leagues' policies or

10    procedures or of that on their website.

11 375                   Q.   That seems like a pretty

12    easy thing to rectify, no?

13                       A.   When we were looking the

14    only place we found it was Queb- -- (skipped

15    audio) the level of importance that these issues

16    have in the reality of the game.

17 376                   Q.   Yeah.  And that doesn't

18    seem like a very difficult step to take, you know,

19    making these policies and procedures clear and

20    available, right?

21                       A.   Well, if I was a parent,

22    which I am, if my son or daughter was going to

23    look to go play on a sporting organization I would

24    be wanting to understand what kind of policies and

25    procedures and -- that they have in regards to all
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1    these issues, given the front page history that

2    we've had over the years of abuse in sport.

3 377                   Q.   Okay.  So at paragraph 5

4    Mr. MacKenzie states that recommendation number 3

5    already exists in existing policies programs and

6    procedures.  Do you see that?

7                       A.   Yes.

8 378                   Q.   So let's go to back to

9    recommendation 3.  You say:

10                       "It is important that the CHL

11                       establish an independent third

12                       party approach to reporting

13                       maltreatment."

14                       And then you continue to

15    describe the transparent and consistent reporting

16    process that includes, you know, examples of what

17    would assist in transparent and consistent

18    reporting.

19                       So at paragraph 5 he says they

20    already have that.  I think you would agree that

21    that is not the case, or at least at the time you

22    prepared your report that was not the case, right?

23                       A.   Correct.

24 379                   Q.   I mean, that's one of the

25    main problems that you identify, is a lack of
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1    independence, right?

2                       A.   Correct.

3 380                   Q.   And you discussed that

4    with Mr. MacKenzie in one of the meetings, right?

5                       A.   Correct.

6 381                   Q.   And Mr. MacKenzie agreed

7    that an independent process was something that the

8    CHL would consider?

9                       A.   Correct.

10 382                   Q.   So when he says in

11    paragraph 5 that the policies -- this type of

12    policy, program and procedure was already in

13    place, you agree there's another disconnect there,

14    right?

15                       A.   I believe so.  I believe

16    what he's referring to is a league-wide line,

17    which is in their opinion a reporting line, but

18    it's still answered by the office of the

19    commissioner of each league.

20 383                   Q.   So that's not

21    independent, right?

22                       A.   It's not.

23 384                   Q.   So let's look at -- the

24    other recommendation that he said they had already

25    covered off was number 6.  And then you say
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1    recommendation number 6:

2                       "It is necessary for policies

3                       and procedures to be governed

4                       by the CHL and consistent

5                       across all three leagues."

6                       A.   Correct.

7 385                   Q.   And then you talk about

8    players, parents, and officials receiving a

9    CHL-wide baseline training program, and there's

10    other descriptions here.  He said that that is

11    already in place in paragraph 5, right?

12                       A.   Correct.

13 386                   Q.   But you know that it's

14    not in place.  That was one of your

15    recommendations which he later rejects and says

16    it's possible in his affidavit, right?

17                       A.   Correct.

18 387                   Q.   So that is another

19    serious disconnect between what Mr. MacKenzie is

20    reading in your report and what he has sworn his

21    affidavit, right?

22                       A.   Yes.

23 388                   Q.   Similarly,

24    recommendation 7 talks about -- 7(a), talks about

25    implementing one standard set of policies and
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1    procedures to be followed by the Q, the O and the

2    W.  He says that's in place.  That is incorrect,

3    right?

4                       A.   That is incorrect.

5 389                   Q.   And he also says that

6    that's not possible, right?

7                       A.   Yes.

8 390                   Q.   Recommendation 7(c), you

9    recommend they follow the universal code to

10    prevent and address maltreatment in sport, of

11    Sport Canada, and the law in the CHL policies,

12    right?

13                       A.   Correct.

14 391                   Q.   He says in paragraph 5

15    that 7(c) is already in place?

16                       A.   Yes.

17 392                   Q.   So that's yet another

18    serious disconnect between what you are

19    recommending and what he is saying is in place

20    already, right?

21                       A.   Correct.

22 393                   Q.   So recommendation 7(e):

23                       "CHL must be well organized,

24                       easily accessible numbered

25                       with a chart at the front
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1                       index in which policies and

2                       procedures are applicable to

3                       each stakeholder, individual

4                       policy and procedure books.

5                       These may be electronic

6                       applicable to each

7                       stakeholder, owner, PM, coach,

8                       player and billet must be

9                       available."  (As read)

10                       He says that's already

11    available.  You say it's not.

12                       A.   We couldn't find it.

13 394                   Q.   Is it your understanding

14    that that is available or is that not --

15                       A.   It's our understanding

16    that it is not available.

17 395                   Q.   7(f), recommendation 7(f)

18    from your report:

19                       "Provide detailed education on

20                       policies and procedures to

21                       ensure stakeholders understand

22                       them, including definitions

23                       and how to apply them.

24                       Ongoing or repeated education

25                       must occur to ensure policies
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1                       and procedures are understood

2                       in front of mind to be applied

3                       on a day-to-day basis.

4                       Off-ice misconduct policies

5                       and procedures need to be

6                       practiced.  This can be

7                       accomplished by working them

8                       into regular coaching practice

9                       plans."  (As read)

10                       He says that's already in

11    place.  Do you --

12                       A.   Well, I think what's in

13    place is they do -- I'm not sure if they do it in

14    all three leagues, but they do do a one-day

15    training -- they cover their policies and

16    procedures but I -- it is not imbedded in your

17    day-to-day practice schedules or into your

18    schedule of the regular league or regular reason

19    schedules.

20 396                   Q.   But I think you say

21    ongoing and repeated education?

22                       A.   That's right.  Ongoing

23    and repeated it's not.  The only league that is

24    doing it as of last year is the Western Hockey

25    League.
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1 397                   Q.   Is that ongoing and

2    repeated?

3                       A.   It is.

4 398                   Q.   But that started at the

5    beginning of last season?

6                       A.   2021, yes.

7 399                   Q.   Now, recommendation 9:

8                       "Based on the systemic culture

9                       within the CHL and disconnect

10                       between policies and

11                       procedures and education

12                       programs, a formal education

13                       and awareness program

14                       consistent across the three

15                       leagues regarding policies and

16                       procedures must be developed

17                       with the assistance of

18                       experts."

19                       9(a):

20                       "Implement one consistent safe

21                       sport implementation strategy

22                       across the CHL."

23                       Was that in place at the time

24    the IRP report was drafted?

25                       A.   No, it was not.
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1 400                   Q.   So going through each of

2    these recommendations one by one, I think you

3    would agree with me that Mr. MacKenzie has made

4    some significant errors or is -- again, well, why

5    don't I put it this way.  How could he have

6    misread your recommendations in such a way?  Do

7    you have any idea how?

8                       A.   Well, I mean, I've

9    probably read this terms of reference a hundred

10    times, and when I read the terms of reference it

11    states:

12                       "The independent review panel

13                       will make recommendation to

14                       the commissioners of the

15                       Western Hockey League, Ontario

16                       Hockey League, Quebec Major

17                       Junior Hockey League and

18                       president of the CHL within

19                       the limits of the following

20                       terms of reference.  To review

21                       WHL, OHL, QMJHL and CHL

22                       current policies and

23                       procedures to determine

24                       whether changes would assist

25                       in the protection of players
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1                       from off-ice misconduct

2                       related to hazing, harassment,

3                       or all forms of abuse by other

4                       players or team staff or

5                       representatives."

6                       Off-ice misconduct is

7    quotations.

8                       "To review current education

9                       and awareness programs to

10                       ensure that best practices are

11                       implemented to enhance player

12                       safety from on-ice/off-ice

13                       misconduct, and to review

14                       current complaint procedures

15                       and education programs to

16                       determine whether changes

17                       would increase the likelihood

18                       that complaints related to

19                       off-ice misconduct are brought

20                       forward for investigation by

21                       team or league officials.  The

22                       IRP, the panel, may interview

23                       players or representatives of

24                       the CHL or its constituent

25                       leagues for the purpose of
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1                       assessing the effectiveness of

2                       current policies and education

3                       programs and complaint

4                       procedures."  (As read)

5                       Which we did.  All three

6    commissioners presented to us everything they had

7    and we asked questions.  And then the bottom

8    paragraph it says:

9                       "Dealing with player

10                       complaints or discipline of

11                       teams or officials, however,

12                       continues to be within the

13                       exclusive jurisdictions of the

14                       CHL in accordance with the

15                       constitution of the

16                       commissioners of the WHL, OHL,

17                       QMJHL consistent with the

18                       constituent league rules."

19                       So when I read that it tells

20    me that the CHL has the -- is the ultimate

21    governing body over all three leagues, and if we

22    want to take these issues to the level of priority

23    they deserve and they need to be to get the

24    cultural change we have to have for this game to

25    thrive and for player safety, it fits under CHL.
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1                       And to me, we can't have the

2    Quebec Major Junior Hockey League players thinking

3    that the stoplight colour is red, Ontario players

4    thinking it's green and Western league thinking

5    it's yellow.  At the end of the day abuse is abuse

6    is abuse, right.  And that doesn't have provincial

7    borders.

8                       And to me, these issues

9    deserve consistency, they deserve clarity.  They

10    already carry a significant amount of fear with

11    them.  So the simpler and the more clear the more

12    effective response and confidence we're going to

13    be able to gain in this space, and that is what we

14    know.  So that's what we were trying to achieve.

15                       So that terms of reference to

16    me tells me, unless I'm missing something, I don't

17    know, but it tells me that the CHL is the ultimate

18    governing body of all three leagues.

19 401                   Q.   Right.  I'm not going to

20    ask you to opine on where Mr. MacKenzie talks

21    about the decentralized nature of the CHL and

22    member leagues in paragraph 6 and 7, but I

23    think -- I mean, I don't want to put words into

24    your mouth, but I think that what you're saying is

25    that what you used to do in the past isn't
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1    working, you need to centralize this issue to

2    address the problem.

3                       A.   Well, I mean, yes, it is

4    what I'm saying.  And if you look at the Leger

5    survey question, I believe it's 25(b), one of the

6    questions in the Leger survey was, is this league

7    a competitive league or a development league,

8    right.  And 50 percent of the respondents said

9    competitive and 50 percent respondents said

10    development.  And the CHL on their website says we

11    are the world's best development league going.  So

12    to me it shows that there's not a lot of clarity

13    on exactly who they are and what their purpose is.

14                       So I think at the end of the

15    day what we're saying is for the -- to be most

16    effective in this space these policies and

17    procedures need to be central at the Canadian

18    Hockey League and filtered down from there, and

19    the disciplinary hearings and any of the

20    investigations need to be dealt with at the CHL

21    level.  Because the way that they have got them

22    structured right now is so disjointed between all

23    three leagues, and they do come together to play

24    together a lot, they have all the national team

25    camps, they get together for the CHL Russian team
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1    games, the -- you know, they're together a lot so

2    it's important that we have consistency around

3    these issues.

4 402                   Q.   And you see that -- them

5    all coming together, for example, when they play

6    in the world juniors together for team Canada,

7    right?

8                       A.   Correct, and they bring

9    the CHL teams together to play against Russians

10    and U18s and U17s and those are all kids that play

11    in the CHL.

12 403                   Q.   Memorial Cup.

13                       A.   Yes.  There's lots of

14    different areas.

15 404                   Q.   Top prospects game.  I

16    mean, it is in many respects treated as a single

17    league.

18                       A.   I mean, that was our

19    recommendations.  And that was -- I remember

20    having this conversation.  We were trying to

21    figure out what the CHL is, you know, what was its

22    responsibility, and why couldn't this fit under

23    the CHL umbrella.  And in our opinion, after our

24    research that we've done and knowledge in the

25    space over 26 years, it seemed that that was --
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1    that is where it fits to get consistency around

2    player safety across the board, across this

3    country.

4 405                   Q.   Well, that's also what

5    Mr. MacKenzie said to you in your meeting, right?

6                       A.   Correct.

7                       MR. SAYCE:  Well, it's now

8    1 o'clock in Toronto and I'm just going to take

9    5 minutes' break to ensure that I don't have any

10    further questions.  So let's come back in 5, if we

11    may, okay?

12                       THE WITNESS:  Sure.

13                       MR. EIZENGA:  No problem.

14    --- Recess taken at 1:01 p.m.

15    --- Upon resuming at 1:06 p.m.

16                       MR. SAYCE:  So Mr. Kennedy, I

17    have no more questions for you, though subject to

18    -- I think there was only one undertaking.

19                       MR. MELFI:  Two.  I think it

20    was a CV from Ms. Roedding and a CV for

21    Mr. Kennedy himself.

22                       MR. SAYCE:  Yes.  So subject

23    to those undertakings and to any re-examination

24    after Mr. Eizenga's cross, those are my questions.

25                       MR. EIZENGA:  So Mr. Kennedy,
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1    it's 1 o'clock here.  I don't think I'm going to

2    be very long with you but I do think we probably

3    should just take 10 minutes so I can put something

4    like a calorie in me and then we'll get back at

5    it, okay?

6                       THE WITNESS:  Okay.  So

7    10 minutes?

8                       MR. EIZENGA:  If you want a

9    little more that's fine.

10                       THE WITNESS:  No, 10 minutes

11    is perfect.

12                       MR. EIZENGA:  I was thinking

13    that it's not lunchtime where you are.

14                       THE WITNESS:  It's all good.

15    I'm fine.  So is that what you're suggesting,

16    10 minutes?

17                       MR. EIZENGA:  Yes.

18                       THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Thank

19    you.

20    --- Recess taken at 1:08 p.m.

21    --- Upon resuming at 1:20 p.m.

22    CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. EIZENGA:

23 406                   Q.   Before I really start I

24    just have a couple things that are very simple

25    follow-ups to Mr. Sayce's questions, Mr. Kennedy.
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1    And we introduced ourself off the record, but my

2    name is Mike Eizenga.  I am with Nina Butz who is

3    my colleague here at Bennett Jones and we're

4    acting for the various teams and the leagues in

5    this litigation.

6                       A.   Yes.

7 407                   Q.   One followup.  You

8    mentioned an article by Ms. Tamminen that you said

9    shows the effectiveness of Respect group's

10    problems.  You offered to provide that.  I don't

11    think Mr. Sayce took you up on that but I will, if

12    you are able to do that?

13                       A.   You bet.  We can provide

14    that through Mr. Melfi.

15    U/T                MR. MELFI:  We'll give you

16    that understanding, Counsel.

17                       BY MR. EIZENGA:

18 408                   Q.   Thank you.  This may be a

19    very minor thing, but there is something that is

20    kind of inconsistent in the record about when the

21    various leagues got involved in the Respect in

22    Sport activity leaders program.  And it may be --

23    I don't propose to in any fashion challenge your

24    recollection, but is it possible -- I'll mention

25    what's in the record.
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1                       What is in the record from the

2    commissioners is that in the OHL Respect in Sport

3    for activity leaders program was adopted by the

4    board at the August 2012 board meeting and

5    implemented by the teams for the start of the

6    2012-2013 season.

7                       A.   I have it here.  I had it

8    sent to me from her office.  So the activity

9    leader program in the Western Hockey League, the

10    administration took -- administrators took it in

11    2016, the billets in 2013, coach 2012, and

12    official 2020 and the players in 2020.  And the

13    OHL took it in '24.  So I can send you this

14    document as well if you would like.

15 409                   Q.   Yeah, why don't you

16    simply read it into the record now since we have

17    it, since you do have something that's a little

18    different.

19                       A.   So in the OHL the

20    administration took it in 2014, the billet in

21    2013, the coach in 2012, and then other in 2013.

22    And the QHL -- or the Quebec Major Junior League,

23    admin 2014, billet 2013, coach 2012, other 2014.

24    And in the workplace program at the Western Hockey

25    League the admin took it in 2019, the billets
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1    2020, coach 2020, other 2020, and player 2020.

2 410                   Q.   Thank you very much.

3                       A.   You're welcome.

4 411                   Q.   That's very helpful.

5    I'll come to some aspects of that in a moment.

6                       But let me start, and I won't

7    have too many questions for you because a lot of

8    them were covered by Mr. Sayce, but let me start

9    by talking again about your background.

10                       I think it's fair to say that

11    you've worked in the areas of raising awareness of

12    childhood sexual abuse and the prevention of abuse

13    in sports and the broader community for more than

14    20 years.  I think you said 26, correct?

15                       A.   Yeah.

16 412                   Q.   In 2015 you were actually

17    made a member of the Order of Canada for your work

18    in these areas, correct?

19                       A.   Correct.

20 413                   Q.   And you were awarded the

21    Order of Canada explicitly for -- we could get the

22    Governor General's website up, but I suspect you

23    remember -- for your courageous leadership in

24    raising awareness of childhood sexual abuse and

25    your continued efforts to prevent abuse in
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1    schools, sports and communities, correct?

2                       A.   Correct.

3 414                   Q.   The reason I mention that

4    now is because it's clear, and you said it briefly

5    in the examination by Mr. Sayce, but it's clear

6    that while there are some particular problems in

7    hockey and sport, the issues that we're dealing

8    with here, bullying, abuse, harassment,

9    discrimination, are societal issues as well,

10    correct?

11                       A.   Correct.

12 415                   Q.   In fact, Respect Group

13    has provided programs and has trained people in

14    hockey but you said in many other sports as well,

15    correct?

16                       A.   Correct, yes.

17 416                   Q.   And you I think -- I

18    think I took a note that there was 70-plus sports

19    organizations that you had provided your

20    certification training to, correct?

21                       A.   Correct.

22 417                   Q.   And you -- I'll use the

23    language that I've seen in the material, you've

24    Respect certified almost 2 million people,

25    correct?
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1                       A.   Correct.

2 418                   Q.   And you have spoken about

3    these issues not only with respect to sports but

4    society generally, but across our country,

5    correct?

6                       A.   Correct.

7 419                   Q.   And you've spoken

8    internationally about these matters correct?

9                       A.   Correct.

10 420                   Q.   And while you said that

11    the culture that you experienced when you were

12    playing you found again when you're doing your

13    research for the IRP, would you agree with me that

14    in society there has been some progress made in

15    these areas?

16                       A.   Yes.

17 421                   Q.   And would you agree with

18    me that some progress has been made in the world

19    of sports in this areas?

20                       A.   Yes.

21 422                   Q.   I would like to ask you a

22    couple of questions about the Respect in Sport

23    activity leader program because I think that's the

24    foundational online training tool for Canadian

25    sport; is that correct?
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1                       A.   Yes, it's recognized as

2    the training tool, correct.

3 423                   Q.   And that was put in place

4    by the Respect Group at some point -- it was

5    developed at some point after 2004; is that right?

6                       A.   Correct.

7 424                   Q.   The 2 million people that

8    you have certified, or almost a million people

9    that you've certified with this program, how soon

10    did that start happening?  I'm trying to get a

11    sense of whether people started being certified

12    before 2010, in the early 2000s, has it really

13    increased in the last number of years.  I don't

14    have any specific place I'm trying to push you at

15    all, sir.

16                       A.   Yeah, yeah.  I mean, it

17    started out slowly.  You know, given fact that

18    Hockey Canada had the Speak Out program at the

19    time because of predominantly my situation,

20    Gymnastics Canada was the first national sport

21    organization, and then the full province of

22    Manitoba, to make it mandatory for every sport,

23    every coach in that province where -- are two

24    leaders.

25                       You know it's been slow.  It's
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1    been slow over the years to get traction.  But I

2    mean, I think at the end of the day our -- we were

3    strong on making it mandatory.  And people had a

4    hard time getting their heads around that.  And I

5    think we were a little bit ahead of our time as

6    far as e-learning and you know, mandatory.  I

7    think there was an attempt to make things

8    mandatory and I think they became too cumbersome

9    and it didn't work out.  But yeah, we've been at

10    this for a long time.  We've pounded the pavement

11    up and down this country for 26 years working with

12    every sport organization, not just hockey.

13 425                   Q.   Correct.  And

14    increasingly you are finding that your efforts are

15    being accepted.  In other words, people are

16    increasingly making this program mandatory and

17    they are expanding it, correct?

18                       A.   Correct.  I mean,

19    Safesport exists now and an independent third

20    party reporting line at the government of Canada.

21    There's more and more and more acknowledgement

22    about where we're at and progress being made to

23    better protect athletes.

24 426                   Q.   At the end of the '90s I

25    think you told Mr. Sayce that the only program
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1    that really was operating in a significant way in

2    this space was the Canadian Red Cross; is that

3    correct?

4                       A.   That we could find in the

5    prevention education space was the Canadian Red

6    Cross in the early '90s -- '98.  I guess late

7    '90s.

8 427                   Q.   Thank you.  Prior to that

9    there really wasn't anything organized like that?

10                       A.   Not that we could find.

11 428                   Q.   Let me talk to you a

12    little bit about Respect in Sport then.  I said we

13    were going to get started on that, but the

14    activity leader program was what I think you

15    called the foundational online training tool.  And

16    am I right that it's designed to educate

17    individuals 13 years of age and up who are

18    coaches, trainers, parents, you know, with duty of

19    care and responsibility, referees, officials,

20    athletes, people in mentorship, leadership

21    positions; is that correct?

22                       A.   Yes.

23 429                   Q.   We can come to this

24    again, but I think your view is that it's very

25    important, and I heard you talk about this with
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1    Mr. Sayce, that there be a very broad and holistic

2    approach to this in our society and particularly

3    in sport, correct?

4                       A.   Correct.

5 430                   Q.   Manitoba is an

6    interesting example that you mentioned because my

7    understanding is that Manitoba has partnered with

8    Respect Group to provide abuse prevention training

9    in sports for all coaches who work with children

10    from kindergarten to grade 12, correct?

11                       A.   Well, we did a

12    partnership with the government of Manitoba there

13    since -- I believe we've been training every coach

14    in that province for I think since 2007,

15    mandatory, 70 sports.  And we just did an

16    announcement with the government with respect at

17    school.  So we have another program called Respect

18    At School for all school-based leaders.  So we

19    will be training now every school coach on the

20    activity leader program and every school

21    administrator, teacher, et cetera, approved by the

22    union starting this year.

23 431                   Q.   Yeah.  And that is for

24    though everybody who is working in the school

25    program, everybody who is working with children
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1    from kindergarten to grade 12, correct?

2                       A.   Correct.

3 432                   Q.   And we will come to this

4    again, but I think your view is that ideally

5    programs will start from a very young age if we're

6    going to address the broader cultural issues that

7    we have here, correct?

8                       A.   Correct.

9 433                   Q.   Just before I move on to

10    ask you a few questions about the IRP itself, it's

11    clear that the Respect program has already been

12    used outside the sports context, correct?

13                       A.   Correct.

14 434                   Q.   For example, you've

15    partnered with KPMG to adapt the Respect program

16    to address bullying, harassment, abuse and

17    discrimination that can exist in the workplace,

18    correct?

19                       A.   Correct.

20 435                   Q.   Now, I do want to ask a

21    few questions about the IRP.  And I think it's

22    fair to say, without even turning there, I'm

23    trying to paraphrase some of the things that I

24    heard you say to Mr. Sayce.  And we can go to the

25    report itself, but I think one of the notable
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1    weaknesses that the IRP pointed out is that rather

2    than having an integrated, consistent set of

3    policies and procedures for all of the CHL,

4    there's kind of a patchwork of independent

5    policies and procedures across the three leagues;

6    is that correct?

7                       A.   That would be correct.

8 436                   Q.   And in fact, your -- we

9    talked about this just a minute ago, but your view

10    that there should be an overall holistic approach

11    that even goes beyond the CHL and -- so can I just

12    take you to one thing in the IRP and get you to

13    comment on it?

14                       A.   Sure.

15 437                   Q.   I certainly don't want to

16    put words in your mouth.  So if you go to page 8

17    of the report, recommendation 8.  Tell me when you

18    get there.

19                       A.   Yeah.

20 438                   Q.   I'm just going to go down

21    to the bottom where you talk about strengthening

22    the relationship with Hockey Canada, and I know in

23    the current circumstances we may have a discussion

24    about that, but I think I can ask you a question

25    that will be fair.  Let's take a look at the
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1    sentence that begins two-thirds of the way down

2    with "a universal code of conduct for hockey that

3    is in alignment"?

4                       A.   Yeah.

5 439                   Q.   Okay.  So let me just

6    read that:

7                       "A universal code conduct for

8                       hockey that is in alignment

9                       with Hockey Canada must be

10                       developed.  A coordinated

11                       effort and united approach to

12                       maltreatment will provide

13                       consistency of language and

14                       approach for players from

15                       their first practice through

16                       the CHL and into the under

17                       20s.  This consistent approach

18                       enables the development of a

19                       healthy culture regarding

20                       maltreatment from a young age

21                       that can be carried through

22                       the CHL and beyond."

23                       So without talking

24    specifically about Hockey Canada, I take it that

25    the IRP's point here, and your point, is that
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1    there should be a coordinated approach for all of

2    organized hockey in Canada, correct?

3                       A.   Correct.

4 440                   Q.   And Hockey Canada

5    includes pretty much all organized hockey players

6    in Canada from age 6 to the U20 category, correct?

7                       A.   Correct.

8 441                   Q.   And to make the point

9    again, just so that we have it on the record, this

10    approach would enable the development of a healthy

11    culture from a young age that can be carried

12    through the CHL and into other parts of life,

13    correct?

14                       A.   Correct.

15 442                   Q.   So when we talk about the

16    culture and code of silence, one of the things

17    that we've also talked about, even in this

18    litigation, is that that culture includes a sense

19    of impunity for some of the players.  They think

20    they are untouchable and that's one of the

21    problems with the code of silence, correct?

22                       A.   Yes.

23 443                   Q.   So that at the end of the

24    day, while breaking that code and while making

25    sure there are programs in place for people to
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1    report is significantly important to support the

2    victims, it's also important that the perpetrators

3    be held accountable, correct?

4                       A.   Correct.

5 444                   Q.   Thank you, sir.  Those

6    are all of my questions.  I just realized I was

7    looking in the wrong camera so I apologize that we

8    weren't making eye contact.  But I very much

9    appreciate the time you've taken with me today and

10    if Mr. Sayce has some further questions I'll turn

11    it over to him now.

12                       MR. SAYCE:  I likely will, but

13    I need a few minutes so let's go off the record.

14                       (DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD)

15    --- Recess taken at 1:39 p.m.

16    --- Upon resuming at 1:48 p.m.

17    RE-EXAMINATION BY MR. SAYCE:

18 445                   Q.   Mr. Kennedy, I just have

19    a few follow-up questions from what Mr. Eizenga

20    asked you.

21                       Do you recall when Mr. Eizenga

22    asked you about recommendation 8 from your report?

23                       A.   Yes.

24 446                   Q.   So I'm just going to read

25    recommend 8 to you:
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1                       "The Canadian Hockey League

2                       must strength and leverage its

3                       partnership with Hockey Canada

4                       to collaborate on protecting

5                       players from maltreatment.

6                       Extending its partnership to

7                       being under the umbrella of

8                       Hockey Canada regarding

9                       policies, procedures and

10                       education programs provides

11                       strong leadership to the CHL

12                       in the area of player

13                       maltreatment.  By adopting an

14                       integrated set of policies and

15                       procedures for maltreatment

16                       with Hockey Canada, the CHL

17                       would not need to redo the

18                       work.  It could leverage

19                       policies, procedures and

20                       education programs that the

21                       CHL has already developed.  A

22                       universal code of conduct for

23                       hockey that is in alignment

24                       with Hockey Canada must be

25                       developed.  A coordinated
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1                       effort and a united approach

2                       to maltreatment will provide

3                       consistency in language and

4                       approach for players from

5                       their first practice through

6                       the CHL and into U20.  This

7                       consistent approach enables

8                       development of a healthy

9                       culture regarding maltreatment

10                       from a young age that can be

11                       carried through the CHL and

12                       beyond."

13                       Now, my first question for you

14    is, has your opinion of Hockey Canada's ability to

15    govern systemic problems in its umbrella changed

16    since you wrote this report in 2020?

17                       A.   No, because I think

18    that's what has to happen to get the change that I

19    think we all strive for in the game.

20 447                   Q.   So if there was -- I

21    think Mr. Eizenga said coordinated approach, but

22    what we are talking about is an integrated policy,

23    right?

24                       A.   Yes.  What we're talking

25    about there, I mean, yes, it's a coordinated
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1    approach, but an integrated policy.  So if you

2    have the -- like, when we listened to the hearings

3    around the 2018 case that's in the media right

4    now, I mean, it was about whose policies are in

5    play when these players get, under Scott's

6    miswords borrowed, from the Canadian Hockey League

7    or the member partners' leagues, whose policies do

8    they fall under?  Do they fall under the CHL's

9    policies.  Do they fall under Hockey Canada's

10    policies?

11                       So the way I see it and the

12    way we discussed it and debated it was that we

13    needed an integrated approach so that it didn't

14    matter whether these players were on their

15    respective junior team in their respective junior

16    leagues or coming to play for Team Canada under

17    the Team Canada umbrella, that there was a

18    coordinated and consistent policy and structure

19    that they all were governed by.  That was the

20    mindset.  So again consistency across the game of

21    hockey with age appropriate training from the time

22    you start to the time you finish.

23 448                   Q.   And if such an integrated

24    policy or -- was developed, I mean, that

25    integrated policy, you haven't seen that policy,
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1    right?

2                       A.   We have not seen that

3    policy.

4 449                   Q.   Because the policy

5    doesn't exist, right?

6                       A.   Not to my knowledge.

7 450                   Q.   So that policy would need

8    to be drafted appropriately, right?  It would need

9    to be a good policy?

10                       A.   Oh, absolutely.

11 451                   Q.   And then you would also

12    need to have buy-in from the leaders of the

13    Canadian Hockey League?

14                       A.   Yeah.  It would have to

15    be an agreed upon set of documents, policies and

16    procedures between the CHL and the Hockey Canada

17    organization to be effective.

18 452                   Q.   In terms of -- I think

19    earlier you were saying that you don't just draft

20    a policy and put it out there in the world.  The

21    leaders need buy-in.  The leaders need to also

22    implement the policy, run the policy, believe in

23    the policy as well, right?

24                       A.   Yeah, I mean I think that

25    there's -- really I mean there's two -- in my
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1    experience there's two aspects to strong

2    organizations, and it is good policies, good

3    procedures, you know, that get reviewed yearly.

4                       But then there's also being

5    able to live it and breathe it and to me that

6    comes under the -- falls squarely on the

7    leadership shoulders, and that is about where do

8    these issues fit in the organization.  And to me,

9    you know, it said a lot when we couldn't find the

10    policies and procedures on the website even though

11    we also saw on another hand some good things that

12    were happening, right.  There was some good

13    efforts happening around education and Canadian

14    mental health and stuff in this space.

15                       And to me I think the disjoint

16    is is that to be able to be -- to be able to be

17    coordinated in this area is critical because I

18    think when we look at the issues that are in front

19    of us, all forms of abuse, bullying, harassment

20    and discrimination, they carry on their own a

21    significant amount of fear, confusion and gray

22    matter.

23                       And so for us, our job, I

24    believe as a league, as an organization, as a

25    sport need to simplify that and bring clarity to
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1    that the best we can, and to me I see that with

2    one overarching effort, one overarching set of

3    policies, procedures.  I mean you can obviously

4    identify each league as an individual, but I think

5    in this space of player protection there's no

6    reason why we can't have one set of policies and

7    procedures and training and knowledge centre that

8    educates everybody that's going to sign up for

9    that sport.

10 453                   Q.   So just so I understand,

11    in a perfect world you would have one set of

12    policies that would apply to the CHL that would --

13    perhaps would be run from the Hockey Canada level,

14    right?

15                       A.   Yeah.  It could be --

16    they could adopt -- they could both adopt of them

17    so that when Hockey Canada brings all these CHL

18    players (skipped audio) and junior players to any

19    of their (skipped audio) training camps or world

20    championships or whatever it might be, you know,

21    they are all operating from the same playbook.

22 454                   Q.   So they know what the

23    same rules are?

24                       A.   Yeah.

25 455                   Q.   But simply implementing
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1    one set of policies from the Hockey Canada level,

2    that wouldn't solve all of problems in the

3    Canadian Hockey League immediately, right.  That's

4    not a magic fix.

5                       A.   No, it's not a magic fix.

6    But to me we get better in the space.  These are

7    taught skills, right.  We didn't learn how to

8    skate -- we didn't end up in the CHL without

9    practicing to skate for 18 years.  I mean, to me

10    to get better in the space we need to be able to

11    have -- we need to be able to have structure in

12    place to be able to have conversation and be able

13    to learn to have conversation around these areas

14    of fear.  And that to me is the structure that we

15    need built into, you know, whether it's the junior

16    teams or the infrastructure that goes along with

17    your baseline theory training and your policies

18    and procedures.

19                       Now it's what are we going to

20    do to actually teach.  Maybe it's something like

21    create a respect charter so that the players have

22    to have a conversation around sensitive issues so

23    that they have ownership in it.  And to me it is

24    about -- that is how we're going to build

25    confidence to allow players to be able to start to
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1    speak around these areas, and to me that is where

2    we need to get to to see the change which I

3    believe we all want to see.

4 456                   Q.   We do not have that

5    today, yes?

6                       A.   It is not there today.

7                       MR. SAYCE:  Okay.  So with

8    respect to my questions, that's it for me today.

9    So I think this cross-examination is complete,

10    unless Mr. Melfi has anything to add?

11                       MR. MELFI:  No, nothing to

12    add.

13                       THE WITNESS:  I just wanted to

14    make one correction.  It is happening today in the

15    Western Hockey League.  It started last year,

16    those conversations.

17                       BY MR. SAYCE:

18 457                   Q.   The conversations --

19    okay, just to clarify.  The conversations have

20    started but, I mean, in terms of the cultural

21    problems that you've isolated in your report and

22    you've described in your report, are you able to

23    say if that cultural problem, the systemic

24    problems have been eradicated in the Western

25    Hockey League or do you think that they have moved
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1    in the right direction?

2                       A.   They are moving in the

3    right direction.

4 458                   Q.   Okay.  So I think we're

5    good.

6                       MR. EIZENGA:  Thank you very

7    much, Mr. Kennedy.  Much appreciated.

8                       THE WITNESS:  Thank you all.

9    --- Whereupon at 1:59 p.m. the proceedings were

10        adjourned.
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From: Dan MacKenzie
To: Sheldon Kennedy
Subject: RE: Thank you
Date: November 5, 2020 8:31:18 PM

Thanks Sheldon. I am just beginning to dig into the report and digest it tonight. I will let you know if I
have questions.
Cheers,
D.
From: Sheldon Kennedy <sheldon@respectgroupinc.com> 
Sent: November 5, 2020 9:24 PM
To: Dan MacKenzie <dmackenzie@chl.ca>
Subject: Thank you
Dan
Just a note to say thank you for putting your trust in myself and the others for this project.
I want you to know I will make myself available for any further questions or dialogue that maybe
needed.
Stay well
Sheldon
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CHL – Independent Review Panel 

Minutes of a meeting 
held by video conference 

on August 10th, 2020 

PRESENT: Mr. Camille H. Thériault, Chair 
Mr. Sheldon Kennedy 
Ms. Daniele Sauvageau 
Ms. Simonne Godin, executive assistant to Chair 

1. CALL TO ORDER

The meeting is called to order at 1:30 pm (ADT).

2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

The following agenda has been approved:
1. Call to order.
2. Approval of Agenda.
3. Minutes of the meeting held on August 5th, 2020.
4. Surveys.
5. Experts.
6. Presentation by the CHL.
7. Others:

7.1. Email from Bob Barnes.
7.2. Dropbox for the committee.

8. Adjournment.

3. MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON AUGUST 5th, 2020

All committee members have received and read the minutes of the
meeting held on August 5th, 2020 and approve of said minutes as
presented.
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4. SURVEYS  (D) 

Chair Thériault shared with the other committee members an email 
received from Mr. Dan McKenzie, president of the CHL, concerning 
their discussion regarding the extent and cost of the survey(s) and 
also his preoccupations about the scope and issues of the survey. 

After discussion, it is unanimously agreed that: 

a) The survey should not be limited to CHL players, but must also 
include all key people gravitating around them, namely coaches, 
billets, staff, etc. 

b) As many players as possible should be randomly selected from the 
list produced by the CHL. 

c) The survey questions will definitely relate to the terms of 
reference of the committee but will not be submitted for approval 
by the CHL. 

As for the budget, two firms have been asked to submit quotes to the 
committee, namely Leger and Bip.com. The time span to produce 
analysis and results of the survey is evaluated to about six weeks. 
However, the committee still plans to reach the goal of September 
30th for submitting their general recommendations to the CHL. The 
estimated cost should be in the vicinity of 20 000 $ to 30 000 $. 

5. EXPERTS 

A list of seven (7) experts has been approved by the committee, 
namely: 

Dr. Scott McLean – SME Direct/Indirect Trauma, 
counsellor/trainer with Calgary Police Service, University 
Professor of MRU and International Volleyball Referee. 
Dr. Gretchen Kerr -Sport expert and researcher at University of 
Toronto – (specializes in emotional maltreatment in sports). 
Dr. Sara McDonald – Child forensic interviewer – Calgary and 
Area Child Advocacy Centre (understands age appropriate 
outcomes and conversations). 
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Dr. Ryan Todd – Psychiatrist and Founder of Headversity – 
(mental health App being used in companies and sport to 
establish and sustain mental health resiliency). 
Ahmed El Awad - Swimming Canada CEO and co-chair of the 
Minister’s of Sport Safe Sport Working Group. 
Dr. Glenn Wintrup – Policy analyst at BC Ministry of Public Safety 
and Solicitor General – Policing and Security Branch – Brunel 
University. 
Lise MacLean, MBA, CHRP, CHRL, Safe sport officer. 

These experts will be contacted by the committee members in the 
next few days to confirm their interest in making a half an hour 
presentation at a future meeting. Two presentations per meeting will 
be scheduled as soon as confirmations are received. 

6. PRESENTATION BY THE CHL 

The committee will hear the CHL presentation at their August 17th, 
2020 meeting. It is unanimously agreed that for the time being, only 
the five CHL representatives will be invited to present and answer the 
committee’s questions for a period of at least 90 minutes. If more 
information is needed from the individual commissioners after this 
meeting, they will be scheduled to appear before the committee at a 
later date. 

7. OTHERS: 

7.1. Email from Bob Barnes 
A message was received on the new CHL independent review 
panel email address from Mr. Bob Barnes who offered to share 
information on his grandson’s abuse by Jeff Perry while playing 
AAA hockey for Lambton in Sarnia. 

All members agree that it is of the utmost importance that a 
formal follow-up to this email must come from the committee. 
However, given the fact that Mr. Perry is presently under legal 
procedures for such actions in another case, it will be 
necessary to check the legal procedures relating to the 
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communications allowed. Ms. Sauvageau will look into this 
matter and get back to Chair Thériault as soon as possible. 

7.2 Dropbox for the committee 
A Dropbox account will be set up to store all information 
relating to the committee.  Ms Godin will send the necessary 
connection information in the next few days. 

8. ADJOURNMENT 

The meeting adjourned at 3:00 pm (ADT).

Simonne Godin 
Executive assistant to Chair 
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CHL Independent Review Panel 

CHL presentation 

August 17, 2020 

Attending:  Robert Bayne, league’s attorney 
David Branch, commissioner OHL 
Daniel MacKenzie, president CHL 
Gilles Courteau, commissioner LHJMQ 
Ron Robison, commissioner WHL 

Chair Thériault opened the meeting and thanked the CHL for their 
confidence in the three panel members in running this independent inquiry 
on such an important subject, not only for the League, but for society as a 
whole. He feels that there is a shift happening and with that the CHL an 
opportunity to become leaders in this sector. That is undoubtedly what the 
panel will propose in their final report. He then assures the leagues that the 
panel members take the task which has been given to them very seriously. 
They meet regularly and have read all the documentation brought forward 
by some of the members and also the information sent by the CHL, which 
give them a really good idea of what is happening in the three leagues right 
now. The panel members commit to the fact that they will continue to be 
diligent. Independent and will present the best report possible. They are 
aware that the time line is tight. However, they are confident that at least 
preliminary recommendations could be delivered before the opening of the 
Quebec hockey season in next October. 

For both parties to do the best job possible out of this project, it will be 
very important to include all key stakeholders in junior hockey in the 
survey, being all the people close to the team like owners, coaches, 
assistant coaches, trainers, billets, etc., because if not, it will be impossible 
to do a good job out of this review. But more than that, the panel members 
feel that questions would arise if all these groups were not included in the 
survey. Furthermore, they feel that if there was any systemic situation, this 
would be the only way to recognize the problem and then make 
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recommendations in order to create a secure and safe environment for 
everybody, from the owners to the players and everyone in between. 

The CHL representatives are in line with the fact that as many groups as 
possible should be part of the survey and commissioners will do all in their 
power to provide the contact information needed without undue delay. 
However, the League has some concern regarding information that could 
impact the current class action lawsuit. Mr. Robert Bayne that his concern 
resides in the fact that with all these class action lawsuits, there is a basic 
rule that you cannot interfere with the class. So the League, or a review 
panel, or anyone else is not supposed to talk to players at all, or parents, or 
coaches or anybody who is a member of the class because they have 
appointed a class counsel (plaintiff lawyer) to deal with them. So, the basic 
rule is that we are not able to have any discussion of any kind with the 
class. The problem with the current class is that it goes back to 1920 and all 
the way up to current players, so there is no time restriction on the class. It 
is anybody who has ever played in the three constituent leagues in the 
Canadian Hockey League, whether you were abused or not, whether you 
are a current player or played in 1982. And in fact, one of the people of the 
WHL who said that they wanted to participate in the class was making 
allegations about what happened to him in 1982. So the question is how do 
we do this, how did we decide to create an independent review panel if 
that is the rule that you cannot speak to anyone in the class? The answer to 
that is that we need to make sure when we return to play, that players are 
protected. So, the safety of the players overrides the rule about 
interfering with the class. The safety of the current players. So we have to 
be careful that we don’t go back and look at something that happened in 
2006, 2005, 2002 or whatever, because it is for the Judge in the class action 
whether those allegations raised by Carsillo and others are actually true, 
and then whether our policies addressed adequately the issue and whether 
we did everything duly diligent to prevent hazing and abuse. That’s for the 
Judge to do so we can’t look at that either as the League and if a complaint 
should come forward to us, nor could any independent review panel. But in 
our view, and the reason why we took the decision to announce an 
independent review panel, is we think that what is most important is 
protecting the players now. It is no good in our view to say to a parent or a 
player: you may have to suffer hazing but there is nothing we can do for 
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you because we are subject to a class action, and we all know that these 
class actions take 10 or more years. So that is why when you look at the 
terms of reference, we were so specific that it is the current policies. 
Because the policies in 2012 or 2008 do not affect the current players cause 
those policies are no longer in effect.  

So, if we are doing a questionnaire or survey, we have to make sure we are 
only dealing with the family members, coaches, trainers, players who are 
relevant to current policies. I don’t think 2012 is the correct date because I 
know for example that the WHL have just implemented a new system. The 
Q has a system that has been in place for several years. In my mind, what 
would be an adequate time to go back is three years and that will get us to 
the sample size you are looking for because Dan communicated to me that 
the discussion was around 400 respondents. So obviously, if you want to 
have 400 respondents, you have to go back far enough. 

Chair Thériault clarifies that the panel has not committed to 400, but rather 
to have the best cross sample possible from the names that we would get. 
The best scenario is to get all the numbers and email addresses of those 
groups because it is possible to survey everybody, knowing that for 
example when you survey 10 people you might get 5 responses. But this is 
good enough to draw some sort of conclusion. Consequently, the best thing 
is to get all the names for the time frame chosen.

Staying on this time frame issue, Mr. Bayne explains that in the first class 
action they did, they wanted to do a survey of players and families to 
determine whether they thought that the current scholarship provisions 
were adequate and we were told by the lawyers that we could not do that, 
that it was a violation of the class action rules, that it was interfering with 
the class, so we did not do that. And I know that the lawyers in this class 
action on the Corsillo have already demanded a case conference in 
September and I expect that they are going to say that the Independent 
Review Panel and speaking to players, coaches, families and stakeholders 
on hazing and abuse is a violation of the rules as well. But the answer that 
we will give and the answer that I am confident the Judge will agree to is 
that if you are dealing with current players and protection current players 
and current policies, then it is not a violation because you are not doing 
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what a Court would do, like looking back at 1982 or 2002, to determine 
whether Carsillo was harassed or Taylor was harassed. So that is the base 
rule. 

I would now like to hear from the commissioners how far you think we 
should go back to make an assessment of the current rules, but I would 
suggest that it be like 2017 or 2018. I know that the OHL there was a 
change in 2018. 

Gilles Courteau, LHJMQ, agrees with Robert Bayne to go back three years. 
However, the most important thing for the commissioners is to get the 
exact number of people all-in the panel is looking for because it is going to 
be time consuming in the situation that all face right now. For example, the 
LHJMQ starts its season on October 1st.  The players are now getting to 
their teams so it is a lot of work in a short period of time to make sure that 
the players are ready for the start of school, start of training camp. This is 
the main reason why knowing as soon as possible what the panel is looking 
for would help a lot. 

Ron Robison, WHL, confirms his support to this survey and agrees of its 
importance for all parties. As long as the rules relating to the current class 
action are respected, he will cooperate with the panel and get them the 
necessary contact information.  

Robert Bayne then recommended to go back to 2018 and see how it goes. 
He feels that this would be the least risk from a legal perspective but also 
the easiest way from a getting in touch perspective because even if the 
leagues could get an address from a 2015 billet, it is unlikely that it is going 
to still be current. 

The panel members are of the opinion that ultimately, the purpose of the 
survey is to get clarity from all people involved to understand what is 
working and what is not. They are also aware that there has been 
significant changes and significant steps forward over the last few years and 
they are not sure that the time frame of three years will be enough to 
evaluate the transition. They will discuss this matter further and get back to 
Mr. MacKenzie with their decision. 
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On the question of the time frame for submitting the contact information 
for the survey, the commissioners think that if the three year time frame is 
agreed to, some of the information could be gathered rather quickly but 
when the teams personnel is involved, a period of at least two weeks would 
be necessary to gather and submit the information.  

The panel would appreciate getting the information as soon as it is ready, 
given that the lists are complete, for example the players list, or the 
coaching staff list, etc. 

Mr. Robert Baynes then went over the basic rules of the three leagues 
related to CHL as follows: 

Policies: What are the policies on hazing and abuse? 
Education: How are the policies communicated to players and 
stakeholders? 
Enforcement: 

If there is an issue, is there any complaint procedure that would 
allow the players to bring forward the complaint without fear of 
reprisal? 
Enforcement procedure to support the league, the team or whoever 
in the enforcement of the policies. 

Mr. Baynes explains that what complicates things somewhat in the CHL 
situation is that there is three independent organizations and the three 
constituent leagues have their own way of dealing with these issues, their 
own way of educating players, coaches and stakeholders and they have 
their own complaint procedures. There are good reasons for that that are 
historic but there are really three different leagues. And there is no need 
for these policies to be the same in each league because there is little or no 
crossover between the leagues. In other words, if you are a Western 
Hockey League player, you are a Western Hockey League player planning to 
play in a Western Hockey League team and the policies and procedures of 
the Western Hockey League are implemented by their governors and by the 
Western Hockey League commissioner. And that is separate and distinct 
from what is going on in the LHMJQ and the OHL. It is somewhat 
complicated because it is three separate leagues and then the CHL on top 
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of that with three independent policies and three independent education 
programs and three independent enforcement procedures, similar but 
separate. 

In answer to a question from Chair Thériault, Mr. Baynes confirms that no 
one league is safer than the other because all three leagues banned hazing, 
physical violence and harassment, and they all have policies, education 
programs and enforcement procedures on it, so I don’t think that you could 
say that one league is safer that the other. They may be called different 
things of have different procedures, for example they might have a 
Chapelain in the Ontario Hockey League and a police officer in the Western 
Hockey League, but they are both outside assistance. 

The immediate viewpoint of an outsider might be: why don’t all three 
leagues have exactly the same policies or calling things exactly the same? If 
there was regular interchange of players from one league to the other, then 
it would be logical for you to try to have the same language in all three, but 
that does not happen because of the structure of the drafting procedure. 

LHJMQ presentation 

The Q calls its policy the Support Player Program and it is actually a very 
robust program because each team has its own resource person and they 
are often people who are trained in dealing with the psychological issues or 
emotional issues of players. They are external, they could be psychologists 
or other external resources and it feeds in the Support Player Program 
coordinator who in the Q is named Natasha Lorens. 

As for the policies, the Q has an antidiscrimination policy. They have a code 
of conduct policy. They also have a billet family guide to train billet families. 
They have an anti-harassment policy and a Charter for the prevention of 
violence in the Q. So, there are a number of different policies. There is also 
Talk today and Respect in Sports. 

So if you go through the Q, they probably have the most number of policies 
touching on these issues because anti-harassment obviously deals with 
harassment. The Charter for the prevention of violence in the Q condemns 
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all violence against players and then, there is the Players Support Program 
that deals with providing support for players who are in distress or having 
problems from a number of different perspectives including hazing, 
harassment and treatment by coaches and others. 

On the education component, on the Player Support program, there is a 
video program that every player watches every season and they have to 
sign a document indicating that they watched that video. So that is the 
education: players become aware of policies on protecting against violence, 
harassment, hazing, and they watch the Player Support Program video and 
sign a document indicating that they watched that video. There is also the 
Respect in Sport program that the coaches, the families, the trainers, the 
billet families go through to make sure they understand the Respect in 
Sport program, which also deals with how players behave with each other 
and how coaches and staff behave with the players. And then, there is a 
player commitment contract that the players sign and commit to complying 
with the code of ethics which deals with a whole bunch of things including 
violence and respect for their teammates, discrimination and harassment, 
hazing and bad behaviour, use of alcohol and drugs and also an appropriate 
sexual behaviour and issues around sex things and social medias. They 
review the code of ethics and they are required to sign a contract of 
commitment. It is a simple and understandable document where they 
commit in writing that they will not violate these rules that the Q has. 
There is also the Talk Today program that was developed with the Canadian 
Mental Health Association that allows players who are struggling to get 
assistance with psychological counselling or turn to someone to get 
assistance. And then there are a number of ad hoc lectures that go on in 
the Q around harassment and other issues relevant to this.  

So that is the educational component. I talked to you about policies of 
which you have copies. Phase 2 of my review is education and that includes 
video education, presentations, and also the signing of commitment letters 
that you have had the trainings and that you will live by the policies and 
implement the code of conduct. 

Another thing that I think is very useful in the Q is that they have a poster 
which you have in your material which is both in French and English, that 
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goes up in every dressing room or in the hockey environment. This poster 
identifies the tenants of the Players Support program and specifically 
identifies Natasha Lorens as the person that any complaint or concerns 
should be raised with, and provides a 1-877 number and an email address 
for her for players to access. 

Then on the enforcement side, I indicated that there is a poster in the 
dressing room, so that would raise an issue with Natasha. There is also a 
requirement in the Q that if a complaint is brought forward to a coach, a 
trainer, cause we have to remember that the players, they have an 
opportunity to complain to their billet parents, their coach, their trainer, 
their home parents, their educational advisor, their agent and a lot of times 
they complain to their agent and then the agent brings the complaint 
forward. There is also the complaint procedure in the Q to Natasha and 
another organization in the Q called Sport Aid. Sport Aid is a completely 
external organization which also allows the players to raise a complaint or 
concern that they have been suggested to an inappropriate treatment. The 
Q has also gone a step further and has what is referred to as a Players 
Support program committee. So, in addition to Natasha, there is a Support 
program committee made up of a psychologist, a lawyer, a former player, a 
social worker and a police officer, so all external resources, and they are in 
a position to hear complaints or concerns raised by players or billet parents 
or anybody who thinks that the player is not being treated in a way that is 
consistent with our rules on hazing or abuse or any other area that is 
inconsistent with the policies of the league. And ultimately then, the 
concerns would rise up to Gilles Courteau as commissioner, and he would 
determine whether an external investigation was required. Or perhaps an 
investigation has been done by the Players Support program committee or 
by some other body like Sport Aid, and if there is violation of the rules, then 
Gilles or the Q would issue a penalty which could be a suspension, a fine, a 
loss of games, or a suspension of the coach or team official.  

Q & A period with Gilles Courteau 

Q –Do you feel that those policies and stuff have given players more 
confidence to bring forward concerns that they might have about things 
they may be struggling with inside or outside of hockey? 
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A – Yes it does, because the confidentiality aspect is very well respected. At 
the beginning, when we put this program in place, the confidentiality 
aspect was a big concern for everybody in the league. Since then, the 
confidentiality level has raised up drastically and it is not only players using 
that program, there are coaches, trainers, therapists, assistant coaches who 
are using our Support program for different things. As an example, last year 
we had a General Manager who went through a divorce situation and he 
has been in touch with our Players Support program. After that, he 
accepted that his case be shared with the independent committee that we 
have in place and it has been very helpful for him. Same thing with the 
players and what they go through within their teams, with their 
teammates. For some it is their first time moving from home and all that, 
the adjustment, the anxiety, etc., or Mom and Dad got divorced, it is a 
situation where today, a player can call the Players Support program 
because the player does not know how to approach the situation with his 
coach, and how he can talk to them because of the situation, you know he 
was being on the seat, then on the fourth line and now he is on the second 
line. Then his parents got divorced and for the last three or five games, he 
was not playing that well because of what his parents are going through, 
and all those things. Today, what we are facing in our league is we are 
getting more players and team staff talking to our Players Support program 
in regards of what is going on outside their hockey club, compared to at the 
beginning, maybe where there was something like the veterans were not 
good with the rookies, they were hard, and they were not giving them a 
chance to adjust, to be part of the team and all that. Now, it is a little 
deeper than what we have seen in the beginning. I think that it is because 
of the level of confidence the players have in our program. As an example, 
someone is not shy as a coach or a General Manager or a trainer to say to 
one of the players: Hey, you can use the program, it is confidential, because 
I have been through this. I used the Support program because of a personal 
issue that I had. Doesn’t have to mention what it was, but they say Hey use 
it because it will be beneficial to you. And the resource in each and every 
team Is a good thing too. It is a good in-between. The player can talk to the 
resource person of the team and after that, the resource person say you 
want me to take it to the league’s Players Support program or not. The 
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player can say no I’m not ready yet but maybe after a couple of sessions 
with you I will be ready to share it with the Players Support program at the 
league level. To give you a resume, the level of confidence is there, more 
than ever and that is the biggest thing for us. 

Q – Gilles, you mentioned the reasons why people, staff or athletes, call or 
have access to these resources have changed over the years. Do you have 
any data on this, like where it went and how many calls a year and how 
many of those calls go to the next step, and then the next and obviously not 
that we want any, but on the criminal side? And my second question would 
be is there any cases that did not go through that process. That, for some 
reason, went outside the process or policy, and came back on your desk? 

A – To answer your first question, yes we have data and we have kept them 
since the program is in place. On your second question, for sure we have 
situations where it did not come through the team resource first, or the 
league Support program. It comes to us, I do not want to say after the fact, 
but it comes to us when we are just close to be very serious. Let’s say that a 
player is going through a situation where a billet woman Is having a sexual 
affair with that young kid. He is not talking about it, he is not sure if he 
could talk about it to his parents, to his teammates or to his team’s 
personal resource. He is keeping it to himself and the longer the situation 
goes, the worst it is for the player. At one point he is going to talk to one of 
his teammates or the trainer, and he is going to say listen, I am going 
through a tough time because of a, b, c. I do not want to share this with my 
parents, I do not want to go to the league Support program, I just want to 
find a way to get this thing behind me. After that, people are saying no, no, 
go to your team resource and after that, go to the league’s Support 
program. Same thing with a player that after his parents divorced, is having 
suicidal ideas. He is not going out with his teammates, he is always at the 
billets, and he doesn’t want to talk to anybody, but one night he is going to 
do something and someone is going to say wo, he is not at home and I 
know that he is not talking to anybody. After that, when we find out, then 
he is going to talk to us.  

In most cases, players that are using the Players Support program are at 
another level, they don’t want to talk about their situation, they want to 
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keep it to themselves. It is not always since they are a part of the LHJMQ 
team, sometimes it was before that something was not going well. And we 
find out just before something really bad happens or the situation goes 
worse. There are cases that we found out after a year or a year and a half, 
but mainly, we find out before it goes to a real worst situation. Some 
situations have gone public with some of our players, not that many, but a 
few came out publicly and we have been able to resolve the situations, but 
we were not aware of it before it did. 

Mr. Bayne adds that he has been around since 2010 dealing with the 
commissioners in the three leagues, and wherever there is an allegation 
which touches upon criminal conduct, the police are involved and given an 
opportunity to do their own investigation. So in several ones that I have 
been involved with, where there is any conduct that may be criminal in 
nature, in addition to doing our own internal investigation to ensure the 
players are protected, the police are contacted and given an opportunity, 
even in historic matters that go back 10 or 15 years, to conduct their own 
investigation and deal with the matter from a criminal perspective. 

Q – Each team has a resource person in your league. That person reports to 
whom? 

A – To Natasha. To our Players Support person in charge. To the league, not 
to the team. 

Q – So each individual person for each team does not report to the team, or 
anyone on the team? There is that independence? 

A – Yes. 

Q – What would you say that the concerns you deal with or players, the 
billets or anybody part of the organization who use the program, would you 
say that they are reaching out for help more for what is happening on the 
team and is part of hockey, or issues that happened to them prior to 
coming into the league? 

A – After talking to the player, maybe we will be able to find out it was 
because of something that happened before he came to the league. But it 
is a minority of cases that players would use the program for situations that 
happened before they came to the league. The situation we are facing with 
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our players is at two levels, the first part is the rookies, when they come to 
our league, they are moving for the first time. Let’s say someone lives in 
Montreal and goes to play in Chicoutimi, it is a big adjustment. Live in a 
billet family, live in a new environment. He is sixteen or seventeen years old 
and it is a big adjustment for him and that player will not be shy to use the 
Players Support program, if not during the training camp, as soon as he 
comes in the team, early in the start of the season, he will use our Support 
program because he does not want to carry to his team that stress he is 
having adapting, or the fact that his father said listen, for the last three 
years, you have been playing with Sheldon Kennedy in a midget AAA team 
and both of you were on the first line. Sheldon Kennedy is on the second 
line in Drummondville and he is playing in the second powerplay and you 
are on the fourth line, so move your ass and do what you have to do and 
step up with your team. So the parent is putting pressure. We are facing 
situations where parents are putting lots of pressure on their kids to 
perform in the right way.  The player is one or two years away before his 
draft year. Most of the time, parents are saying hey we have been spending 
all that kind of money for the last fifteen years supporting you, make sure 
that you do what you have to do to get a chance to be drafted, and if not, 
to get a try-out, and if not, to play hockey somewhere, but you have to be a 
hockey player. That is a number of times that our Player Support program is 
being called because of the pressure kids are getting from their parents, 
and mainly from the Dads. Most of the time, the player is very happy where 
he is, who he is playing with, and the way that the coach is treating him. He 
does not want to create a problem or be traded. He just wants to continue 
playing for that team, develop there and move on. This is the type of 
situation we are facing. More than hazing. I do not want to say that nothing 
has ever happened in our teams, but not as happened 20 or 25 years ago. I 
think that the evolution of our game is there. The biggest change that we 
have seen over the last 10, 15 or 20 years is because of the fact that all the 
players know each other, it doesn’t matter where they play, they are 
friends. They have social media, communication aspects amongst each 
other which are really important, so they know what is going on. Players in 
Halifax know what is going on in Bathurst as well as what is going on in Val 
d’Or because they have friends down there. So it is completely different 
from what we have seen in the past, and in today’s business in our world at 
the CHL level, I think the word respect is much more applicable than it was 
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twenty years ago with the fact that when you were a veteran, you had to 
show the rookie that hey before you join the team, before you are a part of 
our group, you have to do this and that, otherwise you won’t be there. It is 
not like this today, it is completely different. Just have a look at the social 
media and you will see that often, someone is saying hey you have been 
drafted in Drummondville and I am getting a trial to play in Shawinigan, so 
we are sure to play against each other for the upcoming season. Best of 
luck in your training camp. It is completely different that we have seen in 
the past, and the way we are structured right now in our league, the 
players are more confident to come and play in our league than they were 
before. There is still some stress to make the team and be part of the team 
and all that, but less than what it was before, because there are a lot of 
players signing a contract before they even put a skate on the ice for 
training camp. There are so many opportunities for those players to go and 
play somewhere else that the teams make a commitment with those 
players. The first couple of drafted players, first three or four rounds, they 
sign a contract before the start of the training camp. They are part of the 
team, they know that they will be there. So it is not an issue anymore with 
veterans and all that. It is now part of the game – you are there, we are 
very happy to have you in our team and let’s move forward.  
Survey lists 

Q – Last question: You said you had data on the Players Support program. If 
the committee would want to have access to that data, could you share it 
with us? 

A – I can, as long as it stays confidential. 

ONTARIO HOCKEY LEAGUE (OHL) 
In terms of the OHL, we have provided the policies to you. There is a 
specific policy dealing with hazing, part of the health and welfare policies. 
There is also policies referred to as Players First which is the name that a 
pack of policies go under. That includes information on zero tolerance for 
hazing and harassment and bullying. And then there is the OHL 
Harassment, Abuse and Diversity program. 
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There have been several changes over the years in the OHL policies, as 
recently as 2018, expanding the policy upon diversity, and having a 
diversity chat video that is viewed by all players. What is interesting about 
the OHL policy on hazing is that it is a very broad definition of hazing and 
harassment. Their definition of harassment is much broader that the legal 
definition of harassment. And also the policy on hazing is much broader 
than many people would think of as hazing, in that it goes beyond 
something that would be considered abuse, to even differential treatment 
of players based on their status within the team. In other words, in the OHL 
policy, you can’t even have rookies pick up pucks after a practice. You can’t 
have rookies load up the bus. There can be no differential treatments or 
right of passage or even differential assignment that would be considered 
team chores. That all comes within the definition of harassment or hazing, 
and constitutes a violation of the OHL policies and would result in 
suspensions. So, from a policy perspective, you have the OHL harassment 
abuse, diversity policy called Players First. And under Players First, it clearly 
indicates that the primary goal of the league and the teams is the 
protection of the players. There is a player’s liaison officer appointed who 
again is generally an outsider, specific to the team. Some teams have 
team’s Chaplains who are outsiders. And you have zero tolerance for 
hazing, harassment and bullying olwith the broad definition of hazing. 
There is also mental health support through the Talk Today program, and a 
program called On side which was generated by the Ontario Commission of 
Rape Crisis Centers to deal with how players treat women, how players deal 
with sexual activity, and provide them training on that as well. 

The OHL also has a professional development program for coaches and how 
they relate to players, how they develop themselves and how they relate 
and communicate with players. And there is also Dr. Paul Dennis who does 
his own data collection with teams and players to make sure that the 
policies on hazing, harassment and abuse are followed and gives the 
players an opportunity to bring complaints forward through him. He is a 
psychologist I believe and he has been involved in other leagues and has 
been involved with the OHL for a number of years. 
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In terms of education, they are again much like the Q. They have a poster 
that goes up in all of the rooms that has a section on hazing. It is posted in 
every teams’ rooms and areas the teams have access. It specifically says 
what the policy is and that they can contact the league commissioner, the 
resource person, their agent, billets parents, parents or any of those people 
to raise a concern. All players have to sign a commitment form as part of 
the hazing policy, attesting that they went through the hazing training 
program and they understand that there is zero tolerance for hazing and 
what the definition of hazing is. If anybody steps out of line and there is any 
abuse, harassment, hazing, humiliation or a conduct that is considered 
degrading or offensive, they should bring it forward and have the matter 
dealt with, and if there has been violation of the policy, there will be 
suspensions. That policy is put out by Ted Baker and the matters are dealt 
with the commissioner, Dave Branch. 

You can see that not only is there a policy, but there is a complete training 
program that occurs every year during the orientation week, before the 
team gets going. Where every year, the policies on hazing and harassment 
is reviewed and players are forced to sign the commitment. 

Then in terms of enforcement, as I said you can raise a complaint with your 
coach, your trainer, any member of the staff, GM, Governor. If those 
people are involved, the obviously you won’t take your complaint to them. 
Then you can go to what is referred to as the player’s liaison officer. 
Usually, a retired police officer or someone who isn’t linked to the team. 
That person would then report to the commissioner or to Ted Baker. At 
that point, the commissioner or Ted Baker would decide if we appoint Paul 
Dennis to do a confidential review of that team or do we conduct an 
investigation by using an independent investigator, which we have done in 
some cases, or alternatively, do we deal with this enforcement issue with 
the commissioner’s office. 

In addition to that, some teams have their own team’s Chaplain and you 
can raise your complaint with the Chaplain. And there is obviously Talk 
Today which we talked about before and the OHL has, in the standard 
player agreement, a specific complaint and arbitration provision. So if the 
player has any issue at all with the team, whether it is about harassment or 
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about any other issue. From whether he is not happy with his billet to not 
happy with the coach, he can raise a complaint under the standard player 
agreement that goes direct to the commissioner and then the 
commissioner can appoint an investigator to look into it or deal with the 
matter personally. So again, all kinds of different channels for raising 
complaints in the OHL. 

In terms of enforcement, very clear zero tolerance, very clear that there will 
be suspensions if people are involved in abusive behaviours. If teams are 
aware of it and do not report it, the OHL gives serious fines. 

Q & A period with David Branch 

Q –I would like to have more information on who is making the decision 
and how is it made when issues go to an external investigator? We know 
that that might be costly so is everything that goes to the commissioner for 
investigation goes to an external investigator, or is there another step 
before he decides if it goes to an external investigator or not? 

A – The investigation process would come from myself, as commissioner. In 
a number of instances, it is deemed through consultation with our legal 
support. If it is in the area or perceived to be in the area of a criminal 
activity, potentially, and the like, we would turn it to the appropriate 
authorities, and leave it with them to handle. If we felt that it required 
external investigation by the nature of the complaint, but not necessarily 
based on the information that we have, would require the turning the file 
over to police authorities, we would have our independent person, Dr. Paul 
Dennis, do an investigation and report back to the league. There has been a 
couple of other occasions where we have had a third party investigator 
report back with their findings. And then it would rest with the league’s 
commissioner. 

Mr. Bayne adds that one decision point for him is always: is there an 
allegation that the team was involved in the misconduct or aware of the 
misconduct? Then, there is a higher sensitivity to get an external 
investigation. So one of the things we have to think about is that, very 
rarely something about harassment or abuse, but there are all kinds of 
other issues. For example we had one that was in the papers about 
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allegations that the team was paying certain players, which is a violation of 
the league’s rules. So if it is the team that is involved or aware of the 
misconduct, then you are more likely to get an external investigation 
because you’re gone be issuing a fine against the team and therefore that 
might lead to some appeal process. On a player complaint side, If there is a 
complaint against a player, abuse or some treatment of the player, then we 
would be more likely to get Dr. Dennis involved or do the investigation 
internally. 

Q – There is no questions that there are great programs and policies in 
place. But if you were to look at what you have in place, programs, policies, 
education, and look at any gaps that would be there, as far as concerns 
coming out of the teams, what would they be, what would you see as a 
gap, like why would this youth say something or go to this program, or why 
am I hearing this concern from this team three weeks down the road, if this 
is being an issue? Maybe, if you feel something is a gap that needs to be 
filled, or that is there, I’d love to hear. 

A – I would love to have the answer… It is one that I have thought about a 
lot lately, knowing about the independent review. It really does distress 
me. Am I allowed to offer a personal view and opinion here, in part, for 
your consideration, on what I have thought? And I am not trying to pass the 
puck, because there are a number of players involved here. But Daniele 
used the word systemic and that has been a bit of a buzz in relation to 
some racial concerns coming out in our sports today. And maybe I should 
be embarrassed to say that, but I googled what systemic means, I wasn’t 
quite sure what it meant. And what I see is that the issue of 
hazing/initiation, I think is the other test. When does initiation go over to 
hazing, etc. etc, But I almost see that as being systemic and one of the 
reasons behind that is that I know when I have sat down with players, 
when having a discussion to investigate, review allegations, it is amazing 
the number of times I have a young guy say Oh Mr. Branch, that was 
nothing. You should have seen what I had to do when I played Junior B of 
Midget, etc. etc. And I say that not to deflect, not at all, but I just think 
that we have work to do to still in the whole system to try to eradicate 
hazing, etc. It is a broad item I believe. It occurring in today’s environment 
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and it begs the question you just raised: why is hazing going on, why does 
it happen? Some of it I believe is because the coach says when I played, I 
had to go through it, and that type of thing. And then players who are the 
leaders of the team say Hey, we’re gone have a rookie party here. I know 
it is against the league’s rules but I had to go through it. And to me, it is 
the challenging part that we all face here. Do I think that it is still as bad 
as it was 10 years or 15 years ago?  No. Do I believe it is still happening 
today? Yes. And like I said, I still am not comfortable as to how you define 
hazing versus initiation, because I look at the number of organizations 
and clubs that have initiations, and that seems to be just fine, and I am 
sure it is. But we reached with our teams to say no, no initiation. Let’s 
move it all entirely. And maybe that was a mistake, we may have driven it 
more underground, quite frankly, among the players group. I am not 
suggesting I have the answers but I do think that we have to challenge 
ourselves on other methods and means in which we can remove this from 
our game, at all levels. You know, we are proud partners of Hockey Canada, 
and I look at the work Sheldon did for Hockey Canada and we adopted the 
name Players First from what he went through. So, it is lots of work to be 
done. 

August 24, 2020 

Attending :  Robert Bayne, league’s attorney 
   Daniel MacKenzie, president CHL 
   Ron Robison, commissioner WHL 

Chair Thériault opened the meeting at 1:30 pm and welcomed the CHL 
representatives. Mr. Robert Bayne will be presenting and as it was done 
before, will give the panel members an opportunity to ask questions at the 
end of the presentation. He explains that he will follow the same process as 
for the LHJMQ and OHL presentations on August 19, meaning he will first 
present the policies, then the education component or what they do to 
advise coaches, players, trainers, billets and parents of the policies and 
third, he will talk about the enforcement component and what they do 
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when they find out there might have been a transgression to the league’s 
rules. 

Then, before going to the Q & A part, Mr. Bayne will share general 
comments from the owners, which he intended to do on August 19, but ran 
short of time. He explains that he has now have the opportunity to speak in 
groups sessions and some individual sessions with all 60 owners in the CHL 
three constituent leagues and they have asked him to communicate very 
clear messages to the Review Panel, as well as a number of opportunities to 
speak to Dan and the three commissioners. 

And then, if it is ok with you folks, we can turn it over to Ron to answer any 
specific questions that you have and then deal with any subsequent around 
the polling by Léger, or whoever that consultant is, on the player polling or 
as Camille puts it, family. 

WHL 

So, I will start with policies in the WHL. You had them before and the most 
obvious that is applicable here is the hazing, abuse and bullying. I just want 
to point out a couple of things that I think are important. It says hazing as a 
practice is not tolerated by the WHL. Any player coach or team official of a 
WHL club who has been party to or has knowledge of, and I think that is 
important, has knowledge of any degrading, hazing or initiation rite without 
reporting at first reasonable opportunity at the WHL commissioner, shall be 
subject to an automatic suspension. So I don’t know where there could be a 
stronger statement than that. Even if you participated, obviously you would 
be subject to automatic suspension, but if you have knowledge of it and 
you do not report to the commissioner, you are going to be suspended. And 
the definition of hazing is incredibly broad in that it is any degrading, hazing 
or initiation rite. Initiation rite would encompass anything where there is a 
causal connection to some abusive type conduct in your situation as a 
rookie or a new player on a particular team. In addition to that, there are 
the other policies on harassment, bullying and discrimination that are also 
broadly worded and clearly defined as the violation of the league’s policy 
and they all warrant serious discipline if there is a transgression.

There are also a number of other programs that have been developed and 
implemented, one of them being Respect in Hockey that Sheldon would 
know more about than I do so he could communicate to you on those. Also 
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we have Talk Today which we went over in the Q and OHL presentations 
which is the program of the Canadian Mental Health Association. 

So those are the basic policies: 

Prohibition against hazing broadly defined, penalty if you have 
knowledge or participate in. 
Respect in Sports. 
Respect in Hockey. 
Code of conduct that everybody has to sign on and if you violate the 
Code of conduct, again subject to discipline, and it clearly sets out the 
expectations of the league’s players, teams, coaches and so on. 

So moving to the education phase, what I think is slightly different and to 
me, interesting in this discussion is that the Respect in Hockey program 
includes an on-line training certification. As for the Respect in Sports 
program, which is a partnership with the Respect in Sports group in the 
Canadian Red Cross and there is an on-line training certification that all 
players, coaches, trainers, officials have to go through and receive a 
certification. It identifies again that there is zero tolerance for hazing and 
abuse and also talks about things like healthy and unhealthy relationships, 
social media and so on. And then, there is a quiz with a certification. And 
then you have a team that is called a Champions team that is made up of 
players, coaches and outside professionals that help shepherd the program, 
as well as there are three Respect in Hockey workshop that will occur in 
each season, again led by the Champions group, and they might be on a 
number of other topics that are important for the behaviour, development 
or the protection of the players. And then we have as I said the Code of 
conduct as part of the education program, going through it and sign off the 
Code of conduct. And then we have in the WHL something called a WHL 
Player Impact program through the security. So each team will have a 
security officer who is an external resource, often times a police officer or a 
retired police officer. Important that it is external, important that it is 
somebody who has had training in dealing with investigations, abuse and 
criminal conduct. They report up to the Security Network Leader which is a 
league’s external position. So it is again a fully external process. External, 
but paid and retained by the league and ultimately making his 
recommendations or reports to the commissioner. 
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Moving to the enforcement, we have as we just mentioned a Security 
Network. They have security officers who report to the league’s security 
liaison officers and there is a 1-800 complaint number to the WHL Security 
network, again independent, true paid for by the league, but independent. 
And you can also, in addition to going through the network, obviously you 
can go directly to the commissioner of the WHL, Ron, and raise a complaint 
if you are a player, a billet, a parent, or a player who has seen abuse of 
another player. You can also complain to parents, billet parents, team staff, 
coaches, education advisors. Some teams have Chaplains as well. You can 
also complain to your agent. Any of those forms of complaints would be 
accepted by the WHL. Having received the complaints through any of those 
channels, the WHL would conduct an investigation, often externally 
conducted, perhaps through the Security Network, and a report to the 
commissioner would be prepared. Then, the commissioner would issue a 
penalty if they found a transgression of a policy, similar to the OHL 
structure. 

Having said all that, there are some points that I want to raise with you. 
One point I was interested to talk to Ron about is how many complaints do 
you get, of a hazing or abuse nature? And the answer that Ron gave is that 
is has been over 15 years since we had a complaint of this nature at the 
WHL. That leads you to two unescapable conclusions: either it is not 
happening, there is no hazing or abuse, or people are not coming forward 
with complaints. To my knowledge, there is no third option. So I just 
wanted to make three points and these points do not come just out of the 
CHL but they come from my discussions with all the owners, all 60 of the 
owners, the commissioners and Dan. And I have tried to distill all the 
comments that have been made by those people down in the three groups. 
Here they are: 

1. Historic and isolated - I have heard from so many owners that the 
allegations that you read about in the newspapers are both historic and 
isolated. They are historic in that they go back to 2006, 2007 and in one 
case in Ron’s league, to 1982. And one of the owners said to me: Was 
there hazing in the hockey league in 1982? Rob, was there hazing in 
your University in 1982? And I said yes, I was at Dalhousie, the university 
in Halifax, and the engineers almost killed people. So, what I mean by 
historic and isolated is that there is this perception if you read just the 
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media reports and you read the Statement of claim, that it is systemic or 
pervasive, and the owners take strong objection to that. They say it is 
historic and it is isolated in that if it is current, recent, it is isolated to a 
particular team or coach who has either allowed it or not stopped it or 
players who have not reported it. So this is the first point: historic and 
isolated. Might be coach specific, might be team specific. 

2. Conduct not tolerated - -The second point that the owners want me to 
make to you is that it is obviously conducts that the owners and 
commissioners are horrified by, and it is not tolerated by the CHL. And 
this has been communicated to me in many different ways, but if I distill 
it down, that is what I get. Owners have said things to me like: Rob you 
know, based on your 10 years with us, that we are in it for the right 
reasons, and people are not in it to make loads of money, they clearly 
don’t. They are in it because they love hockey, they love Canadian 
hockey and they love being involved with the players. And they love 
seeing the development of the players go on either to the NHL or go on 
to be doctors, lawyers, engineers, politicians or whatever. That is why 
they are in it. And to say that or to led on that the ownership would 
allow these things to occur and not take aggressive steps to stop it is 
frankly offensive to the owners and that is sadly what they are reading 
in the Statements of claim and in the newspapers. One of them also said 
something interesting to me. He said Rob, in many respects, we act as 
parents to these players. We have relationships with them that last a 
long time. We try to look out for them, tell them what is right and what 
is wrong. We try to train the billet parents. We talk to the coaches about 
what they should and what they should not do. But some of the things 
alleged are things that occurred away from the team, at a party that is 
not within their knowledge or their control. And one of the owners from 
the East coast who was more blunt with me than the others said to me: 
Listen Rob, if you can figure out how to force teenage boys to do exactly 
what you want them to do 24/7, I would like to borrow it for my own 
kids. If these things are done away from the team, without our 
knowledge and consent, what are we supposed to do about it, even 
though we are telling them not to do so? It is not tolerated by CHL 
ownership in any of the leagues and certainly not by the owners that are 
devoting themselves trying to develop young hockey players and young 
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members of the community in a way that is positive to both the hockey 
and the community.

3. There has already been a lot of time, energy and money spent on 
developing programs which many owners think address the problem 
for their teams. -  And the third point they wanted me to raise is that 
the ownership and the leagues have spent an incredible amount of time, 
money and energy developing the programs that we already have. I 
went through them in details both on this call and on the earlier call. 
There are a lot of programs with different expert organizations including 
the Red Cross, the Respect in Sports organization, the Canadian Mental 
Health Association, the Women’s Rights Crisis Center, the Sport Aid 
group in Quebec, and a lot of time and money have gone into these 
programs. Many owners have said to me and will say publicly and in the 
law suit that they believe that they are already industry leaders on this 
topic. Now, that is not to say that they think nothing can be done 
because if we thought that nothing can be done we would not have this 
review panel. It is not to say that people are perfect and that there is not 
a better system somewhere. One of the great things of this program or 
this review panel is that there might be other ideas that heretofore have 
not been considered and that would make the players safer and the 
sport better and everybody would want that. But they object strongly to 
the notion in sthe media that it is a systemic problem that we have not 
tried to address.  

Ron Robison then adds that it was Sheldon Kennedy whose leadership and 
courage as a young hockey player in the WHL coming forward in 1997 
changed the focus and the direction of our league in a very significant way. 
We responded by introducing a series of educational programs in 
partnership with the Canadian Red Cross which were not only adopted in 
the WHL, but by all Hockey Canada. And subsequently, again through 
Sheldon’s leadership, the Respect in Sport was adopted over that period in 
time. And I think the importance here is to understand that we have 
evolved over some 20 years now building programs and challenging 
ourselves on policies, on education, and to ensure that these types of 
activities are not occurring. And as you are well aware, from a league’s 
perspective, we are only as good as the delivery at the club’s level but to 
Rob’s point, I can assure you that from ownership to management and 
everyone associated with our league, all are very very committed. This is at 
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forefront of everything we do on a day to day basis and within our league. 
Yes, it is about hockey development, yes it is about education, but the 
support for the players is paramount. The ability to detect any of these 
activities occurring is something that our teams and certainly the support 
staff that surround them, or the security network are very attentive to on a 
day to day basis. It is not a passive program that we conduct on an annual 
basis if you will, but it is a very very robust program. More recently, we 
went back to our partners with the Canadian Red Cross, in a large part due 
to the allegations that were coming to some of our alumni and coaches 
around the abuse issues. We went to the Canadian Red Cross, we went to 
Respect in Sport, and the leadership there and some tremendous resources 
to work on a new program which is scheduled to be introduced this season 
that we believe it has addressed a number of gaps in our program. We will 
be happy to discuss it in more details some aspects of that but again, I think 
the important thing is that our teams are fully committed to what Rob was 
saying, and the league is always looking to challenge ourselves as to how 
we make sure there is no gaps in those policies or these programs that Rob 
has described 

Chair Thériault admits that he is not surprised by the three comments the 
owners have told Mr. Bayne to tell the review committee. He says that he is 
not going to pass judgment on that right now and if, at the end of the 
panel’s work, they fall on agreeing on everything that is being done so be it. 
But he thinks that the role that CHL has given the review panel is to take a 
look at the policies in place. The panel decided that they will do that, and 
they will bring in some expert witnesses. They want to talk to family 
members to make sure that they feel comfortable in letting the review 
panel know what is going on without consequences. And then, in the end, 
we will make recommendations to make sure that the League will receive 
the best intelligence out there to make sure that in fact, you do have the 
best system, the best policies. But It has got to be more than policies. 
Everything that is written is sometimes good, but it is how you implement 
the policies, as far as I’m concerned, that we want to make sure that there 
is a freedom of expression for the people who could be abused or hazed or 
with mental issues and other challenges. I think that that is where we stand 
right now. The mandate that your have given us is clear and we intend to 
do the best report in our ability and with the intelligence that is out there. 
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Before going to the Q & A, Ms. Sauvageau thanks Mr. Bayne for his 
presentation that has given the panel the chance to compare elements 
between the three leagues. She wonders if it would be possible to share 
the notes used to make these presentations. Mr. Bayne confirms that he 
will share with the panel members a grid comparing the policies, education 
programs and enforcement activities for each of the three leagues. 

Q & A period with Ron Robison 

Q –How comfortable do you feel the players are, or any member of the 
family if you may, to come forward with any issue? Do you think they feel 
that there is a confidence within those individuals to bring an issue forward, 
that it would be dealt with, and that there would be no repercussions? Do 
you feel that there is that trust level there? 

A – First of all, I think that as time evolved, we certainly have seen an 
evidence of players more ready to come forward and express their views, 
whether it is on hockey or education matters, or any matter related to their 
safety and environment in which they are playing. That is extremely 
important. Quite frankly, it is an area that we are always concerned about 
as a league, as to how are we reaching, how are we able to communicate 
on a one to one basis with the players or is that being filtered if you will 
through the teams themselves. I think we have attempted to make some 
improvements in the channels of communication back to the league, and I 
believe that it is working through things such as our security network. The 
education advisors also, they are working very closely with the players and 
are somewhat removed from the day to day operations of the team. But I 
think that it is with our security network that we made the more 
improvements in that area, on face to face contact with the players. And is 
there still a reluctance for the players to come forward, I would suggest 
there is and that is something that we constantly have to continue to work 
with. 

Technology has allowed us to communicate directly with the players on 
very important issues. That avenue is available to both parents, billets and 
players. We communicate regularly to those groups. So we have opened up 
those doors to deal directly as well, but I would say that this is still an 
evolving matter that need to continue to address. 
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Question to Dan 

Q – One of the things I have been struggling with since reading the 
information about the League and hearing the presentations that you have 
made, I am really trying to define the word “Independence”. Because I 
mean, it is nice that the owners tell you what to say, and it is nice that there 
are independent arms, but yet, they are all being paid the teams, the 
leagues. I am just wondering – has the League ever considered contracting 
out to get totally out of this and give it to an independent agency or an 
independent group that would be totally arms length, totally independent, 
to do that type of work for the teams and the League? 

A – If you are talking on the CHL level, we have it. And know too that I am 
fairly new in this role, but even in the establishment of this full time CHL 
president that would look at these kinds of issues and these kinds of 
mechanisms in the structures, to this point theses kind of issues have been 
dealt with at the individual leagues level. There has not been a really strong 
administrative at CHL, so we have not looked at it, but I do believe that as 
the organization’s independent review panel, I think that that may be the 
kind of recommendation that we could consider going forward. But it is not 
something that we have looked at, not for a lack or not wanting to, but just 
structurally, we have not been set up that way. As it has been dealt with in 
the individual leagues, maybe Ron could comment on that. 

Ron – That is right and there has not been any mechanism available to us. 
For instance, Hockey Canada has not structured anything in the governing 
body level that we could access necessarily. So it has been pretty much left 
to the leagues to put those systems in place. Is that something to consider 
in the future? In other words, could this security network business be a 
stand-alone organization that would serve not only our league, but all 
hockey in the Country? Because, obviously these types of issues exist not 
only in our leagues but in other leagues and other levels of the game. That 
is certainly an interesting discussion to have. We have ongoing discussions 
with Hockey Canada as to how we make the environment for players better 
and that would be a good topic for conversations to come. 
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Q – I am not trying to talk about going to recommendations. I am just trying 
to have a clearer picture of how things are and if there is any ways to 
improve. This is a discussion that the panel will have. 

Ron – Another thing that I could add is that I think those who are familiar 
with our programs would attest that people that we put in those positions, 
as much as they are “retained” by the leagues, are highly professional. You 
know, we have Superintendents of the RCMP to Chief Superintendents of 
the local police services and so forth. They come with their opinions, their 
standards and their views, based on their experience in their professional 
careers and we welcome that. If they feel for instance many times, some 
matter must be turned over to the police, we never pass judgment on that. 
They make that recommendation and they act on that. So, we really rely on 
that expertise that they bring and advice and direction that they provide, 
and very rarely will be act on the contrary of those recommendations. 

Q – I am certainly not questioning the professionalism of the people that 
you have working in the three different leagues but I guess in Justice, that 
has not only have to be done, it has to be perceived to be done, and I guess 
that is the point I was trying to clarify, for my own mind. 

Ron – I certainly understand the optics of that and how that would play out 
in the players, the parents and the families opinions, absolutely. I think this 
is one of the difficult challenges that we face as commissioners, quite 
frankly, is a league that does not have a league association or union if you 
will, we would feel that we have to represent the interests of both the 
players and the ownership and that is something we have to balance and 
constantly challenge ourselves up against as well. 

Rob Bayne – One point on that is that we do have, as you know from the 
prior week conversations that we had on external resources in the Q and 
OHL, in the OHL it is Paul Dennis. Ultimately, any organization we have, 
they are going to be paid for by the CHL or by a league. So, Paul Dennis is 
entirely independent. I believe he was doing investigations in the NHL or 
was a psychologist for the NHL. Daniel or Sheldon probably know that 
better than  
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I do. And then, in the Q it is Sport Aid and other organizations that they 
have retained. Again, ultimately they are going to be paid for by the leagues 
but they are independent in the same way as this panel is.

Back to Q & A with Ron Robison 

Q – Ron, you mentioned the lack or the absence of a players’ association, 
but there are a lot of players’ agents for those players. Do you have any 
kind of relationship with the PAs in a sense to either reporting or 
recommendations, or is there any role that the PAs could play or play?  

A – To be honest, the NHL PA has not wanted to take a more active role 
with the development system. They have been very hands off, very focused 
their own affairs at a professional level, and I am sure their plate is very full. 
But I think they could be a very valuable resource to us In many areas, 
including players education programs, areas of prevention and policies for 
sure. 

Rob – I I thought you were going in a different direction Daniele. I though 
you were talking about the players’ agents. Because maybe that is one 
thing we do not do is get involvement from the players’ agents. 

Q  – How many players in the CHL would you feel have agents? 

A– Well, there are not many that don’t.  That may surprise you but actually, 
there are those who come to the league with the expectation of turning 
professional and I would say virtually 90 % of them are represented by 
agents if not more. And Rob’s point is in the area that we work very closely 
with a number of the agents, not only in discussing what the benefit 
package would be for the players and so forth, but to get their advice on a 
lot of different things. And, to Rob’s point, they could probably become 
more resourceful formally. It is difficult to get them collectively, but 
individually, we have worked with them very actively in getting their 
opinions on everything from the standard player agreement to our return 
to play protocols and things we are working on currently, as well as the 
education programs. 
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Q – Is there any type of standard to become a Player’s agent around these 
types of issues, around wellness, etc.? 

A – No, there is not. You have to be certified to become an NHL PA, but at 
our level, this is kind of the training ground for young agents and I think 
there is root for growth in that area. You know, most of them come 
through established agencies that have a good mentorship program in 
place for the younger agents who do a lot of the recruiting of the young 
players. Quite honestly, we did a survey on the players’ agencies a few 
years ago and I would suggest that there is a number of agencies there that 
would not be recognized by the NHL PA and maybe that is an area that we 
need to look at as well. 

Q – Would you feel free to share with us this survey? 

A - Yes. It would go back a few years now. It may not be as current but it 
gives you an idea as to the number of the agents that are involved with the 
players’ teams. So I will provide you with a copy of that. 

Dan MacKenzie 

Q - I just have one or two things, One, I just want to understand what you 
need on the survey. I did some work over the weekend and Daniele, I sent 
you a document, I just want to know your perspective, is it what you need? 
And I am also curious to know as to who we should send. The leagues will 
work with the teams to get the data, then on a league by league basis, send 
it to the review panel or to? I just want to know where to send it, is it to 
Simonne, to Léger? We probably want to make sure it goes to the panel 
rather than to a third party, just from a protection perspective. So there is 
that piece that I would like to have feedback on. 

But I did have a question cause Camille, when we first chatted, you talked 
about the idea of bringing outside people to look at the policies and also 
bring best practices. And I am curious to know, cause I think for us that is 
going to be really important, cause I know you are going to use a lot of data 
that we are going to help produce through the leagues, but are you guys 
going to go outside and look at other organizations, sort of “who does it 
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best”? I know both Daniele and Sheldon have lots of experience in this area 
from their other work. I am just curious to know if you are going to go out 
and look at other organizations and what types of other organizations you 
would think we might learn a bit from in this area? 

A – First, on the information, I think if you would send it to Simonne, and 
Simonne will forward it to Daniele, and we will go from there, because 
Daniele is the liaison with Léger. She has been working with them very 
closely. 

As for the second question, we are looking at best practices. We have not 
necessarily identified leads. We have some expert witnesses coming from 
different spheres of activities related to the mandate that was given to us 
and those will be starting as of Wednesday of this week. We are looking at 
best practices as I said, and go from there to form our opinion. 

Daniele  - I think that is it – to look at best practices and do benchmarking, 
it is important to look at what is the best out there. And getting a grid from 
the League, right there I think it is going to map out what is possibly better 
in some leagues that others, and possibly learn within the League. When 
we do those kinds of exercise, sometimes we find out that there is a few 
things there in our backyard that we have not really used, and then 
gathering information as well. It is important to benchmark. 

Dan – I think the next step on the survey outside of us giving you the data 
would be to share que survey questions with Rob. 

Camille – Share the survey with Rob just so he can look at the legal side 
related to the class action? 

Daniele – An important point is that one of the reasons we have chosen 
this firm is because the legal aspect of the questions will be also looked at 
by the legal department. They are used to do these things, having class 
actions on the side if I may express myself that way, so it is one of the 
reasons we picked them, in order that once they are within our terms, they 
get the information we need, confidentiality I think is very important, and 
again, keeping the independent side of it to make sure that no one, 
including the League, would have to explain themselves that way. We do 
understand the legal part of it but I am not sure if seeing the questions 
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before the survey goes out could not do the opposite that you are looking 
for. 

Rob – I just want to see it because in September, there will be a judicial 
conference on the class action and we do not want to be in a situation 
where there are questions which are currently considered to be interfering 
with the class action. So for example, if there was a question whether you 
were participating in a class action, that would be a clear violation. If there 
was a question like did you see abuse in 2006, that would be a clear 
violation of the rules of the class action. I am not looking to change the 
words or the meaning of the questions, or worsen up things, I am just 
trying to say that if I was a judicial conference in September and the 
plaintiffs lawyer was complaining that we are interfering with the class by 
virtue of the IRP or the survey, I would need to be able to position our 
counsel to give an answer to that, as to why that happened.

Q – I would like to ask a question, and I would not necessarily get the 
answer now, but is it possible that because you would see the questions 
before, the League could be pointed out to be trying in an indirect way to 
influence the survey, or direct the survey? Again, perception is that field of 
play is crucial.  

Rob – I am prepared to give you an answer now because it is a good 
question. If we were to get the questions, and come back to you with 75 
changes and additional questions and deleting questions, it would clearly 
be useless because we would be criticized. But we will have to answer to a 
Judge, because for example, on the first class action, they told us that we 
could not even speak to parents about the wage an hour issue because that 
would be interference with the class. So we know that the plaintiffs’ 
counsel will criticize the IRP and Léger or whoever is doing the survey. We 
do not want to be in a situation where there are obvious errors which 
undermine the validity of the survey and undermine what a Judge would 
say about interference with the class action, that’s all. 

Camille – I am a little bit with Daniele. The minute that you say we have 
seen it, I think the perception is not very good. I mean, we are talking at set 
years, we are talking the family, but if you go out and you say that you have 
seen it, publicly I am not sure how that would be seen on your behalf. I’d 
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rather sbe able to stand up and say: No, they did not see the questions. I 
think anyway but the panel members will talk some more on this today. 

Rob – Well, that is a decision for you folks I guess. 

Camille = Ok, we will talk about it and come back to you. Dan, do you have 
anything? 

Dan – Sorry Camille, I understand the issue but I thought that we talked 
about this. We talked about the commissioners and myself would not see 
anything but again, it is an area where Rob would only want to see that we 
are not going to be on a hot wire in the class action. That is the only issue. 

Camille – I remember we have had that discussion but I think it is 
important that we at least have the liberty. We respect your opinion and 
we will talk more about it and see how we could find a way for everyone to 
feel comfortable with what is going on. I am just giving an opinion, after 
participating for close to a month, that perception is reality and I just want 
to be careful. I don’t want to have our committee seen as if we colluded 
with the League to do something in favour of the League during class 
action. 

Dan – We don’t want that either because that would sort of unstrengthen 
the independence of this committee which is not what we want to do. But 
as Rob indicated, there are some legal realities that we need to be aware 
of. I just thought that that was something that we already agreed to. 

Camille – Well, I mean we heard you loud and clear and we are going to 
talk about it right today. 

Ron – I think that, what is relating to the commissioners in that process was 
simply that legal counsel would have the ability to ensure that there is 
nothing that would have any implications on the class action, not to vet the 
survey with respect to the content of the survey. It is more to trace any 
concern or any conflicts that would be from the class action perspective. 

Camille – If it would be an independent legal firm doing that for you, would 
that be different? 
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Ron – I don’t know if this is necessary, but if that is something that from an 
optic’s perspective you choose to recommend, I think we could…  I think 
just from a practical perspective, it is easier to have Rob view it because he 
is on top of it. 

Camille – So tight to the League you mean? 

Ron – (laughs) Yes, I guess he is. We have experiences that would lead you 
to believe that it should be something that is straight forward, but the 
historical information and all that is pretty relevant too. 

Camille – Hey guys, when it is an independent review, it is an independent 
review, and nothing is quite clear. But we want to move forward and do the 
best job possible and make sure no one has any issues with what has been 
done. 

Ron – And Camille, we are here to support you. From the WHL perspective, 
we really appreciate the work of the panel and we are here to answer any 
further questions you may have at a later date. As Sheldon is aware, there 
is a lady who has been very instrumental in issuing the Red Cross programs 
with Hockey Canada and the Canadian Hockey League from the outset. Her 
name is Judy Ferron. And she is someone with a really good sense of these 
issues and if there is a resource person that we relied on historically over 
the years it’s been Judy. And the Red Cross have decided to move away 
from the delivery of their Respect education program, but have had the 
confidence in hockey and the WHL in particular to move that curriculum 
over to us. So we are incorporating that into our new Respect in Hockey 
program but that is available to all hockey constituents in the Country as 
well, even though the Canadian Red Cross will no longer deliver that 
program starting this fall. So that was one of the reasons we created a new 
initiative called Respect in Hockey. 

Camille – Thank you again for being there again today and being accessible 
to us and we feel very comfortable that if we need to reach out again that 
you guys will be there for us. 

Just to finish this part Daniele, if you could reach out to Léger to have some 
kind of legal opinion, very short legal opinion that the questions that they 
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will be asking, that they took consideration of what is going on with the 
class action. 
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August 26th, 2020 

I would like to start with just an introduction on what the research tells us 
about reporting. And this came from a 2019 study of 1001 current and 
former National team members, including hockey players. There were 
about 46 different sports represented, but it did include hockey. Some of 
the lessons learned from this data, and I will speak more about it as we go 
through, but there is value in separating disclosure from the reporting 
processes. That there are several barriers that exist and from the athletes’ 
perspective, they are very clear about what they would need in order to 
bring forward their concerns. Clearly, maltreatment can occur with other 
stakeholders in sports, but this study looked only at athletes’ perspectives. 

The first chart shows the predominance of psychological abuse being the 
most prevalent. It also highlights a new finding that is new to the athletes’ 
maltreatment literature, and that is the prevalence of neglect. And we 
often in this world where we talk about athletes’ abuses not pay enough 
attention to the neglect. So, the failure to provide adequate supervision, 
the failure to provide appropriate nutrition, safe training conditions, 
medical care, these would all fall under neglect. 

One of the questions asked in the survey of these thousand athletes was: 
“If you experienced abuse, harassment or discrimination, did you tell 
anyone about your experience(s)?”. So here we see, both in current and 
retired athletes, that less than half tell people about their experiences at 
all, which means that first of all the prevalence rates that we do know off 
are underestimates of what is actually going on. And very importantly, 
these athletes are experiencing harmful experiences and not necessarily 
receiving the support and resources that they should. 

Then when we asked about reporting: “If you experienced abuse, hazing or 
discrimination, did you submit a formal report/complaint of your 
experience(s)?”, here the numbers drop from 45% to 16% and 13%. So this 
is very very telling that athletes, when they experience forms of 
maltreatment, are not submitting reports, and again highlighting the fact 
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that our prevalence estimates are huge underestimations of what is 
actually happening on the ground. 

So then, we asked them why they don’t report and I have to say, with a 
thousand athletes we had over 800 open ended answers to this question. 
So, it is something that the athletes take very seriously. They obviously 
have a lot to say about it. And these things probably won’t be a surprise to 
you, I just picked out a couple of comments to kind of highlight. So, clearly 
they are afraid of repercussions, they have a fear of reprisal if they come 
forward. That their position on the team would be in jeopardy, their 
funding, that there would be some negative repercussions for them. And 
then the second quote is also important because it highlights they either 
don’t know who to go to with their concerns or they don’t feel that the 
person who is in charge of receiving their complaints is the appropriate 
person. 

They also spoke at length about conflicts of interest. That going to their 
sport organization which for most of them was the only recourse just was a 
non starter. And I think the quote about telling my sport organization about 
a concern means that they have to incriminate themselves is sort of the 
best way to describe this. That reporting to the same sport organization 
that hires the perpetrator is inherently a conflict of interest, particularly if 
the perpetrator is someone who is highly regarded. Perhaps it’s a coach 
who has winning results, is a national team coach for example, then the 
conflict between producing athletic performance or winning, or you know 
international standards. It is a huge barrier for sport organizations to have 
to deal with a misbehaving member of their organization. 

The other kind of category of reasons why athletes don’t report is this 
normalization process that there are unique aspects at sports in which 
inappropriate behaviour is accepted within the sport culture, when it 
wouldn’t be accepted in any other walk of life. You know we have all seen 
coaches yelling and berating or even touching athletes, because of the 
physicality of the sport, in ways that teachers for example would never be 
permitted to behave. You know, travelling alone with athletes is a 
normalized practice that we would not see in other sectors where children, 
youth and young adults engage in. 
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So there is a real theme throughout the data that we need to bring sport in 
line with the expectations and standards that we see in other sectors of 
society where young people reside, work, play, etc. 

The recommendations from the athletes was that the only way to get rid of 
this conflict of interest is to have an independent complaint process. Within 
the sport community in this Country, the word independent has come to 
mean very different things, so the clarification I think is important here. 

One would be that the complaints goes to a completely independent body 
or person. So, this would not be for example someone within the sport 
organization. I can also tell you that in another study we conducted, the 
vast majority of sport organizations received complaints through an 
employee of the sport organization or the CEO. Neither of these are 
independent. 

The second is that the investigative processes are independent. Most sport 
organizations are doing this. They are hiring independent investigators to 
do the information gathering. Unfortunately though, those reports of the 
investigations or the information gathering tend to go back to the sport 
organization which is another juncture that presents a conflict of interest. 
So this really speaks to the need for that information gathering to also go to 
an arms length person or body that makes the decision of do we go forward 
with a hearing? If so, we need to select the hearing panel members, and so 
on. I will say that some sport organizations have ventured into using 
independent adjudication processes, specifically through STRTC but again, 
the problem is that the reports and recommendations for sanctions in term 
go back to the sport organization. So, a conflict of interest is still presented, 
it is just later in the process. But if the report goes back to the sport 
organization, they decide whether to apply sanctions, whether to accept 
the recommendations. Then, it is again a position of conflict of interest. 
And of course, for the survivors, that there needs to be an independent 
provision of supports and resource.  

So, that the ideal independent complaint mechanism would have 
independence at each of these critical junctures in the process. At the 
moment, I am not aware of any sport organizations that meet the criteria 
for independence at each of these stages. 
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So, just to summarize and then I will be happy to answer any questions you 
have. I think we know this, that maltreatment occurs in all sports at all 
levels and that it is important to separate the disclosure from the reporting. 
And this is what represents a trauma informed approach and I can tell you 
that the Universities have dealt with sexual violence on university 
campuses in this way. It is trauma informed because it enables the survivor 
to maintain autonomy over the process. It allows the survivors to come 
forward, tell someone about their experience, allows them to gain access to 
support and resources, but they maintain the autonomy over the decision, 
whether to report or not. And so, it allows for providing support and 
resources for survivors without them having to go through a reporting 
process. This of course would only be outside of the duty to report given 
age of protection. Clearly, if the victims are under the age of protection, 
then they do not have this autonomy. 

The other thing it does is that it keeps the number of times the survivor has 
to repeat the story over and over again to a minimum, which is something 
we hear a lot about from survivors. How every time I go through the next 
stage in the process, I have to relive the trauma by telling the story over 
and over again? 

The independent process that I have described is perhaps the best way to 
address the barriers to disclosure and reporting and the athletes have 
made their voices loud and clear about the need for independence before 
coming forward. 

Q & A period with Dr. Gretchen Kerr 

Q – Thank you very much again, for this very precise information on the 
nuances that we need to make recommendations on. I love your comment 
about the value of disclosure over reporting. I think that, as a former police 
officer, I know the nuances, but in the world in general, I think it is not 
understood very well so I think that the way you approach it, it is well said 
and well done. I would like to go back to the conflict of interest. I am one of 
the investigators with CRDC. This is new in Canada and obviously it was way 
over due. It is interesting because I will always keep this kind of 
independence, mine over the organization that I work for in either 
investigation or triage. But then again, even if we would have a total 
independent body that we have to report to, then they would have to 
follow-up to make sure that the recommendations, the NSOs or whomever, 
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put those in place. But, no matter who would do that, either the 
investigator or the Board or the CEO, if they don’t respond to that, they 
become responsible and they could be sued if they don’t act on it. So, now I 
feel like they do act on pretty much everything because of that. But of 
course, we cannot go back and make sure. It is like a corner, when they do 
make a recommendation, after that we don’t have any process that those 
recommendations are in place. But not matter who is going to do it, no one 
will have, except the NSOs or in this instance the CHL, the authority on 
those people. So, we don’t have the authority to make them follow those 
recommendations. So I would like to hear your thoughts on that aspect. 

A – You have raised a lot of pertinent questions in there. You know, ideally, 
and Sheldon will know that there are many of us that have been advocating 
for an oversight body, something like Safe Sport Canada, that would receive 
these reports and have the authority to implement them. Essentially, 
involving, but reducing the authority of the NSOs. And this is very much 
aligned with the way CCES works in that it monitors substance used on a 
national level and in that sense, it is independent from the sport 
organizations. That has been our thinking. If we can have the system for 
drug use, surely we can have it for athletes’ maltreatment. And so, the 
benefits of that would be first of all that you have consistency across the 
Country. Let’s say that someone has a misconduct that is a violation of the 
code, but under the criminal threshold, the perpetrator would be 
sanctioned in the same way whether they are in Charlottetown or 
Vancouver. You would have this perpetrator sanctioned in the same way, 
regardless of whether they are in a small local club or whether they are on 
a national team. And so, the equity argument in terms of the survivors is 
best held with this national kind of oversight body. Now, this line of 
thinking you can imagine has run into tremendous resistance from the 
sport organizations because they want to have control over the nature of 
the sanctions and the applications of them. But their track record so far has 
not been very good and they are still in this conflict of interest. If we take a 
survivor-centric approach, then we want that kid who suffers one offense in 
one part of the Country, in one sport, in one big or little club, to receive the 
same justice as someone in a different set of circumstances. So, that is the 
model that we have been arguing for. Is it a body above the CHL? Is it an 
arm of the CHL that has independence? But somehow, that kind of 
decision-making and accountability needs to be taken up a notch. 
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The other thing that can help and this has been shown in other countries, is 
to have a national database. So, when there are sanctions applied, just like 
if you have concerns about your physician or your child’s teacher, you can 
go on to the website and see if there have been any sanctions against that 
person. This is what we need in sport. We know all too well about the 
coaches. The club ends their contract because they do not want to deal 
with the maltreatment issue, and the coach hops across the Country. 

Q – You must know about the case of Cecil Russell. I was then Chair of 
Coaches of Canada that went back to Coaching of Canada. We took on this 
and spent hundreds of thousands of dollars to make sure that he was not 
going to go back on a pool deck. Successfully he was banned, he appealed, 
came back, but he continued to coach because parents were continuing to 
pay for him. And what we found out, for example anybody who coaches 
has to be member of an association, and then the association, which is 
independent, has authority on those staff, but it has not all over the 
Country. So we have been going in circle about that part of who would have 
the authority to follow those sanctions based on the working code, 
provincial, education, and so on and so forth. 

A – Those are real challenges. They have a similar case in gymnastics right 
now and the coach who has been banned is now coaching remotely. 

Q – It is like anything about lists and putting people on lists. Even if they 
have been charged on the criminal side of it, it is against the Charter of 
Rights, at least in Quebec. I want to believe that we need to be as 
independent as and put pressure on being obviously sued if you don’t do 
what you should be doing and trying to trust that people will do it. It is a 
vicious circle in a sense that I am on in to protect the athletes and make 
sure that if someone somewhere is doing something wrong we help them 
to change, or you are out forever. It has been I think the biggest challenge 
in sports. 

A – I agree. And the issue about parents still willing to have their kids 
coached by people who have been sanctioned or banned, is just another 
example of the normalization. If coaches say they can take the kid to the 
Olympic podium, parents are willing to ignore the sanctions. 

Q= After listening to that conversation that you two were having, I wonder, 
do you feel that because a national sport organization, the Coaching 
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Association of Canada, I mean, we have known these issues. We have 
known for over twenty years that we would have to do better. And all of a 
sudden, we need to create all these things. Do you think that it has been 
because we have taken such a lock cluster approach in regards to these 
issues over the last twenty plus years that people kind of snuff it off? 
People like parents say like whatever. Because we are starting to now, but 
for a long time, it was just a half-hearted approach at these issues. Because 
so many people, you know somebody complained and he just kind of got 
snuffed off, and he was not really taken seriously. Is it that people really 
don’t understand, or they don’t believe or they don’t trust the fact that 
somebody is now under sanctions or an uncredited coach? Do you feel that 
it is going to take a while to build that trust for parents across this Country, 
with an organization that would take these issues as seriously as what we 
are talking about now in today’s world?  

A – All good questions Sheldon, and possibly a multi-faceted answer. As you 
know, after you came forward, Sport Canada mandated all sport 
organizations to have a harassment policy and harassment officers. Twenty 
years later, less that 25% of those NSOs were compliant. But there is no 
accountability in the system for Sport Canada to say: “You are not 
complying, so you are not getting the funding.”. I think the sport 
organizations have in many ways been trying to do the right thing but they 
just do not have the resources or the specialized expertise to do this. And I 
think another piece that we can’t ignore is the system in Canada of funding 
based on performance. It is a big contextual driver. So, if you are going to 
fund, hire and fire people based on their ability to get performance 
outcomes, you will continue to have the Cecil Russells of the world. You will 
continue to have people disregard the welfare of young people because 
they are getting to the podium. The USA gymnasts are a perfect example of 
that. So I think the context around what is sport or hockey at its various 
levels, what is it really about, what is it for? And let’s hire the people that 
will meet those values that we associate with sports. You know, if I had a 
magic wand, it would be great to fund the people at the non professional 
levels based on the extent to which they meet the promise of sport in the 
Canadian Physical Activity Act, rather than on a win/loss records. I think the 
funding model in Canada is a huge problem, and it perpetuates the win at 
all cost attitude and whatever it takes. 
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Q – I direct the Montreal University Women’s Hockey Program, which was 
launched eleven years ago, and one of the things that I did right from the 
beginning although the coaches were kind of afraid of that, I started to 
annually evaluate the coaches, but away from the technical side of it, about 
trust, do you feel ok, etc. And then we came back to the team and say, 
based on your recommendations, this is what we are going to do. And now 
the coaches love it because the last thing they want is to be perceived as 
being out of line. So, we both educated the athletes and the coaches as 
well, about what it is – you might not like me and I might not like you, but 
there is respect that has to be there and there are ways to do things. And 
also to have this outlet if you have to reach out. And again, having those 
types of annual evaluations that go into a database and a little bit like the 
panel will do, we will survey the athletes but if that would be done on an 
annual basis, I think that right there you know, when you are afraid to be 
out of line because of those evaluations…  Have you had any experiences 
that any other sports or people are doing that? It is like in a working 
environment, if you are evaluated, there are norms that you have to follow. 

A – There is so much we can do outside of the complaints process to 
change the culture of sport. The contextual factors that contribute to 
abusive behaviours – there is so much we can do and the example you have 
just given is a perfect one. Another one that I have seen used is allowing 
the athletes to their own experiences, sometimes in an anonymous way. I 
know that in some sports where there has been someone who is behaving 
in a problematic way, your first attempt is awareness raising and education, 
but then there is monitoring through an ongoing anonymous athlete 
evaluation and that has been very helpful. And you are right, in a working 
environment, we often have 360o evaluations. Let’s do that in sports as 
well! 

Q – When it started, we said ok you do not want to put you name, it is ok. 
But they all started to say No, we should put our name, we need to, to 
bring them to talk. You know, to change a culture, everybody has to do it, 
so that everybody is protected if they talk, in a sense. 

A- It is a great way to help socialize everybody in that environment about 
the expectations and the norms. 

Q -We are talking about culture change. I think that culture is created 
because we have learned a certain type of way over years. If we want to 
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change culture, we need to start helping people and teaching people a 
different type of conversation, a different type of way. To me, disclosing or 
being able to have people understand around anger or feelings or what 
harassment really is. And to be able to have that conversation with an 
athlete or being able to accept or give feedback, is a taught skill, I really 
believe that. I think it is about being able to really have the fence posts in 
place to teach that type of skill and if we are working with young people, 
and if we go back to the workplace, how much money is a workplace 
spending now on teaching people this, communication basically. It is about 
being able to communicate about these, whether it be feelings, whether it 
be to give constructive feedback. But how do we give constructive 
feedback? A lot of times, it is screaming and yelling because we don’t really 
understand enough to teach yet, so we’ve got to scream and yell to get our 
point across. Have you seen that this kind of approach is a taught skill? 

A – Absolutely. In fact, we did a cool study a couple of years ago, analysing 
the behaviour of coaches in the most popular sport films. And they were all 
glorified for these types of behaviours that we are now trying to stop. There 
has been lots of efforts around education and I think we are being 
successful in getting the message across about what is not permitted 
anymore. And we have left them in a terrible situation because we haven’t 
done the other side of the equation which is: OK, if I now know I can’t make 
the team back skate until exhaustion after a lost game, what do I do 
instead? If I can’t punish because they violated curfew or any other team 
rules, what do I do instead? It is not only the flip side of the same coin, it is 
a completely different conversation. How do we encourage athletes to 
comply with team conduct? How do we motivate to get the best effort out 
of athletes without yelling and screaming? These are the things that we 
need a lot more work on. We need to help people in sport learn new ways 
of being in sport. And that I see is the big gap right now. Respect in Sport 
does a good job of introducing those things but we need a sequel that says 
how do you enable everyone, athletes, coaches, administrators, to have the 
best possible experience, which includes athletic achievement, it doesn’t 
mean that we are not interested in doing well anymore, but how do you get 
those things in a way where people are healthy, they feel supported, they 
feel fulfilled. That is the next chapter in sport. 
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Sheldon – Absolutely. And I think that our position has always been to set 
the table. Maybe it is a facility to roll that can go in and teach people, and 
teach coaches, players, teach the “sport family” how to have these 
conversations, go deeper. I just feel that that’s the gap and I think the gap is 
a lot of times: We are not sure of the other way. We are not sure what to 
do, it is almost like we are frozen in fear a little bit. I believe that the 
majority of people involved are good people, we just need to guide them 
into the expectations that are coming out now. 

Dr. Kerr – Yes and you know sport has a funny way of looking within itself 
for the answers. Tends to be kind of insular. But this information is all 
available through education, the education field. We know how people best 
learn at different stages of development. We know how to best motivate 
people and get them to best help them reach their potential. We need to 
draw upon that research and apply it to the sports scenario. It’s all there. 
But I think we have done a real disservice especially to coaches. They are 
feeling vulnerable, they are feeling blamed because a lot of these cases 
have, not all of them of course, but a lot of them have been coaches. So 
they are feeling that the fingers are pointed at them and yet, we are not 
helping them with alternative ways of being. 

Daniele – There are coaches that go from one organization to others 
because they cannot stay more than two or three years with the same 
program or the same team because of that. I like the fact that you say we 
know what it takes but we don’t do it. And when we are talking about gaps, 
it’s about winning, it’s about you know, if I want to go to the NHL, well I 
need to be seen as a tough coach, I need to be seen as a successful coach 
based on wins and losses, and not who I am. And some people want to say I 
want to play for this coach. I go even further, I mean this is such a closed 
world. There are no women involved in coaching at CHL and that is part of 
everything that we talk about. It is really We want to protect our culture.  

Chair – And Daniele, there are no women either in ownerships in the CHL. 

Daniele – I have been the only coach in that League. 

Chair – Because what I am hearing, and I’m the only non expert here on 
this panel, is that for over 20 years, sport associations of Canada who are I 
would imagine in majority funded by the Government of Canada, have 
been given a mandate and yet, they did not adhere to the 
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recommendations. So here we are with the challenge of convincing 60 
middle-aged, white haired owners to change their culture forever. That is 
the challenge that we are facing as a committee. But I think that what Dr. 
Kerr has told us today is that what is needed doesn’t necessarily have to be 
reinvented, it’s all there. It is then for us to recommend in a compelling way 
that the world is going into that direction and organizations like the CHL will 
either be seen as leaders or followers, and usually followers don’t succeed. 
That is the challenge that we will be facing. 

Dr. Kerr – And I think that again speaks to the need for sports to align itself 
with the broader society. You know, in today’s Canadian contacts with the 
diversity we have in our population, Black Lives Matter movements and the 
Truth and Reconciliation commission, they can’t afford to not be more 
inclusive in so many ways. You can make the argument on social and equity 
grounds. You can also make an argument on financial grounds, just as the 
business case for having women in corporate organizations was made. 

Chair – I was reading something and there’s a phrase I kept with me: Those 
of us who don’t change won’t survive. That is the challenge that the CHL has 
right now. 

Sheldon – The worst words in business - we have always done it this way. 
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Sarah is originally from Nova Scotia. She has done a ton of work in the 
space of educating judges and the likes across the Country round the 
impact of all forms of abuse, bullying, and basically the impacts of trauma. 
One of the big things is about disclosure, why people don’t disclose. And 
that is why I felt Sarah would be interested in speaking to us. 

Thank you so much for having me today. I was just delighted when Sheldon 
phoned and asked me to provide a little bit of information today to your 
panel. 

So, like Sheldon said, my name is Sarah and I am a forensic interview 
specialist here at the Child Advocacy Centre in Calgary. I did receive my PhD 
in psychology from Memorial University in Newfoundland and over the last 
four years, I have conducted hundreds of forensic interviews of children 
and youth who for the most part have been sexually abused. I have also 
done a few for severe physical abuse and neglect as well. And of course, 
just to make sure everybody is on the same page, when I refer to forensic 
interviewing or when Sheldon talks about forensic interviewing, we are 
talking about the developmentally sensitive, legally-sound methods of 
eliciting information from victims that can ultimately serve as evidence in 
criminal Court. I am privileged to do that every day here at the Centre and 
in addition to that, I also provide training to mostly law enforcements like 
police officers, but also to prosecutors, physicians and judges as well. I 
spend a lot of time in the interview room talking to kids who sometimes are 
in a disclosure process, meaning that they have already told someone 
about what happened, and they are coming to talk to me and tell me the 
full story. But on many occasions, I am in a room with kids, and particularly 
youth or teenagers, who are not in the disclosure process and they have 
not told anyone about what is going on. But maybe Mom or Dad saw a 
concerning text message, or there was a concerning rumor that ultimately 
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brought it to police attention. Then we end up talking to them and trying to 
figure out what it is that has been going on. So that is a little background of 
what I do here every day. Also, the content that I will be sharing today, all 
of it will be made available to you. So, I will follow-up with an email to 
Simonne with the PowerPoint, with the reference list and electronic copies 
of the studies that really kind of inform on what we are talking about here 
today. 

The topic we are talking about is a critical one. It is one that demands our 
attention. We are talking about the impact of abuse on children and youth. 
So, we will focus primarily on sexual abuse that is just the nature of the 
work that I am involved in, but I will touch on emotional abuse and hazing 
as well. My intention there is to really provide you with really strong 
references that might be able to help inform your future work on this 
project. 

I wanted to start by sharing with you some local statistics to Alberta and 
these really reflect the work of the organization I am a part of. We see that 
well over half of the youth in the age group of 12 to 17 struggle with a 
number of challenges. They struggle with suicidal thoughts, substance 
abuse, mental health, aggression and sometimes sexualized behaviour. 41% 
of those youth are not only struggling with one of those challenges, they 
are struggling with more than one, so the impacts are significant. And what 
we are talking about today is really rooted in a theme that kids who are 
victims of sexual abuse can experience some pretty negative outcomes in 
their lives. So, that is what we are going to focus on today, and we will start 
with sexual abuse. 

Sexual abuse in sports is a recognized problem. It has been systematically 
documented all over the world, which I am sure is one of the reasons which 
brought this independent review committee together and I think that it is a 
tremendously important work. It is estimated that anywhere from 2 to 8% 
of minor aged athletes are victims of sexual abuse. The dynamics are 
complex and they are nuanced. In many cases of child sexual abuse, we see 
a lot of sophisticated perpetrator grooming and what I mean by that is not 
just the behaviour of preparing kids for abuse, but it is also the after 
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effects, so all the efforts the perpetrators put in to keeping kids quiet. The 
grooming is a lot more nuanced than we sometimes think about.  

So, on the one hand, we have sophisticated perpetrator grooming and on 
the other hand, we also have communities and societies that struggle to 
really understand the scope and the severity of the problem. So, when we 
combine this sophisticated perpetrator grooming with communities that 
struggle to understand the scope of the problem, what happens is we end 
up with kids who are victims of sexual abuse that experience a great deal of 
fear, shame and stigma, and this is really concerning. The shame, the 
stigma, the fear, -this can result in a number of short-term impacts and 
longer-term impacts as well.  

So, we will see shorter impacts which I am going to focus on first today and 
really concerning disclosure processes and disclosure dynamics. Fear 
scheme stigma can really make it so difficult for kids to actually come 
forward and tell someone about what is going on. It is really kind of a 
paradox because we rely on kids to disclose when they are being abused so 
that police can pursue an investigation and so the kids can also receive the 
treatment and support that they need to move on and live really healthy 
lives, but the paradox really lies in the fact that the kids perceive the 
environment that they are in to be unsupportive. They are worried that if 
they do tell, they are not going to be believed and they are not going to be 
supported. So, we are really in a complicated place here. Sheldon delivers 
such a powerful message when he talks about empowering the by-
standers. I really can’t underscore the importance of that enough, because 
we know it is really difficult for kids to come forward themselves. 

We will now have a look at patterns of disclosure in cases of child abuse. 
And there is one really great Canadian study, actually researchers in 
Quebec surveyed a group of adults who reported being sexually abused 
while they were under the age of 18. What they found was that there was 
quite a difference in terms of patterns of disclosure. The researchers found 
that 20% of their sample disclosed pretty much right away. But almost 60% 
of the sample didn’t disclose for at least five years after the event took 
place, and another 20% of their sample never told anyone and in fact, filling 
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out this anonymous survey was the first time that they ever expressed to 
anyone that this has happened to them. So, the literature is pretty clear 
that delayed disclosure is very common and that we really need to start 
considering it to be a normal process. But unfortunately, in our 
communities and in our criminal justice system, this is a really confusing 
topic because there is a deeply rooted attitude and belief that if someone is 
experiencing sexual abuse, that they will tell, because they want it to stop 
and they will report it. But we know from the literature, and I can tell from 
my own personal experiences, that disclosure is complex, and it can be very 
difficult for kids to come forward. 

About a year ago, colleagues and myself, we had published a med analysis 
in the Journal of Child Abuse and Neglect, and we wanted to really come up 
with an overall effect of the prevalence of disclosure and forensic settings. 
The issue is that there are a lot of studies out there that report that 50% of 
kids disclose in forensic interviews, 60% of kids disclose in forensic 
interviews, and there is a lot of discrepancy over what the predictive 
factors are. So, we went out to do med analysis to find out what was the 
overall effects when we take the quality of studies into account, when we 
look at all of the moderators, what is it that comes out on top that matters. 
Well, we found that across every single study that has ever looked at the 
prevalence of disclosure, that kids disclose in forensic contexts, like a 
forensic interview, about 64% of the time. So again, these are instances 
where there is a serious allegation made that makes the threshold for 
assignment to a police unit and kids are brought in for a forensic interview 
and in those cases, only 64% of kids are disclosing when they are asked 
about these issues. So, I really look forward to seeing future research 
around the impacts of disclosure and the processes of disclosure, because it 
is something that I think we don’t fully understand yet, but is so critical that 
we continue to message to our communities and continue to share this 
information in our circles and our criminal justice systems so that people do 
not fall victim to their own stereotypes around disclosure.  

So, it should be considered normal and there are lots of reasons why 
people delay their disclosure, and certainly this is not an exhaustive list, but 
we will just go through a couple of them. In terms of uncertainty, victims 
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often report that they are not really sure if what they are experiencing 
warrant a report of sexual abuse. This is something that is also kind of tied 
into the grooming processes well, because it is something that we consider 
to be a gradual process that often leaves kids feeling very confused. The 
inappropriate behaviour could consist of things like sexual propositions, 
exposing a young person to sexual abuse images or pornography, exchange 
of rewards for sexual favours, so it can be a very complicated nuanced 
process. And due to the grooming impacts the perpetrators have over 
victims, this can be very confusing for kids. Sometimes, they are just not 
sure if maybe what they have experienced is actually sexual abuse. And 
that might keep them from disclosing, because they are just not really sure 
what is going on, and they are kind of confused and try to work through it 
on their own. 

Trauma. We talk about this all the time. It is absolutely a factor that can 
impact a kid’s decision to disclose. Betrayal trauma is a significant feature. 
Lots of times, kids are typically sexually abused by someone that they 
know, in almost every single case, and in many cases, it is someone who is 
very close to the youth. So, if the child or youth really looks up to these 
persons or really respects them, it can be very devastating to them that this 
is occurring. That could inhibit the decision to disclose. Systemic trauma is 
also an issue, so it is very possible that kids hear about their peers’ 
experiences or they watch TV shows and see how the process kind of 
unfolds, they might get exposure to people not being believed about 
allegations of sexual abuse. So, the systemic trauma might be enough to 
keep them from disclosing. The chance of having to testify in Court, having 
to talk to police, all of those things are really important. And here at the 
Centre, we play a significant role in trying to reduce the systemic trauma 
that kids could potentially experience. That is certainly one of our goals 
throughout the entire process. 

Shock, fear, those are very obvious reasons why kids might decide not to 
disclose. And denial, cognitive dissonance, is such a powerful concept. If 
kids are experiencing cognitive dissonance where their attitudes and beliefs 
are not really matching up, that could cause a lot of psychological distress. 
What I am talking about here is when a young child really looks up to the 
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person perpetrating the sexual abuse, they think this person is really 
wonderful, they really respect them, they hold them in high regard. This 
wonderful person is now doing something that the child considers to be 
wrong, and that can be very difficult to understand, it can cause a lot of 
distress. And what is happening is that young people will tend to minimize 
the behaviour that is considered to be wrong. They minimize it so that the 
discrepancy between attitude and beliefs becomes smaller, and that can be 
a bit easier to understand in that way. If cognitive dissonance is at play, it is 
very possible that self-blame, guilt and a sense of responsibility will follow, 
because oftentimes what happens is that when young people kind of come 
to the realization that what has been going on is really wrong, then they 
put a lot of blame on themselves. They feel that they have done something 
wrong, and that can be really detrimental to their long-term mental health. 
So, that is one thing, when we have opportunities to speak to the media or 
get a message out there to kids, that is a thing that I always try and share 
because it is so important for kids to know that even if they feel like they 
have done something wrong, or even if they have been told that they have 
done something wrong, or they feel a sense of responsibility, it is important 
that they speak up because they won’t be in any trouble. 

Reputation concerns is another factor that really plays into decisions to 
disclose. People are worried about how they are going to be perceived and 
sometimes, it’s even possible that victims are going to be worried about 
how they are perceived in a sexual way. This is particularly relevant for 
young boys who have been sexually abused. 

Loss of support. Again, oftentimes perpetrators are intimately involved in 
the lives of the kids and that worry about loss of support is significant.  

Now alternatively, disclosure can be delayed not because a child has not 
tried but because they have tried and their attempts have failed. 
Whenever talk about this, I automatically start to think about the very first 
victim that came forward in the Larry Nassar case. If you have a chance to 
listen to her victim impact statement, and I would encourage you to do so 
because it is very powerful and she really does a brilliant job of describing 
the process that she went through in trying to disclose. When she tried to 
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tell her parents, particularly her father. She tried to tell other people 
outside her family. And each time, she was met with disbelief. She was 
made to feel ashamed. And in fact, she was even told that she had to go 
and apologize to Larry, every time that she made these allegations.  

So, the issue around disclosure and the dynamics of the patterns of 
disclosure are very complex and so individual to each child and youth. But I 
just want to be very clear that delayed disclosure really should be 
considered the normal. And we know that, the literature is very clear that 
it is not typical for kids to disclose right away. It should not be taken as a 
factor into consideration for their credibility later on down the road. 

In terms of impacts of sexual abuse, oftentimes we do think about the 
typical psychological impacts, medical impacts, behaviours that people will 
experience later in adulthood, and somatic symptoms. It is also important 
to know that when we think about disclosure, delaying disclosure does 
have an impact on mental health. The longer people wait, the more 
psychological distress they experience. It is so important that we do build 
the culture of confidence in our communities and empower the by-standers 
that Sheldon talks about. Those are all critical factors, because if kids can 
disclose as soon as they can after the abuse has taken place, the sooner 
they can get into treatment, the sooner they can start receiving support 
and the resources that are really going to help them move forward. 

Given the variety of outcomes when we talk about health, and in order to 
make really meaningful conclusions, when we talk about the impacts of 
sexual abuse, it is really important that we focus on med and analytic data. I 
am talking about here of the studies that have combined every single other 
study that have ever explored a particular research question to come up 
with overall effects. So, I am going to provide you with a couple of 
resources here that are really robust pieces of literature that you can draw 
up on. 

There are multiple scientists that have looked at the effects of child abuse, 
and they all find clear and complete evidence that there is a strong link 
between sexual abuse and a host of symptoms in adulthood.  
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What I am presenting here on this slide (Impacts of sexual abuse) are 
findings from what is called an umbrella review, and this type of study is 
just music to my ears because it consists of a review of 500 primary studies, 
consisting of over 4 million participants. This is a really robust piece of 
literature. It has found that there certainly are a variety of different impacts 
associated with sexual abuse.  

So, If we look at the psychological impacts, the top one being borderline 
personality disorder, kids who have been sexually abused are almost 3 
times likely to be diagnosed with BPD and 2,6 times more likely to 
experience post traumatic stress symptoms, depression, anxiety, self-
harming behaviour such as self-injury, and suicide attempts. So, the 
psychological impacts are significant. 

In terms of medical impacts, kids who have been sexually abused are over 2 
times more likely to experience disordered eating, they are more likely to 
experience continuous pain, the more likely to struggle with obesity, and 
more likely to be diagnosed with HIV. 

In high risk behaviours, those kids are more likely to misuse drugs and 
alcohol, to indulge in unprotected sexual interactions with multiple 
partners and they are more likely to engage in criminal behaviour. 

And the somatic symptoms, so the physical symptoms that are not directly 
rooted in a medical diagnosis, these are very important to look at as well. 
Kids that have been sexually abused are almost 2 times more likely to 
experience fibromyalgia, so pain all over their body that is very difficult to 
explain, and chronic fatigue syndrome. 

We can all agree that these symptoms are significant and can be very 
impactful on a person’s life, and these symptoms can certainly lead to a 
number of different functional impairments, like dropping out of school. 
We do know, and the research is very clear that kids who have been abused 
are 30% less likely to graduate from high school. They are 4 times more 
likely to be arrested as a juvenile, and they are 26 times more likely to 
experience homelessness in their lifetime. So, the impacts are significant. 
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I would now like to cover up some more material on emotional abuse and 
hazing as well. Again, I will send you these resources if you would like to go 
through them more thoroughly. But talking about psychological or 
emotional abuse, sometimes it is kind or argued to be a bit like a blind spot. 
But we need to remember that it is usually at the core of other types of 
abuse, like sexual abuse. It can include degrading comments, criticisms, acts 
of humiliation, belittlement, threats, and other kinds of behaviours like the 
silent treatment.  

You will see that some of the impacts associated with emotional or 
psychological abuse are similar to those experienced by individuals who 
have been sexually abused as a youth. We do see some self-harm 
behaviours. We do see some of those somatic types of symptoms which are 
very difficult to explain medically. We do see more suicide attempts and 
decreases in academic performance. And again, these symptoms can really 
lead to other functional impairments, much like we talked about earlier. 

In terms of the impacts of hazing, all like the other kinds of abuse and in 
particular sexual abuse, hazing is usually perpetrated by teammates, and it 
can involve a variety of different interactions. Sometimes, people are 
reporting in the literature that there are positive effects of hazing, but on a 
whole, a lot of the interactions are considered to be very harmful and very 
dangerous, including physical abuse, some psychological or emotional 
abuse, and even sexual abuses.  

We should not confuse hazing with bullying. In bullying of course, the 
intention is to alienate someone from a group and hazing is of course to 
bring someone into the group. So, that is why sometimes there are 
perceived positive effects of hazing, but ultimately, the impacts are well 
documented. Research from a couple of years ago is very clear that there 
are not only impacts on the sporting organizations, but also to the youths’ 
emotional health and their physical health. Again, we see a lot of the same 
symptoms, a lot of the same impacts coming up here as well: depression, 
anxiety, PTSD, disordered eating, substance use, criminality, and 
unfortunately, due to the violent nature of hazing, the literature is showing 
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that death rates are also increasing as a result of hazing. Some of those are 
very harmful interactions. 

Now, I just want to point out and kind of end on a positive note before 
questions, that there certainly is opportunity for hope, health and healing 
for these kids that have experienced abuse under the age of 18. I just want 
to touch on a few of those activities that can lead to increased help over 
time. At our Centre, and other similar centres all across the Country, we are 
here to provide wrap-around services to youth who go through 
investigative process and potentially through prosecution. There are team-
members from a multi-disciplinary team that work together to make sure 
that we can reduce the systemic trauma as much as possible. We also take 
innovative approaches during the investigative stage. As I mentioned 
earlier, not all kids are in a disclosure process and if we have a youth who is 
being interviewed but they haven’t told anyone about what is going on, 
they are there because someone else had significant concerns that they 
might have been sexually abused, our traditional method of conducting 
forensic interviews is likely not going to be that successful with those types 
of kids. We have to be really innovative. We have to think about like what is 
going on for that person in that time in their life, and oftentimes, we find to 
be really effective to explore the grooming process itself, and to explore the 
relationship, explore how things started, how it has been developing, has 
something ever happened that has led the child or youth to feel kind of 
confused, are they worried about someone. Those questions tend to yield 
really rich details that can be of high probative value in investigation. Lastly, 
there are really wonderful validated empirically-supported therapeutic 
programs for kids. Therapists across the Country are using trauma-focus 
CBT, and this is really helping kids to move forward and to deal with some 
of those trauma symptoms that they are experiencing that are really 
impacting likely many parts of their life and potentially holding them back. 

So, there is lots of good work being and I just want to reinforce that there is 
hope for kids to move forward and to live really healthy lives. 

Q & A period with Dr. Sarah MacDonald 
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Q – I would be very much interested to find out, since the umbrella review 
over all those researches, what would be the best question to ask to know 
why people don’t disclose. You also mentioned that there are positive 
aspects to hazing? I’ve been surprised when you said that. I have never 
heard of that personally. I understand that a lot of people mix hazing 
activity and integration activity or team building, but is that because they 
mix the terms? Because obviously, team building, integration, now at the 
University level, if you do want to have any kind of integration activity, you 
have to have a training, you have to name a person responsible, who is 
going to be doing what, where and how. So, we are changing the 
perception that this is not hazing, but integration of people.  

A –That is a great question about asking people why they don’t disclose. 
And when I teach police officers on all of these evidence-based protocols 
for forensic interviewing, that is something we spend a great deal of time 
on because asking that question the way I think any of us would ask about 
anything like: Why didn’t you do that? It seems pretty innocent, but in a 
forensic interview room, the why questions can come across as kind of 
blaming the victim, and so we try to stay away from that as much as 
possible. We had very great success asking people “What is it about two 
months ago, about that day that really made you want to say something?”. 
It is kind of a positive way to approach that question to find out about 
maybe what were the supports in place that day, or what message did he 
receive, not that I would be that direct with a child or a youth, but I am 
coming at it from that angle that can help them think about you know, 
something probably happened that made me want to say something. And 
you know, it could be: “I was really worried about my sister, because I 
realized that she was going to be at that age when it started for me”. It 
could be any of those reasons that are very personal to that person. And 
certainly, covering off that disclosure recipient conversation is incredibly 
important to do in a forensic interview because we know from recent 
search that in Court, in a Criminal Court, when the kid is cross-examined, 
they are asked about that conversation over 90% of the time. And in Court, 
they are asked under very stressful conditions, and they are asked very 
inappropriate questions that can very easily confuse the child or youth. So, 
if we can gather that information in the forensic interview, under the most 
ideal circumstances, with the best kinds of questions to minimize 
miscommunication, then that is just going to set them up for success in 
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Court. There are really good questions and there are definitely ways – I like 
the wording of: “What is it about that day or that time that made you want 
to tell?”. And usually, that kind of get you the whole story of why they 
didn’t tell, without having to ask that question, if that makes sense. 

Daniele – Yes it does. It might be a little bit different in a survey kind of 
approach, more than into a conversation or discussion approach in a secure 
environment. But in a survey, it is delicate. And I do understand the “why” 
part because when you ask a question that starts with a why, it puts you on 
the defensive mode right away. 

A – Yes, we tend to stay away from the why questions because, in other 
cases it is kind of asking the kid to assess the perpetrator’s motivation of 
why they did that? It is really not faire to do that to them. 

In terms of the second question about hazing, I completely understand why 
that would stick out to you as kind of an odd effect of hazing. And I should 
be explaining a bit more clearly that the positive effects are perceived
positive. I am certainly not suggesting that there any positive effect to 
hazing. I don’t think that there is one. But in terms of asking like high school 
kids about what their experience was like, some of them report that there 
were some positive aspects of bringing the team together, in bringing the 
integration forward. 

Q – You mentioned at the beginning, and I am not quite sure if I understood 
properly, you mentioned that between 2 and 8 kids under the age of 18 had 
been abused. Is it in a general population or is it within a sport 
environment, and if not, do you have any data concerning the sport 
environment?  

A – That range of 2 to 8% is actually in the sporting environment. And that 
is probably the most specific statistic that we would uncover. And again, 
that is a pretty large range and I would argue that there is a bias in 
reporting as well, and we know that we only see the tip of the iceberg. I 
personally suspect that it is probably closer to the 8% range, because we do 
know that there are issues with reporting. 

Q – Something really stuck with me when you were talking about systemic 
disclosure, and how much basically the system prevents people from 
disclosing. We can look at the numbers on abuse, harassment and hazing 
and yes, there is something happening within the CHL. But what would be 
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the number of kids that are bringing “baggage” or personal experiences 
with them into the League? So, if we don’t set ourselves up and don’t have 
a place to be safe at the League level with these issues that are brought 
into the League from things that are going on at home, or things that have 
happened, stresses that might be happening with divorce going on in the 
family or whatever it is, it is going to be even…  I guess my question Is: How 
important is it to have a trusted entity for disclosure? 

A – Honestly, I would argue it is THE strongest factor. There is a study that 
came out recently that is qualitative in nature, but looking at the reasons 
why kids do want to come forward and what prompts them to tell 
someone, and feeling like they are going to be supported, it is the number 
one factor. Kids have told me in the interview room that they would not 
have come forward, they would have not told someone, if they felt like 
they were going to be disbelieved. So, having that supportive person who 
will listen and believe, and not ask too many questions at the same time, it 
is just so critical. It really is the most important factor. 

Q – In the survey that we are doing, we will be surveying the players for the 
last 3 to 4 years in all major junior teams in the Country, past and present. 
And from what we have heard so far, disclosing definitely seems top of 
mind to everyone we talked to. Also, that kids have to be able to feel very 
comfortable, very at ease and very supported in their quest to be able to 
express themselves, with the fear and the pressure and everything that 
comes along with it. If I would ask you what one question would you ask in 
the survey that we are going to embark on, to try and get them to react or 
comment on that?  

A – Yes, I can think of a question. Does it have to be just one or can it be a 
scaffolding approach 

Camille - Daniele is the expert on the questionnaire that we are doing with 
a polling firm. We have some limitations, but anything that could help us 
would be appreciated. 

Sheldon – Even if you made yourself available Sarah to work with Daniele 
on a question or two, that would be awesome. 

A - Yes, I would be happy to do that. 
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Camille – Thank you. Sarah, on behalf of the group, I would really like to 
thank you for your presentation, but more importantly, for the cooperation 
that you want to give us in the following days. That is going to be very 
important to us. So, thank you very much. 

A – Absolutely. Also, thank you very much for having me and thank you for 
doing all of this work that you are doing. It is again tremendously important 
and it is an honour to contribute in any way that I can. 
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Sheldon has known Jeff for 22 years. He helped him a lot after he disclosed. 
Jeff is a former NHL with Quebec, Toronto and New York, then got his law 
degree and was a lawyer at Teen & Blakey. He helped Sheldon a lot and 
they have been kind of interested in the same issues that the panel is 
discussing as a group. That is why the group thinks that Jeff can bring a lot 
of values and help them better understand a player’s experience, the 
agent’s role, the team, on the task that they have in front of them which is 
that independent review. 

Jeff indicates that he is very happy to help in any way that he can. Like 
Sheldon said, he kind of went through hockey world as a player in junior 
and NHL. That is where he and Sheldon met. In the last ten years or so, he 
has been implicated in hockey as an agent and will be happy to help the 
panel in relating things that go through now, or in any way the panel needs 
him to. 

Q & A period 

Q – How many players does your group represent in the CHL and what 
would be the ages of representation? 

A – It changes every year of course, but I would say that we have anywhere 
from 25 to 35 players every year in the CHL. Some years we have more, 
some years we have less. Maybe 1 ½ per team, something like that. In our 
agency’s perspective, we don’t have a crazy lot of clients like some other 
agencies. They recruit a lot of clients, a lot of kids in the pipeline, many of 
them that have never played pro. The problem with that, they recruit and 
they probably don’t have a lot of contacts with the kids until they turn pro. 
We recruit the kids, we really target them and spend a lot of time talking to 
their parents. We kind of have an ongoing dialogue with the parents.  

Q – So, you start recruiting them or signing them when they are 14? 
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A – Yes. We have to recruit them at 14. Unfortunately, that is what it is. 
When I started around 10 years ago, it was basically when they were 15, 
going on 16. But, for the last 10 years, there has been more and more 
agents starting in the business and those kinds of independent guys were 
trying to beat all figures, so they started recruiting younger. We would 
prefer not to go talk to kids that young but we actually have first contact 
with these families when usually the kids are 12 or 13. It is crazy. We don’t 
do a lot for them. Sometimes, they don’t even need an agent. But some of 
them are in top shape and we want to let them know that we are 
interested in them when the time is right. 

Q – I am kind of interested in the 16 years old that start in the CHL, facing 
all kinds of pressure, and according to what I hear, also from the agents. 
Some of the people are telling us that some of the agents put pressure on 
the kids. So, how are these kids, at 14, 15, 16 years old when they go to 
CHL, how are they equipped to face all the pressure points that one knows 
that they are going to have from all the people surrounding them, from 
parents to coaches to owners to scouts, to whatever? Do you help them 
with that or are you really another pressure point, or are you a facilitator? 

A – I would say that the agent, probably because coming from the fact that 
we played junior and played in the NHL, we don’t put any more pressure on 
the kids at all. We are there to guide them, we are not babysitters. We will 
not be going at every one of their games, standing up in their dressing 
room or waiting for them at the end of the game, or phone or text them 
every day. We check periodically on the kids. We don’t go at all their 
games, but we talk to their GMs, their coaches, if they are having any issues 
at school or in being away from home or with teammates, and that is more 
in the background. But to answer the question as to how do those kids 
react when they go away, a lot of it has to do with their family and the way 
that they have been brought up, and their support, being confident and it 
has not anything to do with how they have been ranged. One of the key 
components for our group is that we don’t recruit problems, so we can 
identify in the very first meetings if one of the parents is overbearing or if 
you can sense that the kid is trying to please his dad or mom, they are going 
to be people who are calling in to complain ice time, or whatever. We try to 
avoid those kids. We don’t care how good a player this kid is, we.   will not 
take this family on. We have done this in the past but we have noticed that 
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it doesn’t matter, we can’t change this kind of mindset of certain mothers 
or fathers. It is the way they brought up their kid and their relationship is 
subservient to the dad or the mom, or whatever it is. We then try to stay 
away from it. We try to stay with the families that are really supportive, 
interested and do not relate to the things that are not important. So many 
of these people get wrapped up in the power social media and the ratings 
and what some people write about their kids. We try to filter all that out. 
None of that matters. From my experience and with my clients, I tell them 
to ignore all of that and if they are willing to listen, it helps to kind of filter 
all that cheap stuff. 

Q – So, that is your approach. You say you have probably 1.5 kids per team 
in the O. How many kids do you think would be drawing at straws just to 
find, you know you’ve got an agent, an independent agent, that they see as 
their ticket, and they don’t care about the stuff that you talked about. How 
many of these kids you think are feeling the pressure from their parents, 
and then now their agents, because the agent probably just steers right 
into what Mom and Dad want to hear. Do you see that as a problem for 
these kids who are playing in the CHL? 

A – There aren’t a lot of agents that do whatever the parents want them to 
do or say. But we also act as a buffer sometimes. We got parents who are 
great, they brought up their kid very well, but they are a little bit high 
strung about their kid. We developed the relationship with the kid and 
without ever coming between the parents and the kid, we often almost act 
as a buffer. The kid trusts us and says: My Dad, he is too much, can you talk 
to him? We do that sometimes, but there are a lot of the agents out there 
that don’t act like this, like create a buffer. ___________________ we 
believe that they have the opportunity to play at a certain point in their 
career, they get jaded because they see that the opportunity is closing. And 
typically, I try that the negative influence around the team for the kids who 
have been there for 2 or 3 years and who aren’t going to go out and play at 
a higher level and are pissed out about it and they are acting like not 
hockey players chasing a dream, they are acting like teenagers of 18 or 19 
who are drinking and going to parties or do all the other stuff that an 18 or 
19 teenager does when they are frustrated. We often talk to the kids and 
we refer to what they like_____________________________. But when 
you look at reports of things that happened years ago typically to a bunch 
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of players, we read about the ______________ situation this year, you read 
about guys who may or may not have a career in hockey, they let the 
opportunity go on and they sabotaged it, or tried to sabotage it, 

Q – If these older kids are fairly identifiable, like you know I think you can 
just kind of identify some of the problems or whatever, in your experience, 
how does the team address those individuals so that they are not that 
influenced? 

A – Well I think that with regards to the kind of anti-bullying, the fact that 
you can’t _______the kids anymore, I think that In our experience, we had 
basically less than one or two percent of the kids that ever faced that 
because of the role that the CHL, the OHL put into place to combat that and 
I guess It is up to the teams to really enforce it. But when all this stuff came 
out, _____________________________ these situations were going back 
to early 2000, so we are talking like 15 or 20 years ago, I get It because stuff 
like that happened and you can’t ignore them. But in my experience in the 
last 10 years, we haven’t had any kind of complaint about situations where 
kids have been put in the bathroom naked, or any other stuff that used to 
go on for years. I don’t think any of that happened. at least with respect to 
our clients. I went back and asked a lot of guys to know if anything like that 
is happening, or are they avoiding talking about it. They said no, we don’t 
have any of that stuff on our teams. So, that is one thing but we did have 
this situation with a client on a team where there were a lot of players 
bullying 3 or 4 younger guys, and one of our clients was checking ________ 
so he was not a rookie, and he was one of the top to be drafted this year, 
and a great kid, but this guy was bullying all the time. So the GM called me 
to let me know what was going on and asked what I wanted him to do. So I 
said I basically want you to have a discussion with the kid and tell him that 
if he does it again, then I’m going to talk to the parents of my client and 
they are going to get him ________ and ultimately, he is going to be 
probably suspended. So, if you feel that this bullying stuff is going too far, 
that would be the way to go, but this was just a bunch of brats who are 
coping with stressors every day, and I was worrying about my client. So the 
teams take care of that, I mean, he called me and said you know this kid, 
the coach has been watching him, he is always _______________________ 
and he is now well aligned and your client feels much better, he is relieved 
that he left that guy that went through stressors every day, trying to make 
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fun of him or whatever. And unfortunately, when you have a bunch of 16 to 
20 years old guys in a room everyday together, you’ve just got to have 
some of that stuff naturally if you put 15, 20 guys together who are at that 
age, on any team, you are going to have guys trying to be smart asses, and 
you know be funny. But in doing that, they are actually offending 
somebody. So, that has been my experience. We haven’t seen many of 
them but we had the odd cases when there was some dressing room 
bullying. In those cases, they basically called us and we had to deal with it. 

Q – What about coaches Jeff? Did you ever have to deal with coaches? Did 
you ever have this emotional abuse, the belittling, the screaming, the 
yelling, what is that like? 

A – Yes, there is still a bit of that going on, but the legal and the team GM 
and the owners are so confident that this is not acceptable at all, that if it 
rears its head at hockey, so when the coach moves, they may come down 
on the guy pretty quickly. And typically, a guy will only be vocal after it has 
happened once or twice. There was this coach who has been screaming at 
one of our clients every time he came off the ice for a number of games. 
The kid called me and I said I cannot do anything because it may screw 
things up with the coach. So, I called the GM and talked to him about it. 
You and I both know that guys with power, the kids are so young that they 
do not really appreciate that.  
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I do have a little presentation that won’t take us long. I just want to run 
through some of the research in the field and how we have oriented 
Headversity, and also our work with the USHL. Now, if I could introduce the 
two gentlemen with me: Evan Rand is director of Hockey operations with 
the USHL. He and I have worked together closely over the last two years to 
get this program Headversity to his players. As you all know, the USHL is a 
similar league to the OHL, Q and the WHL. Then, we have their coach of the 
year last year, Oliver David, who has a lot to say about Headversity and how 
he used it to improve the mental performance and mental health of his 
players. Thank you for having us on  

If it’s ok, I’ll dive right into it and ask questions along the way because this is 
highly informal. 

Just to kind of expand on Sheldon’s introduction, I am a psychiatrist. I 
trained for too many years to become a psychiatrist, and I still work with a 
lot of athletes. I am one of the few psychiatrists that would focus on 
outpatient athlete work. I started my training in the University of Calgary in 
medical school. I started seeing athletes already in medical school. I have 
always had an interest in working with athletes, it is such an interesting 
group. Growing up in rural Saskatchewan, there was really nothing else to 
do than plan hockey, so we did that. And I have always taken to working 
with folks who have mental health issues and are lead athletes in their 
sport. I did my residency in Toronto and got to work with a number of 
leaders in sport and mental health, which is really interesting for me. There 
is a burgeoning field in sport psychiatry which I can say I am a part of, at 
least in Western Canada, seeing the number of athletes I do. A lot of my 
practice also revolves around neuro-psychiatry, seeing folks with 
concussion and head injury. And of course, there is a lot of big athletes that 
would fall into that category.  
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So, part of my interest in this topic came when I did a documentary in the 
last three years of my residency. It is called A Dark Room and it is about the 
stigma of mental health in hockey, and how that interplays with hockey 
concussion. I had a lot of fun making this film. It played on CBC for a 
number of years. It is still used in High schools’ curriculums across Canada 
as an educational tool on mental health stigma in hockey. I got to meet 
some of my heroes like Hayley Wickenheiser, Eric Lindros and Stephen 
Brunt who is my favourite journalist of all times. They had a lot to say about 
this topic. One thing I left that experience with is just being very frustrated 
with how long it takes to make a film and then how few people watch it. I 
think our viewership was very strong and the documentary rolled, but it is 
still a documentary and nobody watches CBC anymore unfortunately, 
except me and my Dad. So, I left that thinking I wanted to create more 
content in media that was what we call micro-learning, a short-form of 
learning with accurate tools that you can give to an individual about the 
topic of mental health. That led me to build a team around Headversity and 
make some very specific content and tools for lead athletes, and also we 
work in the corporate world as well, like Sheldon’s organization. That led us 
to Headversity.  

What I might touch on now if it is ok with everyone, is just a short slide 
deck on the research that has been relating in the literature about stigma in 
mental health, and of course that all leads into the topic of bullying, 
harassment, abuse and all the excellent work that Respect Group does 
around discrimination, diversity and inclusion. I have a bias towards 
thinking that it starts with stigma around mental health. 

What we know from data, if anyone needs references, please feel free and I 
can send them over, we know that athletes suffer the same prevalence of 
mental illness that those in the general population. There are actually a 
couple of studies to show that there is a little more than in the general 
population, because things like eating disorders are typically higher with 
the lead athletes, not as much hockey players, but sports like rowing and 
volley and long distance running. But also concussion in hockey and football 
and the indoor soccer is so prevalent that it actually pushes the levels of 
depression and anxiety higher than in the general population. 

In terms of just basic symptoms we are looking at for current athletes, 
about 19% of athletes say that alcohol misuses is a symptom that they 
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have, and up to 34% would suffer from an anxiety disorder or a depressive 
disorder at some point in their career. And that is probably higher than in 
the general population in which we are looking at 15 to 20%. For former 
athletes which is the bottom line, 16% would say they would still 
experience distress on a weekly basis and 26% would say they have an 
anxiety or depressive disorder. Now, it is important to distinguish what is a 
disorder, like what is something that would debilitate someone versus a 
symptom, and of course, everyone has some sort of mental health or 
mental illness symptom but not all of us have disorders. But this statistic 
just points at one thing: athletes suffer as much as the rest of the world.  

What we know is that there are some significantly risk factors amongst 
athletes, and I see this clinically all of the time, where folks come in, either 
active athletes or former athletes, and they talk about the intense training 
demands of the sport. It is unlike anything else in the world. That daily by 
daily rigor of training has an impact on mental health. There is this constant 
drive to improve performance and that is a truthful issue when the 
personality type that gets into sport is typically a type highly individual, and 
if they face anything that involves involuntary retirement, they can’t play 
anymore, or they are injured on concussed, those all have very significant 
impacts on somebody’s mental health. The bulk of the data on injuries 
impact on mental health comes from the USA ski team, the Alpine ski team, 
showing that if you have an injury, you have about four times higher risks of 
experiencing distress, loneliness and pursuant to that, mental illness. 
Involuntary retirement, that happens I think to all athletes. At some point, I 
think they all retire at an involuntary stage. That is common with this level 
of athletes of course when they don’t make it to the next level, they get 
injured or they go to school. It is common for that to have an impact on the 
mental health of them or their family. And what we often see in hockey is 
young players to have left their house, billeted let’s say at the age of 14, 
and have really made hockey their identity. That’s the thing that they do, 
and when they are no longer able to play hockey, at the age of rightful age 
21 or 22, there is a very significant shift in who they are, and that portends 
a lot of distress and mental health issues. A personal story about this: my 
bother left home when he was 14 and played junior hockey from the age of 
14 to 22. He was very young when he left. And it is a common experience 
for players in our major junior leagues in Canada. I cannot speak of how 
common it is in the USHL but it is very common for this high level of 
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athletes to leave home and not have the protective contact with their 
family. 

Concussion – of course in the last ten years, this literature on this has 
exploded, a lot of it out of Toronto, and a lot of good researches out of the 
University of Michigan showing that if you have one concussion a year, you 
have at least a two times higher risk of having a major depressive episode 
in your life. If you have more than three concussions, it puts you at a higher 
risk of suicide. Oddly enough, if you have a concussion on a weekend, you 
have a higher risk of suicide, and that is some really weird epidemiological 
data out of the University of Toronto. But that is my field in working with 
folks who have concussion and working through the mental orthopedics 
they are after. 

Let’s just talk briefly about Todd’s work done with the University of 
Nebraska, where he looks specifically at why the stigma in sports. So, we 
have this confluence of factors: we have athletes experiencing mental 
health and mental illness at the same rate as the general population. They 
have all the resources in the world, potentially, and they don’t access them 
at the same rate, they just don’t and we know that. So, there is a number of 
reasons for that and this is one of the reasons that we have started to 
record and view at CHL, and started Headversity. So, when we look at the 
public’s opinion on mental health and mental toughness and athleticism 
and athletes, they are highly contradictory still. Even with all this anti-
stigma work that we have done in the last five to ten years, there is still this 
notion that mental toughness and mental illness aren’t the same, that you 
cannot have the two at the same time. And then, athletes internally, create 
that stigma and they think that mental health symptoms are a sign of 
weakness. Now, this is not ground breaking research. What I think is 
amazing about this is that it is still very common for young athletes to think 
that. This is a psychologic stigma that we are trying to get out of and then 
break, with different specific techniques. I don’t think that it can be 
understated that the incentives to getting help are far outweighed by the 
negative consequences. So, when you think about the positives of reaching 
out for help: well if I can feel a little better, maybe I’ll perform better / I 
won’t suffer as much, the negatives are like: maybe I’ll be ticked off my 
team / maybe I won’t be able to talk to my buddies in the dressing room 
because I’m so different from them all of a sudden / maybe I won’t get sent 
to the next level. In this particular study that showed that objective, they 
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were saying that athletes are afraid of not being able to sign a contract if 
they came out and said I have depression. Now, there have been a couple 
of recent examples: Brian McGrattan, Tyler Parsons in Calgary in particular, 
saying they have suffered in the past and have depression and they were 
still been able to come out at the other end. There is still a lot of work to be 
done here. Athletes are just still worried about this stigma around mental 
health. 

Now, this is just a really interesting quote from one of the studies: 

“Athletes fear, possibly rightly so, that disclosing mental health symptoms 
or disorders would reduce their chances of maintaining or signing a 
professional team contract or and advertising campaign.” 

So, we are still here, like we think that that stigma has evolved, and it has. 
In sports, there is such a complex nexus of factors around mental 
toughness that it makes it difficult for folks to reach out. A couple of factors 
or barriers to reducing the stigma around mental health itself are: 

A lack of literacy around it, so not knowing the basics of what 
depression is and what it isn’t, when to reach out and when to get help. 
Having past experiences that are negative, and of course, 
Having very busy schedules. That cannot be understated. These young 
athletes are on the road all the time and to go and sit down with a 
counsellor weekly is just not something that can happen. So, in my work 
with athletes, if I want to see them at a certain frequency, it has to be 
teletherapy, it has to be in a different context than come to my office 
every week, which is the typical model for psychological and psychiatric 
cares. 

So, there are solutions to this, it is not all bad, things are slowly evolving. 
But I think we have a lot more work to do and I am really excited that this 
panel is being put together to really attack this work, and mental health in 
the context of the greater discussions that you’re having on how do we 
help create a space, an environment for these athletes to play and thrive 
in? Some things that we found really work are: 

To give tools and don’t lecture. I know that young people shut off when 
you tell them what to do and don’t give them the resources. And there 
is actually a lot of anthropology research on the ability to give tools, and 
if you cannot give tools, stigma gets worst. Most of this research about 
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stigma, about giving tools, has been in South Africa in the late 1900s 
early 2000s where medical practitioners would go into small villages and 
test widely for HIV aids. They would say OK, you have a positive 
diagnosis of HIV and they would say What do I do about it? And they 
would say Well nothing. Now, there is nothing that we can do about It at 
this point. So, imagine that main stigma, now how many people will be 
lining up to get that test and there is nothing you can do about it. And 
so, actually giving education without tools makes the issue worse, it 
entrenches the stigma. And we see that commonly in mental health, so 
what we need to focus on is giving the tools, giving the education, giving 
actual things and take aways that people can do to take care of their 
own mental health and, empower them to reach out for help when they 
need to, do mindfulness training if they want to, trying the different 
therapeutic tools available if they think it is valuable. 
The other important piece here is to reduce the stakes of reaching out 
for help. It feels to a lot of athletes, if you talk to them about seeing a 
therapist, it will end their career. Now, those stakes are high. To reduce 
those stakes is the piece that will help reduce the barriers. Reducing the 
intensity of that feeling around reaching out for help will actually stop 
your career, that is an education piece that needs to come through very 
clearly. 
Meeting the athletes where they are at is an important concept. The 
bricks and mortar education style of teaching has quickly dissolved, 
especially since COVID. And I think it hasn’t been effective in sports 
really ever. Athletes do not like sitting in a classroom and talking about a 
subject. They like getting information where there are at. Sometimes, it 
is in their dressing room, mostly now it is on their mobile devices. 
Another important concept is channeling towards things that are 
already working. We have a lot of great sport psychologists, sport med 
docs, crisis lines, that athletes can access. They don’t know how to get 
there and again the stakes have up to this point been very high to access 
that. That entrenches the stigma cycle. 
Finally, just a piece about language. I think we actually do ourselves a 
disservice by starting up any discussion with athletes around depression 
and anxiety and suicide. It turns young people away from the discussion. 
What young athletes, all athletes, what all people care about, I would 
argue is how to be better. How to not just feel better internally, but to 
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be better in whatever you’re doing. For me, how to be a better 
psychiatrist. For Sheldon, how to be a better public speaker, all the work 
he does. He needs to take care of himself, I need to take care of myself 
to be better at what I’m doing. Athletes feel the same way. So, they like 
to hear about how this will improve their performance, and get away 
from the illness narrative. 

Now, I’m going to talk about Headversity that I have worked with a team of 
technologists and sport psychologists and psychiatrists to roll out the app. I 
think in particular we built this tool to be the best there is. I am happy to 
discuss other types of educational tools out there, but this is the Cadillac. I 
am highly biased towards this thing and I want to talk as much as possible 
about what we have done. 

Headversity is a resilience training program. We used resilience specifically 
because mental health as I said is not a language that always fits with 
young athletes. The program is a mobile platform, so it’s easy to download. 
We rolled out with the USHL at their fall classic and we taught all their 
athletes to load on the app. It is a two steps function and you are on. What 
it does, it gives you the ability to learn skills such as: 

Self expertise: Why do I do what I do? What stresses me out? What are 
the things that trigger me? 
Mindfulness: Being here, being present, and how that helps us to be 
better athletes. 
Mental fitness: Managing stress, being poised, being confident in times 
of duress. 
Mental health: What is depression? What is anxiety? What it is not? 
How to reach out for help? When do we reach out for help? 
Hardiness: Developing the tools to weather the storms and get through 
difficult times. 
Energy management: There is a particular piece around sleeping here, 
because there is a lot of the literature showing that athletes often 
struggle with sleep time. Diet and exercise, those things aren’t as 
resilient for young athletes who spend all day thinking about their diet 
and their bodies and how to make them better. But the sleep portion is 
quite important. 

The app itself does three things:  
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It helps people measure where they are at, aiming on baseline and 
resilience scores. We developed this with experts at Ryerson University. 
Actually, they are leaders in resilience measurement science. When you 
get on the app, you take a quick 18 points questionnaire and you get 
skills you need to meet the resilience skills, and then it boosts these 
skills. The one you see at the top, this individual is low in hardiness. for 
you. 
The tracking piece is important. It helps the athletes track where they 
are at and show improvement as they go along in their resilience 
training journey. So this particular tool is a headzone and you can check 
are you unwell? Are you feeling great? Are you just ok? And if so, how 
can you improve. And if you are unwell, where do you get help at that 
point. This gives the athletes more of a guide in learning for this journey 
so they can prove their headzones in mental health. 
And finally, the training, which is unique for each athlete, because it is  
positioned based on their resilience scores. If they start to get low on 
mindfulness, then the app will sent stats through the different questions 
that it asks and then, you get guided to the mindfulness meditations, 
and the mindfulness content that is going to help that athlete to 
improve that mental health and resilience score.  

Just a final note on this app. There is a really important thing that is built 
into the app and that is kind of a, we don’t advertise it as THE thing, but it is 
an important side effect of the app, and this is a simple get help button. So, 
if athletes are on the app at any time, they click on it and then, they just 
have to click I’m in Canada or the USA, and they can nearly text a crisis line 
worker who is on the other end 24/7, in whatever region in the US or 
Canada. So, we think that this is saving lives and we have some evidence to 
show that young people are using this when they need to. 

To give you just a rundown. We launched our app last season with the 
USHL. I was there with I think just over 700 athletes, trainers and also their 
referees. We were able to get their baseline scores on resilience, and each 
of their six resilience skills. They were showing above average resilience 
scores and that is great. We were seeing trends throughout the season, 
dips and dives. So, we were able to measure something, which I think is an 
important piece of any mental health, any programming that you carry out, 
this kind of measurement I think is the key thing that needs to be done, in 
longitudinal data that is consistent. 
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We are very proud of two things: one is that we have 77% of athletes in the 
League who have been training on this app, so pursuing daily work, on 
average 8 minutes and 41 seconds, doing daily work on their mental health 
and their resilience, and mindfulness, or any other skill that they want to 
check in with. They are actually using it at a very frequent pace. 

A couple of things that to incentivise the usage, we set up a competition 
with Teddy Purcell who did a quick video on his phone. The competition 
was around whatever team had the more app usage and who would get 
into it daily would get a training camp with Teddy Purcell at the end of the 
season. That was very popular and it has really flipped the script on this, 
like let’s talk about the pression in the classroom and anxiety, and really 
like this academic speech that I think has hurt the mental health narrative 
who is very much into a performance space where you are competitive 
with your peers, and it is actually  daily trainings that have been measured. 

And just a couple of quotes from athletes that were sent to us after using 
the Headversity app: 

“Headversity gives you the tools and things you can do to build your 
confidence and go talk to your coaches and teammates about things. It 
helps you have the confidence to want to go talk to them instead of sitting 
back and letting things happen, taking more of a proactive stance.” 

This was really important to us because we want to open that conversation 
and make sure people are talking about it internally.  

And a defenseman from the Chicago Steels said: 

“I think Headversity has been so helpful and has made us feel really 
comfortable in going to teammates/coaches for help.” 

So, we are excited about that because that is evidence to us that we are 
opening the conversation and improving the channels of care, which is 
something that we set out to do. 

Question period with Dr. Ryan Todd 
Q – It opens up the discussion between the players and the coach, I get 
that. Do you know if there is any follow-up by the coach or the team, or 
whatever? Do you have any stats on that? Because I mean, you can go to 
the coach and if the coach says the wrong thing, you are still probably at 
the same place wouldn’t you be? 
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A – What we have built into the app is, I mean we call it an escalation 
system, we don’t obviously call back to the players. But if you have endured 
a little bit of stress and you want to do some mindfulness training, you can 
do that in the app. If you are suicidal, at the other end of the escalation, 
you have a crisis line that you can literally call. If you are somewhere in the 
middle, you can set up a conversation with your coach. We call that a care 
conversation. And then, if you are even further, there are other resources 
that the League offers. So, we channel towards whatever is appropriate and 
then we have some subjective data to show that coaches have 
conversations back and forth.  

Q –For many coaches, I don’t have the stats, but… you know, the concept 
of resiliency is the ability to be tougher versus the ability to cope and 
develop those abilities in order to cope and act right? Here, it is mostly 
about athletes, but what about coaches? What about having a discussion 
amongst themselves or within the organization to bring them to the next…  
and maybe it is part of your presentation… but again, it’s one thing, but the 
nuances between… we still hear many coaches: You need to be tougher, but 
then, they changed tough for being more resilient. There is a big gap, there 
is a big nuance I should say. 

A – I am glad you bring that up because it is an important part of this 
training. How we define resilience is your ability to prepare for adversity. 
So, inevitable adversity that will come up, then let’s be prepared for that, 
whether it’s you know, leaving home at the age of 14 or a tough coach, or 
you have depression or your billet is stressing you out, or whatever it is. We 
want to be able to prepare for that adversity. What we have built into the 
mental health section of the app is something called Care. So, Care is kind 
of a pillar concept with the mental health piece. It stands for Create time, 
Attend, Respond and Refer, Ear my follow-up time. It is essentially coaching 
coaches and trainers and players to have a bilateral conversation around 
mental health. The previous kind of thought of a mental health 
conversation if we can call it that, is that you reach out to someone and 
they shift you off somewhere or they have all the answers. But the fact of 
the matter is that it is actually a bilateral conversation and a bilateral 
responsibility. And through this app, or providing training to coaches, 
trainers, referees and hockey players on how to have this conversation, the 
discomfort that coaches and trainers and players have so far has been very 
high, and we are trying to reduce the stakes and just coach people and 
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show them how to have that caring conversation . And we have reasons to 
believe that that is happening, as I worked with the USHL and Evan and 
Oliver can speak to that. 

************************************************************* 

So, just a wrap-up and then we can have a more open discussion about 
things. When we set out to work with the USHL, of course USHL, they are 
leaders in pushing conversations on diversity. inclusion and mental health, 
taking care of their athletes on providing their athletes education. They are 
road leaders in terms of providing that level of athletes what they provide 
them. And they have buy-in top to bottom around this. What we had set 
out to do is: 

Create purposeful engagement around mental health, so get away 
from we are going to sit in the classroom or worst, have a psychiatrist 
like me come lecture you for two hours about depression. We are going 
to actually have engagement around it and we are going to measure 
that engagement and that shows in our numbers.  
We looked to build habits to drive on-ice performance. That is where it 
needs to start. 
And then, build habits to drive off-ice help seeking. That’s really where 
we need to go. 
And with that, building a Care culture, and of course, care is that mental 
health conversation: Creating time, Attending, not fixing but attending, 
Responding and Referring to the appropriate resource, ear-marking 
follow-up time. 

Evan and Oliver have a little bit to say about sort of how we engage and 
how things have been rolled out. They are experts on the front line, 
working with Headversity with their athletes. I will then turn to Evan to chat 
about this. 

Presentation by Evan Rand 

First and foremost, I want to thank everyone for having on and be able to 
share the USHL league side of an important topic. I am the director of 
hockey operations at the USHL, so I have actually been working very closely 
with Ryan. I figured that the best kind of way to approach this was maybe I 
just kind of share a quick story about how Ryan and I connected and start 
working together.  
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So, about three years ago, a lot of coaches and general managers in the 
league started to approach the league office about a leaguewide mental 
health support or solution. And, I think originally, there was just some 
hesitation and uncertainty about what to do with a player, especially a 
junior age hockey player, who needed this type of help and support. So, 
noticing that, I started talking to a number of people who were coming to 
the league office or expressed these concerns to me. So, our office began 
to kind of survey those around the league, and people outside the league, 
and then the industry. And what we were kind of seeing is the approach 
that most people were having a very reactive way to provide support to 
mental health, which is obviously a most important piece. But when I had a 
conversation with the NHL, they suggested this alternative approach, and 
they suggested that we should start being proactive and train the players in 
this mental resiliency piece. So, I started cutting off the number of players 
that needed that reactive support. And this would have a variety of 
benefits, right? Because starting training players in mental resiliency so that 
they are stronger in mental wellness, and if they are stronger in mental 
wellness, then they should be able to perform better on the ice, so their 
outplay would be better. 

Since we are a development league, as Ryan kind of mentioned, if we can 
better equip players to be able to handle these stressors once they leave 
the league, that’s a job well done for us as well. And that being said, it 
should help to allay things like that reactive support which is ultimately the 
most important part, and also cut costs probably for some reactive support 
as well. So, the NHL introduced us to Ryan and Headversity. That’s when we 
rolled out this program and we started providing, originally our players with 
this type of training platform. And during the season, we realized that this 
was equally important for the rest of our officials, so we extended the 
program to that group as well. Both have really started to engage with it, 
because the officials are no different than the players, they are dealing with 
a lot of stressors off the ice, stressors on the ice, and they are all trying to 
make it to the next point in their careers as well, so no different, so they 
can benefit too.  

But one thing that I want to touch on this and I think it is important that I 
also mention is that at no point were we trying to make this a mandatory 
program, we wanted players and officials to use it because they wanted to.  
So, what we thought would be beneficial: strong onboarding process, and 
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also have that motivational piece that Ryan has mentioned during the year, 
and players really kind of heated up. Unfortunately, we were not able to 
have that Teddy Purcell clinic at the end of the season because of the 
COVID crisis, but regardless, we saw a really good engagement throughout 
the season for both groups – officials and players. And I also think that kind 
of also shows just how this age group’s stigma is shifting towards mental 
health, when they are willing to engage with this stuff. I would say that 
after one year, it has been a really really positive approach to a mental 
wellness solution and I haven’t had any team suggest that we need an 
alternate or supplemental approach, so we have been quite happy with the 
proactive approach that we have been taking. 

Q & A period with Evan Rand 
Q – I think you used the word “pretty good uptake”, so do you have stats 
on that? 

A – The optic I was referring at was an optic in the number of coaches and 
GMs that were coming to our league’s office and just saying Hey, we need a 
mental health solution or mental health approach because they are 
noticing an optic on the front line with their players. 

Q – That is what I am talking about. Maybe Oliver can give us some info on 
his team or do you have that Ryan? 

Ryan – I can speak of the stats that we have gathered on engagement. We 
had 77% of the league adopt the platform, and they were using it on 
average of 8 minutes and 41 seconds a day. Knowing technology, and 
especially mental health, this is an exceptional amount of usage in 
engagement with a mental health training. 

Q – So, we don’t know how many players are using it? 

Ryan – Yes we do, 77% of the league, 77% of those 700 players are actively 
using the platform. 

Oliver – And that was an average of 8 minutes and 41 seconds per player as 
well. 
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Presentation by Oliver David 
I don’t want to be redundant and all of you are far more educated and 
articulate than me, I’m just a hockey coach. But the way that I can sort of 
say how we implemented it, it is maybe centered around performance, to 
the question of how a coach would do it on the toughness and the 
resilience aspects of things. 

About the concept of micro-learning that Ryan mentioned, for me, that 
stood out because the science of learning which I am not the one to speak 
on it, you know I don’t really like the term today’s athletes because I don’t 
think they are any different in terms of receiving and putting things to the 
use, other than the delivery of the devices, but it is the content I am 
referring to. To me, learning in chunks or minutes at a time, delivered with 
a human aspect, is really, really, really important. Safety is a word that 
comes to mind in Ryan’s entire presentation. I just kept thinking the word 
safety. And when you talk about a 14 years old, I coached in the WHL as 
well for the Portland’s Winterhawks for a year, so I kind of pride myself on 
being one of the only Americans, even take it further, I’m from California at 
that, and to be in the CHL and the USHL on tier 2 of the US, and I started in 
the U training. It is a really big piece for me to be. This concept of the 
micro-learning and safety, the moving away from home, leaving your 
parents for the first time, it is something that I heard in the language 
throughout the presentation. So, this very basic concept of how these kids 
learn, or how kids learn in general, again, the micro-learning Headversity
uses, and then the safety of the players, is basically if you will, the delivery 
of the way that the conversations are, the Care concept as well that I find 
great obviously on how to talk to players. 

So, what does it mean for us in performance? Headversity became a 
resource that we use. Fortunately for us, and this is why we are the winners 
of this whole thing in Dubuke, in terms of winning the competition. Maybe 
having Teddy Purcell join us at some point. We took these things very 
seriously prior to learning about Headversity. And once we were presented 
Headversity, it was such a no-brainer. Again, I am not qualified to teach 
these things, so when Headversity came across, it was like a sigh of relief: 
Oh man, thank God we have something like this! We are piecing it together 
every day, we educate ourselves, we read articles, we have a really good 
group of coaches, medical staff and we want to provide a safe environment 
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and we want to make these things, opened conversations, and here comes 
Headversity and it was a game changer for us last season. It ultimately 
contributed to us having the most successful season in my six years here in 
Dubuke. For sure, I am very certain of that. We made it all part of our daily 
schedule, this is how it all ties in to kind of performance. Micro-learning, we 
were already doing.  Learning of that term, I am going to use it all the time 
now, for how we do our drills on ice even, and how we have our meetings 
and so on, with video, everything. I am just trying to sort of maybe 
represent a coach, maybe not all coaches, but a coach. When I hear these 
concepts, how can I time-in the drills, how can I time-in on ice practice, how 
can I time-in our group chats, what articles do I want to send, everything in 
chunks and all kind of follow the same thread. So, we made this part of the 
thread of our season, the narrative of our season. We scheduled it every 
day. We have theme days in Dubuke, so Tuesday is team Tuesday we call it. 
So, every Tuesday, we pack our own lunch, we go up to our conference 
room, we watch a video, we do Headversity, we talk about the lesson, we 
all do the same lesson together, maybe twenty minutes some of them 
because we do it in groups and then we talk about it while we are eating, 
we’re laughing, you open the blinds, the sun comes in or the snow, and 
then we get on the ice in that frame of mind, after having talked about 
human things, not about how we need to be tougher and have a better 
forecheck. Tuesday night, we had Headversity homework and we did 
maybe a mindfulness or a breathing exercise and they would send a screen 
shot in our group text that they had completed the homework. Because as 
mentioned, you get a completed score or just a memo in the app that you 
have done a lesson, or if you completed something in general. 

The other thing that Ryan mentioned is kind of his definition of resilience. 
That sums it up for me as well, the ability to prepare for adversity. It was 
something that we really cared about in general, and we have what we 
refer to as our Saints standards here, of course we are called the Fighting 
Saints. A lot of people talk about We before Me or Team first for instance, 
you know, a team first mentality. We actually flip it and we say Everything 
is about you. Our first standard is productive mindset, so every single day as 
part of our thread, which again you can see why we love Headversity and 
how it all ties in, we are teaching what a productive mindset is, whether it 
is through articles, the energy of a player on the bench that we can refer to 
from our last game, that maybe was a minus in his productive reaction on 
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the bench, and we tie that in to an Headversity lesson, and on, and on, and 
on, this narrative goes throughout the season. The one thing I’ll say is: yes, 
we made everything about performance, but from the place of the safety of 
the player, mentally and physically, and learning being a common thread. 
But all of those things to be best prepared to perform in the game. 

Q & A period with Oliver David 
Q – I would be really interested to hear how was the conversation when 
you guys started having the conversation as a group at the start of the year, 
to you know, at the end of the year? How did that conversation evolve? 
Was there more confidence and clarity in having those conversations 
amongst the groups? 

A – Strangely enough, the season ended with COVID, so with a real issue in 
terms of safety, a different kind of safety obviously, but the very short 
answer is we were deliberate in any coaches’ meetings, and again I think 
we were successful because of these things. Somebody else could easily flip 
that and say well, you were successful, you won all of your games, you 
were a top team, so the players just kept going and listening and everything 
was fine. So, when everybody’s happy, everything’s easier. We didn’t use 
that narrative. We used the first one. So, everything that we did, no matter 
the energy that it took, to the way we talked to the billets or what we asked 
them to be aware of, everything was a daily operation. So, the narrative, 
when it ends up at the end, literally is just like a book where every single 
page led to the next page, and we tried to tell a concise, clear story every 
day, when one thing connects to the next. And then we found Headversity, 
and we were challenged because our next standard is nothing casual in 
Dubuke, including sleep. That is the second standard, so everything is 
nothing casual but is effort based. And once we were kind of challenged, 
the kids loved it. They loved it. And we ran with the challenge of trying to 
win a competition because that is what we are doing right? We are trying 
to perform to win games to win a competition. By the end of it, you know 
the concept of the open-door policy for a coach to… these types of things, I 
can honestly say again, aside from Headversity, if coaches can be educated 
from you guys or from the leagues, from the top down, on creating safety 
and then using a resource like Headversity, it will be helpful for coaches. I 
had the concept in my mind of creating safety. I have been in junior for 12 
years now, 6 years in the USHL, tier 2 here in the US and I told you in the 
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Western league, so along the way, figuring out how important it is to take 
care of these children, to really, really take care of them, even if they are 20 
years old, because of the things they are facing, that was our narrative. So, 
by the end of the season, even months before the end of the season, 
before Christmas, players come in smiling despite performance parameters, 
they know that they are safe here. The number one thing I think makes a 
good leader is consistency. In this case, we are talking about delivering a 
consistent and clear message, so the daily messaging is it for us. When they 
come in, they learn very quickly, I would tell in less than 90 days, less than 
30 days, coach isn’t turning on me when I turn the puck over, coach is 
yelling at me but it is something productive, it is my play and not me, those 
kinds of things. We work on that. It is not about me and the things that I’ve 
discovered, but it is in a way if I represent just coaches for you guys. That I 
have been educated in these things, over the years, at this level. And 
maybe it’s a criteria that coaches go through a curriculum in the summers, 
just like they do for their on-ice training. Maybe it is a module included in 
the Hockey Canada stuff, or CHL stuff, I don’t know. A resource like 
Headversity is available to the teams or to the leagues. 

Q – How far do you go as a coach to create this environment when possibly 
at the end of the day, you do have a GM, an owner or an organization that 
in theory want to do it all, but they don’t want to replace what the social 
environment of someone is? And that is a question that you know, years 
ago, I asked a lot of Olympic coaches. It is one thing when you work with 
the best of the best, but in the CHL, the intention to create this is in theory. 
And you know, when it is too hard, you just pick another kid, so how far do 
you go? As a coach, I would like to hear your perspective on that because I 
believe that coaches at any level are the level that could change. 

A – Do you mean when a player is not receptive, do we stop or give up on 
him, or trade him? 

Q – It is the opposite. We heard creating these environments without 
offering the tools. Like a league or owner would not want to invest in that. 
It seems that, in theory, education and training are there, but the tracking 
and the measurement might be lacking, I don’t know, I don’t have the 
answer at this point. But then, it is societal, how far a league like CHL 
should go, and I’m assuming that a coach could be stuck between the two, 
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wanting to do more but having the owner or GM saying this is what we do, 
and if those athletes need more resources, we just cannot go this way. 

A – First of all, something that you reminded me of that comes to mind is 
again, I experienced it first hand so I know that is real. I do think there is 
more to it than the USHL players, you know, the window of time. 100% it’s 
real that the CHL is much more back against the wall up against time. A 
four-year window compared to our athletes in the USHL, their next stop, 
yes they want to be drafted to the NHL, but their next stop is the University 
ranks. They consider the University ranks a way to the NHL, not the end. So, 
it’s a big contrast, really big contrast I would say between our players and 
the CHL players. Which is why I would say coaches need a structured 
education, I would think, as part of their certification or something. So, for 
us again, coaching, and I kind of speak on a personal level as to how far 
would I go, and then, as a Club as well, I care more about the player’s 
experience as a person, their day to day experience here, away from their 
parents, than I do about anything else. So, again, the way that we help a 
player is, this goes to the team level as well, to the GM and the ownership, 
are all in alignment. Just very quickly, our ownership are graduates from 
Harvard. They started the team because they wanted to provide a way to 
continue education for hockey players. They all played at Harvard. They are 
actually all Canadians as well, but they came to the University here. So, the 
very real target is hockey with education, not separate. And part of the 
education’s curriculum for us is this type of training. But again, now you can 
see that this is kind of what we are made of at the Club, it’s why we took 
Headversity seriously, it’s the things that I value in life, making sure people 
have a productive experience. I use the word productive more than 
positive. I don’t want to get into it, but obviously, sometimes kids do well 
working through anger. You know, they have to work through their process 
and they get something productive at the end. We talk about productivity 
quite a bit. So, it’s in alignment for us. Safety first for us here. Maybe 
another layer of coaching - I don’t have a mandate to win at all costs. I’m 
not going to be fired if we lose for a few weeks, I don’t think, it has never 
happened, so I have no reason to think that it will happen that way. But the 
owners and the GM know what I value and know what I try to do here each 
day and when we talk about the results on the ice or what they are seeing 
on the ice, we usually can tie it all together in our conversations when we 
do game reviews and we do things like that. If a player is having a tough 
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week, they know about it, they can kind of see It on the ice that maybe he 
is having a tough time. Another layer is, we do have outside resources, we 
do offer a team therapist the players can see as well as Headversity. So, I 
mean any resource that we can make available, our ownership has made 
available. 

Q- When you coached in the Western league, do you feel that the Western 
league of the CHL, or any of its teams, do you think that it is a development 
league? Do you think that they consider themselves a development league? 

A – I paused for a little bit of effect there. That’s a question I get asked, and 
what is the difference between the two leagues. That are the questions I 
get often asked. I was in Portland one year with Mike Johnston, his 16th or 
17th season, and then I came back to Dubuke. I was in Dubuke before, and 
obviously after. I experienced development yes, in Portland, a 100%. We 
had conversations around mostly or actually in all, in on-ice development, 
in preparation to go to the next level, not open conversations about mental 
health necessarily. And that doesn’t mean it did not happen, but I was in a 
much more traditional assistant coach there, with Mike Johnston, I would 
say traditional like in comparison to the NHL. So, my job was this, and that 
is where I kind of stayed. He very likely might have had those conversations 
and now it is actually coming to my mind, we did have a gentleman that is 
widely known in the CHL. His name is just drawing a blank. He works with 
several teams, I think one in each league actually, and he is a psychiatrist. 
He is not a sport psychiatrist but he is on the Canadian Board, he is a very, 
very high up guy. In Portland, we had him on retainer. So, we had a 
resource, but we didn’t build our day around it like I’m talking about. So, a 
development league, just for your knowledge, the top guys got a lot of 
attention. The guys that were maybe first year or second year guys, they 
were probably trying to keep their heads above water, maybe not as much 
attention. Draft year was a big deal. Just from my observation skills in other 
teams and playing time for individuals and doing pre-scouting and figuring 
out who teams lean on, yeah drafted players got a lot of ice time, or first 
year eligibles, those are the guys getting most ice time. Some guys you 
didn’t see for weeks. Maybe they didn’t play a game. How are they treated 
in their town, I have no idea. But some things must be in place for the 
majority of kids on those teams for sure. 
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Closing comments 
Dr. Ryan Todd - I appreciate everyone’s perspective and the time and 
attention being put in this. I think we are all in this call because we believe 
very much in the development of young athletes and protecting their 
mental health and creating safe environments for them. So, we are trying 
to swim in the same direction, which is why I appreciate this panel being 
set up and everyone putting thought, time and attention to it. 

Thank you Camille, Daniele, Sheldon and Simonne for putting us together. 
Evan and Oliver for providing the real expertise. I really appreciate that. 

Camille – Thank you very much. It was to say the least very interesting both 
from a technology side and also from getting a perspective of the League 
and very importantly, the perpective of a coach from that League that puts 
players’ safety first. It is very important and very heart warming to see that 
stuff like that is happening. Thank you very much. 
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Over all, I totally understand where this is coming from and I think it is way 
over due. In this world, and a few guys experienced it, sometimes it is such 
a closed world, an old school mentality, and it’s not opened to many 
changes. Sometimes, they are not really opened to analyze the effects and 
repercussions of anything that is happening. So, it’s long over due.  

I spoke with Sheldon a little bit about it prior to this call, but I was lucky in 
my upbringing in juniors. In my rookie year, it was banned from our team, 
there was no what we called back then, initiation, or hazing, or anything 
like that. We were lucky enough that our owner and coach understood the 
fact that it was an opportunity to get together, to get to know each other, 
but there was a way to do it with respecting each other, and everybody 
coming out of that on the stronger side and in a positive way. So, that was 
the approach that I had in my junior. I’ve heard a lot of horror stories 
around the league. It was one of those things where you weren’t allowed to 
ask why. It was just part of it. It was something that you just go through, 
you face it the best you can, even though at that age gap, it’s huge at that 
point in your life. If you live something like that later on, you got a lot more 
tools to handle it right away I would say. But when you’re 16 years old, 
you’re just leaving home, it’s your first experience, it’s already a lot and 
you’re not equipped to face that. 

Yes, I was very lucky in my experience and I’m really happy to join you on 
this call because it’s something that needs to be addressed. It wasn’t the 
proper way, it was a little bit ugly how everything kind of came out, 
pointing fingers and everything. But the fact now the League and everyone  
wants to get in that the right way and get to the bottom of it, and when you 
talk about culture change, it’s not a pill you take does it, it’s not all right 
we’ll do this and everything is fine, it takes a lot of work, it takes a really 
deep understanding of what’s going on before you can actually start that 
work. So, I’m really happy to join you on this call and I’ll be happy to give 
you any information you need. 
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Q & A period with Bruno Gervais 
Q – Bruno, I remember in our conversations, you felt the pressure when 
you were, I think, coming out of Midget hockey, to join Junior, but you 
decided to stay and… what was that? I know you talked about having to 
deal with that kind of pressure and the negative that came with it, but you 
are happy that you made that decision. What was that like? 

A –I came from a house where school was always number one. My Mom 
was a teacher. So, the Major Junior route at that point wasn’t really 
attractive to me. So, when I was in my Midget AAA year, I told every scout 
that came to see me or that would want to meet me after the season that I 
was going to go to the US, to University. And that was my goal. For me, 
hockey was fun, but I was going to work towards getting a real job. That 
was my mentality, I lived it. I wanted to go to a US college somewhere. So, 
we started the procedure in that way. There was a lot less information back 
then so a lot of it came really fast, and between my Midget AAA year and 
me making the decision, I was lucky enough that I was a late birthday, so I 
was allowed to go back for an extra year in Midget AAA if I wanted. I had a 
really good season that year so I ended up being a first round pick in 
Bathurst. So, that kind of settled a little bit the pressure. You know, you’re a 
first rounder, there’s a little media, a tornado around that, and I was at the 
same time trying to look how to find opportunities in the US. I heard about 
_______________, I did some tournaments, we went to Boston, we did a 
bunch of different things. We were in communication with Yale University, 
they were sending me to Chicago to play for the Chicago Steels, USHL 
because I had a year to kill, I had to prepare for the SATs. There was a lot 
involved with that. I ended up going to my Junior camp, and then, I was still 
at the point trying to make a decision. For me, the decision, I was again 
lucky enough, the coach that was there, we had a meeting, he left camp at 
some point, had a meeting with the owner and the GM, and at some point 
the coach kind of just took me on my own and told me: It’s black or white. 
If you pick hockey, major Juniors is a better way because it’s right now. And 
if you pick school, go to a US college and we will be fine with that and 
respect your decision. So, he was really supportive of that. I kind of made a 
hybrid decision, I switched to the English High School there. I said, as long 
as I learn English, it will be a good start, and then, do a different route with 
school, because major Junior in the Maritimes, a lot of it  back then was a 
couple of hours in a big classroom with your teammates and someone in 
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front just to kind of look over what you are trying to do in the class. That 
wasn’t really serious. I didn’t want to be part of that, I wanted to do my 
own, so I was going to a normal school, real school, same schedule, doing 
my grade 12. But the pressure came from that decision. It was a lot, 
because it’s not one of those where oh let me try for a couple of months, 
and I can switch back or whatever. It was a life decision that I had to take 
when I was 16, even before everything started and you got that pressure 
where: I don’t even know if I’m gone make the team. Obviously, you are a 
first round pick, but nothing is kind of just given like that. So, I had to make 
a decision for me, and I was trying to respect where the team was going. It 
was a lot for me, a lot for my family at that point. It was about two months 
of barely sleeping prior to this camp, but it made me grow a lot in some 
aspects of life and it made me grow up very fast. That was the pressure that 
we talked about. 

Q – You spent three years in Bathurst from what I remember, and you are 
still following Major Junior in the Q right now? 

A – A little bit yes. I know some guys that now play in Major Junior. I ended 
up going back a couple of times to see the team. I know a couple of guys 
around here like Drummondville, Gatineau and these places. 

Q – When you started in 2001. If you can go 20 years back from back to 
where you started, in the three years you played junior, and what you were 
seeing happening back then, and fast-forward 20 years to what you’re 
hearing today, is there a difference? Has there been some progress? Or is it 
still the same old culture? A lot of people are still the same owners… 

A – There is a lot of it that’s pretty similar. For me, with what I hear, the 
one aspect that we didn’t have then is social media. You can’t deny that, it’s 
something that can be really powerful, but that can be really dangerous. 
That’s one aspect that, the stories I hear when I talk to young kids, that’s 
the one side that we didn’t have. I was in Bathurst, I had no clue what was 
going on anywhere else. Once every couple of weeks, I’d phone my buddy 
who was playing in Gatineau back then and we’d chit chat about how things 
were going, but there was nothing else. So, I help out here with the CAA 
agency. I skate with their kids once in a while, they’re 14, 15 years old, guys 
that are going Midget AAA, eventually Major Junior, some of them are 
already there, and that social media is the biggest difference, because 
that’s all that we talk about. They’re so skilled, they’re so fast, they’re so 
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good with the puck, that’s not where you got to teach them. But they have 
anxiety problems, anxiety of performance, stressed out, constant pressure, 
and a lot of it is because of that little screen that they are always kind of 
looking to, comparing themselves, hearing what people are saying. For me, 
that’s the biggest difference. It’s still a little bug, it’s difficult to understand, 
the hang of it. 

Q – So, the pressure that you felt back then, do you say that the pressure 
on the 14, 15 years old today when playing Bantam of Midget is greater 
than what was happening in your time? 

A – Yes. A hundred times bigger and greater, especially younger. You know, 
I sat down with a kid that was 14 I believe or 15, and he wasn’t ranked in 
the top three for the upcoming draft and that crushed him. Back then, we 
didn’t know the list. One guy would make the list and it wasn’t too serious, 
but for him it was just kind of he kept reading, kept reading this guy is 
better, this other guy is better. For us, all we are trying to do with these 
kids, is trying to bring it back to this pure essence where you like what you 
do, you have fun, you enjoy it. Go with that. Do your thing. Block the noise. 
But it’s hard to block the noise at that age. It’s something that I learned 
through my pro career. And later in life, you find tools and it’s still hard, but 
you find a way to kind of block some noise. But there’s no way I could have 
done it at 14 or 15 years old. 

Q – What do you think the pressure is from parents? 

A – We’re in a performance society and it’s all about concrete performance 
right away, right now, what have you done for me lately? It’s that mentality 
where, even talking with some of the parents, well, they’re all hung up on 
he wasn’t on the powerplay, or he just scored 18 goals this year. It’s so like 
right now, that pressure, that everyday thing where there’s no big picture 
anymore. You don’t have time for the big picture. It has to be now. And 
hockey is one of those sports that usually, players develop later than 
sooner. The draft is too soon, the pressure, the agent, everything is too 
soon. You don’t let the kid work on his own personality, his own human 
side of things before the athlete’s side of it. So yes, that pressure comes, 
and most of it, it’s parents with great intentions, but sometimes the kid 
doesn’t have the tools to handle the message, and it turns sour pretty fast. 

I don’t know if you guys saw the article that came out of Sweden, the 
changes that Sweden is making. And they’ve been striving in that direction 
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for many years, and they made more changes again. And one thing they’re 
doing to keep their kids in the game is to bring the fun part up, work on 
making if fun. And once you can take away, and I don’t want to say it’ a bad 
thing, but when you take away the parents and let the kid say how he feels, 
the results, the winning or the big results are number 40 on the list of why 
they like playing the game, when parents that are paying or parents that 
are always watching their kids, it’s the number one thing. They believe that 
if he scores a goal, he plays in the powerplay and he wins the game, that’s 
where the fun is. So, that’s a big thing that they started feeling, because 
they understand those emotions really fast but they don’t know how to 
handle it, so they grow up with that and once they get to that point, 
because they are really good, it becomes a ticking bomb. 

Q – And the Midget AAA teams in Quebec for example, they’re not 
equipped to help the kids going through this pressure? 

A – They’re trying more and more. They’re trying to surround them as best 
as possible. The hard part in that is that everything comes down to money. 
You have a really tight budget on who will be coaching your team, and if 
you don’t have the money, you’ll have one coach and that coach is gone be 
doing a hundred jobs for all those kids, and he is going left and right, so 
they lack time. When I first retired, the first thing I did, I came back and I 
wanted to coach. I wanted to get back and for me, Peewee was the best 
age. The Peewee, when he gets to his first year in High School, it’s a big 
change, it’s that first little step into something a little bigger. You’re playing 
your hockey in school, so I thought it was the best thing. That’s where I 
realized that for the coach it was impossible to manage all of this. The kids 
now have cell phones. They have that pressure. It’s a new school, new 
friends, and there were so many things surrounding the hockey, that the 
coach didn’t have the time. I spent my whole year there. I don’t think I 
taught anything on the ice pretty much. I was more talking about the 
school, the pressure, giving them tools to change their perception of that 
pressure, everything, trying to have fun. That was the whole thing. So, 
there was nothing that my hockey side of experience youth, it was all on 
the human side. Everything I learned about dealing with pressure, with 
stress, anxiety, tough times, and everything like that. That was more what 
the teaching was, but they don’t have the budget, or they don’t have the 
people, the cast, to help out every single kid. 
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Q – I would like to have your perspective. You’ve been obviously, from 2001 
until now, you mentioned like 100 times more, like the pressure, the social 
media. Could you just go a little bit more specific why you say 100 percent? 
It came out really easily – yes, it is harder today to deal with all this than 
before. I understand the social media part, but could you be more specific 
about… and of course today, you’re looking at the situation with what I call 
the adult eyes. Before, you did not know, you thought it was part of the 
culture, this is what it means. And you did not know the consequences of 
maybe not having the support that we are talking about when it comes 
down to having the tools to cope with all this. Could you be a little more 
specific about why it is 100 times harder or bigger? 

A – Well, I lived it a little bit in my three years in the NHL. The cell phones 
kind of started coming around, like the social media started to come 
around. And then, what I experienced was like you didn’t have that break, 
You weren’t in control almost anymore of when you were going to feel that 
pressure. There was no escaping it, as easy as it was before. So, if I 
remember my junior days, if I had a bad game, after my game, I would go to 
Subway and then go home, that was my dinner. Then I’d go out the next 
day, go to school, go to practice. Even if the coach yells at you, as soon as 
you leave practice, you’re on your own. You’re in your little world, you 
listen to music. I went home and I would watch That 70 Show every night, 
so my mind would escape that. And then once in a while, you get back to it 
and think if it happens in the next game, and prepare for it. What I started 
seeing at the end of my playing career and what I see now, is the kid comes 
out and it’s right away. He’ll see posts of another kid that won and then this 
kid is ringed this way, and like in Major Junior, you’ll read comments, and 
it’s constant. They’re always kind of looking and they look at videos, and 
they get the scores, and then get the highlights, and then the Dad saw the 
game and says why did you pass there, why didn’t you shoot there? My 
Dad had no clue, he was like eight hours away, so when he called and asked 
how was your game, I’d give it all bla bla bla and that was it. For them, it 
doesn’t stop, and especially that blue little light on the phone, it becomes 
almost like a drag. It doesn’t stop, it follows them everywhere. For me, 
when it was over, it was over. It was at the rink. I was at home. Then I 
would go back and face it then. Now you mix and match everything. You’ll 
be in your classroom and you’ll get a text or you’ll get a message or you’ll 
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see a video, something that brings you back that emotion or frustration, 
that emotion of you failed and it’s in your face 24/7. 

Q – How would you compare this level of anxiety in hockey, compared to a 
kid that just goes to school? You mentioned that we are in a performance 
society. The demands on kids are huge. Why is it harder in hockey? 

A – I’m not sure how precise I am on that because I mean, the hockey 
world, I mean it’s everywhere. I believe it’s in any sport or for any teenager, 
the same as it is for adults. And during that pandemic when everyone was 
staying home, what you would see was posts of happy families and time to 
cook amazing meals, the house is clean, and then I would look at my house 
and it’s a mess, the kids are running around, one is crying what are we gone 
eat, which was a little bit more the reality I’m sure for a lot of young 
families. But the fact that you got that fake reality tossed in our face 24/7… 
Same with teenagers, he’ll see a video of a 12 years old that can play 
Beethoven on the piano or whatever and he can’t even pass his math… It’s 
constantly brought to your face that there’s people better than you. When 
it’s just about being yourself, and focus on being the better you everyday 
and that’s it, and enjoy it. In any sphere of the society you’ve got that 
pressure. Some people are just better at avoiding it, at ignoring it. But for 
some people, it’s in their face so… Like for young girls, it’s the same thing. 
They don’t have to do sports, they feel that pressure. Young girls in sports 
feel that pressure. Any sport you do, whatever you want to do, that tool 
brings a lot of that anxiety. Sometimes, it’s hard to find that little cocoon 
where you can just be yourself and that’s fine. 

Q – Now, my next question is: since it is, as you said, basically everywhere, 
a league like the CHL or the Q obviously, should they be a leader in order to 
work the environment to minimize what you just talked about? And how? 

A – That’s a really good question. By experience here when I was coaching, 
I’ve seen taking the cell phones away at some certain specific times. That’s 
one of the tools they used. It’s hard because it’s part of the culture. It 
comes handy for some of the kids sometimes, but that’s the tool that kind 
of brings it up a lot. So, taking that cell phone away is one part. In the CHL, 
the thing that’s going to be really hard is the amount of people that are, I 
wouldn’t say their life depends on it, but the results that they get are really 
important. Coaches in Junior now are coaching to go up, so they are 
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coaching to win. Your whole structure is based on performance. So, it’s 
really hard to kind of dive into that league and say how we can lay back a 
little bit those kids when the people around the CHL, the coaches, the 
managers and everyone, they have cycles, they understand how it goes and 
they’re trying to win, they’re trying to value their organization through that. 
So, it’s really hard. For me, it’s bigger than the sport, it’s more in society, 
it’s something that’s more at home and at school where you’re trying to 
give tools. You know, we learn a lot about religion, we learn a lot about 
what’s happening in the world and everywhere else, and I believe that we 
are kind of passing by a lot of the tools that we need for later on. So, 
there’s a lot of really important stuff that you want to learn about, but 
before I learn how to do a _________ or something like that, I think that 
managing stress, understanding that pressure, it’s a lot of stuff that kids can 
learn. It’s a lot of stuff that the leaders can learn. How to send their 
message through. Sometimes, with the best of intentions, they send a 
message that becomes pressure put on kids. When they go home, the way 
they say that to their parents, parents are pushing them to perform better. 
It becomes a vicious cycle pretty fast. So, for me, they’re the core values of 
things, there are tools that you want to give them, to the society not just 
the sport itself. In the sport it is just amplified, because everyday you get 
the results of your performance, and that’s when it’s hard. In life, you try to 
do your best, but it’s not like you get your marks every single day. In sports, 
you do. You do well, you do bad, and that’s every single day. That’s why It’s 
amplified when you talk about sports. 

Q – You mentioned that the structure of the CHL is about winning and go to 
the next level. So then I would ask: Do you see the CHL as a development 
league or as a win at all costs league? It’s only about hockey, and not being 
a better person. 

A – From what I experienced and what I’ve seen, I’d say it’s mostly that. 
They want to develop the young kids, because it’s not like you can just go 
by players or assigned players, you need to draft well and you need to 
develop these kids into being better hockey players. Are you concerned 
that he’s not the best at school or everything like that? I think it goes from 
organization to organization. I’ve been to places where if the guy can score, 
he can do whatever he wants the rest of the day. So, that’s a little bit where 
with a mentality like that, at the end of the day, these guys sometimes they 
peak at that level because, after that, the real life that’s not what it’s all 
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about, and they pass by the opportunity of getting amazing tools for life. 
You know, it’s the school of life in many ways, but if you’re just master at 
one aspect of it, the rest is going to be hard. So, yes, I would say that the 
CHL is more about that than bring up better persons. 

Q -You talked a lot about it, and I also think that we are in a society where 
there is a lot more pressure and anxiety, the stress is constant. Do you feel 
that the League understands that? Do you feel, when you’re committed to 
a Junior Hockey team, do they understand that this is what’s coming in 
their doors? Do they realize that that’s part of their role? There’s that 
question and then tagged on to you know, in the League, is the hazing, and 
that type of abusing behaviour, the screaming and yelling of the coaches, 
does that still exists? 

A – For the first question, yes I do believe that the teams, they know it’s 
happening. It’s almost that lack of understanding what to do and how to 
help. You know, you give a shoulder they can kind of lean on, you try to 
help them out. More and more teams bring in part-time people that can 
come and help out like Denis Gauthier who played in the NHL for a long 
time, he’s in Drummondville now. That’s what he does now. He 
understands both sides of it, so he can help a player become a better 
player, but at the same time, he can help get him ready and prepared for 
what’s coming up next. 

For the hazing, it changed a lot with what I’ve heard. It just became, instead 
of having that one day, one night that the guys would do for the team, it 
becomes a little bit like the society now, when some kids maybe were 
getting beat up with their lunch once a day, now they’re getting it when 
they get home through messages and stuff like that, through different 
phases. What I hear a lot and what I experienced when I was with the 
Peewee team, the players would go at each other on the ice and then they 
would go at each other on Instagram after and it was non-stop. The guy 
would send a message and post this and link that, and they would get the 
guy so mad! I saw a guy crying after the game, it was because of the 
message this guy sent after and it’s not even in the team we’re playing, so 
for me, I had a whole world to kind of understand before I could actually sit 
down and say the right words. So, that’s one aspect that you hear a lot 
where there’s no limit. In that world, there are no physical limits. You 
always have a reach on someone. 
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Q – Like a cyber bullying type of thing? 

A – Yes. 

Q – Bruno, if you were to look at the ultimate CHL or Quebec Major Junior 
League team, if you looked at the team, what would that look like, what 
would you have in place to be able to help the stressors that you were 
answering Daniele’s questions for, knowing that the kids that are coming 
into our doors, that we’re recruiting, what would that look like to be able to 
address the issues that we’re looking at and seeing today, whether it be 
cyber bullying, whether it be pressure, stress, whatever it might be? 

A – For me, I keep coming back to even a little younger, because I think that 
once they get to Major Junior, a lot of it has already been done. But, in 
Major Junior or even before, if I compare to different places in the world 
where the structure behind that is a little more based on the human side of 
it, a lot of places in Europe have a structure of coaches. And they are being 
asked, because the kids spend a lot of time with their coaches, what I am 
trying to say is that it goes through the leaders a lot, because they are going 
to be the ones responsible for the environment that’s gone be there. 
They’re going to be the ones responsible for the values of the team. They’re 
gone be the ones responsible for teaching what’s good and what’s bad on 
that team. So, you’ve got a lot of that power, but if your interest is winning 
and going up, sometimes you’re gone do it to the expense of young kids 
and experience in their living. I compare with Europe where they have a 
structure with the best coaches or the ones coaching the younger kids 
because they want to start the right way, and there is not that competition 
within where you’re evaluated and you’re valued on different aspects than 
just winning or losing. So, it gives the coach that leeway of: You know 
what? I need to enjoy my world, I need to have fun, I need to establish a 
relationship with the players or the guys that are there, and I want to bring 
them to a better level. That’s the true reward that you get out of it. You get 
the reward of seeing a kid at 16 that is shy, that doesn’t know how to 
express himself, that is really stressed, and when he turns 18, he’s 
confident, he knows how to handle adversity and this and that. Even if he 
scored 20 goals at 16 and he scores 10 at 18, he still grew so much. But that 
comes from the whole structure and the base of it. It’s really hard to put 
that on the coaches, because you know. obviously, they’re trying to bring, 
it’s their salary, it’s their job, so sometimes maybe the surrounding cast of 
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it, some people that can kind of work on an environment and make it a lot 
more fun. 

I was really lucky. My time in Junior was really a blast. It was so much fun. 
Obviously, we had good teams and I’m sure it helped the environment and 
it helped everything around it. But it’s such a huge part of your life when 
you go from 16 to 20, it’s such an important chunk on who you’re gone be 
later. If you’re just working at one thing and putting pucks in the net, you’re 
missing a lot of things. 

Q – Have you ever been asked to evaluate your coach when you were a 
player, and based on what you know today, do you know if there’s any 
organization that do ask players to evaluate their coach? Not on the 
technical side, but relationship, do you feel ok to talk to them, do you who 
you could talk to, you know, like about climate? 

A – I don’t remember being asked that. I had a tremendous coach, so I 
remember being asked about him in different situations and I was more 
than happy to tell what my relationship was with him. No, I was never 
asked to evaluate him. I can’t say that I would have been really comfortable 
going to him on a lot of different issues. I was lucky enough that when I 
came in at 16, we kind of already built that kind of bond where he helped 
me go through the biggest decision of my life, at a really important time, by 
being really supportive, by putting no pressure, and I was lucky that it was 
that type of coach. He could have been a coach that really kind of pushed 
me because obviously, it helped his team if I played there or something like 
that at that point. So, no, I can’t say that my reflex was to go to him to talk 
about this stuff. There wasn’t really that bond where talking on how you 
felt was something that we usually did. It’s more like if your legs are fine 
and you’re not hurt, and you’re good physically, then you can play. That’s 
about it, that’s most of it. 

Q – Some questions like: Do you feel that you are in good hands when it 
comes down to your hockey development? Do you think that you are 
improving? Do you think that you have the proper environment? You know, 
questions about the environment. 

A – No, I’ve never been asked. Even, I would say that it would get the guys 
to think about it. I never thought about it. All I knew was that if we lost, we 
would be in a bad state, you know that but you don’t reflex too much on it.  
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Thanks for having me. I know Sheldon was the catalyst in bringing me on 
board here, but I’m really happy to have the opportunity to chat with you 
folks and see how this is progressing. 

As Sheldon mentioned, this has been the type of work I’ve done for a lot of 
years and I guess, going back into my career and my upbringing, I was 
subjected to pretty harsh treatment in terms of hazing and abuse 
throughout my career as well. I’ve really kind of made it like Sheldon has, 
I’ve made it a passion in my life to try to help. I focus predominantly with 
the lead athletes, but all kids in terms of dealing with things and to try to 
really change the culture, change the values that have been so engrained in 
sports over all these years. 

So, happy to have this discussion and would love to be a part moving 
forward of the solution. Again, it’s a passion of mine and I’m excited to be a 
part of it. 

Q & A period with Peter Soberlak 
Q – Peter, maybe talk to the group about the work that you’ve done with 
the WHL players and teams. What were you brought in there to do? 

A – Ok. So, going back with this, I’ve been a faculty member at Thompson 
Rivers University for about 18 years now, going on 19 years. My work really 
with my teaching in the Physical Department is in sport psychology and 
sociology. But I started working with TRU Athletics in a consulting capacity, 
working with athletes, to manage their academic and athletic environment, 
dealing with stress and health issues. As the years went on, it was kind of 
funny I kind of ended up being contacted by friends, Dany Lambert who 
was a teammate of ours, currently I have been working with Mike Lamb in 
Prince George, but really focusing on helping them deal with athletes in a 
little bit of a reactive sense quite commonly, but also in a proactive sense in 
terms of culture, positive culture, dealing with mental health issues, so kind 
of a balance between proactive performance in harassment sport 
psychology, as well as a reactive approach to dealing with challenges and 
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mental health issues. There are so many different types of situations going 
on in these environments. 

I’ve been doing that with the Western League. I’ve worked with the 
Kelowna Rockets, the Kamloops Blazers, the Prince George Cougars. It’s 
funny, I’ve never approached it as something I’ve gone on proactively to do, 
I’ve just been contacted by predominantly friends and former teammates 
that I played with, who’ve reached out to me, wanting me to come out and 
help them with their programs. 

Q – Can you help us understand what is the relationship like between these 
players, coming in to play in the CHL, the WHL, and their coach? Then 
maybe there’s an agent at some point in this, there are parents… just kind 
of help us understand that relationship coach-athlete-agent-parents, the 
pressure that might come with it, or you know… 

A – You know, I think it’s an extremely complex situation in terms of, well 
first of all, the pressure. Most of these young athletes have just really been 
faced with a lot of pressure growing up and being put in a situation and 
then finally it culminates and this opportunity to play at a high level. I think 
head coaches in a lot of situations are seen as such an authority figure. It’s 
a situation where these kids will do anything to impress. They’ll do anything 
to keep themselves moving forward, and it turns out to be really guarded I 
think. I think there’s a lot of fear and there’s a lot of anxiety behind all the 
celebration and the notoriety, there’s a lot of things that we don’t 
recognize as outsiders, but when you’re in that environment, in that 
culture, it’s remarkable the amount of pressure, the amount of competition 
amongst the players. It can be, and trust me, I’ve seen environments where 
I could not be involved anymore. I just thought and more ethically, I don’t 
want to be a part of this. And then I’ve seen environments where wow, this 
is positive, this is good. And particularly in the last few years, I think we’ve 
realized the impact of trauma in any type of situations, and the impact of 
abuse, and the impact of chronic stress. These kids are under chronic stress 
just to perform. So, I think we owe them the opportunity to be in 
environments where we can just eliminate a lot of the things that really 
shouldn’t be there anymore. And I think again, it’s a very complex 
potentially explosive situation, but on the other hand, it can also be the 
most wonderful, positive and productive situation in the same breath. 
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Every situation is different, but there are a lot of areas of improvement that 
are needed I believe, culturally, systemically, very much so. 

Q – Why do you think it is that it’s different from this one situation to the 
next situation? What makes that different? 

A – It depends on the leadership. It depends on who is in charge, who is 
making the decisions, who is in control in these organizations, and the 
values, and the attitudes, and simply put, the behaviours they display. 
Again, I’ve seen situations where the culture and the values are very 
positive, they’re very supportive, and I’ve seen them where they were just 
absolutely at the other end of the spectrum – horrible. So, I think there’s a 
lot of work to be done and Sheldon, you and I talked about the idea of 
policy and what’s in place, and I strongly believe that it’s an important 
framework, it’s scaffolding. But I think where we’re not quite hitting the 
mark is how we deliver, how we understand and how we bring this to the 
ground. How we enable organizations to grow, and to understand and to 
put a positive spin on things, and continue to just build better cultures and 
environments for these young people who are so vulnerable at that age. 
You know, I’ve worked with 16 to 20 years old athletes for 20 years, and 
like again, in all different situations, it’s such an important time for them to 
develop skills, attitudes, perspective, and I think our leaders in these 
organizations need to really be aware of the influence and the effect they 
have on these athletes. These sport situations, particularly something as 
high level as the WHL or CHL, the amount of stress and the amount of 
tough competition is just so heightened and again, it could be a very 
explosive and volatile situation for a lot of youngsters. 

Q – You and Sheldon don’t look that old, so it mustn’t be that long ago that 
you were playing Junior. What is the difference today and back then? Are 
the kids today in a more stressful environment that you guys were in, or are 
they in a more pressure pack environment? And if so, has there been 
progress in the way the teams or the Leagues are helping out the kids of 
today compared to what you had back then? 

A- Yes, I do believe there’s been progress. I think that it’s just generally. 
Yes, we live in world where youngsters are more apt to be affected by 
stress, with how the world is and the technology that heightened aspects 
like the accessibility of the information. I think the competition has 
drastically risen amongst peers because of the availability of the 
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information. Much different in terms of, I think when Sheldon and I you 
know, in the mid eighties, obviously there were a lot of things going on, 
though I don’t think those types of things go on in a systemic cultural 
aspect, in terms of how overt they were. Because, they were absolutely 
overt in a lot of cases. Now, I think that the values and the attitudes are still 
there, but they’re much more covert in terms of how they present in these 
situations. So, I don’t think it’s a lot different, but I do believe that there has 
been growth, there has been acknowledgment and awareness. I mean, the 
work that Sheldon has done in this discipline, just the acknowledgment and 
awareness of trauma and abuse, those have life lasting effects, and I can 
speak to that as being a victim of these situations. Those types of things 
changed my life as a youngster and I feel that it is still going on, but I think 
it’s less accepted culturally and systemically. But it is still, those values are 
underlined in the experience. The competition, the pressure, the inability to 
show a weakness, that’s the fear in the kids. There’s so much at stake 
nowadays in professional sports, and they don’t want to let their guard 
down, they don’t want to show any signs of weakness, but I think that we 
have to get pass that and be able to understand that. Everybody’s unique 
and we all have challenges. 

Q – If you have one suggestion, one suggestion to make to the CHL on how 
they could make their environment better for the kids, what would it be? 

A – I think training and implementing programs for coaches and leaders, to 
really be able to respond to the policy, to have the ability to enact and take 
action when these types of situations arise. I think we need to train people 
on the ground rather than just looking at a policy and then phone so and 
so. If you have a problem, phone the help line. 

 I mean, let’s be honest. I’ll walk into a dressing room and work with the 
team and coaches and meet. And I think I’m pretty credible in terms of you 
know, I’ve been a player, I relate to them well, that’s what I do for a living, I 
relate to them, I’m at their level, but they still won’t call me. They will not 
call me because they think somehow, somebody’s gone find out, and I tell 
them no, it’s confidential. But they have a hard time just stepping outside 
and saying I need help, because they’re fearful of the repercussions.  

Again, I think coaches and the leaders need to understand the impact and 
how to actually make this work on the ground. And I think the players, we 
need to figure out how to break down that disconnect. Just to break down 
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that disconnect between policy and practice. I don’t know any other way 
that can work other than getting on the ground and working with people. I 
mean, coaches need to understand that these types of values like respect in 
relationships and support… These coaches want to win, that’s what they 
want. They want to see results. But these types of things will contribute to 
results and it’s about positive culture. 

Q – Just to come back, you say even if they trust me, they don’t call. How do 
you think it’s gone change? Obviously, I understand that it’s a question of 
culture, but often, trust is a one on one thing. Now, it seems that until the 
trust is like more… would you say that the one on one trust is not even 
there because it’s systemic, or else? I don’t want to put words in your 
mouth. Why is it? I mean, when I hear you say they don’t call me, it gets to 
me. 

A – I’ll say it depends on the situation. Often, I’ll talk to the General 
Managers and say well you know, I’m trying to get a hold of so and so, or so 
and so needs to call me. I think it’s based on the fear of showing a sign of 
weakness, or being vulnerable. I think that in a lot of cases, these kids just 
don’t know what the result will be if they let their guard down. I talked to 
so many players in certain situations, and sometimes they just need 
someone to talk to, sometimes there are some serious issues going on, but 
I think there needs to be a collective understanding of how we approach 
these unique situations. I think we just need to put into practice more 
practical solutions. I’m not sure what those are at this point, I need to see 
the policy, I don’t know what CHL has in terms of their policy in detail. I will 
very soon but again, I think it’s fear, it’s shame, it’s that hyper masculine 
sense of I cannot let anyone know that I’m not the perfect strong tough 
hockey player, that I can do this. To answer your question, I would say the 
number one thing would be fear of repercussions of basically coming 
forward and say I’m having a tough time, or That happened, This was done 
to me, or I’m having a hard time. To cross that bridge, to get to that where 
we can all, I mean that’s what we all want to see things I think, for us to be 
able to say That’s ok, let’s work on that. Everybody has a challenge, that’s 
yours, let’s work on it and try to help you with it rather than say You’ll be 
fine, suck it up, which is the era where Sheldon and I came from in terms of 
our experience. You know, you don’t talk about anything other than what 
you’re there for, and winnings and results, and… So, that would be my 
thought on that. 
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Q- When you first meet a team, or you’re working with an individual, and 
they start talking to you, are they reel comfortable and good at talking the 
very first time you meet, or they get better over time? 

A – Well, it depends, and I always say that in my experience with athletes, 
they come to me for a reason. And the best feeling I get is after 45 minutes 
or an hour of talking to that individual, their attitude has changed, their 
facial expression is changed, not all the time but most of the time, and it’s 
like a breath of fresh air every time. Like, ok, let’s meet again next week. 
How are you feeling? Ah, I feel awesome. I feel so much better. It’s so nice 
to be able to talk to you. It’s so nice just to be able to talk. So, 99% of the 
time, it happens at the very first meeting. If I have never even met these 
individuals before, after that first hour expires, I often see a great 
improvement in their demeanor, their moves, because they feel ok. And 
the first thing is really to acknowledge. Yes, that’s ok, that’s normal. It’s ok 
to be stressed out. It’s ok to feel like this. That’s why I do it. That’s why I 
continue. It’s not selfless for me, I feel a great sense of accomplishment, of 
pride, just happiness. You know, some kids that are coming in are really in 
desperate situations, they’re suicidal, but as bad as it can be, that’s where 
the work begins. And that’s human, and I think that’s what we’re missing, 
particularly in Junior Hockey, that humanistic connection. And a lot of these 
coaches are great people, but they’ve grown up and they have been in an 
era where that wasn’t a part of the package. Now, we understand that it is, 
and we have to find a way to bridge that. It’s a lofty goal, but I do believe 
one situation at a time, and just to help people understand and how to 
approach it. I think it’s critical that bridging, that gap of policy to human. 
That work on the ground, I think it’s extremely important. 

Q – Do you think that just kids in general, 16 years old to 20 years old, 
unless they’ve been through a crisis in their life and they had to learn how 
to share about how they feel, do you think that kids know just instinctively 
how to share, or do you think that’s a practiced skill? 

A – I think it’s a practiced skill. I’ll often tell parents with younger kids... You 
know, I can get a 12 or 13 years old boy or girl come in, and we’ll have a 
great chat. And I can also get a different 12 or 13 years old and it’s like 
pulling teeth to have, you know… I mean, there’s a level of maturity I think 
that kids have to be in and I’d tell parents, well ok, I think this is a good time 
for your child to be here. Maybe I should do some more talking through 
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you. You can help, and then we can just build towards that. But I think as 
you get older, and particularly in hockey, it just depends on the situation. It 
depends on the individual, but it’s a challenge.  But I’m telling you, that’s 
where I feel that once I can get them in the office, or in that place to chat, 
there’s a lot of progress that can be made in one hour in terms of how that 
individual is now. I mean, it’s about trust, it’s about credibility, it’s about 
relating to each other. Again, that’s what I’ve done for 20 years, it’s where I 
spent most of my time, in those situations, talking. I don’t think there’s any 
way to get around that and that’s again, bridging that gap, humanizing that 
experience, and it can be positive. I think the old school kind of hockey 
culture, we got to get pass that, because look at the carnage that it’s left 
behind. It just left behind so much damage. And it’s not even going back 
and helping the people that have been through that, but now it’s more let’s 
start proactively preventing and educating and keeping this from 
happening to another generation. I mean, so many athletes in our 
generation are struggling, are struggling from the experiences they had. 
And I’m not the one to go back, we don’t need to hash that out, we need to 
provide resources and help for those individuals to deal with that. We now 
need to focus our attention on Let’s get into the tranches almost in terms 
of ok, what’s going on and how do we turn this into another direction? I 
think we can do it. It’s just a matter of putting in the time and effort, and 
having the right people relating that message. Again, I go back to the work 
that Sheldon’s done. I mean, 15 years ago, talking about abuse and trauma, 
it’s changed our society, its social mass, social change, in a pretty short 
period of time when you think about it. I think we just need to continue to 
build on that. 

Q – It could also mean that society is evolving more quicker than the 
leadership of hockey. 

A – 100 %, and that, again, I’ve been in situations where I’ve no longer been 
comfortable working there and in situations in hockey recently where I’m 
saying Wow this is excellent. We just have to be realistic and recognize, 
look where we’ve come from. We’ve come a long way. But we need 
leadership that will… these values, these principles, these are paramount in 
any culture, in any organization, I believe, in order not only for people to 
have a positive experience and grow, but to be successful. You have to have 
those elements of respect, and relationship building, and I think that a lot 
of the old school hockey, I think they think, well it’s all fluffy, and we don’t 
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want that. But if they would only be opened to understand how powerful 
that is, how powerful a culture of respect is. What does a coach want to 
do? A coach wants to get the most out of every single athlete they have, 
whether it’s commitment, work ethic, buy-in. That takes time and effort, 
and it takes I think a real well thought-out structural approach to how you 
run your organizations and what is the message coming from the top. And 
that’s when you went back to the one thing, I always can’t help going back 
to that top down. It is really a top down approach, because if it’s not there 
and if it’s not very almost passionately spoken about by leaders, as it 
trickles down, it will disappear. It will absolutely disappear and it just won’t 
change. So, do we have to get rid of everybody that’s in hockey now, no, I 
don’t believe so. There are amazing people involved in hockey and they are 
passionate about this. That’s why I’m excited about potentially being 
involved in helping make some positive change, because we’re right on the 
cusp of that, but we have to do something. We can’t just say No, we got 
this, we’ve got some good policy and it’s all good here, we’re looking after 
this. It’s so far from the truth, unfortunately. 

Q – But some people, and just like society, will not be able to change. And, 
what I think will need to happen is that they will have to go.  

A – I would agree with that. 

Q – That’s the cleansing that we talk about in any major reform, in any 
major changes, you know. 70% of the people will follow good leadership, 
20% will question it and 10% will never change. And the most important 
thing to do is to get rid of them as quickly as possible if we really want to 
change the culture. 

A – Well, I would agree, and it’s interesting you say that, because I’ve 
worked with a few people who I’ve seen they feel like they’ve changed, but 
I watch and they just create that environment in a different way, whether 
it’s less overt, or different principles. I’ve watched where coach- player 
interaction, I know the coach is thinking that oh yeah, that’s fine, that’s ok 
to treat someone like that. And I’m sitting kind of back there going whoa, 
do you not see this 17 years old person is embarrassed, struggling, feeling 
intimidated? So, you’re right, I agree. Some of them, I mean, candidly like, 
they keep rehiring these leaders, and they keep resurfacing. And the stories 
and things that everybody knows, they’re still happening. The one 
comment that really shocked me, it was a while back when there was 
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something in the media, and they had the coaches and general managers 
saying: Well, why didn’t the kid just come and talk to me? We have an 
opened door policy, why didn’t they just come and talk to me? That to me 
is almost wow, we’re really not getting it here. That’s disappointing. It’s just 
heartening to see that, but… So, you’re right, I would agree, there’s a lot of 
potential, but some have had their time I believe. 
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Parting comments 
Thank you very much and it was well noted that if we need your help or if 
we come knocking back, that you will open the door. 

You bet. Absolutely. And again, I really appreciated the chance to chat with 
you and good luck with everything. I’m available any time, and I appreciate 
this. I think this is an excellent progression here with a panel like yourselves 
to really make some changes. That’s a really good time for this to happen, 
so thank you again and I appreciate it. 
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I do appreciate the opportunity to connect with you today. I have for you a 
couple of PowerPoints and a pdf file that I will provide to you, and you’re 
more than welcomed to take that forward. 

Very quickly, as Sheldon said, my background really is in trauma. I teach at 
the Mount Royal University, primarily now working with first responders as 
well as working with individuals who have lost loved ones to homicides. 
That’s kind of my personal aspect with that. From a quick sport perspective, 
I’m currently an international volleyball referee and I also am the national 
Chairperson for the Canadian Volleyball Referees Association, so kind of the 
administrative part to that. I did play hockey, not at a very high level, but I 
enjoyed it and that was the key, is that I enjoyed it and to still be able to 
play and hack around with my friends when needed. 

So, what I’m gone do is that if you have questions along the way, by all 
means, ask. And then, hopefully this is going to meet your needs in terms of 
understanding the concepts, but really understanding the links from a 
traumatic or trauma perspective, and how that impacts the brain. 

On the first slide, we will just be looking at kind of a quick definition of 
bullying. The real three key elements is that it is really: 

A form of aggression.
It’s done intentionally.
And it’s done to control or harm others.

In this case, what we are talking about is the athletes, and what we find in 
the research regarding bullying, is that once it starts to occur, it typically 
happens repetitively, so it’s ongoing because it’s meeting the aggressor or 
the bullyor’s perspectives. Really the key to this is that it’s done 
intentionally. I think sometimes what we hear is: Oh you know what? No, 
no, no, it’s not intentional. These acts are intentional, they’re purposeful 
and they’re for a reason. They’re for an outcome, and the outcome is for 
the aggressor and we will talk about that in a minute. But, it’s also what are 
the outcomes from an emotional or physical perspective for victims.  
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But one area where I also feel where we forget to highlight is for those who 
are the observers. For those that are there, that it does precariously impact 
them as well. And I think that sometimes we only view maybe what the 
victim is or we maybe don’t even call them a victim when it comes to 
bullying. But in this context, I think it’s really important that we use that as 
our word of choice. When Sheldon connected with me, I used misconduct. I 
might use offsite misconduct because I think, in my half of brain here, they 
work synonymously together, so I might use those words as well. 

Very quickly, when we look at abuse and harassment, again it’s really the 
ill-treatment by an individual towards an athlete. That could be a coach, it 
could be another athlete, it could be administration so to speak. And again, 
just highlighting the key elements to that: 

 It’s a form of aggression. So, if we use that as our baseline, it’s 
aggressive and it’s intentional. 

 In this case, with abuse and harassment, it is trust within a 
relationship that also is the additional factor that becomes impactful 
here for that athlete. What I mean by that is we would trust this 
person, there’s the authority, there’s the power. There’s that power 
differential, and therefore, there’s that trust. So when that trust is 
broken, the research is quite clear that that typically will have a 
higher level of an emotional impact for individuals around that. 

The other slide is about hazing. Hazing is an activity where the concept is 
about joining a group, or being part of the team, being cohesive. However, 
what we find is that it’s exactly the opposite. It doesn’t form team 
cohesiveness, it doesn’t form a sense of belonging. It is actually by default 
the exact opposite of what is believed about what hazing does. 

The three key elements of hazing are again: 

 It’s intentional, but it’s to look at embarrassing or humiliate, and it 
certainly is detrimental to the emotional and/or physical wellbeing 
of the victim. 

 There’s definitely an imbalance of power there. So, with the one that 
we were just talking about before, the abuse and the harassment, 
that is in a power of trust, like I say it could be as an example, a 
coach. In this case, the imbalance of power in hazing is lateral 
violence or lateral aggression, which means that we’re peers. 
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However, because of being a veteran, or being senior, then there’s 
that little bit of that imbalance of power. And it’s used to look at 
controlling the athlete. 

 And, from the athlete’s perspective, the purpose of it is to feel 
accepted as part of the structure of the team. So, it’s really about 
feeling connected. 

If we look at going back to bullying, again we talk about the aggression. It 
could simply who is stronger. As an example, I’m stronger than you, so 
therefore, I’m going to use that as the element. It could be name calling. 
The research around the bullying says it could be your name, it could be 
your last name, it could be your culture. Those elements take place. Again, 
that imbalance of power, it could be age or it could be a senior player or it 
could be the captain of the team and then again, the third element there is 
the frequency or the intensity of the bullying that takes place. 

When we look at the hazing component, what we can look at there as 
examples, again that’s where you can have veteran players that will either 
pick a junior player or the group of junior players to look at what that 
activity may be. What it then creates is, let’s say it’s related to the rookies 
and there are six rookies, and what happens is that activity is now 
addressed or directed towards those six junior players or rookies. And then 
what happens is it becomes very competitive amongst them. That is why 
we look at it and say that there’s a high potential that that will actually be a 
disconnect for the team rather than it being accepted as part of the 
cohesion. So, it is kind of an inappropriate sense of belonging that takes 
place there. 

For abuse and harassment, the example could be with a coach. And that 
again, that really does and can lead to further emotional harm from that 
perspective. 

 
*************************************************************
Q – In your experiences in working in this sector, and when I say sector, I 
talk about sports in general, how often do you see these types of things? 

A –That’s a very good question and what I’m gone be saying to you is the 
research, there is going to be different percentages, which is 
understandable. And number two is what is not reported. So, it’s very 
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similar to acts of other aggression. They are very under reported because 
the victim not wanting to come forward, and all of that. So, I would be 
saying to you that in my research and understanding this, it wouldn’t be 
uncommon to have 15 – 20% of certain aspects of what we talked about, if 
it’s bullying, hazing, abuse or harassment. And that becomes significantly 
high because you’re talking about one fifth let’s say, or a little less than 
that, but the real key as I mentioned before is that is doesn’t only impact 
the victim. I think that it’s a real important aspect to hear.  

And maybe again, I don’t want to jump ahead, but you’ve asked the 
question and I’ll put this slide up now. We call it the Trifecta in 
Understanding of Impact and what you are going to see there is the other 
components, so we’re gone talk about some of the victim aspects and the 
impact. However, in this case what I want to talk about is the observer and 
the bystander, and that’s who gets missed here. So, if I have one bully and 
one victim, so one on one let’s say, but there might be five other players 
who observe the behaviour. They also can be impacted by this. That’s why 
a) it’s generally victims under reported and b) that the percentages typically 
are under reported because it impacts observers and bystanders as well. 

 

************************************************************* 

So, from the aggressor and the offender, when we look at this, the 
aggressor or the offender, they are controlling rather than leading. And 
that’s really important to understand that some might say Oh, they are 
leaders or that They are the leaders so therefore by default we have to 
listen. But it is around a different need being met. It’s around controlling 
the relationship or controlling the environment. They tend to have a lack of 
empathy, which means that they tend to not be as concerned about how 
that’s going to impact others, or they may not even have the awareness. 
And when I say the awareness, they are aware of what they’re doing 
because it’s intentional, it’s that they may lack some of that understanding 
to know how that might directly be impacting the victim or the bystander. 
They are prone to impulsiveness. The research shows that impulsiveness is 
when there is an opportunity, instead of kind of stopping it, they will think 
that this is another good idea, because that last point there talks about 
viewing violence in positive ways. That means that this is entertaining or it’s 
a way to get my needs met. So, one of the ways to get my needs met is if I 
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do this behaviour, then people are going to look at me, or other players or 
athletes are going to look at me as the boss or the leader, and maybe I’m 
not the captain, but I’m going to be the informal leader. So, it starts to 
meet some of my needs. Also, with the aggressor and the offender, they 
want to be viewed as different than others, so by default then again, my 
behaviour sets me aside as being, again they might use the word “leader”, 
but in fact, it’s the opposite. And what we find is there are signs before of 
the aggressor and the offender behaviour and that is they start to show 
disrespect or little respect for authority or following rules. And my 
experience in working with trauma victims, and I also want to let you know 
that I have worked with some sport organizations and some other agencies, 
and I’ll use the example of the Calgary Stampede. In providing support to 
young people and young adults when there’s been either bullying, hazing or 
abuse, typically what happens is I will get the call when it’s what they feel is 
a higher level, which is that abuse part. But if we’d look at this in the 
context bullying and hazing may be considered and some will describe it as 
lower level, it still has the same emotional impact to victims. So what we 
will find is that there are some breaking of the rules or pushing against 
authority that will then lead to more aggressive behaviour. 

From a victim’s point of view, it may cause negative physical and emotional 
outcomes but also, what becomes really important to understand, is that it 
really can impact negative daily events and just daily functioning.  

So if I go back to this slide before this which we have not seen, here are 
some common reactions to stress and trauma. And these are looking at 
changes in individuals. For example, from a physical component, it could 
be sleeping patterns and that’s why I say that this can impact victims and 
observers. It can impact their sleeping, so it might mean that they are 
sleeping more, they’re more lethargic, they’re losing energy, or it could be 
the opposite and the opposite is that it’s harder for them to settle at night 
and when they wake up at two in the morning, it’s harder for them to settle 
again. And that’s because the trauma is activated, or the stress response 
has been activated. 

(I have another brief PowerPoint that is gone really talk about the 
connection between the brain and the actual trauma component.) 

It could be eating habits. It could be more smoking/vaping. Typically we see 
alcohol and drugs being used and again, we know that with that age group 
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that we’re talking about here of young adults, older teens to young adults, 
that would be a very common outcome. And libido is changes in potential 
drive.  

Cognitively, there could be confusion, memory components. When the 
brain gets activated of trauma, the emotions arise and the thinking goes 
down, so that’s what this means around confusion or memory. There can 
be lots of ambiguous feelings taking place because of the uncertainty about 
what’s going on. For example, if there’s abuse of a trusted person, Well 
wait a second, I thought I trusted him, why is this taking place? And then 
ambivalent feelings about how this is making me feel. 

On emotional level, there can be many of a negative self-esteem to feeling 
helpless, heightened level of anxiety. It could be emotionally disengaged 
from situations because of the trauma or the stress. The heightened 
anxiety is that they become hyper vigilant and we’re going to watch a brief 
video that will highlight that as well. It could be mood swings and just 
feeling overall mental unwellness. 

Behavioural perspective, it could be increase of sarcasm, impaired ability to 
make decisions, more risky behaviour, increased physical altercations, it 
could be self-harm and certainly on a scale there are no doubts suicide 
around behaviours that happened towards a victim. 

You know, for the athletes in these, the bottom line of it becomes to, is that 
they don’t feel a lack of connectiveness or feeling connected as a team, 
they feel unsafe to the degree of or the intensity of the level of incidences 
that are coming towards them, and their perception that it can really feel 
like an unsafe environment as well.  

The last part in that Trifecta is understanding the impact of the observer 
and the bystander. It also relates to them being possible victims. So this is 
the additional elements for the observer and bystander. They may not 
become involved because they may feel they may become the victim. So 
they don’t want to be noticed, they don’t want to be highlighted, so they 
will be in the background or a part of it. They will not be the aggressor or 
the offender. They might be smiling to show they are supporting this, but 
they’re not the aggressor. They may not get involved to protect 
themselves. Again, there may be shame because they are not supporting 
the victim. So after the effect of not supporting them, they may have ethics 
and values and morals that says Geez you know what? That made me feel 
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uncomfortable. That was not a good outcome for this individual, my fellow 
athlete, but I didn’t step up, I didn’t become involved. So therefore, that is 
not uncommon for them to feel ashamed. My work with athletes around 
this and parents around this is that the word shame would be challenging 
for them to identify, for them to say Oh, I feel ashamed or shameful. What 
it is is when you start talking about what has taken place, then it is the guilt, 
and then the guilt, you know, they feel unsettled. It’s the guilt and the 
shame that arise from that perspective. A quick example that is not athletic 
related: I did some work with victims that were in the Vegas shooting a 
number of years ago. There were some people that were in the shoot zone 
and others who were not. And one lady in particular was describing, 
because I did a form for the Calgary Police and the RCMP, and one lady 
came up to me a. t the end and she said to me that she was not in the 
shoot zone, but in one of the Casinos nearby, and when people were 
running in and saying there is a shooter, she ducked, she went behind one 
of the gambling tables and she did not help anybody. There were people 
that were being trampled and whatever and others were going to help. The 
reason I’m drawing that parallel is what she felt was shame and humiliation 
that she did not go to support the victims. This is a common outcome for 
observers and bystanders. It’s that they really feel the challenge between 
their own emotions, their own ethics, their own morals, and their ability. 
And then, it questions their own self-esteem. I’m part of a team and I’ve let 
my teammate down. So, it really becomes an important element around 
that. 

 

 

Q- No question. That was pretty clear and some of the stuff that you’re 
advancing to us today, we have seen already through different experts that 
have come forward, so there is definitely some consensus being made by 
all the presenters that we are fortunate enough to have. 

A- Excellent. Thank you. 

Q – I think it’s really good Scott and really clear. I think that one thing that 
is standing out is the intentional component of it. But I also think the 
observer. The observer is huge, because we’re so focused on bad coach, or 
this bad 20 years old player that’s hazing, but what about the rest of the 
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team? I think that is huge and I noticed that when being in swift currents 
and I looked at the damage or carnage that came with people seeing 
Sheldon and Graham James out having breakfast or something and they are 
sitting across the restaurant you know 20 years prior to that, and just 
needed to come out and say how sorry they were that they didn’t do 
anything, meanwhile there was probably nothing that they could have 
done. And that’s been 20 years that they have been carrying that. I get that 
and I think that needs to be a big part of our discussions as a group and 
something that I think is a lot of times overlooked is the impact of the 
observer and the bystander.  
A – Sheldon I appreciate that and I certainly agree. I mean that’s why I 
wanted to highlight that and that impact. So that’s why when Camille asked 
that question earlier about the percentage, that’s why it is under reported, 
because they wouldn’t. And observers and bystanders don’t feel and would 
not describe themselves as a victim. It’s the aggressor towards the 
individual that would be considered the victim. So they don’t see 
themselves as that. So, the other quick comment that I would say about 
that is when I do conversations or debriefs with let’s say there was a 
situation that happened for first responders, we have all the first 
responders that were there as part of the debrief for two reasons. We want 
to normalize their emotions of what took place. There are some of those in 
the back row – No, no, no, I’m fine. It hasn’t impacted me. But what we see 
is that they are going through the same feelings, they either may not be 
able to identify it or they don’t feel comfortable coming forward. So, one of 
the things I would be suggesting to this review panel is any intervention 
would need to be done with the group and not just an individual. Now, the 
individual, if there is something specifically, and I’ll use the word 
“counselling” for them because there’s been a significant trauma, but the 
second part of that is there has to be the intervention and the work with 
the collective, because it now normalizes the environment for others to 
come forward and to feel that what they are experiencing is a common 
reaction from that. 

 

  

Then, just a last slide on this PowerPoint is around the Trauma and the 
Brain. You may have already heard that a really important part of my 
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component in presenting to you today is that the pre-frontal cortex, which 
is the executive functioning, is really not fully developed until the mid-
twenties. And that means that some of that executive functioning relates to 
understanding cause and effect. So, if we are with a 20 years old, that 
executive functioning may not be developed, which means they lack some 
of the understanding of “if we do this behaviour, this is going to be the 
consequence”. And the second component of that executive functioning is 
understanding the ability to moderate social behaviour. There’s a part in 
the executive functioning that is the stop, it’s the stop pedal. Oh, don’t do 
this, and then slowing down the thinking process, the outcome won’t be 
very good, or this could be the outcome. In younger people, and when the 
executive function is not fully developed, that stop pedal or the stop button 
is reduced. Therefore, we have a higher likelihood of having some of these 
behaviours under the age of 25. And that’s brain development. 

When you take a look at driving. When you’re driving and you become 25, 
it’s like when you go rent a car, the reason that rental cars are 25 and 
above you get the rate versus below, is partly because of this behaviour, 
risky behaviour, and the brain development from that perspective. 

The next element is the cortex, which is a human part of the brain which is 
about thinking. It’s about self-awareness and it’s about perception. That is 
perception of myself in a group, perception of others. That’s where 
empathy, self-awareness all becomes part of it. 

And then we have the limbic system which is trauma response. And that is 
important to understand because it’s around the perceived stress, fear or 
danger. So, If I’m a rookie and I come into the change room, and we’ve had 
hazing along the way or there is some bullying taking place, if you did a 
physiological check on that athlete going to the locker room, their heart 
rate would be up, their body temperature would be up, and all of that 
because it becomes now a trigger and it becomes rested in the brain as a 
stress response. 

And the last part is that brain plasticity. It’s the ability of the neural 
networks in the brain to change through growth and development. This is 
not to be a whole ____________of the brain but I’m gone talk about 
connecting the trauma with the brain. 
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Then, the panel viewed the following youtube video called Trauma and the 
brain talking about the elements in Dr. McLean’s presentation. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLF_SEy6sdc&t=72s  
(4.30) 

(Transcription of the video) The brain develops from the bottom up. The first thing 
to develop is the brain stem or the reptilian brain as some people want to 
call it. This area is responsible for our bodily functions. It tells us when to 
regulate our temperature, when to sleep and when to eat. 

The next important part of the brain to develop is your limbic system or 
what some people call the mammallian part of the brain. The limbic system 
supports a variety of functions including emotions, behaviour, motivation 
and long-term memory. 

The next part of the brain to develop is the cortex. This is sometimes 
considered the human part, because humans are one of the only mammals 
that develop this part of the brain. This part of the brain is responsible for 
how humans were able to develop language, have thoughts, self-
awareness, perception and consciousness. Also, the cortex plays a key role 
in integrating the central nervous system and functions of memory. 

The last and most advanced part of the brain to develop is the prefrontal 
cortex which is considered the executive functioning part of the brain. For 
some people, this part doesn’t fully develop until they’re in their mid to late 
twenties. The prefrontal cortex helps us to think through cause and effect, 
the ability to plan for the future, set goals and understand the 
consequences of our actions. It’s also responsible for the ability to 
moderate social behaviour. When we’re in a stressful situation, part of the 
limbic system called the amygdala sets up an alarm or response to let us 
know we’re in danger and that we need to do something about it. When 
this happens, the brain floods with a hormone called cortisol, so the body 
knows that something needs to be done. The mind’s common responses to 
a stressful or dangerous situation are something that we would be familiar 
with: fight, flight, freeze or submit. This is an in-built system of survival to 
keep us safe when we’re in danger, like when our ancestors had to decide 
whether to stand their ground and fight against the large predator or run 
away. 
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A stress response is a healthy normal part of being a human. It lets us know 
that our bodies are working and keeping us safe. If a person is exposed to a 
highly stressful or traumatic event, or they have continual exposure to 
stressful events like abuse or neglect, their alarm system might become 
overactive. It might be always switched on, as if there was a risk of danger 
or threat at all times. For a child, this might affect how their brain develops. 
This is especially the case if it’s in a context of stress or trauma events by a 
primary caregiver. In these cases, the child might develop an understanding 
of the world as an unsafe and dangerous place, either when they are in a 
safe situation. Sometimes, this is called hypervigilance. It means being on 
edge or being aware of danger at all times. 

Being exposed to stressful and traumatic events on a regular basis can also 
have a significant impact on neural connections in the memory center. It 
can even change the way we remember actual events. People use alcohol 
and other drugs for a variety of reasons. When someone’s experienced 
trauma, they might be in a constant state of fight or flight and somehow 
these substances help to move them out of this stress response state. We 
also know that substance use can affect the way that our brain functions. 
Chemicals from substances cross the brain blood barrier and can either 
stimulate or depress different parts of the central nervous system, affecting 
how the person feels, thinks and acts. 

Similar to cortisol flood in the brain in the stress response, chemicals from 
alcohol and other drugs can also affect neural pathways and awake the 
person more to make decisions or remember events. Locally, neural 
pathways have the lifelong ability to form and change. You might have 
heard this referred to as neural plasticity.  

Through developing a better understanding of the brain and why trauma 
and alcohol and other drugs affect the neural pathways, clients can be 
better informed and empowered. This is an intervention in itself called 
psychoeducation. 

 

I’ll just pause there. It does go a little bit further but not very much longer, 
but I think that the part that I showed you really relates to what I 
mentioned. 
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Now, if I could just spend a couple of minutes to kind of highlight a couple 
of things. I think that the one really important thing to understand in this 
is that the executive function is mid to late twenties. So, that is that 
ability to understand fully cause and effect, consequences of behaviour, 
social moderate of behaviour. So, this becomes really important, and the 
second component that I want to highlight is they talked about being a 
danger or a fear. I’d like to take not just that, because danger seems to be 
a high level, but stress, ongoing stress, trauma, are also aspects that 
relate to this danger signal that takes place in the brain. And then, by 
default again, what we heard is that an individual might fight, flight by 
running away from it, by freezing or submitting to it. So, as an example, 
these last words – submitting to it – would be an example of hazing. The 
athlete just accepts it because he wants to be part of the team, doesn’t 
want to be ostracized or disconnected, so he will then by default submit 
to the behaviour that is taking place, even though he would rather not be 
involved in that. And then what we heard is that that hypervigilance I 
mentioned before. So, as I said it could be that athlete that goes into the 
locker room, that is very hypervigilant to what is that environment that is a 
trigger. We call that a trigger to that. 

 

************************************************************* 

Q – We heard also that kids are coming in from the time they’re fourteen, 
from their parents, from agents, the pressure, the constant stress to be 
drafted, the pressure of social media. Even coming in to that situation, 
coming into the team. Is that toxic stress, like there is positive stress, 
there’s a lot of stress that we can learn from which I think is good, but kids 
are living in a heightened life of stress and that’s going to impact what you 
were talking too, it doesn’t just have to be the big event in their life or 
ongoing events. Can you maybe talk a little bit about that? 

A – So, this is related to an event or ongoing events and it’s a perception of 
the events, and that would be related to what you were describing. The 
other thing that you were talking about is toxic stress and really what you 
are referring to there is that constant pressure that young athletes will 
have to succeed. So, for example: at thirteen and fourteen, you’ve got to 
eat properly, you can’t do this, you’ve got to do this, everything becomes 
regimented, everything is focused on that goal of getting drafted in that 
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component. So, what is very important, and I highlight this in the other 
PowerPoint briefly, and that is any events that I call it in their backpack, 
prior to let’s say a traumatic event of bullying or hazing or abuse, will 
trigger the previous trauma or this stress that is taking place. So, if a 
previous trauma or stress has happened, a current one will actually trigger 
the previous one. And what you now have, it now becomes a little bit of 
what is referred to as complex trauma because now you’re dealing with it, 
because there’s more there to look at managing. The other kind of quick 
definition of complex trauma is if abuse takes place over time, it is that 
hypervigilance, that danger alarm that we talked about, becomes 
reinforced and it becomes in the forefront of the brain and it becomes very 
challenging to manage for the young athlete. So, all of that will absolutely 
have an impact on the perception of the event and how that is an outcome 
for them. So, the words I would use for the toxic stress that you described 
would also be complex trauma or complex stress would be related to what 
you described. 

Q – How would a team address this? Like, to be able to change this culture, 
is it about practicing? Is it a skill? What would your picture look like if a 
team was to address this and how would you change a culture within a 
team? 

A – This is a very important question and probably a little bit of a longer of 
a complex response to it. Let me say that the research shows that if you 
were bringing something into an organization, so this would be one of the 
hockey teams. But I mean you are talking about the Canadian Hockey 
League, and then a particular zone, and all of that. It has to be believed and 
it has to be threaded throughout the organization. If it is focused on, it will 
take three to four years to find itself a home and I say a home in terms of 
being able to be accepted. What that means is that when an athlete comes 
to that team that is already heart of the thread, not just about practice time 
and eating, but about mental wellness. So, the starting point would be now 
with the understanding that it would take three to four years to clean, 
maybe it’s not the right word but, people have different perspectives about 
this. Some, if they’ve been through this will say I’m ok, I’ve gone through it 
so I’m going to do it now for the other athletes, so the juniors, or the 
bullying that takes place. So, what has to be threaded throughout from the 
beginning, but there is the realization it’s going to take that time. 
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I didn’t know what you wanted me to do in terms of providing additional 
information about some ideas around some guidelines or whatever, but it 
would be as an example like a zero policy. But we also know that a coach or 
a team lead can be very important. A coach could say: Gentlemen, this 
behaviour is not tolerable. If you’re beginning to cross the line, this is what 
the consequence is going to be. And if there’s a consequence, it isn’t just 
for that athlete, it becomes then vicariously for all the other athletes. If the 
coach says: Hey, you guys know you can’t do this, has a smile of his face 
and does a wink, it means please what I don’t hear, don’t tell me. But the 
coach is by default condoning the behaviour. Then, there are the ones that 
will actually be part of that. So, that’s the part that has to be cleansed, as 
well as just a re-focusing in on this. Honestly, athletes and parents don’t 
really focus on mental wellness. I use the word mental wellness or sport-
ready wellness, and the sport-ready wellness isn’t about your skill, isn’t 
about passing the puck, it is just about how you manage from the 
beginning the stress that occurs for you as an athlete. And it’s about 
balancing life and hockey world. And we know that it’s a real challenge in 
that component. 
The other quick thing is that we need to start some of this earlier, because 
then the athletes and parents will start to look at this and be able to plant 
some of those seeds. However, we also know that it is a big mountain or a 
high river or water coming towards us, waves coming before this, because 
there’s an accepted ability of some of these behaviours, which makes it 
challenging. 

Q – That’s a good analogy. It’s basically a practiced skill right? 

A – Yes, absolutely. It becomes a practiced skill. We talked about that, if 
coaches have an individual meeting with their player and not just saying 
how are you doing and having a minute and twelve second conversation. 
That becomes the first thing. If I was, and I’ve done this in other work in 
other areas, and in the context that we are talking about, I would have a 
wellness plan for my athlete. And that wellness plan would be: How are 
you managing the stress? What are those practices that you’re doing? 
Who are you connecting with? How are you doing? And that wouldn’t be 
how are you doing as the player technically, it would be tactfully, how are 
you doing as a human being in managing what is going on for you? So, 
that’s part of that changing that language for sure. 
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Q – Well, it’s kind a like: I have an open-door policy but don’t you dare 
come in! I really don’t want you to talk to me about any of that stuff! 

A – Exactly. And honestly, that’s where the challenge comes in too. You 
know, how is the person that says this do they even want to talk about that 
or like you say, you walk across the doorframe and hear grrrrr  Oh yeah ok, 
things are good and then you kind of walk out. So I totally get that too. 

Q – Yes, but again, and I think Camille talked about this, there are some 
people that can adopt and change and want to learn about it and 
understand it, there are some that won’t, but I think that a lot of people 
just don’t get it. They don’t understand the different way, they don’t 
understand the impact. They look at this stuff as kind of a burden, because 
they need to win. And meanwhile, this is going to help them win. 

I just really found that very helpful Scott, even for me that is kind of 
emersed in this stuff. It was very clear and simple, and I learned a lot today. 

A – And I would just say that the burden that you describe, it takes time. 
And when you’re not a skilled educator and you feel you’re confident in it, 
you will tend, the human nature, you will not use that as much whereas if 
you are a humanistic side. That’s why as an example, if you’re looking at 
counsellors in high school systems, a lot of those were the physical 
education educators and teachers because they worked with the student, 
the-athlete. What they do is they were able to build a relationship. Now 
that’s changed because they want that psychology component to it, but 
that’s it has changed in that regard. 

 

I have another PowerPoint of about three slides. It is about understanding 
the structure of psychological trauma, and let’s use the word trauma and 
stress in regards to this. 

Two people could experience the same situation, but it’s the individual’s 
perception of the event that becomes important to consider. So, my fellow 
colleague or another athlete could be observant to something, it may not 
impact me very much, but it may impact my fellow athlete because of their 
background, because of a previous trigger, because it might have impacted 
them more in that event. A traumatic or stressful event for an athlete is 
associated between the sensory and a metadata about the event. That 
sensory part then is the senses, and it’s described in there that one sense 
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connects with the others. And that is where as an example, the lowest 
functioning sense we have is smell, and that’s part of the limbic system we 
described. So, for example, if there has been a stressful event and there is a 
smell associated with that, that smell is a higher likelihood to trigger a re-
trauma or a re-stress for that athlete. What it does, if it’s four different 
senses, it connects the four different parts of the brain. If someone is 
functioning on a day to day basis, it will be in the back, in the dormant part 
of the brain. When it becomes activated, physiologically the body responds, 
or all of a sudden there’s that smell, it will trigger back to the original one. 
That means that now it’s in the forefront part of their brain, and now it can 
impact them. Now, they might be thinking of the event. It might cause 
them to have let’s say sleeping issues for a day or two from that. That’s the 
multiple regions like I said and what they do is that it’s a super stimulus and 
there are anchors that are connected within the brain that triggers the 
original trauma, and the current trauma will trigger previous traumas. 

What I would like to end with, it’s that a frozen in time trauma will never go 
away. So, my perspective in this is a traumatic or a stressful event will not 
go away. The difference will be it’s dormant in the back of the brain, or 
becomes in the forefront when it gets activated. So, it’s like a flashbulb of 
memory. If it’s managed well, then the impact will be less often, and a 
less intensity of that impact. We know that we can get re-triggered, and 
it’s just about finding our balance to that. 
So, that is what I wanted to highlight and understand in the psychological 
part of stress and the brain. 

If you want guidelines or some actions that I have found, either by my 
experience or from some research, I don’t mind putting those together in a 
quick word document to forward to you not about highlighting certain 
things that we talked about today, but about moving forward about things 
that I might, and again it would be from my perspective in the research, 
that you could consider when you are looking at some of your 
recommendations. 

Camille – We certainly wouldn’t want to impose too much on you Scott, 
but if you think this is easily put together, it’s something that we probably 
would really like to have. 

Scott – It wouldn’t take long to do, because I’ve got some of that already in 
some of the other work that I have done. But I’ll add to it and I’ll put in the 
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specific aspects that we talked about and some of that further for you to 
look at considering. So, that’s not a problem, I’ll be able to do that for you. 

It there is anything else after you receive that and you want to touch base 
again, I’ll let you know if I think you are encroaching on my time and all of 
that, but you know what? I’m passionate about sports and I just think that 
anything that we can do to aid wellness and mental wellness to this, I’m 
100% supportive of that. 
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CHL – Independent Review Panel 

Minutes of a meeting 
held by video conference 
on September 21st, 2020 

PRESENT: Mr. Camille H. Thériault, Chair 
Mr. Sheldon Kennedy 
Ms. Simonne Godin, executive assistant to Chair 

ABSENT:  Ms. Daniele Sauvageau 

1. CALL TO ORDER

The meeting is called to order at 2:05 pm (ADT). Mr. Thériault
explained that Ms. Sauvageau called to explain that she won’t be
able to attend the meeting due to a delayed medical appointment.

2. PRESENTATION BY DR. SCOTT MCLEAN (D)

Dr. Scott McLean, phD, is an educator at Mount Royal University. He
is also Board Certified in Forensic Traumatology. Mr. Kennedy
explained that Dr. McLean does a lot of work with first responders in
his clinical practice around traumatic events. Furthermore, his
doctorate being around trauma, Mr. Kennedy felt that the panel
would really benefit from Dr. McLean’s experience around the
neurologic aspect and its impacts on issues like bullying, abuse,
emotional maltreatment, hazing, etc.

Transcription of Dr. McLean’s presentation, as well as the Q & A
period is attached to the Minutes of the present meeting.

3. FINAL REPORT

3.1 Recommendations (D)
For discussion, Mr. Sheldon Kennedy submitted a first draft of

potential recommendations that could be considered for the final
report. He explained that after reading all the documentation related
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to the panel’s meetings and presentations by expert witnesses, he 
mostly wanted to keep it simple, but come up with some kind of 
structure for the panel to start their work on recommendations. He 
brought forward precisions on some of the components of this 
document, as follows: 

Empower the bystanders – Put training in place that covers the 
fundamental aspects of all the issues that were brought 
forward during this review. In hockey, they train every coach 
across the Country as we speak right now. That is an important 
piece for risk and liability, but also your basic knowledge of the 
bystanders. If you are going to invite 500 kids to camp starting 
at 14, you have to set the table accordingly and educate them 
properly. 
Face to face leadership training – All coaches, trainers and 
scouts, need to hear from experts. They need to really 
understand what they are dealing with and who is coming in. 
The saying goes: to know better is to do better, and we know 
better today. The science is a lot clearer today than it has ever 
been. When we look at the heightened level of stress young 
kids have to deal with these days, this face to face leadership 
training could be one of the pieces in helping minimize the 
impact, by better understanding all of its components. 
Face to face mentorship training – Mr. Kennedy explained that 
what he really wanted to do with this was to find out how to 
train, educate and set these older players up to be mentors 
and leaders. Have them go through leadership training and 
mentorship training to be able to have them bring those young 
players under their wings, not to look at them like a threat. To 
really teach those older players about leadership, and at the 
same time preparing them for the real world. 
Creation of the CHL Ambassador program – There has got to 
be alumni in all the towns throughout the County, like there is 
at the University level. Is it possible to invest a little bit in that, 
to maybe have these individuals that have had good training, 
connect with the players, because they understand where they 
are coming from. They could be that liaison. 
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Ongoing culture / Resiliency / Skill development practices – 
How do we build this into skill development? Mr. Kennedy is 
convinced that to really change the culture, it has got to be a 
priority for the teams every day. It cannot be just a one-time 
presentation or training. 
Independent service for reporting and investigations – That 
most certainly has to happen outside of the League.  
Feedback / Evaluation – It is really important to have a survey 
every year and get feedback on what could be done better. 
Need to connect relevant components with Hockey Canada 
initiatives – Hockey Canada is the governing body of the CHL. 
They have a component called Hockey University where It’s all 
about safety programs. They train all their coaches. We need 
to connect that so it’s not just the CHL. When people look at 
hockey in Canada, they look at hockey from the time kids sign 
up for Timbits to the CHL. It would then be important to create 
a consistent language so that kids and coaches are being 
taught the same skill around this area, start to finish, and they 
have a skill to head out into the real world after hockey. This 
could easily be backed up by good research, as seen by the 
panel over the last few weeks. Furthermore, it has got to be 
based on not only the research, but around the impacts.  
 

Chair Thériault feels that this document is a very good start for the 
panel to work on the first draft of the final report. However, he is a 
little worried about the results of the current survey. What happens 
if the numbers don’t support what the panel has heard from the 
experts during this review? Then, a serious discussion will be in order 
to find out how to tackle this without the evidence that is so 
important to the project. 

Mr. Kennedy is well aware of this possibility. However, he feels that 
there is still an opportunity for hockey to show leadership in this 
area, and not just about an incident that’s happened, but to be a 
leader for all sports in the Country because it’s really about setting 
these young people up for success later in their life. 

Chair Thériault closed the discussion saying that it is also important 
to make sure that this report doesn’t put all of the expectations on 
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the CHL, but on hockey itself, from the first time you put on skates 
until the time you leave. Emphasis should also be put on that. 

 
4. ADJOURNMENT 

The meeting adjourned at 3:20 pm (ADT). 

 

 

Simonne Godin 
Executive assistant to Chair 
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Minutes of a meeting 
held by video conference 
on September 23rd, 2020 

PRESENT: Mr. Camille H. Thériault, Chair 
Mr. Sheldon Kennedy 
Ms. Daniele Sauvageau 
Ms. Simonne Godin, executive assistant to Chair 

1. CALL TO ORDER

The meeting is called to order at 1:30 pm (ADT).

2. ADOPTION OF THE MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETINGS

All panel members have received and read the minutes of the
meetings held on August 31st, September 2nd, 7th, 9th, and 14th, 2020,
and approved of said minutes as presented.

3. SURVEY

The questionnaire has been sent to all participants this Monday,
September 23rd, 2020 and Léger will collect information until
October 3rd, 2020. Their report will be delivered to the panel on
October 14th.

Chair Thériault then reiterated the question brought forward at the
last meeting around the possibility that the survey results wouldn’t
give the panel the necessary arguments to back up the
recommendations that are to be made, based on the presentations
given by the expert witnesses over the last few weeks. The survey is
being made by a credible firm. What happens if they come back and
tell the panel that they could not identify that the issues perceived
are no longer happening in the leagues?
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Ms. Sauvageau explained that there are different things that will 
come out of this survey, in answering questions such as: 

 Do you know the programs? 
 Have you seen anything? Yes, no, maybe. 
 If so, would you know what to do with it? 
 Is the league a development league or a competition league? 
 Are there other problems? 
 Have you ever made an evaluation of your program or coach? 

Ms. Sauvageau would not be surprised if the answer is low on the 
possibility of a disfunction or a problem, because of the four-year 
time span, etc., but also related to what the panel has been hearing 
from the experts since day one, being that it’s normal that it takes 
time to report. So, the results might show that the participants don’t 
sense any problem, but then again, with what the experts said on the 
other side, this could just confirm the fact that reporting is part of the 
problem. Furthermore, the policies are all there, but are they 
available, are they understood, are they accurate, are they living?  

So, it is a definite possibility that the survey results show that few 
people report seeing any hazing, harassment, bullying and such, but 
on the other hand, in the last four years, most participants would 
have thought that this kind of environment is normal. However, the 
experts have been pretty clear that this is not only a hockey problem, 
it is a societal problem, so how could one part of the society being 
hockey, not be included in the challenges around these issues? 

Chair Thériault still feels that the panel has to be prepared for this, 
because it is not clear how the League will react if on one hand the 
survey says there is no problem, and then on the other hand all these 
experts are saying to the contrary. Let’s not forget that the CHL will 
have to defend this publicly, so will they take the lead or rather use 
the survey results to their advantage? 

Ms. Sauvageau then reminded the panel that one of the 
commissioners said during his presentation that there was a systemic 
problem. The experts heard by the panel believed that there is still a 
fragile environment that could lead into accepting some inadequate 
behaviours. 
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Mr. Sheldon Kennedy then shared that his organization trained all 
the members of the Regina Police Force on a workplace program. 
There was a pre-training survey and then a post-training survey, and 
one of the questions was I have engaged to this behaviour myself. 
Before taking the program, 19% said yes, and coming out of the 
program, 32% said yes. This is evidence that people are not sure what 
these behaviours actually are. So, the survey will be asking questions 
to players who may not even have been trained around these issues 
and may not even know what this is all about. Therefore, their ability 
to determine right or wrong could be a little off. But regardless of 
what comes out of the survey, the panel will have to try and bridge 
that gap around the generational fear that seems to be built up to 
say anything or to even have an open discussion around those issues.   

 
4. FINAL REPORT 

4.1 Recommendations 
The panel discussed at length on potential recommendations 

to go in the final report, based on the terms of reference given by the 
CHL. The following issues were brought up for consideration: 

 The leagues have made good changes in their policies about 
four years ago. However, to be a success, these policies 
have to be understood and implemented properly. This 
hasn’t been measured. This last part will have to be 
addressed in the final report. 

 Reporting is definitely lacking in the leagues. From what the 
panel heard from the expert witnesses during this review, 
this is most probably due to the fact that the complaint 
process in place is not totally independent. This also has to 
be addressed. 

 The CHL, which encompasses the three leagues, has three 
sets of policies. Is there merit to go to the highest level one 
or take the best of the three, and have only one set of 
policies for all of Canada? 

 The kids today are on social media, on the Internet, they 
have their devices all the time. In Dr. Todd Ryan’s 
presentation, the panel heard about Headversity which has 
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been implemented in the US hockey program. Is there a 
need to make a recommendation on technology to facilitate 
the kids who are having challenges to use technology rather 
than going through the types of hurdles that they have to 
go through now? On this and after discussion, the panel 
members feel that there should be more than an app, what 
needs primarily to be done is changing the mindset by 
teaching and training coaches face to face about these 
issues and also older players about being mentors and 
leaders. Evaluation and measurement around training is 
also very important, along with experience. 

 With all the pressure that comes with it, are the 16-year-
olds really equipped to play in the major junior leagues with 
the 19 and 20-year-olds? Basically, the pressure on 16-
years-olds brings the panel to believe this has to be looked 
at or reconsidered. Is there another way to involve the 16-
year-olds without putting them at risk? The evidence 
already brought by the expert witnesses on the subject is 
strong enough to back up this finding. 

 The CHL has the opportunity to become a leader in this 
field, saying loud and clear that these behaviours and 
practices are wrong, not tolerated and moreover, that it can 
harm people for the rest of their lives. When everything has 
been said and done, shouldn’t the panel challenge the CHL 
to seize this opportunity? 

 Reporting needs to be enhanced. The CHL has all the right 
policies in place. However, they don’t gather the 
information through evaluations to be ready to quickly 
respond to issues and act on them, if needed. A reporting 
process should be put in place to make sure that the CHL 
quickly knows about problems with owners, athletes, 
coaches, staff, etc., not find out five or ten years after the 
fact. 

 On the League’s website, information on these issues is 
hard to find, including the relating education programs. This 
is a major concern and it should be addressed in the final 
report. 
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As for the delivery of the final report, the panel feels that it would be 
difficult to fix a date before having at least a first draft of the survey, 
so it couldn’t be before the end of October.  

Another subject that was discussed was the possibility to bring in 
someone like Tom Renney or Todd Jackson from Hockey Canada, 
which is the governing body of the CHL, in order to officially hear 
them on the issues dealt with in this review and to know what they 
have learned from the past, what they are doing now about these 
issues and how far they are ready to go. It was agreed that Mr. 
Sheldon Kennedy would make the necessary connections with 
Hockey Canada in order to set up this meeting as soon as possible. 

 

5. ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting adjourned at 2:45 pm (ADT). 

 

 

Simonne Godin 
Executive assistant to Chair 
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Minutes of a meeting 
held by video conference 
on September 30th, 2020 

PRESENT: Mr. Camille H. Thériault, Chair 
Mr. Sheldon Kennedy 
Ms. Daniele Sauvageau 
Ms. Simonne Godin, executive assistant to Chair 

1. CALL TO ORDER

The meeting is called to order at 1:30 pm (ADT).

2. ADOPTION OF THE MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETINGS

All panel members have received and read the minutes of the
meetings held on September 21st and 23rd, 2020, and approved of
said minutes as presented.

3. ITEMS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES (D)

All items arising from the minutes were completed, as shown on the
attached document.

Meeting with Hockey Canada
As a follow-up to the last IRP meeting, the following three questions
have been sent to Hockey Canada’s representatives to prepare for
their October 5th meeting scheduled with the panel:
1. What have been the lessons learned over the years in regards to

off-ice misconducts like hazing, harassment or any other forms of
abuse by other players or team staff or representatives?

2. Do you see an opportunity to have a consistent approach from
first shift to CHL in regards to messaging, training, for all of hockey
across the board?
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3. What are the next steps? 
 
The panel members will be able to add to these questions, as the 
discussion progresses. 
 

4. SURVEY 

Léger & Léger confirmed that the survey questionnaire has been 
completed by an average of 40 % across all categories of participants. 
In order to accelerate the process, Mr. Dan MacKenzie was requested 
to send a reminder to the leagues on the importance for all 
participants to fill out the questionnaire as soon as possible. 

 
5. FINAL REPORT 

Chair Thériault informed the panel members that he recently had a 
discussion with Mr. Dan MacKenzie and told him that the panel was 
seriously considering presenting its final report directly to the Board 
of Governors, and Mr. MacKenzie seemed to have no problems with 
that. 
 
Also, given the fact that this report will probably go public, Chair 
Thériault brought up that the panel might need an extra budget to 
get help in writing the final report and Mr. MacKenzie also had no 
problems with that.  
 
On this last element, and before making any final decision on the 
matter, it is agreed that a search should be carried out to find an 
eligible person or firm to potentially help the panel with this issue. 
Mr. Sheldon Kennedy will follow-up on this request and the subject 
will be brought back for discussion at the next meeting. 
 

6. OTHERS 

6.1 More expertise  
 The panel members felt that there is some more expertise in 
these issues that would be beneficial to this review, in organizations 
like SportAid, Scouts Canada, Sport Manitoba, Sport Saskatchewan, 
and others. This could either be done on an individual basis by the 
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panel members who would report to the group after, or invite one or 
two organizations to join a future meeting. 
 After discussion, it was agreed that Ms. Sauvageau will make 
contact on an individual basis with SportAid and also with Ms. 
Natasha Lorens who is the coordinator of the Support Players 
Program in the Q. Furthermore, given the fact that it has been 
mandatory for Manitoba and Saskatchewan to train every single 
coach on abuse, bullying, harassment and discrimination for about 15 
years, and that they also have an independent line, the panel would 
like to invite one of those organizations at one of their next meetings. 
Mr. Kennedy will make the necessary contacts with Sport Manitoba 
to invite them to join the panel as soon as possible. 
 

7. ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting adjourned at 2:45 pm (ADT). 

 

 

Simonne Godin 
Executive assistant to Chair 
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Meeting with Hockey Canada 
MM. Tom Renney and Todd Jackson

October 5, 2020 

(Tom Renney) This is a real good opportunity for us to continue to refine 
our ability in this domain. It certainly has been a work in progress that goes 
back to the early nineties. The reason I asked Todd to join me was because I 
think he will bring some historical context to what we have been doing and 
what we have been up to, as well as what we are currently working on to 
fortify what we do have in place for policies, procedures, guidelines, 
recommendations, and all of the above at the end of the day. 

There is no question that this is a significant issue. There is no question that 
Hockey Canada finds its stuff on the frontline of this on a regular basis. I can 
tell you because I think it is my third time back at Hockey Canada, for 
different reasons. I can tell you that this has always been front of mind for 
Hockey Canada. To the degree that it has been successful and achieved the 
type of results that we would all like, I don’t want to tell you that it’s hit and 
missed, I think that it’s more hit than it is missed, but there is still a lot of 
work to do. And with that being said, in as much as COVID had a lot of us 
working independent without our colleagues, we have been able to stay on 
top of the developments, as you can appreciate over the last number of 
months. Some cases as kind of dormant from time to time and other times, 
they certainly become very much in the forefront of what is important to all 
of us. And that’s just fair treatment, equitable treatment of everyone that 
participates not just in sports, but in our citizenship in general from coast to 
coast. 

Part of what we have been kind of reminded lately, in the last five or six 
months, is maltreatment as we call it, bullying, harassment, abuse, any 
quality in terms of opportunity, all those types of things, have really forced 
us as a Board of directors, as a membership of Hockey Canada and certainly 
as a staff to become even more introspective and review what we have in 
place. And with all that being said, we have identified the need to continue 
to work on and fortify our current policy which Todd be able to allude to. 
Also look at how we can expand on it, make it more of a living document 
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that actually is actionable, as opposed to just having a document in a laptop 
somewhere that we can refer to, but actually make it very much part of 
what we do on a daily basis. And I can tell you that I think that that is very 
much the case, that we live by this. 

We had identified through our Member Engagement Department, which 
has a Vice-president, and really serves as a conduit between Hockey 
Canada and the member branches across the Country, our members, and 
through them, to our member minor hockey associations. We developed an 
opportunity here to really canvas what had been done along the line, the 
oversight that is required on maltreatment and to what degree the minor 
hockey associations had been identifying with the need to penalize, 
become more aware, more alert, but chronicle those types of penalties and 
how they had been chronicled if in fact they were. 

We received some very interesting information back, across the board for 
the last three years and that’s what we asked for, to be as current as we 
possibly could, from our 13 member branches. We received a variety of 
responses with respect to maltreatment. In some cases, there was no real 
thread of a chronicle of that penalty that goes from an on-ice or an arena or 
a participatory activity of a team to the point where a referee, a leader, any 
type of oversight by way of an administrator, might have been able to 
recognize maltreatment and report on it.  

What we were able to discover is that yes, there was a reporting 
mechanism but it was in some cases hit and missed with our smaller 
associations, our more rural members, the North for example, it makes it 
very difficult to kind of chronicle those penalties or those maltreatments. 
What it gave us an opportunity to do is really canvas that group and realize 
that we need to make sure that our policy is strong, that it speaks to the 
right mechanism of reporting on these issues, on making sure that there 
was an opportunity for some type of punitive penalty, but more 
importantly identify the education that is first and foremost so required. 
And you can appreciate, in terms of the Canadian Hockey League, where 
this is a grassroot in the development issue, a Hockey Canada’s issue to 
begin with, where that education has to permeate to every level of the 
game, up to and including the Canadian Hockey League. 

With that being said, in a document that we produced and started in the 
early nineties, we have been able to bring ourselves to the point where we 
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are now, and I would like to reflect on that more with respect to our actions 
once I give Todd an opportunity to give us a little bit more history on where 
we are, where we have been and then ultimately where we are going. 

(Todd Jackson) Thank you for having us for what is obviously a very 
important topic, and one that affects us all at all levels, not just junior 
hockey but at all levels of hockey. I did have the opportunity to be part of 
the implementation of the Speak-out program with a lot of work also done 
by Sheldon Kennedy and by the sub-committee at that time.  

I think in the nineties and the late nineties, Hockey Canada was able to take 
a hold of the issues at hand and was able to stand up and say: We need to 
do something about this, and I certainly give credit to our Board and our 
staff at that time, and to all of our volunteers who continue to do that 
today. We tried to make a prolong approach to dealing with Speak-out, 
dealing with bullying, harassment, abuse and hazing, all the things that 
obviously are being brought to the forefront again today. Education was a 
big part of that and continues to be and we continue to work with Respect 
in Sport which is a very important relationship and they are really one of 
the conduits to our education process. Our policies and procedures, as Tom 
related to, and we are again in the process of updating those policies and 
procedures based on some of the requirements that are coming out of the 
Safe Sport movement which I will talk about in a minute. The screening of 
volunteers, which is just another important component of that, and 
obviously, we want to make sure that the people who are dealing with the 
kids are good people and people who have the betterment of the kids in 
mind. And that was all wrapped around promotion and around good 
partnerships with organizations such as Red Cross, such as Kid’s help 
phone, certainly organizations that helped just to move that program 
ahead. 

We learned through, and I think the organization has learned through the 
last 20 to 25 years that we are not perfect, that there’s always work to do 
and there has to be work to do and continue to be work to do in order to 
strengthen what we are doing and take a hold of what was put in place by 
the Board, what was put in place by the sub-committee, and move those 
along and continue to keep updated on those as societal expectations 
change within the game, and the expectations of the parents and coaches 
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change within the game. That plays a huge role in us moving ahead and 
continuing the update with all our partners. 

We certainly are now into a Safe Sport movement. That Safe Sport 
movement has I think again brought everything to the surface as far as re-
looking at what we are doing and making sure that what we’re doing is of a 
quality nature. There are certain requirements around coaches’ education. 
There is going to be certain requirements around policy building, around 
the codes of conduct, and certainly the screening is a huge component of 
that as well. And, we are going to work with the Safe Sport movement and 
certainly try to enhance and improve all the programming that we have 
built over the last 20 years. We’ve learned a lot over the last 20 years, and 
one of the things that sticks in my mind that was said many years ago by a 
committee that I had a lot of respect for, and that is that if you don’t learn 
from history, you are going to repeat it. I think that it is so important that as 
we sit here and discuss what we are going to do going forward, we learn 
from history, we learn from all the things that we try to prevent or continue 
to prevent, and I think we did very well at preventing, but we learn from 
those and certainly, as we move ahead, we build and strengthen the 
prevention part of that.  

We also learned that we need experts, we need outside experts to help us 
to build anything that we put in place from a programming stand point. We 
don’t have all the knowledge with respect to harassment and abuse, with 
respect to that prevention, and to get good organizations involved and get 
people involved. To know the subject matter well has certainly become 
very important to us and will continue to become important as we build 
eligible programming moving forward.  

And I also think that all levels of governance have to buy-in. There has to be 
an overall organization’s buy-in to whatever we do, wherever we go going 
forward. That will help us to administer these programs. I think in the last 
20 years, we have learned that in the volunteer world, things like 
investigations, things like complaint handling, those become very 
challenging, and we’ve got to come up with a solution that assists them in 
doing that in a very effective way that gives them the ability to do it in a 
simple way administratively. I think we have the opportunity to continue to 
do that, to continue to build on our programming and to continue to 
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strengthen everything that was put in place in the last 20 years with respect 
to the Speak-out program. 

I will say that Hockey Canada is light years ahead of many organizations out 
there, and not just sports, but many volunteer organizations that work with 
kids, that work with young people. We are approached on an on-going 
basis with respect to what we have done, and how they can effectively put 
programming and put steps in place to help prevent bullying, harassment, 
abuse and hazing in the game. We certainly offer that up to them, as we do 
for many different topics. 

So, that gives a little bit of history of where we are, where we come from, 
some of the challenges we’ve had.  

(Tom Renney) I think maybe the questions will give me an opportunity to 
identify some actions and steps that in the last six weeks we’ve begun to 
identify and implement. So, if you want to get into Q & A, I can probably get 
to our actions moving forward through that process. I don’t want to read 
them as they are significant and there’s a few of them, so if you see my 
head going down to reference, that’s why. 

If I could, real quickly, I think it is important that we recognize the work of 
Todd here and Glenn McCarthy who have been very critical to the success 
of Safe Sport and other entities. Because of the experience that we have in 
hockey, and quite honestly, the popularity of it, but also our ability to 
sharing our desire to, and I think this calls as an example as well. 

 

Q & A period with MM. Renney and Jackson 
Q – Can you explain in layman language, the relationship between the CHL 
and Hockey Canada? 

Tom Renney – The Canadian Hockey League is a partner of Hockey Canada. 
They are not a member. With that partnership, they have the opportunity 
for latitude and autonomy, certainly to a certain degree. Our relationship is 
primarily around insurance whereby, through our insurance program, the 
Canadian Hockey League’s players are covered for their participation. 
Because of that, we also have a relationship whereby with our Under-17 
program, Under-18 program, Under-20 program, on the male side, we 
access CHL players because of that relationship. It’s been a very good one 
for sure, but having said that, they have the opportunity to play with the 
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rules that they deem important and viable to them, within reason of 
course. They administer those rules themselves. We don’t play a particular 
oversight rule there unless it comes into something like this for example, or 
an insurance claim, or whatever that may be. But at the end of the day, it is 
a partnership and not a membership. Their players are registered with 
Hockey Canada for the purposes of insurance coverage. We borrow the CHL 
players for various international events throughout the course of the 
season. I think that and I apologize, I’m only 6 years on the job now so I 
should know better, but I think that relationship goes back probably 25 to 
30 years. 

Q – If Hockey Canada would put out a policy of some kind, even on an issue 
like the ones we are talking about, and would put out directions, they 
would not necessarily have to follow it? Or, is there any cases where if they 
don’t follow the directions of Hockey Canada, that Hockey Canada could 
threaten their insurance policy for example? 

Tom Renney – I can’t say that it is the case. I can tell you that there is an 
insurance implication with what we do, for sure. But at the same time as I 
say that, to me, the Canadian Hockey League is very compliant to what is 
required of them as a partner within that insurance domain. They do have 
the ability to strengthen a policy. They have an ability to provide and 
incorporate their own for sure, but there is an insurance implication there 
that they have to be very much aware of, and I believe they are. With that 
being said though, our membership, so the thirteen member branches that 
I spoke of earlier, and all the sanctioned minor hockey associations across 
the Country have to be 100% compliant. 

Q – Do you see an approach with hockey in general, putting aside branches 
and members, partners and so forth, but hockey in general in our Country, 
to have a consistent approach, a stage appropriate approach, around 
training not just with coaches but with young people, from the first shift 
program to the CHL, so that it’s not just a junior hockey problem, it’s kind of 
a leadership opportunity and really trying to teach and educate on these 
issues from start to finish. Do you see an approach like that possibly 
happening in the Country? Would you see it as being beneficial for hockey? 

Tom Renney -I think Todd could allude maybe a little bit more to the 
Universal Code in a second here, but I would tell you that it’s our hope. I 
can tell you that when it comes to a Code of conduct, we do have a code 
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that serves us from grassroots or first shift right through to midget hockey 
and beyond, if in fact the player plays junior A hockey. Junior A hockey is 
under the jurisdiction of the provincial or member branch, whereas the CHL 
is not, so there is a little bit more autonomy there if you will. I can tell you 
that I’m working with the Canadian Junior Hockey League right now on a 
document that will encompass what the Universal Code will, but that it will 
also make that the Canadian Junior Hockey League’s code will be 
synonymous with ours. It would be a similar document. That’s a work in 
progress. The Canadian Junior Hockey League is wide opened to that. 
Where you’ll find the codes are even fortified that much more is when it 
becomes a high performance initiative if you will, so If it’s under 17, under 
18 or under 20, whereby we have borrowed the Canadian Hockey League 
players, there is a code that coaches, trainers, equipment people, medical 
people and administrators of those programs have to endorse and sign off 
on. So, from grassroots up to that point in time, there is a code that is 
fortified when it gets to high performance. Todd will talk about a little bit of 
what will be coming with respect to the Universal Code and how’s there’s a 
hybrid opportunity here to implement that. We have to be careful of it 
being to cumbersome and I’ll let Todd speak to that a bit. 

Todd Jackson – I believe there can be movement there that will umbrella 
all levels of the game. At the same time, and it’s probably one of the 
learnings that we’ve had, we have to allow a little bit a focus on whatever 
age group we’re dealing with. So, yes there’s that umbrella type of 
programming, but at the same time, there’s the ability to whether it’s 
simplifying the approach or make it a different approach at different levels 
of the game, and this becomes very important. So how you do it, maybe 
Speak-out was a bit of an  example of that when you had the overall Speak-
out program where at the same time, we can focus education on whether 
it’s the initiation level or the under 17 level or the under 18 level or 
whatever hockey level it may be. I think that can be done and certainly 
from an education stand point. There are components of that such as 
screening which would apply it doesn’t matter what level you’re at, it 
applies the same. Yes, there is a way to do that, and it has to be done in a 
very constructive way to make it very effective. 

As we know, there is a Universal Code that is being introduced. That is 
actually becoming a requirement at the NSO level and for those of you who 
are not familiar with that approach that’s being put out by Sports Canada, 
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the Universal Code will apply to national teams, national athletes, national 
staff, anybody at the national level. They will have to abide by that 
Universal Code. What we are doing is we’re taking components of that 
Universal Code which is really now focused on what we’re calling 
maltreatment. Maltreatment takes in bullying, harassment, abuse and 
hazing, so it hasn’t changed the focus. What it has done is it’s using a bit of 
a different term with respect to how it’s defining, and we’re building that 
into our policy. I think the bit of a crux here is that it does not apply to 
provincial organizations. Sport Canada doesn’t have authority to say to 
provincial sport organizations you have to do this. That becomes either up 
to the NSO or becomes up to the provincial governing body within 
whatever province it is, to say you’ve got to do this. Will that happen? 
That’s to be seen. I think there’s a good indication it may. I know that it’s 
certainly being highly recommended as the Code is introduced. I find the 
Code is very in depth and it could be very hard to follow at the grassroots 
level with respect to the way it’s written. It goes back probably to my 
earlier comments that if you’re going to put something down to the 
grassroots level, then let’s make it understandable at the grassroots level. 
That goes back to the whole discussion, so yes have the umbrella, but at 
the same time, you’ve got to focus on whatever level you’re at.  

So we’ll see what happens. The Code of conduct has to be written into our 
policies, into what we are calling our maltreatment policy, by March 31st, 
2021. So, by April 1st, that policy will be in effect. We will be offering 
education and making sure that education happens with respect to our 
staff level, our high-performance level, athletes and coaches, and anybody 
else that’s dealing at the NSO level. Then, we will be working obviously to 
see how and at what stage our provinces might be engaged, and those 
discussions still have to happen. So, we’re going to have to prepare for 
those discussions as we move forward. 

Tom Renney – Just to add a little bit to that. If you could appreciate, and I 
know that you can, and I think in our own ways you know, we are 
competitive people in various domains, but what makes this really difficult 
at the grassroots level is that there’s a point in time even at the grassroots 
level, where you know, you have an opportunity to play on a competitive 
team, try-outs, those types of things, and where this can become a little bit 
convoluted is that in many cases, it’s the parents’ dream as opposed to the 
child’s dream. For example, if a child fails to make a particular team in a 
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particular age group in a particular community, you know, you leave 
yourself vulnerable to what could be deemed some type of maltreatment 
on behalf of a coach, an organization or whatever, because a player just, 
through the course of an evaluation, fair, honest and opened evaluation, 
with criteria presented to the family and to the players in the first place. A 
parent could suggest in a heartbeat that my son or my daughter was not 
treated properly, did not get fair opportunity to show their skill and 
participate on this team, and the coach, in the course of defining that 
deficiency, abused my child. That’s an exaggeration, but the potential is 
there. We are so hard wired for hockey in this Country and so driven to 
make sure that in some cases at least, and I’ll say some but there’s probably 
more than that, a lot of families believe that they have the next Hayley 
Wickenheiser or the next Connor McDavid, and when they’re 6, 7, or 10 or 
12 years old, and when it doesn’t bear a fruit through the hard process of 
having an evaluation and not measuring up for whatever reasons, the 
Universal Code down to that level can really be manipulated and put us in a 
very difficult spot for having done what we’re supposed to do. In a 
competitive environment, which hockey does entertain, under the process 
of evaluation, which hockey does entertain, that could put us in a bad spot. 
So, to customize the Universal Code to that lowest commodity nominator, 
that 6 or 7 years-old at first shift, all the way through and including high-
performance, really creates the need to be able to convert each aspect of 
that so that we can have success. And to your question: look for 
consistency is for sure, and not in the lowest commodity nominator, but 
what is most important, what is absolutely essential is that every child has 
the opportunity to participate and enjoy the game, recognizing that there is 
that dynamic of making teams, being evaluated, not quite measuring up 
and the follow that can happen from there. It’s not quite a one size fits all, 
but there are absolutely threads of this from the 5 or 6 year-old right up to 
the 20 year-old that have to exist for sure and that’s what we are in the 
process of identifying now. 

Q – Todd, you mentioned that Hockey Canada is ahead of other sports for 
possibly different reasons, money wise, organizational wise, governance. 
Would you have more specifics for us to say that Hockey Canada is in 
advance, and in which area of talking about, you know you mentioned 
Speak-out 1990 to Safe Sport movement today. So, there is a lot of 
programs that have been implemented since 1990 and I still remember like 
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it was yesterday. But what would you say the program is going to be? What 
is the number one priority here to have no behaviours such as we are 
talking about? 

Todd Jackson – The first thing that comes to my mind when you ask that 
question is education. We started out and we had a really strong 
relationship with Red Cross and they were just fantastic to us. We’ve built 
face to face workshops and the first thing that the coaching committee did 
nationally was they said every coach, not only now but retroactively, so 
anybody in the system has to take that four-hour face to face workshop. 
Then we said we needed facilitators, so we were giving facilitators 32 hours 
of training. So you can imagine taking on developing facilitators across the 
Country in 32-hour workshops, at the volunteer level. And then, delivering 
4-hour face to face workshops across the Country. I think that right there 
puts us way ahead. And then, we formed a strong relationship with Respect 
in Sport as times change, as needs change, and then, it’s all in line. So, I 
found as we came in to the overall process with Safe Sport, that we 
became, and I won’t say that other sports were not giving education 
because they were, but I think that that was a big part of what we were 
doing where other sports maybe or other, I don’t even want to put it just to 
sports, other organizations dealing with kids were not necessarily giving 
that education. 

I think the other thing we have to realize is from a NSO structure 
perspective, not every NSO had as grassroots influence like Hockey Canada 
does.  Many of them do but there’s also a lot of organizations out there 
that are nationally based, but they don’t necessarily have that influence at 
the member and local level if you will. That makes it sometimes a little bit 
difficult for them to engrain whatever they want to engrain from an 
education policy perspective. 

I think screening as well, because I think we were able to step it down to 
the grassroots. And I won’t say it’s perfect because screening is very 
challenging with respect to administration as you work your way down to 
the grassroots, but I will say that I think that we have made it a part of the 
everyday business with respect to doing some type of screening at the local 
level. Is it perfect? No, it’s not because you know what? We all know 
criminal record checks are not the ideal way to screen, but at the same 
time, I think that we’ve been able to build that downwards, which really 
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makes us a little bit ahead of the game where other organizations may be 
saying yeah, we got to get going on this because in the last five hears Safe 
Sport and Minister Duncan stood up and said this has to be done. We have 
no choice, we’ve got to do it. We’re seeing it build more and more but I 
think the screening, the education, and we’ve had policies in that sense 
since 1998, 1999. All sport organizations at the NSO level had harassment 
policies because Sport Canada said you’ve got to have them. But let’s be 
realistic in saying that also a lot of those policies get put up in a drawer and 
never used. I think that now they’ve been pulled out of the drawers, the 
dust has been taken off of them and…  And you know what? We have 
building to do too in policies, but I think we’re far enough ahead that it’s 
making the draw a little bit easier. 

Q – You mentioned that everything regarding complaints which is 
sometimes just my coach is too hard, and so on and so forth, and some are 
coming back after years saying that happened and that was not right. So, 
complaints and investigation, you mentioned that it is a challenge. You also 
mentioned that in the reporting mechanism, there is some hit and missed. 
And you mentioned that all those policies it’s one thing, but how do you 
have those living, you used actionable as a word, on a daily basis. So, what 
needs to be done in order to make sure that I’m a kid, there’s something 
wrong, or I’m a parent and I want to report. Where are we in this Country, 
based on your read, and what needs to be done? You’re right, screening 
obviously one part of it, but when something happens, I think everybody 
has the goal to create this positive and safe environment, but when 
something happens, what needs to be done? 

Tom Renney – That’s the question right there, and at the end of the day, 
across the Country, with the maltreatment chart that we had, it’s almost 
like a matrix where we had every member branch identify those penalties, 
those causes, ultimately acts of great misconduct, that were a result of 
maltreatment, bullying, harassment, abuse, discrimination or whatever, 
and what we found out is that it wasn’t consistent across the Country. The 
penalty was not always called the same way. So, what we need to do is 
make sure number one that we understand. We have a policy called 9.2F. 
We have to look at that policy and we’re gone do everything that we 
possibly can minimize and eradicate maltreatment in hockey. But in order 
to do that, we need to know where we are first and foremost, so we need 
to dig deeper. We need to make sure that our member branches, through a 
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survey of accountability, identify with every penalty that’s been called for 
the last five years – they may not have that documented and that in itself is 
an answer, not necessarily what we want to here, but that’s an answer – 
what we need to do then is recognize how do we empower minor hockey 
associations to back-up their officials, back-up the administrator, back-up 
the coach or back-up another player who may have even overheard or 
think that they have overheard some type of a reference to maltreatment, 
and we have to make sure that we provide a safe environment to bring that 
forward, and that’s education. 

This is what we want to try to do. First of all, we are going to canvas the 
stakeholders. We’re going to include our ED&I task team (Equity, Diversity 
and Inclusion task team) to look at the results of that canvas and help us 
interpret what that really is telling us. Where the inconsistencies are. 
Where the language needs to be improved. What pockets of the Country 
seem to have and what don’t. Where are the rights of the individual 
protected and where do we have full disclosure. Those types of things. We 
want to make sure that we have identified all of those findings, sit down as 
a Board, and then, we need to make sure that we develop criteria which 
will protect all participants, not just the players, but the coach and the 
official and the administrator. Identify the criteria by which this, in fraction 
if you will, will be called, where the official or the individual that identifies 
with that call, is safe to take it to the president of the association, not just 
the official who writes up a game report, but takes it to president of an 
association who ultimately hears the case and who ultimately understands 
what the best course of action may be. It is punitive? Potentially, but that’s 
where education starts. And then, what we need to do by way of 
communication, we now need a communication plan that we’ll have 
internally, that uses all platforms of delivery whether it’s social or whatever 
mechanism that might be, but to identify through anti-racism, identify with 
maltreatment, equity, diversity, all of that. And with that, identify, through 
the course of, if you remember the hockey diversity in the Lion’s group, 
who came to Hockey Canada very early and asked for a participation which 
we’ve done, if you remember the Queen’s University study where Hockey 
Canada was certainly brought out, on the carpet basically, why aren’t you 
doing this, this and this, whereby the fact of the matter is we’ve been doing 
these things, but we need to do them better. So, through the process of a 
maltreatment inquiry, taking it to our Board, bring it to our 
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Communications department and identifying how we can get that, not from 
ourselves, but to our partners, to our member branches and to the 
associations. Begin the education process of what is maltreatment, what is 
anti-racism, what does it look like, what does it sound like, what does it feel 
like, We’re almost starting at ground zero with respect to all of that. Our 
Communications department will be huge in determining exactly how we 
deliver those outcomes to the participants. We have done a lot of work at 
this point in time, but there’s a whole lot more to do. With that being said, 
It’s not a clear answer, but it’s a clear direction. That’s what it is we need to 
do going forward and we are certainly all about that and we can’t do that 
without knowing exactly where we are. 

Q – Any thoughts on culture? Is there a cultural barrier that has to be 
broken in order to emphasize what you just mentioned? 

Tom Renney – It’s all about culture. It’s all about new Canadians, it’s all 
about indigenous population, it’s all about female hockey, it’s all about 
para-hockey or alternative hockey, it’s all of that. That’s encompassed in 
the “participants”, regardless of who they are. The bottom line is it is very 
much about culture. That’s where the shift has to start and that’s where 
the education is for sure. And one of the things that the hockey diversity 
asks of us is to develop and produce a video that goes to every minor 
hockey association in the Country that’s actually sort of a seminar if you 
will, if you can appreciate five and six year-old trying to get their head 
around this, it has to be customized for that viewer, and it’s a big 
production. It has to have people involved in it that are relevant, that 
children as well as adults can identify with and relate to, to help to deliver 
the message. And the message is not a six or seven minute. You know, this 
is what anti-racism is and go and be a good participant, that’s not what it is. 
It has to run much deeper than that, so it is a production and we’re 
committed to that amongst other things. We will ensure that all the minor 
hockey associations across the Country have that. It’s not going to happen 
in the next two months. This is a production, and it requires a content 
formula that I can’t share with you today, but also requires as I mentioned 
earlier, that research, the ED&I tasking to review, our Board of directors to 
review, and we have to get it right. In the meantime, we have to continue 
to hold people accountable to delivery of the policy as it is now, 9.2F. 
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Todd Jackson – You just talked about culture, and that’s one of the barriers 
if you will. but there are other barriers that are involved with the overall 
implementation as we move forward that have to continue to be 
addressed. They were addressed I think to a certain extent in the nineties, 
but certainly responsibility and who has the responsibility. You’ve got 
three, four or five levels of governance who have that responsibility to take 
the lead. I think they all do, but that’s something that has to be very clear 
as far as those responsibilities go.  

Policies and guidelines, yes they’ve got to be in place, but we’ve also got to 
create ways that the grassroots can create those policies because to sit 
down and write a policy document, that’s a very overwhelming task, and to 
ask a volunteer to build those policies, that becomes very difficult. So, 
that’s where again it goes back to that umbrella concept where you can 
have templates and those kinds of things and still allow a certain amount of 
governance in the different levels of the game. 

There is fear of the topic for sure, and that drives sometimes the fact that 
you know, we don’t need to address this and you know what, we have 25 
other things to address at the grassroots, we’ve got Try hockey, we’ve got 
all the different things that we address as an executive. There is only so 
much time you know at the grassroots level. So, somehow make it simple 
so they can grab it, they can digest it and they can build it, based on 
whatever that umbrella looks like. 

Q – How many people over the years – coaches, parents, officials – have 
you educated on abuse, bullying, harassment, discrimination, neglect? 

Todd Jackson – I’m taking a wild guess here, because I don’t have the 
Respect in Sport numbers in front of me. But I’m sure we can say 400 000 – 
500 000 as we worked through the system, and I’m just guessing, so please 
panel, take it as that. I could get those actual numbers for you, but it’s 
huge, because we not only do coaches, we’re doing coaches, we’re doing 
team staff, we’re doing volunteers, we’re doing all lev5els of the game. So, 
that’s a huge number of people over 25 years. 

Q – Tom, you mentioned about the reporting process, that people need to 
feel ok to go to the president of the association and then make some sort 
of plea. A lot of sports have decided over the years to go on the 
independent side of it in order to just oversee their complaints, up to 
investigation. Any thoughts on that? 
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Tom Renney – Yes, we talked about a third party you know if you will, for 
investigation along the way. If you think back to Todd’s reference to the 
Universal Code and where it applies to the NSO, that’s pretty clear cut. I 
don’t know how much of an issue it would be for levels below that. And this 
is where the third party becomes pretty difficult in minor hockey not only 
before as I mentioned in the example earlier where we would be 
investigating every little released player who was unhappy or whose 
parents were unhappy across the Country, and we’ve got 650 000 
registered participants. There’s a real cost to that. What we can do I think, 
and Todd alluded to it, is identify again at a point in time when the 
Universal Code is applicable, through the NSO, to our member branches, to 
the minor hockey associations, so the standard is the same across all levels. 
The third party investigation is something that could become extremely 
cumbersome, but until or unless you customize what that might look like, 
you know in Timmins Ontario or Trois-Rivières or Victoria BC or Williams 
Lake BC or whatever the case may be, you’ve got to allow that latitude for 
those people to have a hand in what that code can look like and what’s 
applicable to them. At the end of the day, there certainly could be a third 
party involved in the investigation, but he’d be pretty darn busy. I hate to 
say this, but the cost of doing that, it’s not just monetary, the cost of doing 
this has a real psychological aspect to it, an emotional aspect to it, a very 
disruptive aspect to it, where in many cases it’s really not necessary 
because of the nature of our drive in hockey to be competitive, to get 
somewhere first, it’s unfortunate but that’s where it is. So, the third party is 
not out of the question at all, and certainly when it comes to the NSO, it’s 
applicable and required, no doubt. As we get into minor hockey, it becomes 
a little more difficult to do so. You could have an ombudsman or some type 
of oversight in every minor hockey association in the Country, of which 
there are 3 200. I’m not sure how best to strategize that, but it requires a 
strategy. 

Q – Todd, a little earlier on, you used the three words “fear of topic”. Who 
according to you fears this topic the most?  

Todd Jackson – I think it’s a fear and a discomfort, and sometimes it’s 
administrators, sometimes it’s coaches. And a little bit historical when I 
think back to the Speak out workshops, and we were saying to the coaches 
you go learn these topics and the coaches would say: I don’t know nothing 
about this, this topic really scares me, I’m not sure I want to talk about this. 
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So, from a coaching stand point, certainly that is. I’m not sure it’s the 
athletes, I’m not sure we have the experience to say it’s the athletes, but 
certainly the coaching and the administrative levels are where it could be. 
I’m not sure it’s as much the case today as it was ten years ago. A lot of that 
may be due to the Safe Sport movement and the fact that it’s out there 
now. People are starting to understand it better and understand the topic a 
little better. So maybe there’s a little more of comfort with it. That is where 
I was coming from when I talked about that. 

Q – Do you ever see the day where the topic is part of the playbook? For 
example, we’ve talked about that and Sheldon uses the hockey analogy of 
practicing your powerplay. You’re practicing every day. Could the topic 
become part of an everyday conversation from when the kid starts until he 
gets out, so in the end it’s not only about making them better hockey 
players but making them better persons? 

Todd Jackson – It has to. It has to become part of the everyday business to 
be successful. I truly believe that for Hockey Canada, it has become part of 
the everyday business. Is it done in a perfect way? No, it’s not. And we’re 
still learning, and many organizations are still learning, and we’ll continue 
to learn. But you know what? It’s been part of the discussion since Speak 
out started in 1999. We’ve had dedicated staff, we’ve had dedicated 
volunteers towards Speak out. To me, that’s becoming part of the everyday 
business. If you talk to our minor hockey associations, there’s not one 
association who doesn’t know that the Respect in Sport is a requirement 
for coaches to learn on-line. So, to me, it’s become part of that engrained 
everyday business. So, to answer your question, it needs to be part of the 
everyday business. 

Q - Tom, you talked about you had a relationship up to the junior league, 
but a partnership with the CHL. You also talked about you had some kind of 
a document that you’re working with up to the junior league, the Code of 
conduct. Could that be accessible to us so that we could overlook it? 

Tom Renney – Sure, by all means. The Canadian Hockey League has their 
code, it’s a requirement of their coaches. We have a Code of conduct that is 
a little bit more encompassing, but with respect to the coaches specifically, 
we have all that as well. By all means, we can share that. 

Q – Is there anything else that we haven’t asked that could help us make 
our recommendations? 
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Tom Renney – I would just make a remark that the CHL has done a real 
good job, I’m not going to tell you the last 5 or 10 years or whatever, but 
they have brought a level of consciousness to this topic that may not have 
existed 25 years ago. In this last decade, I think we’re better and I think that 
those individuals that are coming forward now have the courage and the 
platform with which to do that and do something about it. And we have to 
respond to that, it’s our responsibility. We have to respond to that. But I 
can tell you I think there’s a more clear view of what ethical coaching looks 
like. And I think, to speak to the courage of it, I think we’ve all lacked a little 
bit of courage to bring these things forward, but I think we are in a better 
position now than ever before, and that’s because of the Speak out 
program of a number of years ago. And it’s just the evolution, yes Safe 
Sport for sure, but also Respect in Sport. I would tell you that that’s 
probably reached a million homes, a million people for sure. And it will 
continue to, and we need to make sure that as we continue to pursue this, 
we’re a bird on a wire as hockey, hockey is very popular in this Country and 
we have to accept that and accept the responsibility that goes along with 
that, and look to, at a point in time, to have a consistent delivery of ethical, 
mindful participation across the board. The fact that we have everyone’s 
attention right now and have had it quite honestly for some time, it is really 
important. 

Todd Jackson – I think, and you asked for numbers of who we educated, 
and I was trying to look at some stats here, and we are up there in the 
million when you talk about the parents’ program and all of that. I want to 
make it really clear that the Speak out program is based on not only us 
educating the coaches, the parents and volunteers, it’s about them going 
back and educating the kids on the teams. It’s about them taking this 
education back to the team level, and that just adds to the numbers and 
adds to the effectiveness of the program, because If we can do that, then 
we’re practicing it and then, it becomes an everyday business. We’ve talked 
about both those things, and I think that’s what’s gone make our programs 
successful as we move forward. 

Sheldon- I just want to make a comment. Yes, I was around that table in 
1996 or 1997, whatever year that was, a long time ago, definitely we were 
out there by ourselves. Every place we went to, to talk about the need to 
do this, in any other sport organization, it was always a hockey problem. 
What we know is that it is not a hockey problem. But with that said, I think 
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hockey has an opportunity, because you’ve been in this and you’ve learned 
so much and you trained many people, there’s no question that in 99% of 
the area you are ahead of anybody else in volunteers’ organizations. So, I 
think there’s an opportunity for hockey to lead and to be out front on this, 
in an area where people are still struggling. If you really think about it, Safe 
Sport has finally come out 23 years later, 23 years! And so, for me, I think 
that there has been a lot of learning over the last 20 years that we can take 
and be leaders, and have hockey lead in this space because of your profile. I 
really see that more today than ever, and it’s about continually being 
better. In these issues, we have to continually be better because we keep 
evolving. 

Camille – Thank you very much. If by any chance we have to circle back just 
to review a few things, is it best to do it through Todd or Tom?  

Tom Renney – You’ll have a hard time catching either of us, but you’ll get 
us sooner or later. Either way is good. No problems. Direct email, call, 
whatever works for you is fine with us and we will be happy to convene any 
time. 
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Jeff Hnatiuk  I’ll start and then I’ll pass it over to Janet to fill in a lot of the 
gaps and a lot of the details. As our director of Sport, Janet works obviously 
every day with the provincial sport governing bodies and a number of the 
issues that they face with regards to Safe Sport and harassment and abuse. 

Sport Manitoba is a provincial sport governing body and the provincial 
umbrella organization for amateur sport in Manitoba. Manitoba’s structure 
is maybe a little different than some of the other provinces and territories, 
in that there isn’t necessarily a provincial government department for 
sports, but rather, Sport Manitoba is given the responsibility of the 
Government of Manitoba to deliver on amateur sport. We receive the 
funding from the provincial Government, and in cooperation with the 
provincial Government, we ensure that their policies around amateur sport 
are delivered by Sport Manitoba who’s a not for profit organization 
governed by a volunteer Board. 

We have the responsibility of setting a very high level policy for amateur 
sport in Manitoba and of course, we have almost 100 sport partners who 
deliver on that policy that we developed. One of the key areas for us has 
been the area about Safe Sport. We can pride ourselves in the fact that, 14 
or 15 years ago plus, we started working with Sheldon and Wayne at the 
Respect group and we were the first jurisdiction to make the Respect in 
Sport for coaches program mandatory for everyone of our coaches, and we 
have continued down that path. The whole area of harassment and abuse 
has been extremely important for us as an organization.  

Another area that’s been top of mind for sport across Canada very recently 
has been the Universal Code of conduct, and development of the Universal 
Code of conduct for sport. We’ve had that Code of conduct in place for our 
provincial sport organizations and it was around April of last year that we 
got to the point that everyone of our provincial sport governing bodies 
have a Code of conduct in place. Our funding of the provincial bodies is 
dependant upon having that Code of conduct in place.  
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If we fast forward to where we are today. We’ve just released what we call 
our Manitoba action plan for sport or a MAP document, and that’s really 
our forward thinking five-year strategic plan. We’ve had a MAP strategy or 
a five-year plan in place since Sport Manitoba began back in 1996. Our 
current plan has three key priorities or policy areas and one of those is Safe 
Sport and the aspects of what we believe make up a very safe sporting 
environment and culture for all the participants in sport here in Manitoba. 
Janet can fill in the gaps on what that strategy is going to look like moving 
forward. 

Also, some of the details on some of the programs that we’ve incorporated 
over the years under the Safe Sport banner, and in particular the support 
line. Janet has got some details on the kind of numbers that we’re using 
around the support line, even some of the types of calls that we’re having. 
Janet, as our director of Sport here in Manitoba, has emphasized on this 
over the years. I mean it’s one thing to put a policy in place and to have 
guidelines that we’re providing to our sport partners, but the real key is 
having the supports behind those guidelines. You all understand the 
capacity issues that oftentimes the provincial sport governing bodies are 
faced with, with regard to financial resources or capacity, but probably 
even more important the human resources and capacity issues that they 
have. So, one of the approaches that we’ve tried to take throughout the 
years is to not just provide policy directions but also support standards that 
we’ve put in place. 

Janet McMahon – Although we have all those things in place, I think we still 
have some gaps. First of all, just to give you a little idea. The support line 
that we have, Bruce Wood is our key person with change of seasons, and 
interesting I just got the report this morning of the time period from July 
1st to September 30th and at that time, there was 47 I’ll say contacts 
because some of them come by email and some by phone, and 
interestingly enough, the majority of those calls have been related to 
bullying, harassment and abuse which, from our perspective, very key. 
First of all, let’s say that this is completely confidential. We just get the 
reporting. I don’t know who they came from. Are they parents, are they 
athletes, or from the general public, I don’t know. We get a little bit from 
Bruce about how he referred the calls, like if it was something like sexual 
abuse, if it was about children protection it would go to the police so he 
would refer to the police, or he may refer them back to the provincial body, 
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he may refer them back to me, but I have no idea who he has talked to or 
what the issues are unless they actually pursue it further with Sport 
Manitoba. I think that’s really key for people to be able to tell their story 
and feel that they have a safe and trusting place to go. All I get is sort of a 
summary of what the calls or emails might have been about, and then we 
get a separate sort of document that suggests where those things were 
referred. Sometimes, there’s a little bit of a gap because Bruce doesn’t 
know if the person followed through or not. 

Over that period of time where we’ve had COVID, there were quite a few 
calls in reference to parents not feeling some of the protocols for COVID 
were safe. So, those aren’t really Bruce’s issues, but it was interesting for us 
to hear those concerns were out there. There were also issues of bullying 
and verbal abuse or harassment at the board table. Those were in there, 
which in lots of ways doesn’t surprise me, but there were a few. In one case 
he made a statement about, two of them were on the same board, so I 
would suggest that one of our boards has some issues. There was one call 
referred to as sexual abuse and harassment of a youth athlete by a coach 
which is of grave concern. And two were from parents of athletes alleging 
that team selection was handled inappropriately. I would suggest that 
that’s probably number one in our spring and fall calls, is about team 
selection, kids not making certain teams at try-out and that sort of things. 
So again, over that quarter, I would say that probably 50 to 60 calls a month 
ore emails or contacts are probably our numbers. I think there are 250 a 
year, give or take. We tend to get more in the fall and in the spring, when 
sports are selecting and things are going on and parents find out who the 
coach is and things like that, but again, I can’t stress how important from 
our perspective this line is. We even have executive directors of other 
sport organizations calling in and saying “how do I navigate this?”. Because 
you know, two individuals who know each other very well, they’re in a 
personal conflict and… Bruce is quite masterful in terms on zeroing it right 
down to what the issue is, and then suggesting some recommendations on 
where to go with it. So, this has been a really key piece for us. 

I think there was Respect in Sport program. I don’t have the numbers in 
front of me but I think over the years, we probably had about 20 000 
coaches go through the program. Again, there are some gaps there in that 
if I found out that I was going to be a soccer coach in June and the program 
only went for eight weeks, I might not have been able to get that 
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certification done in that period because I wasn’t even aware when I signed 
up that I had to do it. But we do monitor that on an annual basis with our 
PSOs. We found a couple of sports in the last little while that have not been 
very great about mandating that, so we’ve actually put some pressures on 
them and they’re at the point now that it will affect their funding if they 
don’t get it up to around 90%. 

The other piece that I think is really important in the role that we play, 
we’ve done quite a bit of workshopping over the years. We’ve brought 
Bruce in. He did a lot of research on hazing. We had that as a very high 
category a few years ago. We brought in the Child Protection Agency a 
number of times to do some workshopping with our executive directors 
and provincial support organizations. We also work very closely with 
coaching. We’ve been promoting the rule of two, and while that’s not 
perfect, we just think it makes people think about as a parent what’s going 
on, as an athlete what’s inappropriate behaviour. So, we’ve been trying to 
do those things. 

We also have a couple of sports like hockey that have initiated the Parent 
program. We’ve had soccer mulling it over for several years now and I think 
they would really like to do it but financially, they’re a little bit nervous 
about doing it.  

I often get follow-up calls to these things. We try and work with the 
provincial bodies to make sure that there is a process, an appropriate 
process for people to go through and I think that that is really critical. I 
think that in some jurisdictions, they don’t have the ability to do that.  

We’ve also been working quite closely in the last little while, or we have for 
years, with a Sport Law strategy group. In some situations, we have advised 
the sport that they should hire them to do an investigation. In some cases, 
we will help the sport 50% with the cost of that. 

We also work with STRCC. We’ve tried to initiate this new Sport Law 
connect program through the University of Manitoba’s Law School. We 
have law teams that are willing to be on panels, on discoveries or hearings, 
we even had a couple of cases they were willing to chair them. We’ve 
actually only had one that’s gone through the whole process because we 
just started last spring, but I think again that it’s an opportunity for us to 
get involved. 
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The last thing I’ll just say is that we produced in 2016 what we call a Sports 
Governance Manual. So, we’ve provided provincial sport organizations with 
a template from by-laws right through staffing contracts, and which 
includes a Code of conduct, Conflict of interest, all kinds of things. And we 
have found more and more sports are adopting our policies. Then we’ve 
workshopped them so that they know once they have changed their names 
in that box, that they have to have a case manager named and what that 
role and responsibility is. It’s not enough to just have a policy in place, you 
have to know how to implement it. When I get these kinds of calls, the first 
question I ask is have you read your policy, because it is one of the big 
mistakes we have right off the bat, is people do something before they sit 
back and read, then react. There’s a process they should be following.  

I would argue that this new initiative that Jeff has talked about, MAP, I was 
very very hopeful with this process that was going on at the national level 
that we would have something that would have been pan-canadian and we 
would all kind of jump onboard, but I’m quite disappointed where this 
Universal Code has gone and I think that we’re gone have to probably 
follow in Quebec’s shoes, and being able to bring this all together under a 
full strategy, and not just pieces of this and that. 

Jeff Hnatiuk –I think that as we’ve gone through the various processes that 
we’ve looked to implement here in Manitoba, there’s a lot of resources 
within the community that we tapped into and a lot of community 
organizations that want to help and want to get involved, and I think that 
we have found, I mean Janet used a good example of what we found with 
the University of Manitoba in the Faculty of Law who really see that there’s 
a need to assist in the amateur sport community and have been very willing 
to do so, and there’s other organizations that we’ve tapped in too. So, it’s 
always looking at the resources that are available in the various 
communities and how those can be tapped in too. 

 
Q & A period with Mr. Nhatiuk and Ms. McMahon 

Q – On the funding part, did I understand that if the provincial 
organizations don’t follow the Code of conduct, then their funding can be 
held back? Is it how you do it? Would they have a certain time to adhere to 
the Code of conduct? 
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Janet McMahon –It’s more from our perspective that they have to have a 
code. It has to meet a certain standard. At this point, I wouldn’t be able to 
tell you if somebody was able to execute it or not, implement it properly, 
unless we ended up in a big issue. Out of the probably 71 provincial sport 
organizations that we fund, I couldn’t tell you whether they have 
implemented it appropriately, but we know that they have one. Our 
regulation was that you had to have a Code of conduct, either our 
template, your national body template, or one that fits some certain 
standards. So, we are able to say that they all have one. Whether they can 
implement it, it might be another matter. 

Q – And have you often held back money because they wouldn’t have one? 

Janet McMahon – Not with the Code of conduct, but we certainly have 
with other policies. Tae Kwon Do would be our number one. They really 
don’t understand governance, but that’s a whole other issue. But yes, we 
certainly hold funding for certain reasons, for sure. 

Q – The only other thing I want to make sure I understand properly is the 
number of calls from the 72 organizations. You said 50 or 60 a month 
during the busier seasons of fall and spring, the average being around 250 a 
year. So, there’s a lot of months where you get nothing then? 

Janet McMahon – Yes. I wouldn’t say nothing, but maybe 6 to 10 calls. This 
period that I was quoting was from July 1st to September 30th and it was a 
total of 47. And again, that was during COVID. 

Q – You talked about that, obviously, having that data on a regular basis 
helped you to guide education. You were talking about that at one point 
you had a lot of hazing complaints. Could you tell us a little bit more about 
the relation between having that data on a regular basis and being able to 
act quickly on which education or workshop may be given in order again to 
not wait for three years and say we could have. Did I misunderstand that or 
this is exactly what’s going on? You have the ability to be “live” on 
responding to a shift or a problem that may occur. 

Janet McMahon – Yes, it’s probably been more luck than by plan, because 
Bruce is very opened. He lives in Saskatchewan and he has an elderly 
mother here, so he often likes to come to Winnipeg. So, he’s very opened 
when we feel that we need something, he’s very opened to provide any 
extra workshop throughout the year. I think that even in his contract it 
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might say that he is required to do one per year for us. And to just point, I 
think the other ones, again it’s been because we’ve reached to the 
community. The Child Protection Agency is located in Winnipeg, so we 
developed a great relationship with them and they’ve been very opened to 
coming and helping the sport community understand what their obligation 
is in keeping these kids safe. They’ve also offered the Commit to Kids 
program on-line free to a number of our sports, just to do and give them 
feedback to see if they were interested in expanding it further. Again, I 
think we’ve done a good job of reaching out to communities. So, when we 
see that there’s a need, we go and search out somebody that could provide 
us with good information. Again, Steven from the Sport Law strategy, when 
we started this whole process, was excellent. He came out here probably 
three or four times within a couple of years period of doing particularly 
some work around the development of policies and helping people. He 
would actually sit with them and say… We even had him doing a lot of work 
on By-laws. I think it’s more about making the connects with people. Like I 
said, I was very surprised, well I shouldn’t be surprised but to hear that 
there’s a number of cases around the board table bullying. You know, 
maybe it’s another thing that we need to look at. How much of that is going 
on, and is there ways that we can stop the bullying in the boardroom. 

Jeff Hnatiuk – It’s probably fair to say that we’ve been more reactionary to 
what we have put in place, as opposed to examining the data and going 
boy, this seems to be a trend. Maybe we should be looking at putting 
something in place. But I think the data does give us the ability to take that 
more proactive approach. But I think today, we’ve probably been more 
reactionary to… 

Janet McMahon – One of the issues we have run into a lot and we’ve done 
quite a bit of workshopping on is social media, particularly bullying 
between teammates. That seems to be an ongoing and continuous 
program. We had a very significant one in softball this past year and one in 
swimming, and both of those organizations went through a very trying 
time. They have both implemented some pretty strict social media policies 
around their members. I think they’ve done a very good job and we were 
able to help them find the people that they needed to do that kind of 
education and awareness around their athletes. 
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Q  - It’s quite interesting, and thank you for your humility in saying that it 
was more by luck than plan, and that you are reactionary. It seems that you 
have the ability, based on what I hear anyway, to respond quicker. In my 
humble opinion, I think this is even better than having strong policies that 
are in a drawer somewhere. The ability to react and be close to your 
members is more important and I would like to make a small parenthesis to 
give you a little bit more credit than you feel giving yourself. This is where a 
lot of researches say that a lack of connection with the members is 
probably the number one flaw, and you seem to have that in priority. Is 
that a good read? 

Janet McMahon – I would say that we are pretty lucky with our structure 
here. Like Jeff explained, we are not Government. And you know, one of 
the struggles I had when I started in this role was I’m the funder, so people 
don’t want to air their dirty laundry, but I think over the years, we’ve 
gained a real trust relationship that just because you have an issue we need 
to address, it doesn’t mean that it will change your funding level. We use 
some really good, strong, real data metrics to determine funding. This is a 
skill, a situation. If you handle it well, we’re very impressed with it. I think 
the interesting part, just you mentioning relations and disconnects to 
members, we even see that between some PSOs and their local area 
associations or communities, and I think that’s, I don’t know how we do it 
but, that’s an area that we could improve in. Like some of those boards that 
run leagues and regional associations, you know, people get on those 
boards because they were great volunteers. They managed the equipment 
and they communicated, but they have no experience of understanding. 
They’re sport persons, they’re not a board, they don’t come with a skillset, 
they did it out of the goodness of their hearts. And nobody spent the time 
educating them about what your role is as a board member and how you 
should govern. I go to some of those meetings and they’re talking about the 
tournaments, the leagues and the trial dates and booking facilities, and 
when an issue hits, they have no tools and no ability to really address it 
very well. And I would also argue that some of our PSOs claim to us bitterly 
about getting skipped over and going to the NSO, and the NSO kicking it 
back to them provincially, when at times, it really should have been 
addressed to the NSO level because It’s not just a Manitoba problem or a 
Manitoba athlete. We do have a bunch of disjointed scenarios here. Again, 
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it would be great to see more of a very clear pathway around how we 
address these things. 

Q – We have Safe Sport at the NSO level. How is that relationship Janet, do 
you see, you know, a NSO level coming down to a provincial organization, 
what’s that like? Do you see much involvement from the NSO level, from 
the national organizations, to come down and be able to help at the PSO 
level, or is that kind of on your own, your responsibility to deliver that? 

Janet McMahon – I would suggest that there was very little leadership 
there in the past. I think with some of the work that’s going on, there’s a 
little bit more now than there was. I think the challenge though, it’s a very 
different environment at an NSO level, and a lot of the NSOs have hired 
paid national team coaches. If there’s some kind of complaints against that 
coach, I think the NSO has a lot of teeth, or should, has a lot of ability to do 
something about that. They can fire them, for instance. At a provincial body 
level, very few of our organizations have a fulltime paid coach. Some of 
them do, but they also have a hundred other coaches that are volunteers 
and it is very difficult, jurisdictionally, to first of all give that coach the 
ability to defend himself if there are allegations and in a fair way, and on 
another hand, to be able to investigate to make sure that they’re not true. 
So, it’s a little bit more difficult I think at a provincial level. And I think it 
goes back to a judgmental capacity. I mean, as an executive director, I’m 
expected to get into funding documents, I’m expected to do all the 
communications, I’m expected to deliver programming, all these sorts of 
things, I’ve got to deal with the Board. I’m parent, and then, you throw on 
top of it that I’m also supposed to be investigating a coach who’s alleged to 
verbally abusing a team. It’s a very complex role for these people to play, 
and they definitely don’t have the expertise and skills, and they were not 
hired with that in mind. 

Jeff Hnatiuk – Janet, would it also be fair to say that it’s sort of hard to 
generalize and say that none of the NSOs are getting their policies or 
supports or directions down to the PSOs. It is kind of hit and missed I would 
suggest. There are some national bodies that do a better job of insuring 
that their PT organizations are delivering on some of the areas. But, in 
some others, the disconnect between the NSO and the PSO or the PTSO is 
significant. It depends I think on the sport, in some cases. 
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Q – There’s lots of work that goes in into providing Safe Sport in a province. 
So, has that line helped deviate some of those calls that come in to the 
office and allows you to deal with the incidences that are critical, that your 
organization deals with? 

Janet McMahon – Absolutely. Like I said, I think some of these things 
wouldn’t even come forward if we wouldn’t have that line. Because it’s 
such I probably know the person you’re complaining about, or I personally 
know the coach. So, to have that confidential independent line that is 
looking at things completely objectively, is absolutely critical to this 
process, absolutely. And you’re right – these sorts of things take a ton of 
someone’s time and they become very emotionally charged. I’ve seen 
executive directors just exhausted after months of receiving letters and 
emails and tons of material, trying to go through it and figure out who’s 
accurate and who’s added all these red _______________to it. That line is 
able to kind of boil it down to specifically what is the issue and then find a 
way for it to be addressed. That’s probably one of the number one keys 
with these things. When I get somebody phoning me and saying my kid 
wasn’t treated fairly at a hockey try-out, for me to go through the research 
and find out what really happened would probably be days of my time, 
whereas somebody like Bruce who I said was very masterful, would say to 
them: Have you got a copy of the criteria? You know, what happened, and 
get down to a point where he can say: Yes, it sounds like they changed the 
criteria halfway through. You should go back to the PSO and make a formal 
complaint. They have a complaint policy. This is what the rules say, you 
have to have grounds, all that kinds of things, whereas I don’t have to do 
that. So, I would say that line is critical to the success of first of all getting 
people to come forward, and secondly having a clear path of how to 
address it. 

Jeff Hnatiuk – And to add to that Janet, we talked a fair amount about the 
executive directors of the PSO. Those are staff people. It might not be as 
relevant when we talk about the CHL because the teams all have staff, etc. 
But, as we all know, sport in this Country is delivered by volunteers, and we 
rely so much on our volunteers to administer sport. Anytime that we can 
provide these kinds of supports for them too as volunteers, the line is 
something that we think is very critical. And we can’t overlook the fact that 
so much of what is delivered in sports is through volunteers, who don’t 
have a lot of that knowledge to even know where to go for support when 
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they’re faced with something. So, having something like the help line is 
from our perspective very important. 

Janet McMahon – Again, if you are thinking in the context of the CHL, you 
really do need to educate the players about this. Even our help line after 
how many years we’ve had it, there is times when I go to a meeting and 
people go: What? You have a 1-800 line? So, the way you get that message 
out, it has to be ongoing and constantly. You cannot only post it on the 
website. I think people have to be even encouraged to use it. Even between 
teammates, if somebody came to me and said I’m struggling with this, or 
whatever, I should say well, call that 1-800 number, because that’s why it’s 
there. Somebody who can actually help you will be on the other end. You 
have to remember that the players themselves, the coaches themselves, 
have to be educated on what you’re trying to achieve, and some of the 
behaviours that we see, they have to know and reminded that they’re 
unacceptable and that there are consequences. We saw that recently with 
some hockey players with their social media accounts that became public. 
They have to know that people are concerned about it, because they’re not 
going to change their behaviour unless there is some kind of intervention or 
some kind of awareness or education. People hate me saying that, but it’s 
the truth. 

Q – During the team selection periods, you said that there are more 
complaints. Who makes those complaints? Is it the athlete’s parents or the 
athlete himself who has been released? Because I think that this is a grey 
zone, and people’s understanding is that you could be released on a team, 
but it has to be dealt in the matter that maybe there might be more than 
that, so we have to stay opened, even if there’s an increase, dealing with 
those people is part of the education. So, is there an increase in the parents 
or the athletes? 

Janet McMahon – I would say most of the time, it’s the parents that are 
calling, for sure. Just looking at this report, it says two contacts were from 
parents of athletes alleging that team selection was handled 
inappropriately and therefore abusive to young athletes. So, that would be 
kind of normal. I don’t think we get athletes, but I mean, usually if they’re 
young, they’re r 18, I would suggest that it comes hand in hand. The athlete 
is upset, feels that he wasn’t treated properly, the parents just side with 
them. That one’s almost a joint thing most of the time I would say. 
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Q – Would you say that it is important to stay opened to those because if 
not, people would say: they don’t even hear us for this, so if there’s 
anything more than that, we won’t have a place to go. 

Janet McMahon – Yes. We have advised people on both sides, because 
sometimes the challenge for us is that I mean, literally, if you are putting in 
a selection process and if you really are truly going to leave it up to the 
coach, then that’s your policy and you state that up front. The coach gets to 
make these decisions based on the good of the team or whatever. Then, 
publicize that as your criteria. If you start putting in they have to attend this 
competition and these practices, if they’re not there, they need a medical 
certificate and then you don’t follow that, then people do have a really 
good case because you publicly stated that these are all the requirements. 
Then, your best athlete ends up in Europe or something and misses all this 
and yet you want that athlete to be on the team. So, we try to go back to 
the provincial bodies and say let’s think about your selection process. What 
is it that you really want to have happen here? Are you leaving it all to head 
coach to determine who they want, based on skills and rounding up the 
team and sometimes it’s coachability, it’s not the best player. But parents, 
when they sit in the stands and watch try-outs, they’re looking for 
something very different. So, I think, for us, we try to do that work up front 
and say be very clear on your selection process. If you think that the coach 
has that priority, if you go to a committee, are you scoring them, are you 
telling people what you’re looking for? We’ve tried to go that route, to be 
fair and opened, but yes, if a sport doesn’t follow what they’ve 
communicated, there definitely be a process that parents or athletes can go 
through to find out how the decision was made. 

I don’t know Jeff if you remember the badminton one with Canada Games. 
That was quite a long and arduous process. It involved lawyers and …  So, 
we’ve worked with badminton to change their selection criteria for the 
future for sure. They’ve learned a big lesson, the hard way. 

Q – You mention the hard way. Could we have a copy of that case? Because 
when you say the hard way, there may be something for us to learn. 

Janet McMahon – I would have to look for that because it goes back a bit. 

Jeff Hnatiuk – Janet and I had both taken a leave to help organize the 2017 
Canada Games that were here in Winnipeg and I think it was just around 
that time, but we should be able to dig that up. 
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CHL – Independent Review Panel 

Minutes of a meeting 
held by video conference 

on October 7th, 2020 

PRESENT: Mr. Camille H. Thériault, Chair 
Mr. Sheldon Kennedy 
Ms. Daniele Sauvageau 
Ms. Simonne Godin, executive assistant to Chair 

1. CALL TO ORDER

The meeting is called to order at 1:30 pm (ADT).

2. FINAL REPORT
Discussion with Ms. Jennifer Roedding

Ms. Jennifer Roedding has more than 20 years of experience in the
kind of service the panel was looking for in writing/transcribing their
final report for the CHL. The panel wanted to meet with Ms.
Roedding to go over the mandate that they were given and give her
some general information on the work that was done until now on
the review.

Knowing that the panel’s final report will probably end up going
public, Chair Thériault expressed the need to have someone over the
next two or three weeks to listen to all the panel’s discussions,
debates and thought process and then format their findings and
recommendations into a presentable and professional report. A slide
deck would also be required to present the final report to the CHL.

Ms. Roedding confirmed that this kind of work is pretty much what
she does everyday and that she is also used to work with deadlines.
under pressure. She was also aware that time will be of the essence
in this project and committed to meet the deadline as required.
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Chair Thériault then confirmed that the consultant hired for the 
writing of the report would be given access, on a very confidential 
basis, to all the information gathered by the panel, whether it be 
minutes, presentations by expert witnesses or articles and reviews 
relating to the current issues, and obviously the survey results. 
 
The fees related to this potential contract will be negotiated between 
Chair Thériault and Ms. Roedding after the meeting. 
 
Ms. Roedding left the meeting at 1:50 pm (ADT). 
 
All panel members agree on hiring Ms. Roedding for this contract. 
There will also be a need for professional translation later in the 
process, because it is very important that the report be put out in 
both languages. 
 

3. SURVEY 

Ms. Sauvageau indicated that the survey has closed on Monday, 
October 5th so Léger & Léger are now in the process of compiling and 
analysing the results. The final report should be ready by Friday, 
October 9th, as originally scheduled.  
 
The panel would appreciate getting the results as soon as possible in 
order to start the work on the recommendations. Ms. Sauvageau will 
check with Léger & Léger to schedule a date for early next week. 
 

4. EXPERTS 

As mentioned at the last meeting, Ms. Sauvageau met with two more 
experts over the last few days, (names removed as they did not wish 
to be personally named). She specifies up front that they weren’t 
comfortable to be named in the final report, so she confirmed that 
the panel might refer to their comments but not to them personally.  

 
Overall, Ms. Sauvageau appreciated having met these people 
because they validated, among other things, the following: 

 Policies are there but they are not clear, they are heavy and not 
integrated.  

 The three leagues do not have the same programs at all. There is 
more on paper than there is in the field.  
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 The owners have the last say. 
 The fear of speaking out is still there. 
 The reporting to whomever should be notified comes in too late 

for them to act on. 
 Coaches with issues transferred to other teams because their 

misbehaviours have not been accurately reported. 
 There is no exit interview when players leave the team mid-

season for whatever reason. 
 There is no debriefing or evaluation at the end of the year for the 

sole purpose of improving or changing things moving forward, if 
necessary. 

 Regular meetings with coaches are not part of the curriculum. 
 Modernized education on apps or other tools does not exist in the 

CHL. 
 The owners still have the ultimate decision on discipline and 

penalties for misbehaviours when these should be dealt with by a 
committee having the authority to act as they see fit, whether by 
suspending the individual or even fire him. 
 

On this last element, Ms. Sauvageau suggested to go back to the 
Commissioners and ask them for the number and data of complaints 
received or punitive interventions by the League in the last three 
years. This could give the panel the necessary arguments to back-up 
their recommendation on the subject. Chair Thériault will follow-up 
with Mr. Dan MacKenzie on this. 

 
5. ADJOURNMENT  

The meeting adjourned at 2:20 pm (ADT). 

 

 

Simonne Godin 
Executive Assistant to Chair 
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LIST OF EXPERTS 

Kerr, Dr. Gretchen, PhD – Professor, Athlete Maltreatment
Vice Dean of Programs, School of Graduate Studies, 
University of Toronto 

Dr. Kerr has conducted and contributed to many research projects in the area of athlete 
maltreatment. She is also the content expert author of UCCMS and has over 30 years of 
experience as a volunteer athlete welfare officer. 

Kerr, G., Wilson E. & Stirling, A. (2019). Prevalence of maltreatment among current and
former national team athletes

Jewett, R., Kerr, G., MacPherson, E. & Stirling, A. (in press). Experiences of bullying
victimisation in inter-university athletes. International Sport Coaching Journal.

Kerr, G., Battaglia, A., Stirling, A. & Bandealy, A. (in press). Examining coaches
perspectives on the use of exercise as punishment. International Sport Coaching Journal.

Kerr, G., Battaglia, A. & Stirling, A. (2019). Maltreatment in youth sport: A systematic
issue. Kinesiology Review 8(3), 237-243.

Battaglia, A., Kerr, G.  & Stirling, A. (2018). Examining the influence of athletes’
punishment experiences on decisions to cease participation in competitive hockey.
International Journal of Sport and Exercise Psychology. Advance online publication. doi:
10.1080/1612197X2018.1536158.

MacDonald, Dr. Sarah, PhD –  Forensic interview specialist
Child Advocacy Centre, Calgary 

Dr. MacDonald specializes in Memory and Forensic Interviewing in Calgary, Canada. She 
conducts forensic interviews on request for complex, serious cases of sexual assault. Dr. 
MacDonald also serves as the Scientific Advisor for the Ministry of Justice and Solicitor General 
(Police Advisory Committee – Sexual Violence) and as a Director on the Board of the Alberta 
Criminal Justice Association. 

Dr MacDonald provides education and training to Law Enforcement in Alberta, Judges, 
Prosecutors, Physicians, among others. She has conducted and published research, including a 
book chapter, examining cognitive processes underlying investigative interview techniques, 
psychological-based investigative practices, deception detection/credibility assessment, and 
memory. Dr. MacDonald has presented her research internationally and is a TEDx speaker. 

She was trained in Advanced Cognitive Interviewing in the U.K. and has developed and taught 
this course (the first of it’s kind in North America) to Canadian police officers in Major Crime 
who interview significant witnesses and victims of crime. 

Her research on human behaviour in the justice system has been recognized through SSHRC J.A. 
Bombardier top National awards. 
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McLean, Dr. Scott, PhD – Educator and social/justice service consultant 

 Mount Royal University, Red Cross Community College 
 Adjunct Professor at City University of Seattle 

 
Dr. McLean has facilitated numerous workshops and provides clinical support to first responders 
regarding various traumatization and researches the topis as he is Board Certified in Forensic 
Traumatology. 

 
 

Todd, Dr. Ryan, PhD – Sport psychiatrist 
         Foothills Hospital in Calgary 

 
Dr. Todd has seen and treated thousands of individuals who have a mental illness as a result of a 
trauma, medical or surgical illness. He also believes that mental wellness can be learned and 
practiced by everyone, and that technology is a vital resource in helping bridge the gap between 
demand and mental healthcare today. This belief fueled his desire to start Headversity, a mental 
wellness tech company where he acts as CEO. Through Headversity, Dr. Todd envisions building 
a culture of mental wellness in the Canadian workforce through mobile, micro, and measurable 
training. 
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LIST OF INTERVIEWEES 

Canadian Hockey League 
Mr. Dan MacKenzie, president CHL
Mr. Robert Bayne, legal attorney CHL
Mr. David Branch, commissioner OHL
Mr. Gilles Courteau, commissioner LHJMQ
Mr. Ron Robison, commissioner WHL

El-Awadi, Ahmed – CEO, Swimming Canada 

Gervais, Bruno – ex Junior and NHL player 

Hockey Canada 
Tom Renney – CEO
Todd Jackson - CRM Senior Manager Insurance and

 Membership Services 

Jackson, Jeff – Players’ Agent 

Soberlack, Peter – ex NHL player 
Sport Psychology Consultant 
Faculty member – Physical Education Department 

Thompson Rivers University 
(courses in coaching and 
psychology and sociology of sport) 

Sport Manitoba 
Jeff, Hnatiuk – CEO
Janet McMahon – director of Sport
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 INTRODUCTION

Thank you for participating in Talk Today, a 
program of the Canadian Mental Health 
Association (CMHA) and the Ontario Hockey 
League (OHL). Talk Today is one of the 
most comprehensive mental health 
programs for amateur sports in Canada. Its 
aim is to promote the mental health of young 
athletes and to spread awareness about the 
benefits of positive mental health throughout 
communities across the country.  Originally
launched by CMHA Ontario Division in 
partnership with the OHL in 2014, interest in 
Talk Today is growing throughout Canada.

CMHA Ontario has created this manual to 
help local teams, organizations and CMHA 
branches implement Talk Today in their 
communities. This manual contains useful 
information about the contents of the 
program as well as practical tips to help you 
deliver Talk Today successfully.

WHY TALK TODAY?
In a given year, one in five people in Canada 
experiences a mental health problem or 
illness. There are no limitations to those who 
may be affected. Only one in three people who 
experience a mental health problem or illness 
— and as few as one in four children or youth 
— report that they have sought and received 
services and treatment. Suicide, meanwhile, 
remains the second leading cause of death of 
young people between the ages 10 and 24.

High-performance athletes in their late 
teenage and early adult years often face 
significant stress and life’s challenges can 
seem immense. Not only are they facing the 
pressures of excelling and reaching the next 
level in their sport, but they’re also doing so 
during critical educational and social periods in 
their lives. Talk Today is designed to provide 
support to these young people and to 
destigmatize the negative connotations 
associated with seeking help. 1 
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1. Training – At its core, Talk Today offers participants standardized, 
certified and evidence-based mental health and suicide-awareness 
workshops called SafeTALK and ASIST.

2. CMHA Mental Health Coaches – A CMHA Mental Health Coach acts as 
a direct link to a team/organization participating in Talk Today. This 
relationship allows for greater knowledge of, and access to, community 
mental health and addictions resources.

3. Mental Health Champions – This person is a positive force for mental 
health within their team/organization. Talk Today actively encourages 
anyone within a participating organization to become a Mental Health 
Champion. 

4. Talk Today events – Elite athletes and sports organizations are positive 
role models within their communities. Talk Today requires participants to 
host a public event that will be used to share the message about positive 
mental health in the community at large.

5. Evaluation – In order to ensure the effectiveness of Talk Today and 
improve the initiative, a mandatory evaluation component has been built 
into the program

6. Support – You’re not doing this alone. CMHA Ontario is available to 

provide advice, insight and tactical and communications support. 

This guide will explain the key components of Talk Today:

2
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1. Training by CMHA Professionals

The core component of Talk Today are two 
certified and evidence-based mental health 
and suicide awareness trainings. Delivered 
by CMHA professionals, the accredited 
training protocols have been developed by 
LivingWorks, a world leader in suicide 
intervention training. Like CPR training, 
participants taking these mental health and 
suicide awareness workshops learn valuable 
life skills.  

The first training is safeTALK (Suicide 
Alertness For Everyone), which teaches 
individuals the importance of mental health, 
how to recognize persons with thoughts of 
suicide and how to take action. 

Three hours in duration, safeTALK prepares 
anyone over the age of 15 to identify 
persons with thoughts of suicide and 
connect them to suicide first-aid resources. 
Most people with thoughts of suicide “invite”
help to stay safe. Alert helpers know how to 
use these opportunities to support that 
desire for safety. 

While available to anyone associated with 
the team, the recommendation is for all 
athletes to complete safeTALK. 

In 2015, the cost of safeTALK is $35 per 
person. 

The second training is ASIST (Applied 
Suicide Intervention Skills Training), which
teaches people how to recognize individuals 
who are at risk and intervene to keep 
individuals safe. The ASIST workshop is for 
people who want to feel more comfortable, 
confident and competent in helping to prevent 
the immediate risk of suicide. Following 
completion, participants become ASIST-
certified. More than one million caregivers 
have participated in this two-day, highly 
interactive, practical, practice-oriented 
workshop. Participation in the full two days is 
required. Without full participation, there is no 
certification. ASIST participants learn a model 
of care teaching them how to connect with a 
“Person at Risk” and how to develop a plan to 
keep them safe. 

While available to anyone associated with the 
team, the recommendation is for at least 1-2
support staff (e.g. coaches, managers, 
parents, etc.) to complete ASIST.

In 2015, the cost of ASIST is $130 per 
person. 

3
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SafeTALK Workshop Tips

Conduct safeTALK training early in a season so that team members can use what they’ve 
learned to support each other throughout the year.

A players-only training session may be useful in encouraging a free exchange of ideas

Elite sports clubs often have busy schedules so some flexibility may be required when 
offering the training. Be sure to work with your CMHA Mental Health Coach to schedule a 
suitable training time.

Include the Mental Health Champion (see page 5) and CMHA Mental Health Coach (see 
page 5) so that athletes are familiar with these appropriate contacts.

Offer safeTALK each year to ensure new and returning players have access to the training.

To help track the success of Talk Today, monitor the number of players, coaches, parents, 
etc. that are participating in safeTALK.

ASIST Tips

Those taking ASIST may also wish to complete safeTALK. 

Offer ASIST each year to increase the number of accredited individuals, thereby creating a 
suicide safe community.

Individuals taking ASIST may have greater interest in mental health and may wish to become 
the team’s Mental Health Champion (see page 5).

To help track the success of Talk Today, monitor the number of players, coaches, parents, etc. 
that are participating in ASIST.

4
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2. CMHA Mental Health Coaches

A key component of Talk Today is the 
relationship that develops between 
athletes/organizations and their local CMHA 
branch. A CMHA branch will designate a 
Mental Health Coach who will be connected 
to each team and be available as a main 
point of contact should a player or anyone 
associated with the team be in distress. A 
mental health coach is trained to provide 
resources and supports for the players as 
well as the people that surround the players. 
The CMHA Mental Health Coach can 
provide referrals to local mental health, 
addictions, and crisis services, as 
necessary.

3. Mental Health Champions

A Mental Health Champion is someone 
associated with a team that takes an interest 
in mental health issues and would like to 
have more involvement in the Talk Today
program. Champions can be players, 
coaches, staff, managers, parents, billeting 
parents or anyone else associated with the 
team. The Mental Health Champion should 
also be a main contact for the CMHA Mental 
Health Coach, as well as a further resource 
for players. Furthermore, the champion can 
work with local CMHA branches and act as 
an advocate on mental health issues within 
the community.  

Tips for Mental Health Coaches

• CMHA Mental Health Coaches are 
driving forces in Talk Today. They are 
responsible (with guidance from 
CMHA Ontario) for making and 
maintaining contact with their 
respective team.

• CMHA Mental Health Coaches should 
be present at safeTALK and ASIST 
workshops to help foster the 
relationship with training participants.

• CMHA Mental Health Coaches may 
wish to consider other ways to 
maintain contact with the 
team/organization throughout the 
season.

• CMHA Mental Health Coaches should 
provide players a list of community 
resources that offer services during 
business hours and 24/7.

Tips for Mental Health Champions

• A Mental Health Champion should be 
someone who has regular contact with 
the players/organization. For example, 
a team physiotherapist or athletic 
trainer may be well suited for the role.

• Mental Health Champions are a crucial 
contact point for CMHA Mental Health 
Coaches. The champion should be 
accessible, especially during the first 
year of the program. 

• Like CMHA Mental Health Coaches, 
Mental Health Champions should be 
well known to the team/organization.

• There is no limit to the number of 
Mental Health Champions per 
team/organization. More is better.

• Mental Health Champions may wish to 
take ASIST

5
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Local Talk Today Events

Teams/organizations are encouraged to 
coordinate with their local CMHA Branch to 
host Talk Today events to increase public 
awareness about suicide and promote 
mental health. CMHA Branch staff, CMHA 
Mental Health Coaches, and Mental Health 
Champions and the players/individuals can 
all play a role in these events. In many 
cases, teams/organizations are dedicating 
one home game a year to raise awareness 
about mental health. During the game, the 
club and the local CMHA branch may wish 
to:

Conduct a ceremonial event (e.g. puck 
drop/tip off)
Broadcast public address 
announcements or announcements on 
video scoreboards
Host an information booth staffed by the 
local CMHA branch staff
Raise funds for the CMHA branch and 
Talk Today program using 50/50 draws, 
Talk Today-related souvenirs (stress 
balls, T-shirts, pins, wristbands, etc.)
Incorporate green, the colour of mental 
health, into the festivities 
Issue a news release about the Talk 
Today event 

Event Tips

To maximize media coverage and 
leverage resources, teams in a single 
league should consider hosting events 
during the same time span during the 
season

Many elite sports organizations have 
game-day operations staff to conduct 
these types of events. CMHA Mental 
Health Coaches should reach out to 
teams/organizations and start planning 
early in the season.

Players, coaches or other individuals 
associated with the club/organizations 
may wish to participate (e.g. recording 
video messages; being available to 
media, etc.)

Individuals or clubs/organizations may 
wish to consider involvement in other 
CMHA outreach events throughout the 
year.

6 
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5. Evaluation & Tracking

In order to evaluate and enhance the program, 
everyone participating in safeTALK and ASIST must, at 
the completion of the workshops, complete a survey 
from LivingWorks, creators of the trainings.

Furthermore, all players participating in safeTALK must 
also complete a Talk Today questionnaire developed 
by CMHA Ontario and distributed to CMHA branches 
participating in the program.

Branches providing safeTALK and ASIST workshops 
should track the number of participants in each 
workshop and provide those numbers to CMHA 
Ontario as soon as possible.

Evaluation Tips

• LivingWorks dictates that its 
surveys must be completed 
immediately after training 
workshops. 

• Talk Today questionnaires can 
be delivered immediately after 
training workshops or at a later 
date. Individual CMHA 
Branches and their 
corresponding 
clubs/organizations are 
responsible for ensuring this 
occurs.

• Talk Today questionnaires must 
be returned to the CMHA 
Ontario

6. CMHA Ontario Support

You’re not in this alone. CMHA Ontario can help participating teams/organizations and CMHA 
branches deliver this program. CMHA Ontario can act as a liaison between a group of local 
branches and a broader league. This may include educating league executive about Talk Today
and helping that league relay information to its teams. CMHA Ontario can also help connect CMHA 
Mental Health Coaches with team-based Mental Health Champions.

Furthermore, communication and public engagement are important ways to promote Talk Today
and tout its success. However, it’s a fact that not all CMHA branches have the necessary 
communications and engagement capacity to do this. 

That’s why CMHA Ontario is building a series of communication materials that CMHA branches and 
local clubs/organizations may find useful. The materials are being developed as templates so that 
any branch, no matter the location, may take advantage. 

Materials will include:
News releases, key messages, Qs and As
Brochures and fact sheets
Web banners and web stories
Social media posts (Twitter and Facebook)
Talk Today logo

7
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 SUMMARY
Talk Today continues to make advancements 
in an effort to become the gold standard of 
mental health programs for amateur sports in 
Canada. 

In order to attain this goal, the following 
requirements are essential:

Ensuring all players are safeTALK trained 
so they have the skills to identify when a 
peer, colleague, family member or 
teammate may be struggling.

Having ASIST-trained individual(s) so that
the players have an appropriate, 
consistent contact to connect with in 
times of crisis.

Engaged Mental Health Champions and 
CMHA Mental Health Coaches so that 
players have a reliable mental health 
network within the organization.

Hosting a game-day event in conjunction 
with CMHA branches to promote mental 
health and suicide awareness.

Constructive feedback/evaluation from 
participants of the program.

Following the program’s structure ensures 
the Talk Today is delivered consistently 
across teams, organizations and leagues 
across Canada. 

 

For more information, contact:

Daniel Nugent-Bowman
Communications and Marketing Officer
Canadian Mental Health Association, 
Ontario
Tel: 416-977-5580 Ext. 4129 
Toll Free: 1-800-875-6213
dnugent-bowman@ontario.cmha.ca

Joe Kim
Director of Communications 
Canadian Mental Health Association, 
Ontario
Tel: 416-977-5580 Ext. 4141 
Toll Free: 1-800-875-6213
jkim@ontario.cmha.ca

8
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HEALTH AND WELFARE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

1. BLOOD SPILL POLICY

The League recognizes that infections and diseases may be transmitted by contact with
blood.  The League policy is that member teams and their trainers, medical personnel and
all others be responsible to take necessary precautions to reduce the potential spread of
infection and disease including the following:

All Athletic Trainers must wear latex gloves at all times while on the bench and attending to
players.

Any blood soiled towels must be removed from the player's bench and/or penalty bench
immediately and cleaned or disposed of in the proper manner.

All soiled waste, including gauze pads and latex gloves must be disposed of in the proper
disposal container.

Open wounds to players must be properly covered prior to entering the game.

Any excess blood on a player's sweater must be treated with an anti-bacterial/viral agent
before entering play.

2. FACIAL / HEAD PROTECTION POLICY

The OHL requires that all players, who participate in any OHL practice, exhibition, regular
season, or play-off game must wear a facial protector which is securely fastened to the
helmet and is made in such a way so as to not cause injury to the player or opposing
players.

Players must wear their helmets in such a fashion that the chin strap of the helmet is
securely fastened under the chin.  Failure to properly wear the chin strap shall result in that
player being ordered off the playing surface.

It should be understood that players must wear their visors in such a way so as to provide
maximum protection.  Players wearing a facial protector which is insecurely fastened
and/or worn, will be assessed a 10 minute misconduct penalty.

The minimum facial protection a player may wear is the Bauer approved visor.

3. HAZING POLICY

Team bonding is an important element in developing a positive feeling among the members of
any team sport.

However, there is a distinct difference between team bonding and hazing.  Hazing is a practice
which is not tolerated by the Ontario Hockey League and its Member Teams.

“Hazing” includes any conduct, activity, event, initiation ritual or occurrence, whether planned
or spontaneous, in which one or more members of a team are subjected to (a) discriminatory
conduct based on race, colour, creed, nationality, religion or sexual orientation, (b) physical or
sexual harassment, (c) emotional, mental, physical or sexual abuse, or (d) conduct, comment or
gesture reasonably considered to be insulting, intimidating, humiliating, degrading or
offensive. For greater certainty, any initiation ritual which involves consumption of alcohol or is
of a sexual nature will be deemed to be hazing. In the case of any issue as to whether conduct
amounts to hazing, the decision of the League Commissioner will be determinative.
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3. HAZING POLICY (Cont’d) 
 
It is the position of the Ontario Hockey League and its Member Teams that each player 
joining the League is welcomed in a professional and dignified manner. 
 
All players shall share equally in chores and other responsibilities within the team 
environment. 

Any player, team official or executive member of a team who has (a) been party to, or (b) has 
knowledge of (without reporting at the first reasonable opportunity to the office of the League 
Commissioner), any hazing shall be subject to an automatic suspension and / or fine, the length 
or amount of which will be determined upon investigation of the incident.

 
4. MOUTHGUARD POLICY 
 

All players must wear a full coloured dentist fabricated mouthguard that covers the back 
molar teeth. 

 
If an official is informed by a coach or player or notices himself that a player is not wearing 
a mouthguard, the referee shall assess the player a misconduct penalty for "playing without 
a mouthguard". 

 
If the failure to wear a mouthguard is noticed before the play commences, the misconduct 
shall be assessed immediately.  If it is noticed during the play, the misconduct shall be 
assessed upon conclusion of the play.  If it is noticed after the conclusion of play, it shall be 
assessed immediately. 
 
If a player wears his mouthguard improperly during play, he shall be assessed the 
misconduct penalty upon conclusion of the play. 

 
5. TOBACCO/VAPING PRODUCTS POLICY 
 

The Ontario Hockey League has banned the use of all tobacco (including chewing tobacco) 
and non-medicinal vaping products at all OHL events.  This includes all practices, game 
situations and travel to or from games and billet homes. 

 
6. JEWELLERY POLICY 
 

The wearing of any form of Ajewellery@ is not permitted during the playing of any OHL 
game and any player who should wear any form of jewellery shall be immediately removed 
from the playing surface until such time that he removes same.  (Medical bracelet is an 
exception to this policy. 

 
7. HARASSMENT & ABUSE / DIVERSITY POLICY 

 
Preamble 

 
The following provides a general understanding of the principals relating to diversity 
awareness and appreciation, as well as an understanding of the consequences that will 
result from a failure to properly respect your fellow players and personnel within the 
League. 
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7. HARRASSMENT & ABUSE / DIVERSITY POLICY (Cont’d) 

 
Ontario Hockey League=s Position 

 
The Ontario Hockey League cares about diversity within its environment.  The OHL values 
all of its players, staff, and officials and is committed to providing a place where all players 
and personnel are treated with respect.  Not only does this mean that the League strives for 
an environment that is free from unequal treatment on the basis of race, age, gender, creed, 
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, marital status or disability - it also means that 
we strive for an environment where we value and benefit from the distinctiveness of each 
other. 
 
What is Diversity? 
 
Diversity is not just a word for minorities or people of colour.  While racial diversity is 
important, the concept is much bigger than that.  Diversity includes everyone.  One 
meaning of diversity is simple variety.  Our League, like any other League or industry, 
depends on talent - and we all need people, with all of their various strengths, as part of our 
talent pool. 

 
Why Do We Care About Diversity? 

 
The League’s goal is to strengthen our organization.  It’s about maximizing the full potential 
of each person and valuing differences as well as similarities.  We believe that diversity is 
an important bottom-line issue.  When we bring together people with difference 
backgrounds and experience and we draw from those different experiences, the quality of 
the outcome is much higher.  I’m sure you all know this from experience. 

 
Keep in mind, our commitment to diversity does not end with those of us inside the 
League.  It also includes how we relate to the people and organizations with which we 
interact, as well as our communities.  Our success depends on this.  Understanding 
diversity, valuing diversity, and managing diversity will help you maximize your potential 
and maximize the OHL=s potential. 

 
Why Do We Care About Diversity and Valuing Diversity? 

 
It=s important to the ongoing success of our League and it’s the right thing to do. 
 
Will the OHL Enforce its Policy Regarding Diversity? 

 
Because the OHL places the utmost value on all OHL Members properly respecting one 
another=s diversities, including, for example, differences relating to race, sex, age, where a 
person is born, their sexual orientation or way of life, or their disability status, the League 
has a zero tolerance policy for language or conduct (both on the ice and off) which 
evidences a lack of respect or disregard for the differences that exist amongst you.  As we 
have previously advised, the League will continue to impose discipline to offending parties 
pursuant to our rules.  Supplementary discipline, where appropriate, may result in the 
League taking further action. 

 
This type of conduct will not be tolerated. 

 
Policy Statement 

 
All players have the right to participate in the Ontario Hockey League in a safe and healthy 
environment which promotes equal opportunities and prohibits discriminatory practices. 
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All forms of harassment and abuse including but not limited to taunts and slurs and 
comments based on race, age, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, creed, gender,        
sexual orientation, marital status or disability will not be tolerated and are completely 
unacceptable under any circumstances. 

       
All on-ice officials have been instructed to assess a Gross Misconduct penalty for any 
violation of the League policy in this area which shall result in a minimum 5 game 
suspension to the offending player and an automatic review by the League Commissioner. 

 
In addition, the team of the offending player shall be fined not less than five hundred 
($500.00) dollars in such instances. 

 
8.  PUBLIC STATEMENTS BY OHL MEMBER TEAM REPRESENTATIVES 
 
         Any representative of an OHL member team who makes any public statements that is 

critical of the League officiating staff shall be subject to a suspension and / or fine not 
exceeding $10,000.00 to be imposed by the Commissioner of the League.

 
9. CHAMPIONSHIP RINGS POLICY

The OHL Championship Team, if they do not win the Memorial Cup, are to provide 
Championship rings to their players and hockey staff with standard and quality to be 
approved by the League, and as well purchase of such rings shall be through the 
recognized League ring supplier 

 
10. IMMIGRATION POLICY

Preamble 
It is the policy of the OHL that member teams, team representatives and players comply in 
all respect with applicable laws. 

 
The OHL is international in scope, with member teams in Canada and the United States and 
players from various countries.  Therefore, it is imperative that all teams, representatives 
and players not only comply with applicable immigration laws, rules and regulations but 
also co-operate fully with immigration officials to ensure a positive and co-operative 
relationship between the OHL and those charged with enforcing the law. 

 
To that end, the OHL is providing the following summary to assist in understanding what is 
necessary to comply with immigration laws.  As with any summary, this is meant to be an 
abbreviated guide only and if there are questions, you should refer them to the League or 
to the team official responsible for immigration matters. 

 
For any violation of the OHL policy with respect to immigration, the Commissioner shall 
have the right to impose such discipline as he deems appropriate, including without 
limitation, the right to declare a non-complying player to be ineligible. 

  
Introduction 
Individuals of all nations participate in the world of athletics.  Because of this, individuals 
involved in this unique industry must turn their minds to the ramifications resulting from 
constant international travel.  Accordingly, players, management and teams must have an 
understanding of the immigration rules and regulations governing the jurisdictions in 
which they will be playing. 

 
The Ontario Hockey League ("OHL") is the same as many sporting leagues throughout the 
world, in that it attracts players from outside of the league's country of origin.  The league 
may require that these individuals travel outside of the country where the team is located.   
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In particular, the OHL teams are primarily based in Canada; however, there are also two 
member teams located in the United States.  Considering the existence of players from 
around the world and the existence of stringent immigration regulations for Canada and the 
United States, the result can be problematic if not everyone is aware of the game plan. 

 
In considering the significance of immigration issues as they pertain to the OHL, issues 
such as visas, grounds of inadmissibility, border crossing matters and permanent residence 
must be considered.  A general understanding of the above, will ensure that the good 
reputation of the OHL is maintained. 

       
Visa Requirements 
When crossing any international border, including the border between the United States 
and Canada, the most essential concern is ensuring that the person making application for 
entry possesses the proper identity documents. 

 
United States 
Document Requirements for Entering the U.S. 
A Canadian citizen must present one of the following to the United States Immigration 
officials; 

 
o  A Canadian passport (mandatory for air travel to the United States) 
o  A Canadian citizenship card 
o A Canadian birth certificate and one piece of photographic 

identification (e.g. provincial driver's license or provincial health 
card) 

 
A landed immigrant in Canada must present the following to United States Immigration officials: 

 
o A valid passport from their country of origin and their Canadian 

record of landing 
 

Depending on the country of citizenship, the landed immigrant may also be required to obtain 
and present a United States Visitor Visa.  Please see the section below entitled U.S. Visa 
Requirements in order to determine whether a Visitor Visa is required in order to enter the 
United States. 

 
A person in Canada pursuant to an Employment Authorization or Visitor Visa must present the 
following to United States Immigration officials: 

 
o A valid passport from their country of origin and their Canadian 

Employment Authorization or Visitor Record. 
 

Depending on the country of citizenship, they may also be required to obtain and present a 
United States visa.  Please see the section below entitled U.S. Visa Requirements in order to 
determine whether a Visitor Visa is required in order to enter the United States. 
 
U.S. Visa Requirements 
A landed immigrant in Canada who is a citizen of one of the following countries does not 
require a Visitor Visa to enter the United States as a visitor: 

 
Antigua & Barbuda  Kiribati  Singapore 
Australia   Lesotho  Solomon Islands 
The Bahamas   Malawi  South Africa 
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Bangladesh   Malaysia  Sri Lanka 
Belize   Maldives  Swaziland 
Botswana   Malta  Tanzania 
Brunei   Mauritius  Tonga 
Cameroon   Namibia  Trinidad & Tobago 
Cyprus   Nauru  Tuvalu 
Dominica   New Zealand  Uganda 
The Gambia   Nigeria  United Kingdom 
Ghana   Pakistan  Vanuatu 
Grenada   Papua New Guinea Western Samoa 
Guyana   St. Kits & Nevis  Zambia 
India   St. Lucia  Zimbabwe 
Ireland   St. Vincent & Grenadines 
Jamaica   Seychelles 
Kenya   Sierra Leone 

 
 

A citizen of one of the following countries does not require a Visitor Visa to enter the United 
States as a visitor: 

 
Andorra   Iceland  New Zealand 
Argentina   Ireland  Norway 
Australia   Italy  San marino 
Austria   Japan  Slovenia 
Belgium   Liechtenstein  Spain 
Brunei   Luxembourg  Sweden 
Denmark   Monaco  Switzerland 
Finland   Netherlands  United Kingdom 
France   Germany 

 
Therefore, a landed immigrant of Canada who is a citizen of a nation not included in either of 
the above lists requires a United States Visitor Visa in order to enter the United States.  A 
citizen of any country that is not included in the second list requires a United States Visitor Visa 
in order to enter the United States.  For example, citizens of Russia, Moldova, China, Czech 
Republic or Poland requires a United States Visitor Visa to enter the United States. 

 
For those persons requiring United States Visitor Visas, the type of Visitor Visa required is 
known as a B1/B2 Visa.  This visa is appropriate provided that at least one of the following 
criteria are met: 

 
1) An athlete or team member is seeking to enter the United States as a member of a 

Canadian based team in order to compete with another sports team as long as the 
foreign athlete and the Canadian sports team have their principal place of activity in 
Canada; the income of the foreign based team and the salary of its players are 
principally accumulated in a foreign country and the foreign based sports team is a 
a member of an international sports league1 (B-1).  Or  

 
 2) The individual who is entering the United States is an amateur in an athletic activity 

and is, by definition2 , not a member of any of the professions associated with that   

1 Immigration Law Service, PRIMARY SOURCE DOCUMENTS, Foreign Affairs Manual (FAM), 9 FAM 41.31 at N6.4 (hereinafter FAM).

2 "Professional athlete" is defined as an individual who is employed as an athlete by a team that is a member of an association of 6 or more 

professional sports teams whose total combine revenues exceed $10,000,000.00 per year, if the association governs the conduct of its members 

and regulates the contests and exhibitions in which its member teams regularly engage; or any minor league team that is affiliated with such an 

association.  Immigration and Nationality Act, Section 204, 8 U.S.C. 1154(2)
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activity and will not be paid for the performance as a competitor in a contest or athletic event, 

even if expenses in connection with same are reimbursed3 (B-2). 
 

In order to obtain a United States Visitor Visa, an application must be made at the United 
States of America Consulate General well in advance of the trip.  A multiple entry Visitor Visa 
can be requested and may be granted for durations of up to 10 years.  However, the Consulate 
has discretion with respect to the length of the Visitor Visa and whether to issue single entry 
Visitor Visas. 

 
Individuals who are not required to obtain Visitor Visas to the United States will be admitted to 
the United States pursuant to one of the aforementioned rationale, nonetheless. 
 
For trips to the United States in order to compete against other OHL teams meeting with and 
abiding by the criteria indicated above will be sufficient. 

 
Longer stays in the United States may require more significant visas, such as an O or a P visa.   

 
An O-visa is for an individual who can be classified as possessing an extra-ordinary ability in 
many  
categories, of which athletics is included.  In order to be eligible to make application for an O-
visa, the applicant's application must be petitioned for by a specific employer or agent.  
Athletes also often use the P visa.  This visa is suitable for people coming to the United States 
temporarily to perform services as an internationally recognized athlete as part of a team at an 
internationally recognized level of performance. 

 
Canada 
Document Requirements for Entering Canada 

 
An American citizen must present one of the following to Canadian immigration officials: 

 
o An American passport 
o An American birth certificate and one piece of photo identification. 

 
A permanent resident of the United States must present the following to Canadian immigration 
officials: 

 
o An American permanent residence card. 

 
A person holding a United States work permit will be required to present the following to 
Canadian immigration officials: 

 
Canadian Visa Requirements 
An applicant for entry to Canada will require a Visitor Visa, if they are not a citizen of one of the 
following countries: 

 
Andorra   Kiribati  Spain 
Antigua & Barbuda Liechtenstein Swaziland 
Australia   Luxembourg  Sweden 
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Austria   Malaysia  Switzerland 
Bahamas   Malta  Tuvalu 
Barbados   Mexico  Vanuatu 
Belgium   Monaco  Western Samoa 
Botswana   Namibia  Zimbabwe 
Brunei   Naura  Britain 
Costa Rica   Netherlands  Anguilla 
Cyprus   New Zealand                             Bermuda 
Denmark   Norway  British Virgin Islands 
Dominica   Papua New Guinea Cayman Islands 
Finland   Portugal  Falkland Islands 
France   Republic of Korea Gilbraltar 
Germany   St. Kitts & Nevis Montserrat 
Greece   St. Lucia  Pitcairn  
Grenada   St. Vincent  St. Helena 
Hungary   San Marino  Turks and Caicos 
Iceland   Saudi Arabia  Holy See 
Ireland   Singapore  Israel 
Italy    Slovenia  B.N.O. (Hong Kong) 
Japan   Solomon Islands 

 
 
Therefore, citizens from countries such as Bosnia, Mongolia, the Ukraine or Turkey are required 
to apply for a Canadian Visitor Visa before presenting themselves to Canadian immigration 
officials at the port of entry.  Applications for Canadian Visitor Visas are made at Canadian 
Consulates and Canadian Embassies, around the world. 

  
After establishing whether a visitor visa is required for entry to Canada, there are also 
considerations concerning the type of employment document that may be issued by 
Immigration Officials.  Different circumstances will require different documentation.  The 
various situations follow: 

 
1) All amateurs4 (including Junior "A" Hockey players), semi-professional and 

professional Canadian based teams require employment authorization, but are 
validation exempt5.  This applies to citizens of other nations who will be playing for 
Canadian OHL teams. 

 

2) Foreign-based teams and individual athletic participants, including those 
responsible for operating the team, do not require employment authorizations.  
Such individuals will be admitted to Canada as visitors. 

 
GROUNDS OF INADMISSIBILITY 
In addition to considering the criteria for crossing the border, it is also necessary to consider 
the criteria that will prevent someone from crossing the border. 

 
 
 

4 The Temporary Foreign Worker Guidelines uses the Sports Canada definition of "amateur".  It is defined as "...athletes earning less thatn 

50% of their income from sports activities.  Those who earn more than 50% are considered semi-professional or professional athletes."  

Citizenship and Immigration Canada, Temporary Foreign Worker Guidelines (FW), (1999) at Chapter FW7 - Guide to Specific Occupations and 

Categories p.6
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Inadmissibility to the United States 
A person making application for entry to the United States can be rendered inadmissible based 
on health or criminal grounds.  According to the Immigration and Nationality Act6, any "alien" 
whom is determined to have a communicable disease of public health significance is 
inadmissible.  The Act specifically includes those infected with HIV, those who have or may 
have had physical or mental illness that could be construed as a threat or a drug abuser or 
addict. 

 
With respect to criminal inadmissibility, anyone who has committed a crime is potentially 
inadmissible to the United States.  7Further, the commission of a drug-related crime or 
suspicion of the commission of a drug related crime is grounds for inadmissibility. 

 
Despite the foregoing there are certain exceptions.  If the crime was committed when the alien 
was under 18 years of age and more than five years prior to the date of the application for entry 
to the United States or the maximum penalty for the crime did not exceed imprisonment for 
one year and the applicant was not sentenced to more than 6 months, the alien may be 
admitted.8 

 
However, the onus is on the applicant to demonstrate this.  Note that even in circumstances in 
which an applicant has a pardon, the applicant will still be inadmissible. 
 

 Waivers 
 
Waivers of inadmissibility may be obtained by application to the U.S. Immigration and 
Naturalization Service.  Unfortunately, applications of this nature for Canadian citizens often 
take as long as six months, even for less serious offences.  For persons who are not Canadian 
citizens and require a visa to enter the United States, a waiver application may be applied for at 
the U.S. Consulate.   

 
Paradoxically, it is much faster for a non-Canadian citizen to obtain a waiver of inadmissibility. 

 
   Paradoxically, it is much faster for a non-Canadian citizen to obtain a waiver of inadmissibility. 
 

Inadmissibility to Canada 
The most commonly encountered types of inadmissibility to Canada are criminal and medical.  
An individual will be inadmissible for medical reasons if it is likely that he will be a danger to 
the public health or safety, or if his admission to Canada might reasonably be expected to 
cause excessive demands on public health services. 

 
Further, an individual seeking to enter Canada, whether temporarily or permanently, may be 
determined to be a member of an inadmissible class if he or she has a criminal past.  
Additionally, where there are "...reasonable grounds to believe..." that a person has been 
convicted of or committed a crime outside of Canada a person may be deemed inadmissible.9   
Therefore, an Immigration Officer need only have reasonable grounds to believe that an 
individual has been convicted of an offence.  Corroborative evidence is not needed. 

                                                                                                         

9 Immigration Act, R.S.C. 1985, c 1-2 at 19 (1) (c.1) (hereinafter Immigration Act)
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Once a person has been determined to be a member of an inadmissible class, it is still possible 
to gain temporary admission either by virtue of discretionary entry10, a Minister's Permit or 
Rehabilitation if five years has elapsed since the sentencing for the crime.  Applications for a 
Minister's Permit can be made at a Canadian consulate or at the port of entry.  However, 
making application at the port of entry is not suggested.  A Minister's Permit is a document 
allowing an inadmissible person to enter or remain in Canada11.  This permit may allow an 
applicant to enter Canada for brief periods, for single or multiple entries.  Issuing a Minister's 
Permit is discretionary and decided on a case-by-case basis.  The applicant must demonstrate 
that there are persuasive reasons justifying his or her entry into Canada, such as national 
interest factors.  As well, the applicant must acknowledge the commission of the offense and 
explain why it is unlikely that he or she will re-offend.  A Minister's Permit can remain valid for 
a period of not more than three years.  At any time during the validity period, the permit may 
be cancelled or extended by the Minister. 

 
Once five years have elapsed since the commission of a crime, an inadmissible individual may 
apply to the Canadian Consulate for rehabilitation.  An Application for Approval of 
Rehabilitation must be completed and submitted.12   If the application is approved, the 
individual will no longer be inadmissible to Canada.  Therefore, the applicant will no longer 
require a Minister's Permit every few years.  The applicant will be allowed into Canada as a 
result of Canada Immigration determining that the applicant is rehabilitated.  Thus, the 
applicant can apply to enter Canada, although he or she may have committed an offense in the 
past. 

 
BORDER CROSSING MATTERS 
While the border between Canada and the United States is the longest unprotected border in 
the world it is an international border crossing nonetheless and the documentary requirements, 
visas requirements and admissibility requirements previously discussed are all applicable. 

 
Anyone crossing the border must be in possession of documentation relevant to his particular 
situation.  Generally, upon reaching the border there are two questions that an Immigration 
Officer will always ask.  The first is "What is your country of citizenship?" and the second is 
"What is the purpose of your trip?"  An individual's country of citizenship is the country of 
which the person holds a passport.  

 
When travelling with one of the OHL teams, the purpose of the trip will usually be to compete 
against an opposing OHL team in a different country.  While the questions indicated would 
likely be asked, the Immigration Officers are permitted to ask any questions they wish.  When 
an Immigration Officer poses a question, the individual crossing the border should be sure to 
listen carefully to the question and answer to the question being asked.  Answers should be 
truthful.  The best and correct answer is the true answer.  When crossing into the United States, 
a misrepresentation that is discovered may result in being barred from the United States for 5 
or 10 years depending upon the severity of the misrepresentation and the particulars of the 
situation. 

 
In addition to immigration concerns when crossing the border, customs issues should also be  
                                                                                                                                                       
 
 
 

10 See Par II.C., above for a discussion of this issue.

11 Citizenship and Immigration Canada, Immigration Manual, Inland Processing, Ch.12 at 1.2

12 Ibid, Ch.11 at 3.4
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considered.  At no time should any illegal substances of any sort be taken across international 
borders.  The same can be said for weapons and pets that have not obtained the appropriate 
documentation. 
 
Canadian and United States Immigration Officers have a great deal of discretionary power.  
Accordingly, they should be treated with respect.  Once an individual is at the border, the laws 
of the country that is being entered are the laws that prevail.  If an individual is detained at the 
border, there is not an automatic right to counsel. 

 
PERMANENT RESIDENCE 

Permanent Residence in the United States 
 

The most viable category under which athletes may make application for permanent residence 
in the United States is in the Extraordinary Ability category.  Individuals may make application 
for permanent residence under the extraordinary ability in the sciences, arts, education, 
business or athletics, who have demonstrated sustained national or international acclaim.  An 
individual can self-petition for this visa.  An individual possessing Extraordinary Ability is a 
person who has a level of expertise, which indicates that the person is one of the small 
percentage who has risen to the very top of his/her field in their endeavour. 

 
In order to demonstrate that an individual has extraordinary ability the applicant must be able 
to demonstrate involvement in an event with a distinguished reputation or providing services 
or leading a critical role in an activity for an organization that has a distinguished reputation.  
To demonstrate sustained national or international acclaim the applicant must show: 

1) Receiving a major international recognized award, or 
2) Providing documentation of at least three of the following factors; 

a) receipt of nationally or internationally recognized awards; 
b) membership in organization that requires outstanding achievement; 
c) published materials in professional or major trade publications; 
d) judgment of work of others; 
e) original scientific or scholarly work of major significance in his/her field; 
f) evidence of authorship of scholarly work; 
g) evidence that he/she has been employed at an organization with a 

distinguished reputation; 
h) has commanded and does command a high salary, and 
i) if the standards do not really apply to the applicant, the applicant may submit 

comparable evidence. 
 

Of the various United States permanent residence categories, the Extra Ordinary Ability 
category is most suited to members of the OHL.  

 
Permanent Residence in Canada 

 
Of the numerous categories for Permanent Residence in Canada, the Business Immigration 
category for Self-Employed applicants is relevant to the OHL. 
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10. IMMIGRATION POLICY (Cont’d) 
 

This category is intended for individuals who can demonstrate that they have the ability and 
the intent to establish a business that will make a positive contribution to Canada either in 
economic, cultural or artistic terms.  There is no specific job creation requirement for this 
category; however, the business must generate sufficient revenues to support the applicant and 
his/her dependents.  The applicant is not expected to enter a traditional employer/employee 
relationship with a Canadian employer.  While this category appears to have a strong business 
component, many athletes are processed under this category on account of their ability to 
assist in contributing to Canada in a cultural and economic manner. 
 
Examples of applicants processed under this category include farmers, artisans, sports 
personalities, actors, consultants and operators of small business outlets that certain 
communities may need. 

 
Conclusion 
Before travelling into or out of Canada visas, grounds of inadmissibility, border-crossing 
matters must be considered.  The difficulties and ramifications of ignoring these matters are 
significant and costly to the individual, the team and league both financially and from a public 
relations standpoint.  In order to facilitate the continued success of the league and the leagues 
good reputation, it is imperative that immigration issues are always seen as an important part 
of the big picture.  While the consequence of violating Immigration rules, laws and regulations 
can be harsh; such violations are also easily avoided. 
 

 
11. STANDARD PLAYER PLAYOFF HONORARIUM STRUCTURE 
 

The following represents the mandatory standard Playoff honorarium structure for players... 
 

i) Each player to be paid $100.00 if his team wins the first round of the Playoffs. 
 

ii) Each player is to be paid an additional $150.00 if his team should win the second round of 
the Playoffs. 

 
iii) Each player is to be paid an additional $300.00 if his team wins the third round of the 

Playoffs. 
 

iv) Each player is to be paid an additional $450.00 if his team should win the fourth round of 
the Playoffs. 

 
12. GAMBLING POLICY 

 
All players and team officials must respect the laws surrounding gambling in the 
jurisdiction in which they are present.  The Ontario Hockey League discourages gambling 
during any and all team activities. 
 
The League’s position on gambling is to include, but is not limited to the following… 
 
o The League and its Member Teams have a NO GAMBLING POLICY on Team Buses, in  

  Member Team dressing rooms, on Internet gambling web sites and / or at other team 
functions including the player’s place of residence whether it be with his billet or own 
family. 
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13. PORNOGRAPHY POLICY 
 
 No coach, team official, or player will use pornography as part of a team activity. 
  
14. CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY POLICY  
 
  The following represents the Ontario Hockey League Championship Trophy Policy… 
 
 ENGRAVING 
 
 a) Players 
 
  All players who finish with the team and have played a minimum of 40 games for   
  the Championship season. 
 
  All players who have participated in at least one game during the League Final  
  Series. 
 
 b) Staff 
 
  The Championship team submits a list to the League of whom they would like from  
  their organization listed on the trophy.  The OHL will approve the names to be listed  
  on the trophy. 
 
 c) Names Engraved 
 
   No more than 40 names – players, staff and ownership – will be listed on a trophy.   
  The winning team is to submit the list which will then be approved by the League. 
 
  d) Engraving 
 
   The OHL is responsible for the actual engraving of names to be listed on the League 

Championship trophies.  Under no circumstances is a winning team to undertake 
such. 

 
15. TEAM BUS POLICY 
 
                       While on the team buses, there shall be no smoking, vaping, chewing tobacco or       
                       drinking alcohol by any OHL Member Team personnel, including players, coaches,      
                       Managers, Owners, Trainers, etc. 
  
                        Players on staff on any OHL Member Team bus may not get changed while the bus is 
                        moving.  Any change of clothes must only happen when the bus is pulled over and    
                        when the bus is at a complete stop. 
 
                        All OHL Member Team personnel must wear seat belts if the team bus is currently     
                        equipped with seat belts. 
   

           Any violation of such policies, in addition to any fines by law, shall result in a   
                        minimum sanction of $5,000.00.  
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16. THROAT PROTECTION POLICY 
 

  The League policy with respect to the throat protectors requires all players, including                       
    goaltenders to wear a neck guard for any OHL practice, game or pre-game warm-up as provided 

      through the licensed supplier – Bauer. 
 
      It is understood that the neck guard may not be altered in any fashion and must be worn in such 
      a way that they are providing optimum protection to the throat area of the player. 
 
      A player who enters the playing surface without wearing a neck guard will be immediately          
      ordered off the playing surface.  If it should be a habitual offender, or a deliberate delay of  
     game tactic by the offending team, a minor penalty may be assessed at the discretion of the     
      referee. 
 
      A player who deliberately removes his own neck protector while on the playing surface shall be 
      assessed a minor penalty for unsportsmanlike conduct plus a game misconduct. 
 

 
17. FACILITY RESPECT POLICY 
 
 Any representative of an OHL Member Team who through inappropriate  

conduct inflicts damage to an OHL Member Team facility before, during or following an OHL 
game, practice or OHL Member Team / League-sanctioned event shall result in a fine to the 
offending team of equal or greater value of the financial cost to replace and to repair the 
resulting damage inflicted and / or suspension to the offending individual at the discretion of 
the League. 

 
18. SOCIAL NETWORKING POLICY 
 
 For the purposes for this policy, the following definitions are as follows: 
 

Social networking is described as:  “…social network service focuses on building online 
communities of people who share interests and/or activities, or who are interested in ...” 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_Networking_Sites and “are websites that allow users to build on-
line profiles, share information, pictures, blog entries, music clips, etc. ...” 
www.michigan.gov/cybersecurity/0,1607,7-217-34415---,00.html 

 
The OHL Community includes people that are directly involved in the day to day operations of 
the League.  These people include: Governors, General Managers, Coaches, Training staff, 
Equipment staff, Team Medical staff, Scouts, support staff, on/off ice officials, billets, players 
and League staff. 

 
The Ontario Hockey League understands and appreciates the importance of social networking 
as it relates to the personal and professional lives of its stakeholders.  This immediate and 
public forum provides unique opportunities for networking and promotion however it also 
provides an unsupervised medium for inappropriate conduct to occur.  This conduct may be 
deemed detrimental to the welfare of the League. The OHL holds the entire OHL Community 
who participates in social networking to the same standards as it would with all forms of 
media including television, radio and print. 

 
These policies are designed to protect all parties from harassment, stalking, inappropriate 
contact or behavior, however they are intended.  If requested by an outside party to 
participate in an online network as a direct result of your affiliation or participation within the 
OHL, the League recommends that this request is declined. 
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The following are some examples of behavior over social networking mediums that may 
result in disciplinary action by the OHL at the discretion of the Commissioner: 

 
Broadcasting or divulging confidential information that includes but is not limited to: trade 
talks, waivers, injuries and other sensitive matters pertinent to the OHL 
Negative or derogatory comments about any of OHL’s staff, programs, stakeholders, or 
program participants 
Photographs, video or comments promoting negative influences or criminal behavior 
including but not limited to: drug use, alcohol abuse, public intoxication, sexual 
exploitation, etc. 
Online activity that contradicts the current policies of OHL 
Inappropriate, derogatory, racist, or sexist comments in keeping with the OHL’s policies on 
these matters. 

 
The OHL Community should assume at all times that they are representing the Ontario 
Hockey League and/or its’ member teams.  The members of the OHL Community are 
expected to demonstrate discretion and respect over these sites; if a photo or comment 
would be inappropriate for all other forms of media, than it should be considered 
inappropriate for social networking sites.  

 
As with printed or broadcast media, the use of the OHL and / or its’ member teams logos or 
references must first be approved by the applicable team.   

 
                       
19. ELECTRONIC DEVICES POLICY 
 
 OHL players are not to utilize any electronic device including IPods, etc., etc., on the  

ice during any exhibition, regular season or playoff game including the pre-game 
warm-up. 

 
20. NEUTRAL SITE GAME POLICY 
 
  For Exhibition OHL games that are not played in OHL Member Team centres, the following     
         are minimum requires for such games… 
 

OHL off-ice officials must be utilized. 
Doctor and dentist must be in attendance. 
Defibrillator must be at player’s benches. 
Paramedics or qualified doctor as per League policy. 
Games must be videotaped. 
Dressing rooms must be of suitable to dress twenty (2) Ontario Hockey League  
players and include shower facilities and stocked with those items / supplies  
consistent with League Game Day Operations Policies. 
Officials Room must be suitable for four (4) on-ice officials and stocked with supplies  

 consistent with League Game Day Operations Policies. 
Medical / First Aid Room must be established to attend to any player and / or spectator 

  needs and stocked with the appropriate requirements to attend to the stitching of a    
 player, etc., etc. 
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21. OHL PARAMEDIC POLICY 
 
  It should be understood that two (2) paramedics will be on-site for all OHL games with it  

understood that at least one (1) of the paramedics be designated as an ACLS (Advanced 
Cardiac Life Support).  However, in lieu of available paramedics or / or paramedics with the 
appropriate ACLS designation, OHL Member Teams may utilize their respective team 
doctor(s) provided such doctor(s) are currently certified in trauma training (Advanced 
Training Life Support) 

                                                                                                                                              
22. OHL MEDICAL POLICY 
 
        It is mandatory that a doctor and dentist are in attendance at all OHL Exhibition, Regular          
         Season, and Playoff games. 
 
          Furthermore, it is understood that in the case of the doctor that is in attendance that he/she… 
 

   Is legally able to practice medicine in the Province of Ontario or home State. 
   That the attending doctor is a current registered member of the Ontario College of 

Physicians and Surgeons or equivalent in the United States        
 
          In terms of the dentist, it is as well understood that such dentist shall be legally able to     
         practice dentistry in the Province of Ontario or State and is a current member of the                
         Royal College of Dental Surgeons of Ontario or equivalent in the United States.    
 
23. DEFIBRILLATOR POLICY 

 
Each OHL Member Team is required to ensure that there is a defibrillator in close proximity to 
the  player’s bench in their respective facility at all times, for all game and practice situations. 
                                                                                                       

24. BILLET POLICY 
 
  During the regular season and playoffs, the maximum number of players that may be  
  in one billet home on a full-time basis is two (2) unless prior approval of League. 
 
25. OHL CONCUSSION PROTOCOL

Any player who displays one or more of the concussion signs or exhibits / reports one or more 
concussion symptoms (either on-ice or at any subsequent time) after direct or indirect contact, shall 
be removed as soon as possible from the bench by the Club medical personnel.

Players removed from the bench shall be evaluated by a Team Physician and / or Athletic Trainer / 
Therapist in a distraction-free environment.

If after the evaluation the Club Physician and / or Athletic Therapist determines that the player is not 
diagnosed with a concussion, the player may return to play.        

Concussion Signs Concussion Symptoms

Any loss of consciousness Headache
Slow to get up after hit to the head Dizziness
Motor incoordination (“rubber legs”, slow Nausea 
labored skating) Light/Sound Sensitivity
Clutching head after hit Balance difficulties
Disorientation Disorientation
Visible facial injury

Note: For home teams, the player is to be brought to the team medical room or dressing room.  
For visiting teams, players are to be brought to their respective dressing room.
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The standard procedure and protocol will be in place during games when an Athletic Therapist 
leaves the bench, ie., the opposition Athletic Therapist will cover for his colleague.

Any Club personnel who observe players on their team exhibiting signs of concussion shall report
this information promptly to their respective Club’s medical staff.

The attending doctor at an OHL game may be summoned at the discretion of the Athletic 
Therapist of the player exhibiting concussion symptoms. 

                                                                                                                                             

26. OHL PRACTICE PROTOCOL

OHL Member Team practice times may only be held between the hours of 9:00 a.m. – 6:00
p.m. unless prior approval is granted by the League, with it understood that following   games, 
players are not to participate in any on or off-ice training or practices excluding regular post-game
cycling programs until 9:00 a.m. of the day following the game.

27. TEAM-STRUCTURED ACTIVITIES

Team-structured activities for players shall be limited to a maximum of three (3) hours per  day for 
high school students and four (4) hours per day for non-high school students, excluding games, 
with it understood that such activities are not to conflict with school or school activities.

Team-structured activities shall be defined as, but not necessarily limited to, on-ice practices, off-
ice workouts and any other mandated team meetings including video sessions.                            
                                                                                                              

28. MEDICALS

All players must undergo a medical examination prior to participating in any OHL practice, 
exhibition, or regular season game on an annual basis. In addition, each team shall have 
completed an exit medical form for all players at the conclusion of the season and any players 
released during the course of the season.

With respect to affiliated players and their call-up during the season, any player that would not 
have undergone a medical prior to attending the immediate preceding training camp, then such 
player must undergo a medical examination prior to participating as an affiliated player for an OHL 
Member Team in either a practice or a game.

29. INSURANCE

The following represents a synopsis of the insurance coverage available through the Hockey 
Canada program as well as other requirements that each OHL Member Team should be 
addressing.

                   
 Hockey Canada Insurance – Major Medical and Dental 
 
 Hockey Canada provides insurance coverage for all major medical claims on the basis that  
  all players are covered by Ontario Health Insurance or the equivalent.  All accidents should  

be reported on the designated form and any claims should first be processed through 
Ontario Health Insurance or the equivalent (ie., Blue Cross).  If OHIP does not cover a claim, 
then it is submitted to Hockey Canada, however, it is most important that out-of-Province 
players have equivalent coverage in place of OHIP until such time they are able to receive 
OHIP coverage. 

 
 In the area of dental coverage, there is a maximum pay-out of $15,000.00 per accident.  
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Out-of-Country Insurance Coverage 
 
  All OHL Member Teams should carry for import players a minimum of $1,000,000.00 in  
  medical coverage for out-of-country emergency health care for non-hockey related injuries  
 / illness. 
 
 Out-of-Province / Country Insurance Players Insurance Coverage 
 
  Please note: 
 
 i) Each Ontario-based OHL Member Team must ensure that there is supplemental        
                          visitor coverage in place in lieu of OHIP, which would cover illness and to  
   determine to what extent is the coverage. 
 
  ii) US-based OHL Member Teams must ensure that out-of-country medical coverage  
   for hockey and non-hockey related injuries and illness is in place for all players,  
   including those Ontario-born players playing in the United States. 
 
 iii) Each OHL Member Team should ensure that supplemental out-of-country medical  
   insurance is taken out at a level at the discretion of each OHL Member Team for  
   travel to the United States.  
 
                                                                                                                                         
Hockey Canada Liability Insurance 
 
  The following areas are covered under the general liability portion of the Hockey Canada    
  policy. 
 

i) On and off-ice liability insurance coverage to a maximum of twenty million 
($2,000,000.00) per occurrence, no aggregate. 
 

ii) Liability coverage includes team and team personnel for bodily injury and property 
damage. 
 

 
iii) The Hockey Canada policy, with respect to US-based teams, pays out only after 

your hockey club’s insurance with USA Hockey is exhausted for an incident which 
occurs in the United States. 
 

iv) Should a liability situation occur affecting your hockey club when playing in 
Canada, the Hockey Canada policy would be the first one in effect for any liability 
claims. 

30. OHL MID-WEEK GAME DAY POLICY

In consideration of OHL Member Teams scheduling mid-week day games, the following are the 
policies governing such games…

- OHL Member Teams may schedule not more than one (1) mid-week day home game  
per season.

- OHL Member Teams may not play in more than two (2) mid-week games per season.
 

- Games may not commence earlier than 10:30 a.m.
 

- Home Team to be responsible for any and all extraordinary expenses incurred by  
visiting team and / or League as a result of the game start time, ie., hotel rooms, official’s 
expenses, as the result of playing such day game.
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- All home team requirements for the playing of an OHL game must be adhered to, such 
as but not limited to…

-Home Team responsible for ensuring that all media / broadcast requirements are 
satisfied, including local television broadcast, radio broadcast, print media, etc.

-Home Team responsible for ensuring that recognized OHL off-ice officials are 
utilized for all such games

- Home Team responsible for ensuring that a doctor and dentist are present for such 
games.

-Standard Ontario Hockey League Mid-Week Day Game Agreement must be filed with 
and approved by the League.

31. OHL PRACTICE POLICY

If an OHL Member Team is planning a structured practice for longer than 90 minutes, a flood must 
take place after the first hour and a half.

Note:  If players should remain on the ice after a 90 minute practice to work on skills, etc., etc., a 
flood is not required.

32. OHL MEMBER TEAM SCHEDULE POLICY

If each OHL Member shall ensure that players have a minimum four (4) days per month with no 
structured team activities, save and except scratch / injured and / or suspended players.

Note:  Teams must file the non-activity days with the League office at the beginning of each month 
and such days cannot be changed unless prior permission is granted by the League.

33. OHL ANAPHYLACTIC POLICY

All OHL Member Teams must have a communication plan for dissemination of information to 
vested interested parties (billets, staff, school, etc.) regarding any player who may be susceptible 
to an anaphylactic reaction.

All team staff be trained in dealing with life threatening allergies.

All teams ensure the players, including those that may be called up as affiliated players, be asked 
to supply information on life threatening allergies prior to each season.

All teams maintain a file for each anaphylactic player of current treatment and other information 
including prescriptions and instructions from players’ physician and a current emergency contact 
list.

All teams ensure that players travel with their personal epi-pen and that the Athletic Therapist has 
an extra and current back-up epi-pen on their person at all times for all team events

All teams ensure that there are no allergens in place in the common team areas if any player is 
susceptible to an anaphylactic reaction.

All teams ensure that the visiting team dressing room and service areas in and around the room 
are cleaned thorough prior to arrival.
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All teams ensure that they have a list of all medical facilities available enroute while on road trips 
in the case of an anaphylactic reaction by a player or staff member.

All teams ensure that best efforts are made with their respective facilities and that the media 
rooms in all OHL Member Team facilities are peanut free and that appropriate allergy alert 
signage is in place warning of any potential food contact with allergens.

The emergency Action Plan for each OHL Member Team must be engaged when an epi-pen is 
administered.

34. SKATE SHARPENING

Each OHL Member team shall utilize a skate sharpening Air Filtration Machine for visiting team 
dressing rooms/adjacent area.

35.  OFF-ICE PRE-GAME WARMUP 
 
In order to avoid any damage to facilities, and for the safety and welfare of all spectators, arena 
staff, etc, players are to remain within the confines of the dressing room area, ie lower bowl of the 
rink in order to facilitate the pre-game warmup routine.

36. CHL TOP PROSPECTS GAME TRAVEL POLICY 
 

The following shall be the determining factors whether a player participating in the CHL Top 
Prospects Game is eligible to participate for his CHL teamthe night following the CHL Top 
Prospects Game.

Players cannot lerave the host city earlier than 8:00am local time by car or 9:00am by air
Players must travel for less than 5 hours. Travel time is calculated from the time leaving 
the host city of the event to the estimated time of arrival at the arena hosting that player’s 
game that night.
Players must arrive at the arena hosting that player’s game that night no less than 2 hours 
prior to the scheduled start of game.

37. PERFORMANCE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM HEADED BY DR. PAUL DENNIS

The Ontario Hockey League and its Member Teams are committed to ensuring that a player’s
development occurs as a result of professional support.

Today’s players are different and it’s a changing landscape.

Coaches even with the best of intentions, might be feeling tremendous pressure and behave in
ways that do not support their players well-being.

A coach’s conduct has a significant impact on the development of the attitudes and behaviours of
his/her players.

In all forms of human endeavour, including sport, efforts are being made to eliminate psychologically 
destructive behaviour.

The Ontario Hockey League’s Professional Development Program is to assist coaches in having a 
better understanding of today’s players so that they will be able to create a coaching environment
where unwavering TRUST between the players and coaches become the norm.

Such program also provides the opportunity for the League to address/investigate through
professional intervention by Dr.Paul Dennis any alleged behaviours which may be deemed
detrimental to the welfare of the players.
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38. ALCOHOL POLICY

There is to be no alcohol consumed by any player at any OHL Member Team or League            
function.

39. MEDICAL SUPPORT PERSONNEL

Each OHL Member Team shall have a dedicated support person to drive visiting player /            
accompanied by his team representative to hospital in non-emergency situations before, during or after a 
game.

40. PLAYER LIAISON OFFICERS

Each OHL Member Team shall annually identify an individual assigned to be the Player Liaison / 
Advisor for all players who has no direct vested interest in the team and who reports to the League.

The role and responsibility of such individual is defined as the following…

Additional resource for team in educating players with respect to harassment, lifestyle issues.

Resource for players as to their rights and options under the CHL Players First Policy, suggest 
access to external avenues of recourse and to be available for counselling and support services.

If required, the Liaison Officer / Advisor is authorized to proceed with a formal complaint to the 
OHL if the player should come forward with sufficient evidence to form a complaint, but does not 
wish to make a complaint personally.

Note: If a complaint is submitted to the League, at their discretion, the League will appoint an 
investigator independent of the OHL selected on the basis of knowledge in the area of harassment 
and expertise in conducting investigations.

Note: The League may initiate a review as per the Performance Development Program through 
professional intervention by Dr. Paul Dennis on any alleged behaviors which may be deemed 
detrimental to the welfare of the players.
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